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Abstract

This study examines the concurrent development of

business administration education and management theory and

practice in Ontario. Management practice was developed in

response to a particular set of needs perceived by those

searching to establish stability and efficiency at the histor

ically most explosive and highly vulnerable sphere of con

tention--the workplace. Behavioural science and management

techniques are studied as social processes ultimately reflect

ing the dynamics and parameters of the social order. The

main thesis of this study is that management practice and the

training of management practitioners at the business schools

worked to reinforce the belief that labour and other social

problems are solvable within the parameters of the present

social system. This belief was strengthened by the positivism

of the engineers, behavioural scientists, and sociologists

studying tech~iques of the managerial discipline. As part

of the university curriculum, management theory was eventually

afforded the respectability of any academic discipline. As

a science, management strengthened the business curriculum

and justified the purpose of business education in the aca

demic environment.

This work studies the curricula of four business

depar~ments at the Universities of Toronto, McMaster, Queen's,

and Western Ontario over a sixty year period from 1900 to 1960.
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In particular the work examines published course descriptions

and the content of a sample of textbooks in order to trace

the introduction of management theories into the curricula

of the schools of business administration. Scientific manage

ment and its introduction into the curriculum, the alteration

of scientific management using the "softer" human relations

technique, and the introduction of the theory of organizations

to justify the authority structure, hierarchical relations,

and the necessity of strong leadership are specifically exa

mined. The work also considers the role played by key parti

cipants in the Canadian management movement and the involve

ment of Canadian businessmen and industrialists in the develop

ment of business and management curriculum. In general, a

number of questions are posed regarding the emergence of

management practice and the contribution of management prac

tice and the business curriculum to the maintenance of sta

bility, harmony, and efficiency within the social order.
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Chapter One

Solving Social Problems with the Pragmatic Panacea:
The Development of Business and Management Education

Education is the process of
preparing or fitting or adapt
ing man to his time and his
environment. It is concerned
with human happiness and human
comfort and human welfare .
... It is concerned with man
in his entirety. 1

For more than a hundred years North American social sci-

entists have sought solutions to the economic and social prob-

lems plaguing American society. During the early decades of

the twentieth century, they were particularly disturbed by

the growing number of labour problems and began in earnest

to search for scientific means to eliminate such difficulties.

Rejecting the critical analyses of socialists, social reform-

ers, and labour leaders at the time, they specifically sought

solutions that were possible without radical alterations to

the socioeconomic framework. For many of these scientists,

the promise of education was extraordinary. Many believed

that education not only held promise for solving labour and

other social problems but that it was, in fact, a panacea.

Althought the commitment to education failed to dis-

solve the turn of the century's most pressing problems, edu-

1
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cators, social reformers, social scientists, and businessmen

maintained their faith in the institution and searched method

ically for new appro~ches for academia. While schooling had

proven its worth as an agency of socialization, by the turn

of the century its practices and curricular materials were remi

niscent of the nineteenth century's gentlemanly "ideal" of

education but were now inconsistent with the needs of twentieth

century capitalism. What was needed for the new "scientific"

order was a more pragmatic form of education--an education

designed to train practitioners in the use of the latest tech

nological advances and social science research findings. Only

this form of education held enough promise to satisfy those

questing for an ultimate panacea.

The Managerial Promise and Business Education

Business and management education were established

as part of the university curriculum at a time when social

scientists were actively seeking concrete solutions to the

most visible and difficult social problems. While business

and management education were not proposed as solutions per

se, proponents of the more pragmatic forms of education

aligned themselves with the social reform movement, thereby

giving the impression of certitude for their cause. By

establishing business and administration education as part

of the university curriculum, educators and businessmen
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were simply bringing the university curriculum up-to-date

with respect to the growing field of social science and

behavioural studies. Since social science had continued to

prove its worth in the laboratories of the larger indus

trial operations, social reformers, educators, and some

enlightened businessmen realized the usefulness of teaching

social science techniques on a broader scale through the

public higher education system. At the same time as the size

of business and industrial enterprises grew, necessitating

a greater number of foremen, front line "decision-makers",

administrators, and other bureaucrats, a need for training

programmes for this strata of "educated labour" was even

tually recognized. Thus, management education was deve

loped with a very specific and concrete purpose--the

replacement of familiar and unscientific administration with

qualified managers knowledgeable in the behavioural sciences

and adept in the use of the latest management techniques.

Business and management education were gradually

incorporated into the Departments of Political Economy and

Economics at a time when a positivistic approach to the

Il science" of society was popularized in North Al"lerica by

the founding fathers of American sociology--Lester Frank

Ward, William G. Sumner, Franklin Giddings, Edward

Alsworth Ross, and p~lbion W. Small. Their purpose was -to

analyze particular features of society, identify components
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requiring reform, and organize a plan for re-establishing

order and harmony within the social order. This positi

vistic tradition was upheld in the post depression period

when Talcott Parsons popularized structural-functional

sociology. Structural-functionalism was employed as a key

method of inquiry into the social processes of modern

society and as such it emphasized the harmonious relation

ships among social institutions. Parsons' analysis was

tailored to study the structure and function of organiza

tions within society by his student, Robert King Merton,

and subsequently businessman, Chester Barnard. These

authors' works provided an exemplar theoretical approach

to studies in organizations which was implicit in the

modern business administration curriculum. This framework

of positivism justified the teaching and use of the early

techniques of scientific management and especially human

relations for the establishment of efficiency, harmony, and

stability within the organization structure.

writings in the positivistic tradition sought imme

diate solutions to identified social disharmonies. There

was strong agreement that education, especially pragmatic

education, was necessary as a source of national stability

and individual strength. Such ideas regarding the role of

education dated back to the turn of the century and were

apparent in, for example, John Dewey's writings. Proponents
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of pragmatic education argued that as the new industrial

society emerged, changes in education were as necessary as

"changes in modes of industry and commerce. 1I2 Under this

new arrangement, the school would have "a chance to affil

iate itself with life.,,3 By preparing the student with

practical and problem solving skills, it was maintained that

the modern curriculum guaranteed stability and harmony.

With its inherent ideology of progress and its goals of

national and economic development, students were not only

taught acceptance of the system but were instilled with both

desire and skill to further its goals. Moreover, not only

would "modern education" provide students with opportunities

to adjust to "common" social goals, but the new education

would develop within the student the capacity to broaden,

deepen and perhaps reconstruct the "spiritual interests of

society. ,,4 Thus, education was regarded as an agent of

social betterment.

Although Dewey had emphasized the school's impor-

tant role in performing community services and in providing

social rather than individual benefits, he was not as out-

spoken in this matter as the sociologists of the time who

were claiming that education had become "over-psycholo

gized."S Clearly, it was the intention of the twentieth

century social scientists to transform education into an

institution which would function to shape the individual
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into a socially useful personality with acceptable social

goals. Besides social service education became identified

with social efficiency and social control.

A key figure in the development of the sociology

of education, David Snedden, was concerned with the social

usefulness of education. Snedden, a student of Edward A.

Ross and later Commissioner of Education in Massachusetts

and professor at Leland Stanford University, along with

William C. Bagley, Charles A. Ellwood, Ernest R. Groves,

Henry Suzzallo, W.R. Smith, and others, argued that for too

long education had "suffered from vague aims, such as

promoting character, mental discipline, citizenship, and

'self-realization' .,,6 The sociologist's job was to "insist

that every phase of school work be directed toward the pro

duction of the socialized individual who not only vaguely

recognizes his duty to society, but who is actually trained

into social service." This would necessitate that the

school "organize its curriculum in harmony with social

demands and adopt a discipline and methods similar in kind

to those of social institutions outside the school.,,7

As soon as the public and high school curricula were

re-organized to reflect the prevalent and pragmatic ethos,

those interested in higher education began to recognize the

need for "modernizing" university curricula as well. It \Vas

at this time that business schools were established. Busi-
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ness and management studies were developed with the momen-

turn of the positivistic tradition and were firmly entrenched

in the scientific ethos of modern capitalist society.

Through their own optimism, business educators convinced

businessmen, social reformers, and various university per-

sonnel that the form of pragmatic education they offered

would contribute positively to the development of harmo-

nious relations within organizations and industrial society.

Integrating Science into the Management Process:
Changes in Management and the Labour Relationship

The gradual development and growth in popularity of

management education programmes can be attributed to the

business and industrial sector's interest in solving labour

problems. Historical changes in the nature of the relation-

ship between management and the worker necessitated the

development of management training programmes to teach appro-

priate administrative skills and management techniques.

Developments in management education were preceded by deve-

lopments in the behavioural sciences. In fact, historical

study of the development of management and managerial tech-

niques is a record of the integration of science into the

8management process.

Changes in the work relationship affected the pro-

cess of recruitment of managers and administrators. An
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increasingly larger percentage of the labour force was

employed in a supervisory capacity. Canadian statistics

indicate that the concentration of supervisors within the

labour force and particularly within the manufacturing

sector grew dramatically especially between 1900 and 1940.

From Table 1.1 it is evident that the number of employees

increased by 29% between 1910 and 1940 and during that same

period, the supervisory and office employees as a percent

age of all employees grew by 112%. Meanwhile, although

statistics are only available from 1965 on, it is clear that

working owners or partners constitute a minor percentage

of all employees.

The nature of the twentieth century work relation

ship is best understood with regard to the issue of power

and control. An examination of this relationship allows for

a more complete understanding of the roles of management,

the purpose and function of managerial technique, and the

locus of organizational control. It is important first to

briefly distinguish between pre-industrial and industrial

work relationships.9 In the pre-industrial period the craft

worker was involved in the entire production process and

undertook both conception and execution of any particular

task. With factory production, machine power gradually

replaced hand power, larger numbers of workers were concen

trated under one roof and a process began whereby skilled
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Table 1.1

Summary Statistics of Manufacturing Industries,
Canada, 1910-1975

Supervisory Working
Mean and office owners &

No. of No. of Employees employees as partners as
Year ests. employees per est. a percent a percent

of all of all
employees employees

1910 509,977 8.4

1917 22,043 571,866 26.6 10.7

1920 22,376 576,417 25.8 13.4

1925 20,956 522,661 24.9 13.6

1930 22,586 614,348 27.2 13.8

1935 24,000 556,363 23.2 17.6

1940 25,471 761,639 29.9 17.8

1945 28,979 1,118,015 38.5 17.0

1950 35,942 1,183,297 32.9 19.5

1955 38,182 1,298,461 34.0 22.1

1957 37,875 1,359,061 35.9 23.1

*1960 32,852 1,275,476 38.8 23.8

1965 33,310 1,570,299 47.1 28.9 0.9

1970 31,928 1,637,001 51.3 28.7 0.7

1975 30,100 1,_ 741,159 57.8 27.0 0.4

Sources:

1910-1957: M.C. Urquhart and K.A.H. Buckley.
Historical Statistics of Canada, (Toronto:
Macmillan, 1965), pp. 462-3, 294-5.

*1960-1975: Manufacturing Industries of Canada:
National and Provincial Areas, (Ottawa:
Statistics Canada).

*The basis of this series changes to eliminate some
small employers.
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Table 1.2

Summary Statistics of Manufacturing Industries,
Canada, 1880-1910

Year
No. of
ests.

No. of
employees

~lean

Employees
per est.

Supervisory
and office
employees as
a percent of
all employees

1880 47,079 284,042 5.3

1895 69,716 351,139 5.0

1900 ------ 422,824

1905 15,197 382,702 25.2 9.2

1910 ------ 509,977 8.4

Source:

M.C. Urquhart and K.A.H. Buckley, Historical
Statistics of Canada, (Toronto: Macmillan, 1956).

labour was gradually replaced by semi-skilled and unskilled

labour as the tasks of conception and execution were sepa-

rated into distinct job categories. The essence of the

factory system was not its widespread use of machinery nor

its amassing of workers under one roof. Rather, its esser-ce

was its entailment of a new discipline and a new work rela-

tionship. It was under this new work relationship that the

management process was born.

In the early work relationship between the master

and apprentice, inequality was based on the skill differen-
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tial between the parties and purpose of the relation-

ship was the transfer of knowledge to the apprentice.

Although a power element was also inherent in the relation-

ship, this power differential was primarily related to the

inequality in knowledge and skill level and secondarily to

the pattern of ownership and difference in status. As the

task of conception was separated from that of execution,

and foremen, supervisors and other levels of management were

employed, the work relationship was based on power differ-

ences and the element of control. Table 1.2 indicates a

decrease in the number of manufacturing establishments

between 1880 and 1910 and therefore, the g·rowing concentra-

tion of workers under one roof. This, in turn, necessitat-

ed the development of offices of supervision and control.

Management control over the work process evolved

through several stages. For purposes of analysis, two

distinct phases in the development of the management pro-

b d · t' . h d lOA f th h t'cess may e ~s _~ngu~s e . summary 0 _e c arac erlS-

tics of each phase is presented in Charts 1.1 and 1.2.11

The first phase shall be called Simple Management and gen-

erally refers to the period between 1880 and 1910. During

this phase neither the parameters of the occupation of

management nor managerial techniques were clearly defined.

Managers were simply assigned to provide direction and

maintain control through the use of rudimentary discipli-



Chart 1.1

Phase 1: Simple Management

Period

Before 1870

1870-1890

1880-1910

Source of
Direction

Master
Craftsman

Working
Owners &
Partners

Shop
Supervisor

Division of
Labour

Simple

Growing divi
sion of labour;
separation of
conception &
execution

Developed divi
sion of labour;
Separate mana
gerial category;
Separation of
skilled and
unskilled labour

Purpose of
t>1anagement

Simple direc
tion, Teaching,
Guidance

Direction, Effi
ciency, Clarity
of orders

Discipline,
Issue of
orders

Basis for Power
Relationship

Knowledge,
Skill, Owner
ship

Ownership

Ownership or
Assignment
by owner



-
Chart 1.2

Phase II: Systematic Management
(Development of Managerial Techniques)

Starting
from

Source of
Direction

Division of
Labour

Purpose of
Management

Justification of
Relationship

1910 Shop Super- Detailed Efficiency Managerial
visor, Engi- Control Prerogative
neer, Tech-
nologist

1930 Personnel Detailed Efficiency, Defined by occu-
Director, Elimination pat ion of manage-
Dept. manager of sources of ment, scientifi-

contention, cally determined
Control

1950 Dept. of Per- Detailed Coordination Proven necessity
sonnel & Staff Efficiency of management &

& line Hanagers Control leadership
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nary techniques. The mere existence of the foreman or

manager on the shop floor as representative of the authority

of the employer was expected to ensure obedience and ade

quate production levels while teaching workers about the

social context of work relationships and the inherent power

structure involved.

During the second phase which shall be referred to

as Systematic Management, specific managerial techniques

were developed in order to guarantee productive efficiency

and harmonious relations within the organization. Begin

ning with scientific management, a more precise definition

of the role and function of management was presented. Using

scientifically determined methodologies, it was expected

that efficiency levels would be increased and disciplinary

problems would be eliminated. Various spheres and functions

of management were defined as the complexity of organiza

tions grew. Moreover, the sphere of middle management and

sub-categories of administration were defined as models of

organizations were developed using staff and line criteria.

Under Systematic Management, the key function of management

is coordination for efficiency. Hence, elaborate reporting

and communications systems are featured in the complex

organization and the definition of organization becomes

infused with the idea of cooperation.

The practice of simple or systematic management is
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concerned with obedience and conformity to a code of rules

and discipline. During the early phase this concern was

overt. During the latter phase, behavioural scientists and

human relations experts worked to "soften" management's

approach by substituting subtle techniques and the use of

"anonymous" authority for earlier overt methods. This pro

cess required scientific precision and the assurance of

management practitioners, businessmen, industrialists, and

behaviourists of its efficacy. Training in the use of such

methodology was elaborate and eventually justified its place

within the university curriculum. The professionalization

of the occupation of management is representative of the

gradual integration of science into the management process.

The study of business and management education is the

study of the development of systematic management. Manage

ment education served to justify the process of management

and lent the process credibility through affiliation with

the university. Training programmes for modern managers

were designed to teach the inevitability and necessity of

management and the acceptability of techniques of control.

Guided by the efficiency ideal of the ~odern management

movement, schools of business present a positive approach

to business and industrial problems, possible solutions to

social disharmonies, and a guaranteed promise of cooperation

and efficiency.
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Methodological Questions and Considerations

Until recently studies in the sociology of higher

education have mainly been concerned with questions of acces

sibility, equality of opportunity, and post-graduate occu

pational and status attainment. This work examines the

development of a specific field of study--business and

management curricula--within the university over a sixty

year period from 1900 to 1960. The purpose here is two

fold. First, an attempt is made to understand the growth

and development of university business and management pro

grammes through a thorough and concrete analysis of changes

in the business curricula at four universities--McMaster,

Queen's, Toronto, and Western Ontario. Secondly, this study

analyzes the development of the management function, manage

ment practice, and the Canadian management movement and

interrelationships to the development of business curricu

lum. The study examines three phases of business management

education in which specific managerial theories and tech

niques--scientific management, human relations, and struc

tural-functional organization analysis--were integrated into

the business curriculum. These are the "Scientific Manage

ment Phase" from 1900 to 1930, the "Human Relations Phase"

from 1930 to 1950, and the "Structural Functionalist Phase"

from 1950 ~o 1960. 12 From this analysis general conc1u-

sians r8garding management education and the nature ar.d char-
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acter of the Canadian management process during these

phases are drawn.

Upon examination of the literature on organization

development and management over the historical period under

study, various themes were identified. These are:

1. The question of power and control.

2. The bureaucratic hierarchy and its

dimensions; the authority structure.

3. Stability, maintenance and/or survival.

4. Productivity and achievement of goals;

efficiency.

5. Task or goal orientation; participants'

attitudes.

Social scientists and management theorists pursued these

themes, seeking means by which to achieve improvement in both

organizational efficiency and social harmony. The period

from 1900 to 1960 may be considered to be an experimental

one in which each aspect of the labour/management process

was at some time examined for clues to the improvement of

work and social relations. Writings on work and the mana

gerial process during this period therefore were presented

within the broad context of social improvement. While the

general themes listed above underlie major writings on the

management process and managerial technique, particular

aspects of the general themes were emphasized during vari

ous historical periods. In this analysis, three historical
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phases were identified. The phases correspond roughly to

the periods in which particular theories--scientific

management, human relations, and structural-functionalist

organization analysis--dominated the field of management

and the work process.

In this writing it is argued that theories of manage

ment in general were presented within the broad context of

social betterment and the tradition of positivism. This

assumption is based on an analysis of the historical develop

ment of management in its North American context during the

reform movement and the transition to industrial capitalism.

Management theory and practice developed concurrently with

practical sociology, social work, applied psychology, school

reform, and vocational guidance. Along with these disci

plines, it was guided by the assumption of the social reform

movement that solutions to various social problems, includ

ing labour problems, are attainable. Under this general

assumption, then, during each phase, dominant theories were

developed within a particular context relevant to specific

needs and interests within the historical process. Manage

ment techniques were designed to address specific problems

in each period and were suited to the requirements of the

period. Chart 1.3 presents the context of the period in

which the particular managerial concerns were emphasized.

Note the overriding emphasis throughout on social improve-



Chart 1.3

General and Particular Themes of Management Theory,
1900-1960

Context Themes

1. Power & control.
Social 2 . Hierarchy & authority
Improvement, structure.

3 • Stability, maintenance,
Solving survival.
Social 4 . Productivity.
Problems 5. Task/goal orientation.

19

\

Phase Specific Context Particular
Concerns

Scientific Scientific reform; - control as mana-
Management, Efficiency gerial prerogative
1900-1930 - specific direction

- accuracy, precision
- obedience

Human Psychology of - behavioural & atti-
Relations, Happiness; tudinal change
1930-1950 Paternalism - social psychology

of workers
- scientific selec-

tion
- workplace reform;

work environment
- obedience, coopera-

tion

Structural Leadership; - decision-making
Functionalist, Social - leadership quali-
1950-1960 Stability ties

- achievement of orga-
nization's goals

- task orientation--
motivation, loyalty I

- social harmony
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ment and the ideology of reform.

The Scientific Management Phase corresponds to the

beginning of Systematic Management. (See Chart 1.2.) During

this time the first systematic attempts were made to direct

workers' actions on the shop floor and to attribute increased

productivity and efficiency to that systematized process.

Drawing on lessons from the scientific management experi

ments, the Human Relations Phase was dominated by the

efforts of applied behavioural scientists who examined vari

ous aspects of the work environment in order to eliminate

p~ssible sources of dissatisfaction and discomfort. Moving

from the concrete and experimental approaches characteristic

of both Scientific Management and Human Relations Phases,

backed by a strong Weberian tradition, the Structural-Func

tionalists in Nortil ~~erica explored the nature of bureau

cratic authority and leadership and its contribution to a

stable organizational and social environment.

Management theory and practice were developed within

the framework of capitalist economics, providing justification

for that framework. They were therefore complementary to

the ideology and context of capitalism. This study speci

fically examines how the general and particular themes, the

techniques, and "truths" of management were presented in the

university business curriculum and to some extent supported

in the Canadian management movement.
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The core of this work examines changes in the curri

cula of four Ontario universities--McMaster, Queen's, Toronto,

and Western Ontario. These universities were chosen because

they are historically significant in the development of

higher education in Canada. Queen's, Toronto, and Western

Ontario house the first three degree granting business

departments in the province and, in addition, western

Ontario's Business School with its international reputation

has been referred to as the "Harvard" of Canada. ~1cHaster

was chosen as representative of the remaining Ontario uni

versities offering business programmes due to the acces

sibility of data. Nonetheless, lkMaster's contributions to

the development of business education are well recognized. 13

If changes in management theory and practice in turn effect

ed changes in management education, then these changes would

be reflected in the curricula of these four representative

universities.

Data sources include course descriptions in univer-

sity calendars published annually, course textbooks, other

available university documents, such as official statements,

President's Reports, and official addresses, Proceedings of

the National Conference of Canadian Universities, 1911

1958, and other relevant publications, reports, and state

ments. The cusiness press also constituted an important

data source. The following are major sources: Financial
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Post, 1920-1965, Business Quarterly, 1933-1973, Canadian

Business, 1947-1970, and Queen's Quarterly, 1893-1970.

The strengths and weaknesses of historical and

documentary research have been examined in contemporary

sociology.14 Apart from the most obvious disadvantage of

historical methodology that there is no control over the

type nor range of data available, this work is not parti

cularly affected by the disadvantages of historical research.

The work is detailed, concrete, systematic, and thus addresses

S.D. Clark's caution that historical sociology should

not be a search back for grand laws. 15 Rather this study

examines the development of business and management educa

tion within a particular social, economic, and cultural

milieu, thereby providing avenues of insight into the

dynamics of social change and the permanence of particular

structures.

i) University Calendar Course Descriptions

All available calendars published between 1900 and

1960 of the four universities were analyzed. When available,

earlier calendars dating back to 1890 were consulted for

historical and background infor~ation. Specifically, all

course descriptions and other write-ups on departments of

economics, political economy, business and corr~erce, socio

logy, and social work were analyzed fer clues to develop-
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ments in management education. In addition descriptions

of applied science or engineering department courses were

examined for Queen's between 1894-5 and 1959-60 and for

Toronto between 1915-6 and 1946-7.

During the first period, 1900-1930, course descrip

tions were analyzed for statements regarding the beginnings

of management education and specific teachings on the scien

tific management technique. Between 1930 and 1950 indica

tions of change in teachings on management and the inclusion

of psychology and the human relations perspective were exa

mined and during the latter period between 1950 and 1960

more subtle changes to incorporate structural-functionalist

theory of organizations and the psychology of leadership and

administration were noted. The purpose here was to analyze

changes in the curriculum vis-a-vis phases of management

theory and practice.

The first task was to identify the beginnings of

management education in departments of political economy,

business, and engineering. Early forms of business educa

tion taught business techniques and skills necessary for

success in operating a business. Gradually theories and

p~inciples of management were introduced into the curricu

lum and a larger number of courses included components on

the management process. This study traces the inclusion of

"management" to?ics in the skill oriented courses such as
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accounting, financial management, and money and banking,

and examines changes over time in the management oriented

courses such as production management, industrial management,

and labour problems. In addition the supportive curricula-

?sychology, sociology, political science, and social work

courses--are examined during the first two phases for con

tent reflecting an emphasis on management theories and pro

cess and the general problem solving framework.

For the early phase, 1900-1930, all course descrip

tions were carefully analyzed for management content. For

the later phases, management content became the criterion

for analysis of the calendar description. Descriptions of

the following courses were found to contribute most signi

ficantly to developments in management education and along

with introductory and university extension courses in manage

ment constituted the core management education curriculum:

Industrial Management, Production Management, Labour Problems,

Personnel Administration, Office Management, Industrial

Relations, Executive Development Courses, and Administra-

tive Theory and Problems. Chart 1.4 presents information

regarding the years in which these courses were first offered

at the universities. Related engineering and management

courses were also examined. In addition supportive social

science curricula in which the nature of work and work rela

tions were studied were analyzed. The major courses in this
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Chart 1.4

Course*

Management Education Courses

University & Years Courses Were First Offered**
. McMaster. Queen's. Toronto. Western.

General Management/ 1950-1
Business Admin.

Industrial 1946-7
Management

1921-2

1922-3

1921-2

1922-3

1927-8

1921-2

Factory/Production
Management

Labour Problems

Trade Unionism

Socialism

1956-7

1914-5

1914-5

1908-9
1941-2

1911-2

1908-9
1911-2

1917-8
1955-6

1922-3

1910-1

1920-1

1939-40

1919-20

1925-6

1915-6
1930's

Personnel Management 1942-3

Sales Management

1921-2

1952-3

1939-40 1940-1

1924-5

Office Management 1957-8 1921-2

Financial Hanagement 1941-2

Public Administra
tion

1928-9

1921-2

1920-1

1920-1

1923-4

1933-4

Administrative
Theory & Problems

1954-5 1942-3 1943-4

Industrial Relations 1956-7 1938-9 1950-1

Executive
Development

Executive Problems

1953-4 1952-3 1948-9

1923-4

* These are generic course titles. There may have been slight
variations from university to university and from year to
year. In most cases the courses were first offered through
the Depts. of Economics and Political Economy or Depts. of
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of Business & Commerce. However, in a few cases the
courses were first offered in other depts. and then trans
ferred to the business depts.

**Dates refer to years in which the university began to
offer the c~urse. Courses were offered throughout the
period under study unless otherwise indicated.

category were Industrial and Vocational psychology, Indus-

trial Sociology, Social Problems, and Trade Unionism.

Courses offered through Extension Departments and later

through graduate programmes were also included in the ana-

lysis.

There are numerous difficulties in conducting this

type of research. Generally lacking any systematically

organized archival or retrieval systems, studying the uni-

versity as an organization presents a number of problems.

While corporations, philanthropic institutions and similar

organizations house elaborate record keeping systems, such

data are for the most part unavailable at the universities.

Systematic records of course outlines and textbook lists,

for example, are not available. At the departmental level

very little information is collected. Therefore for data

regarding courses and textbook requirements, it was neces-

sary to rely almost exclusively on information published

in the annual c~lendars. viliile there is no reason to believe

that this information is inaccurate, nevertheless, it is

sketchy at particular points for the various institutions.

Calendars differ in format and the types and amount of infor-
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mation supplied. Each university often changed its pub

lishing format and offered varying amounts of information

from year to year. For these reasons it is difficult to

specifically compare curricular developments from univer

sity to university although general comparisons may be

noted.

Despite these problems course descriptions published

in the calendars serve as the university's official state

ments on the subject matter of its curriculum. While the

descriptions mayor may not accurately reflect the actual

content delivered in the classroom, they nevertheless out

line the parameters of the sUbject area and define what

ought to be included in each topic. 16 By conducting a year

by year examination of changes in these descriptions, con-

elusions are drawn regarding the officially recognized

curricular content of management education programmes.

ii) Textbook Analysis

In order to understand the substance of the business

curriculum, a selection of business textbooks are analyzed,

specifically with reference to statements on scientific

management, human relations, and organizational design. The

analysis excludes classical works such as John Stuart Mills'

Principles of Political Economy, Adam Smith's Wealth of

Nations, Ricardo's Political Economy, Malthus' Essay on
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Population, and Bohm-Bawerk's Capital and Interest,17

historical studies such as Toynbee's Industrial Revolu

tion, Webb's History of Trade Unionism in England,

Breckinridge's A History of Canadian Banking and Ross'

A History of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, and govern

ment commission reports, documents, statistical records and

other pUblications such as Labour Gazette. With these exclu

sions then, between 1900 and 1960 there were approximately

340 textbooks listed in the university calendars as required

or recommended readings for the courses listed above as the

core management education curriculum. 18 Of these, 136 or

40% were selected for analysis.

Textbooks for analysis were selected on the basis of

use patterns at the universities. A classification scheme

was devised and books were to meet one of the criteria in

the scheme to be included in the analysis. Chart 1.5 pro

vides information on this classification scheme. Due to

the frequency of omissions in the calendars during the later

period, especially after the late 1940's, a few of the

management education textbooks listed during this period did

Jot meet the criteria of the classification system. How

ever, these books were listed as primary texts for manage-

ment courses. More significantly, if these books had been

excluded based on the criteria below, the sample analyzed
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Chart 1.5

Textbook Analysis Classification

Use Pattern

Frequent

Popular

Regular

No. of Universities

1 or 2

3 or 4

1 or 2

Time Span

constant use over
short period;
10 years or less

± 10 years

intermittent use over
long period;
10 years or more

would not have been representative of the later period.

Once selected, the textbooks were categorized accord-

ing to subject. Seven subject areas were distinguished.

In Chart 1.6 a summary of the categories, subject areas

included and percentage cf books analyzed per category is

presented. As Chart 1.6 indicates, the 136 books chosen con-

stitute a representative sample of management education text-

books. Variation in the percentage of books falling in the

categories was primarily due to three factors: the availabil-

ity of books for analysis, the use patterns and classifi-

cation criteria devised above, and the difficulty in cate-

gorizing books by subject area. The over-representation of

"critiques" in the sample needs explanation. The critiques

were examined in a more cursory fashion and were mostly rele-

vant to the early period under study. Overall these sources
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Chart 1.6

Textbook Categories and Subject Areas

Category Subject Areas % of Sam- % of Texts
pIe N=136 N=340

General

Management &
Administration

Labour

Problem Solving

Specific Studies

*Engineering

Critiques of
Socialism

introductory texts
theoretical works
historical works
general edited col-
lections

industrial management
procedures

administrative tech
niques

specific writings on
scientific management,
human relations, &
organization theory
& administration

labour problems
labour economics
labour institutions
trade unionism

psychological analyses
sociology
immigration
problems of employment

& unemployment

management in relation
to advertising problems,
sales, marketing,
finance, public
institutions, trade

engineering economics
management of factories

critiques of Marx and/or
theory & practice of
socialism

40%

14%

17%

14%

8%

2%

43%

13%

14%

18%

8%

3%

1%

*This refers to those texts used only in the Depts. of
Applied Science & Engineering. Several of the engineering
texts were also required in the economics & business courses
and therefore fell into one of the other categories.
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were less representative of required texts for management

education and more representative of readings in early poli

tical science, political economy, and theory courses. On

the basis of these categories and subject areas then, the

books were carefully analyzed as instructional aids in order

to determine inherent lessons regarding management theory,

its application, and the elimination of labour and other

social problems.

All 136 books of the sample were read and statements

from these works were selected highlighting the author's ana

lysis of the general and particular themes of management

theory as outlined in Chart 1.3. For each book analyzed then,

the main concerns were the questions of: 1) how the author

addressed the general themes of power and control,

hierarchy and authority structure, stability, main-

tenance and survival, productivity, and task/goal orienta

tion, and the particular themes of the phases; and 2) in what

context did the author present an analysis of these themes.

An author's presentation of a general theme is considered

to be significant if a chapter, a selection of at least five

consecutive pages, or at least ten scattered but major

references to it were identified in the work. An author's

presentation of a particular approach to management--scien

tific management, human relations, or structural-functionalist

organizational analysis--or a description of technique, style,
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or possible outcome of the management phase is considered to

be significant if at least five pages or major references to

it were identified in the work.

In each of Chapters 5, 6, and 7, the textbook ana-

lysis sections are divided into four sub-sections. Each of

these sub-sections presents a compilation of major state-

ments by the authors in answer to the following questions:

Sub-section 1: v~at are the general perspectives
presented regarding management during the period?
How is management defined? wnat is the perspec
tive on capitalism or alternative systems?

Sub-section 2: How are specific themes or manage
ment theories presented and defined? Were the
authors supportive or critical of the primary
approach to management presented during each
phase?

Sub-section 3: How was the approach to management
in each phase justified? How did the authors
address the general theme of social improvement?
What themes were prevalent in the books during
each phase?

Sub-section 4: How were managerial techniques
popularly practised during the phase presented
or described?

Conclusions are thus drawn regarding the substance of manage-

ment education on the basis of analyses presented in the

textbooks.

The met~odology of textbook and content analysis has

been criticized due to the problems involved in the inter

pretation of data. 19 Used in conjunction with historical

and documentary research methods, textbook analysis provides

a detailed summary of the style, form, and curriculum content
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of business education. tilhile there have been studies of the

social and political context within which educational insti

tutions developed,20 and studies of the "hidden curriculum",2l

detailed analyses of curricula content have largely been

22neglected.

By combining historical and documentary research

methods with detailed textbook analysis, this work contri

butes to the understanding of the higher education process,

its curricula, and its social and political context. More

over, in examining a pragmatic curriculum, this work provides

a concrete analysis of the process, application and justifi

cation of management and administrative techniques in Canada.

Chapter Two presents a brief review of some of the

major theoretical questions and problems in the area of

sociology of education and socialization. The purpose of

this chapter is to develop the theoretical framework in

which the remaining analysis is presented.

The next two chapters study the development of

business education in Ontario from the early 1800's to the

1930's. In Chapter Three a concrete historical examination

of the development of business education in Ontario is pre

sented. Of particular importance here is the question of the

form of business education in its early stages and its gradual

professionalization. Chapter Four specifically examines the

transformation in business curriculum from its early focus
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on business skills to its later emphasis on problem-solving

and management.

Chapters Five, Six, and Seven respectively study the

Scientific Management Phase, 1900-1930, the Human Relations

Phase, 1930-1950, and the Structural-Functionalist Phase,

1950-1960, in management education. In order to understand

the presentation of these theories in the business curriculum,

university calendar descriptions and course textbooks are

analyzed. Central to these chapters is the question of the

presentation of management education as a problem-solving

curriculum.

Chapter Eight analyzes the influence of Clarence

Fraser and other key members of the Canadian management move

ment on the development of business and management education.

Of central importance in the chapter is the question of liai

son between management practitioners and academia.

Finally Chapter Nine presents the major conclusions

of this work and its contributions to the specific understand

ing of the development of business and management education

and the general analysis of the political economy of Canadian

higher education.
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· Chapter Two

Sociological Perspectives:
Education and Socialization

... no philosophy of edu
cation is fundamental until
it is based on sociology-
not on physiology, not even
on psychology, but on socio
logy.

--William T. Harris, 1893

In 1891 when Lester Frank Ward expounded his theory

that an equitable distribution of knowledge through education

would have a levelling effect on the social hierarchy, a num-

ber of educators belonging to the National Educational Associa-

tion were introduced to a new method of studying educational

1problems. Although the application of sociology to the

study of schools was for some an offbeat solution to what was

usually viewed as belonging to the realm of psychology, many

educators in subsequent years began to explore the social

environment for clues to the problems of public education.

From such meagre beginnings, North American sociologists and

educators recognized the importance of developing a socio-

logy of education. iihile earlier writers emphasized the

psychological aspects of education and learning, the socio-

logist's study of education was related to his/her interest

39
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in social responsibility and progress.

The pioneers of educational sociology held that the

importance of education was that it guaranteed the continua

tion of the social order. This sentiment was expressed by

Emile Durkheim who referred to education as "the means by

which society perpetually re-creates the conditions of its

very existence. ,,2 The task of education was to facilitate

the individual's adjustment both to the occupational role and

to the social environment for which he/she was "specifically des

tined.,,3 The school's role in the socialization process was

to be accomplished through the authority of a teacher who was

responsible to society and who dealt with subject matter and

transmitted moral values relevant to the social order.

One of the most influential sociologists of the early

twentieth century was Edward A. Ross whose work on social con

trol profoundly affected subsequent studies on education.

For Ross, education was to succeed religion "as the method

of indirect social restraint." Education was also necessary,

he said, as "an economical system of police. ,,4 Ross gave "yarn

ing, however, that education's role as a social control

mechanism should not become common knowledge. Hence, he

entrusted the important task of socializing and training the

upcoming generation to a group of professionals who would

act through the authority of the institutional relationship

in the schools and their role as teachers to create a better
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society.

Educators' and sociologists' interest in the schools

was related to their idea that social reform resulted from

socialization through properly administered schooling. Com

pulsory schooling laws, disciplinary techniques, and other

repressive measures were direct means by which society was

guaranteed, at least to some extent, the creation of an

orderly population. Such methods also offered the advantage

of sorting and selecting the "feeble-minded" from the others

so that they could then be placed in a position where they

would prove to be most socially useful. This enthusiasm for

social efficiency was extended even further by th~se advocat

ing the establishment of specialized vocational schools.

Early educational sociology was related to "studies

in social pathol09Y."S The sociology of education was expect

ed to provide solutions to many social problems and, there

fore, early topics in the field included the relationship

between education and crime, child labour, crowded slums,

urban living, broken homes, and ethnicity. Courses in socio-

logy offered through the normal schools dealt with problems

of family, poverty, crime, immigration, church, race, social

settlements, socialism, recreation, and population problems. 6

The strong belief in education as a problem solver prompted

sociologists to urge public school officials to "learn from

juvenile reform schools" which were thought to be "most per-

sistent, comprehensive and effective ... in the domain of edu-
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cation. 11
7 Thus, although it was undertaken in the spirit of

beneficence, the work of the social scientists moved in the

direction of social control rather than social service.

Following from this early tradition in the sociology

of education, a body of literature began to develop during

the 1960's and 1970's in which writers critically analyzed

the nature, role, and function of education in North America

by concretely examining the process of its development. The

remainder of this chapter will briefly examine the conclu

sions of some of these writings and will specifically consi

der three main theses of the literature of education and

socialization. These are the contribution of education to

the reproduction of labour power, education and the social

control thesis, and education as fostering the development

of alternative political ideas and cultures.

i) Education and the Reproduction of Labour Power

One of the central themes of critical analyses of

education is the contribution of schooling to the reproduc

tion of labour power. It is generally argued that education

has a dual role in this respect. First, through the process

of sorting and selecting students into academic, professional,

technical, university-bound or non-university-bound streams,

the schools function to reproduce the existing pattern of

social relationships and therefore existing inequalities.
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Intrinsically related to this analysis is the argument that

education is concerned with the development of particular per

sonality characteristics and attitudes essential for mainte

nance of the ongoing social order. In general the political

economy of education analyzes the contribution of education

to the re-creation of the status quo and the strength of edu

cation in maintaining hierarchical and unequal class and

social relations and questions education's contribution to

the difficulty of social change.

The political economy of education is a response to

the structural-functionalist interpretation of the role of

education in the socialization process. According to the

structural-functionalists, social institutions performed

valuable functions in socialization and social control. While

some social institutions such as the schools, the family, and

the church specifically guided individuals and ensured the

inculcation of proper behavioural norms, other institutions

suc~ as the workplace relied on the ability of these insti

tutions to adequately prepare individuals for diverse future

roles and similarly emphasized the importance of conformity,

obedience, and normative behaviour. Social institutions

thus contributed to the overall stability of society. Yet

Parsons and others maintained that the re-establishment of

equilibrium did not necessarily inhibit progress but rather

moved the entire social system along the continuum toward
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progress and "dynamic equilibrium."B Such tasks, Parsons

maintained, were performed within a sphere of value neutra-

lity and therefore did not benefit any particular group but

rather contributed to general social progress and develop

ment. Positivistic analysis of the school, microcosm of the

social order, reinforced notions of social coordination and

equilibrium and further legitimized the promise of a possible

panacea.

For the structural-functionalists schools are social

institutions designed primarily to transform the behaviour

of individuals. 9 What is most essential in schools, Coleman

writes, "cannot be found in books of standard practice nor

in the school principal's handbook of a~~inistration."lO

Through the schooling process, students acquire norms, values,

attitudes, and beliefs necessary for the maintenance of a

stable social system. Developing required characteristics

and behaviours in schools through carefully constructed sci

entific procedures parallelled the theory behind vocational

guidance, scientific selection, employee testing, and per

sonnel procedures advocated by the behavioural scientists

only a few years earlier.

The problem for the sociologist was to ensure that

the schools inculcated in the students, as efficiently as

possible, the norms and rules of conduct appropriate for

their later work in a bureaucratic setting. The structural-
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functionalists' explanation for students' failure to acquire

the "required qualities" lays outside the boundaries of the

schools. To this end the family was often found to be an

ineffective socializing agent. Only through the "structural

arrangements of schools" and by observing the "behaviour

11pattern of teachers" as authority figures in "middle manage-

ment" positions will effective socialization for modern soci-

ety occur. Once the student is accustomed to the workings

of the bureaucracy in schools and has internalized their

rules of conduct and patterns of social relationships, an

easy transition to the bureaucratic arrangements in the occu-

pationa1 world is possible. This may be due to the school's

reliance on "universalistic" rather than "particularistic"

. t . f d t .. 12
cr~ er~a or e erm~n~ng success.

In this framework the sociologists' task was to study

"negative" influences in school or workplace settings with

a view toward their elimination. The prevalent mode of pur-

suing such studies was to examine the deviant individuals or

groups and locate within them the reasons for failing to

acquire socially acceptable behavioural norms. 13 From the

thrust of the structural-functionalist studies, then, it

appears that social problems are the consequence of the

individual's or the group's lack of responsibility in per-

forming satisfactorily and in contributing to social pro-

gress.
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Starting from the premise that schools perform "dys-

functionally" by reproducing the social division of labour

and its inherent inequalities, critical analysts have examined

concretely and historically the process of the development

of schools and their effect on class and social relations.

Samuel Bowles argues that as part of the state, the educa-

tional order reproduces an unequal division of labour and

class inequalities in order to maintain the production pro

14cess. }1oreover, Bowles and Gintis examine the nature of

work as alienating, the type of labour power required for the

current work relations, and then discuss education's con

tribution to the continuation of that process. IS Bowles

and Gintis' work essentially states that while the primary

function of education in earlier historical periods may have

been that of enlightenment, beginning with the reform move-

ment and the massification of educational programmes, its

purpose, like its curriculum, has become essentially prag-

matico

A major focus of the sociology of education is on

the relationship between education and inequality. Studies

s~ch as those by Porter, Porter, and Blishen assume that

social inequality would decrease if education were made more

accessible to the lower class or if opportunities for educa

tion were further extended. 16 This argument does not analyze

structural problems which affect both the unequal educational
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system as well as the continuation of inequality after

schooling. The effects of social class on occupational

attainment and mobility are uncovered by examining the

unequal access to higher education based on class back-

ground, by measuring intergenerational mobility, by exa-

mining the rigidity of the upper levels of the class struc-

ture, and by analyzing the functions of education in repro-

ducing the hierarchical division of labour and the existing

stratification system. 17 Education does not create inequa-

lity but rather facilitates and legitimizes the re-creation

of it. 18 In concrete terms, employers rely on the school's

evaluation of students for selection of workers.

Concrete historical analyses of the development of

schools have contributed to the understanding of the relation-

ship between educational values and the larger social sys

19tem. In this regard Edward Krug's The Shaping of the

American High School, 1880-1920 is an important work. Krug

traces the development of American secondary education and

identifies social service and social control as the two essen-

tial purposes of education contributing to the social effi-

ciency ideal. In addition, Cremin and Katz examine school

re=orm and the relationship between the ideology of progres-

sivism and the imposition of education on the working class

es. 20 Following from such analyses, Graham Bleasdale con-

eludes that in modern schools, ideals of the reform movement
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have been replaced with modern values such as consumerism,

, , t' d ' d' . d l' 21competltlon, pragma lsm, an ln lVl ua lsm.

Rather than studying how education generally served

the interests of capitalism, many authors specifically exa-

mined how schools shaped the personality and behaviour of

students to meet the requirements of work relations under

capitalism. By examining the development of education and

its function vis-a-vis the socialization process, the "hidden

22curriculum II becomes ap9arent. Although many sociologists

have assumed that the transition from horne learning to the

schools was a fairly smooth and natural process of Ilmoderni-

zation ll or Ilindustrialization", a detailed. concrete analysis

of North American schools has revealed that this was not the

case. For example, in his study of education and the Chicago

working class, David Hogan writes: "Working class educa-

tional behaviour was more a consequence of structural factors

th . d 1 ' l' . t ' " 23an 1 eo oglca lmposl lon. In a theoretical and cri-

tical appraisal of the Sociology of Education, Maurice Levitas

has analyzed the phenomenon of mass schooling in relation to

other historical changes necessitated in the working class

family and the existence of class conflict over such changes

as the length of the working day, the duration of a working

life, and the number of hours available for work from the

entire family. These conflicts between capital and labour,

Levitas argues, in turn "have been decisive in structuring
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the family, its internal division of labour and the conse

quent family role patterns."24 This included the assignment

of roles based on sex and age and the socialization of chil

dren.

Closely adhering to this critical tradition, social

historians have contributed to studies in the development of

education by rejecting the structural-functionalist defini-

tion of socialization as the transmission of culture and

questioning who guides, modifies, or controls this process

of "cultural" learning. 25 When the rationalization for the

development of education is revealed through analysis of

the words of its promoters, it is clear that in the main

education was promoted in North America in the interest of

the survival of capitalism and class relations. 26 Moreover,

several analysts have examined more recent statements by

modern educational promoters and philanthropists as well as

modern educational policies to find that answers to questions

of order, control, stability, and survival are still sought

through minor adjustments in mass schooling. 27 Canadian

school critic, George Martell, for example, has studied the

language and content of the 1968 Hall-Dennis Report and con-

cluded that although the report meant to recommend more open,

meaningful school experiences for middle and working class

children alike, the net result of such policy has been a

replication of the existing class structure. 28

To understand how education selects against the work-
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ing class, it is useful to examine the labour market, edu

cational requirements 'for jobs, and subsequent job perfor

mance. In a study of this nature, Ivar Berg has provided

empirical data to demonstrate that the apparent relationship

between amount of schooling and job performance has been

overrated. Berg's data proves that personality characteris

tics and environmental conditions rather than educational

achievement are critical determinants of job performance. 29

The demand for a more highly educated work force, moreover,

is related to the hidden curriculum. In a critical apprais

al of the school system, Carl Bereiter has suggested that

the only legitimate functions of schools are skill training

and at the elementary level, custodial child care. Lessons

in behaviour, values, and attitudes belong in the context of

family life and thus, it is important to distinguish between

schooling and education. 30

When distinguishing between schooling and education,

it is useful to review Paul Freire's descriptions of tradi

tional educational programmes as relying on "banking" or

"depositing" information in a passive student, and in con-

trast of libertarian education--"conscientization"--or edu-

cation as active participation by students in learning about

their own existence and how to transform it. 3l FolloWing

from Freire's work, Shor has argued that in North America

critical literacy should provide the basis for analysis of
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alienation, mass culture, and social and political inequa-

I , t' 32l les.

Specific periods of educational reform have produced

school programmes which are more efficiently tailored to the

needs of work environments than those of participants.

Social reform in education has changed the face of education,

but rarely its substance. It has covered the structural prob-

lems inherent in capitalist society while promising to solve

inconsistencies in the delivery of school programmes and to

make the programmes more relevant to students' and society's

33needs. Studying specific career educational programmes

provides insight into the details of professional socializa-

tion. Historical studies on legal education by Auerbach,

Seligman, and Johnson, for example, have all pointed to the

unidimensionality of this form of professional training and

the resulting similarity in programrrles at various universi

34ties across the country. The present study similarly exa-

mines business and management education and argues that the

particular format and content of management education was

developed in response to notions held by its promoters regard-

ing what a businessman must learn or how a businessman must

prepare for future roles in industry or commerce.

ii) Education and Ideology: The Social Control Thesis

It is difficult to separate analyses of education as
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a social control mechanism from those arguing that education

essentially serves to reproduce labour power and re-create

the class structure. ~fuile these arguments are interrelated,

many writers have chosen to place primary emphasis on one of

the arguments and hence clarify the issues involved in each

position.

Of central concern to those interested in analyzing

higher education as an agency of social control has been the

question of who rules the universities. Under the direction

of the state, members of the dominant class are chosen to

occupy the "command posts" of the universities and in these

positions they serve as "gatekeepers" of the educational

order, guarding both the content and process of the educa

"tional system. The relationship between the universities and

the dominant class is, however, a complex one. Universities

"are not mere instruments of the capitalist class acting on

its behest." While the universities do possess a degree of

autonomy, this worldview is seldom dissimilar to the status

quo, and thus these institutions "can only be understood within

the context of the concrete relation between the universities

and the capitalist class.,,35 In examining the business cur

ricula the present study considers the concrete relation

between academics and representatives of the capitalist class

in their joint effort to develop and maintain a pragmatic

curriculum.
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Inquiries into the nature of university governing

boards began with Thorstein Veblen's pioneering work, The

Higher Learning in America. John Porter, Wallace Clement,

David W. Smith, Ralph Miliband, and more recently Paul

Axelrod have considered social and structural implications

of the governors' roles for the educational order in parti

cular and capitalist society in general.
36

Along with the question of who rules the universities,

critical analysis of education has been concerned with the

problem of who influences the development of education and

educational policies. By examining activities of American

foundations in African education, Edward Berman found that

this form of American philanthropy was gUided by a desire to

promote a favourable climate for American political and cor-

porate activities, and further perpetuated a form of cultural

dependency on the United States. 37 Underlying purposes of

this type of philanthropy or measures of educational reform

have bee~ examined. For example, in studying the development

of the school system in Ontario, Susan Houston concluded that

the Ontario school system should not be regarded as a humani-

tarian effort on the part of the upper class and the social

reformers to offer schooling to the lower classes. Rather,

Houston argued that the reformers were ccncerned with the

moral socialization and social control of these children. 38

Joel Spring analyzed school reform as the means through which
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far-reaching, yet subtle social controls were instituted for

a corporate state interested in maintaining efficient produc-

tion and in augmenting all forms of consumption. Spring ana-

lyzed the innovations of the reform movement such as junior

high schools and vocational guidance and concludes emphati-

cally that such measures have extended the school's realm of

control by making education a part of the corporate model and

effectively limiting the meaning of human freedom. 39 From

the reform movement came the notion that solutio~s to social

problems were imminent. Within this context pragmatic pro-

grammes such as business and management education were deve-

loped. Management education thus incorporated the idea of

bl 1 ,· 1 d btl f h' 40pro em so vlng ln a comp ex an su e as lone

Education may be regarded as an agency of social con-

trol by examining inherent lessons in both overt and hidden

curricula. School lessons reflect the ideology of their

creators and thus any particular lesson may carry multiple

messages to students. 41 Even in technical education it is

necessary to investigate hidden lessons regarding such ques-

tions as sex roles, the nature and structure of power, and

racial inequality. Early literacy movements, for example,

were found to have goals other than creating a literate popu-

1 t ' 42_a lone Schools not only taught "society's more permanent

values" but were also "necessary to adjust the young to the

changing patterns of the economic system as well.,,43 While

lessons in values taught are apparent upon examination of
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specific curricula such as business education, a study of what

is not included as curricula is meaningful as well. That

women's history and working class history, for example, are

not regular features of the curriculum is indicative of an

44obvious bias in the lessons at hand. Regardless of their

formal presentation of "impeccable party neutrality", schools

engage in "political socialization"--ltmostly in terms which

are highly 'functional' to the prevailing social and politi

45cal order." Lessons in political ideology, moreover, have

been found to account for the exportation of American educa

tion to the Third world. 46

Even early sociologists such as Emile Durkheim ana-

lyzed the relationship between schooling and the formation

of ideas. Adopting a critical approach, writers such as

Raymond Callahan have argued that the organization of schools

as bureaucracies and the adoption of business values have

seriously limited free-spirited learning. Students generally

learn how to appease teachers and question neither course con-

t ' h' h' 47ten nor tne teac er s aut orlty. This process has inten-

sified in the transition from the nineteenth to the twen-

tieth centuries and the gradual replacement of what Erich

Fromm calls "overt authority" with a more subtle "anonymous

au-thori ty." When the substitution of anonymous for overt

authority is indicated, the extent of social control in the

educational process is apparent.
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iii) Education and Social Change

For some the social control thesis is flawed in its

seeming reluctance to account for student revolt and the

campus climate's contribution to fostering critical political

ideas. The social control argument does not deny that univer-

sity campuses provide a climate for the development of alter-

native political interpretations, activism, and movements for

social change. However, these activities have historically

been "contained" mainly at the campus level and have not

sparked widespread social movement. 48 Hence, the social con-

trol thesis is based on central tendencies of education to

reproduce ideas to maintain the social order.

Studies of student revolt in North America have

found that changes sought and won by students were those

affecting their daily interests as students--tuition increases,

or cutbacks on teaching staff, firings of popular profes

sors, and course content. 49 Even during the Vietnam War

student activism in the United States did not change the

nature of the military attacks and the duration of the war

nor did it substantially change popular support for the mili

tary at least during its early years. vfuat it did accom-

plish, however, was the enlightenment of many who would

otherwise be unattentive to ma~ters of politics and the

50state.

Although there are relatively few in number, courses
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in radical politics, sociology, and economics are openly

offered at Canadian universities. While this seems to contra-

dict the social control thesis, the effects or functions of

offering such courses must be examined. Radical analysis

of this sort is primarily confined to the campus. As such,

student activists are set apart from other sectors of soci

ety and are most often labelled as "young idealists." Not

only are the issues and tactics often described as beyond the

realm of reality but a dissimilarity of interests in terms

of the context of their daily existences separates students

from other potential sympathizers. In addition, students do

not constitute a social class but rather "a social situation

with particular location in class relations."51 Thus; stu

dents involved in movements held competing interests vis-a

vis political action and social change. 52

A serious flaw in both popular and student movements

has been their emphasis on schools as vehicles of social

change. During the 1960's inequality in the school systenl

with respect to tracking, career selection and the general

differences between teaching methods in suburban and city

schools provoked many educators to openly criticize the sys

tem. Critics attacked the schools for their authoritarian

structures based on fear and repression, their class, racial,

ethnic and sex biases, and their inability to foster the

desired qualities of creativity and self-direction. Suggest-
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ed reforms included free schools, head start programmes,

more community involvement and control, decentralization of

both the administrative bureaucracy and the classrooms, and

technological changes to allow for more efficient delivery of

subject matter. Many of the critics offered blanket reforms

and prescriptions for the future educational process but

lacked concrete reco~~endations on how they were to be insti

tuted. Other suggestions were addressed to various racial,

ethnic, or low income groups but failed to recognize problems

inherent in the system as a whole. Proposals were frequently

impractical vis-a-vis structural realities. Critics were not

often in agreement on goals of the system and their uncoordi

nated efforts toward building better schools were confusing

to both educators and the general public. Upon close exa

mination of various critical works, however, two dominant

themes emerge: that the school can provide more equality of

opportunity and improve its role as a vehicle of upward social

mobility and that a general improvement in the structure and

style of schools may facilitate and enhance the growth of

creativity and other desirable characteristics.

Critical assessments of the traditional school sys

tem were popularized when the writings of A.S. Neill, John

Holt, Jonathan Kozol, Paul Goodman, Edgar Z. Friedenberg,

Neil Postman and Charles Weingartner gained widespread recog

nition by both academics and the general public. Even the
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free school movement of the late 1960's did not prove to sub

stantially alter the hidden curriculum of the schools.
53

By

suggesting that the schools could potentially solve social

problems, educators assumed that the structure of society

was sound, that the problems within that structure were solv

able and that schools were both capable of solving the

problems and fostering social change. School reform for

many has been a convenient diversion from the more arduous

task of improving the basic structural arrangements of

society. Reformers and critics alike have been trapped by

their focus on education as a panacea.

The notion of education as a panacea places the edu

cational system at the centre of the social system where it

supposedly can effect positive and fundamental social change.

This obscures past historical lessons that education has yet

to eliminate social problems and, more importantly, it masks

the structural conditions inherent within the socioeconomic

system which limit the machinery of social change. By

searching within the educational system for clues to the

development of a better society, people will be content to

experiment with the schools, and will not question the more

fundamental bases of social power and hence, social change.

Thus, the idea of education as panacea has created a depen-

dency on the schools for the solution to social problems and

has maintained people's faith not only that there is, indeed,



an ultimate panacea but that it is clearly within reach.
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Chapter Three

The Historical Development of Schools of Business
and Commerce in Ontario's Universities

"Education ... is our appren
ticeship for the business of
life." 1

Perhaps the most influential report on education in

Ontario was published in 1912. This was the Report of the

Royal Commission on Industrial Training and Technical Educa

tion written under the guidance of John Seath, then Superin-

tendent of Education for Ontario. The report succinctly con-

eluded that if Canada were to rank among the industrial

nations of the world, then the educational system would need

reorganization and restructuring of its objectives and philo-

sophy. The educational system was charged with "leaving too

many helplessly equipped for the battle of life.,,2 To remedy

this situation the commissioners urged that the "useless

branches" of the curriculum be "lopped off l
' and in their

place be grafted "new shoots" of knowledge most productive

3for manufacturing and commercial development. This sugges-

tion was one in a series of events which triggered the full

establishment of business and commerce programmes in Onta-

rio's higher educational institutions. Prior to this, during

67
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the late nineteenth century, the Toronto Board of Trade, the

Canadian Bankers' Association, and other such organizations

had attempted to establish business courses within depart-

ments of political economy. However, it was not until after

the turn of the century that the most sincere effort was

made by businessmen, educators, political figures, and others

interested in social progress and development to execute plans

made earlier for effective business education within the uni-

versity setting.

This chapter will examine the historical development

of schools of business and commerce within Ontario's univer-

sities. Early forms of business education in the elementary

and public schools through adult education classes will first

be analyzed. The focus, in particular, will be on the deve-

lopment of business education in the nineteenth century and

the popularity and promotion of this form of pragmatic educa-

tion. Finally, the introduction of business curricula into

the universities and the professionalization of business edu-

cation in this process will be examined.

Mid Nineteenth Century Social and Educational
Reform: The Pragmatic Curriculum and The

"Modernization" of Schools

The first evidence of coromercial education in Ontario

technically dates back to 1796 when Richard Cockrel opened

an evening school in Niagara in which he offered such courses
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as arithmetic, bookkeeping, and writing. These courses were

intended for adults who had not necessarily been educated

previously but who desired a pragmatic learning experience.

Cockrel advertised his lI school" in the Upper Canada Gazette

stressing his desire to teach "any particular branch either

in the practical or speculative mathematics. ,,4 Following

this lead, another Ontarian, James Blaney, opened a school

in Niagara in 1797 in which he offered reading, writing, arith

metic, bookkeeping, and practical mathematics. While these

attempts to establish practical schools should be acknow

ledged for their historical significance and for their creat-

ors' imaginative efforts at self-employment in a pedagogical

field, their general impact was negligible since neither

institution operated for more than a few months. It would

yet be a number of years before any continuing and successful

schools offering a business oriented or practical curriculum

would become a more permanent part of Ontario's educational

5system.

While some historians have been content to argue sim-

ply that these schools had little success because the lack

of electric light and central heating made night classes

almost impossible,6 this is not an adequate explanation as

it ignores the social factors involved in an innovative pro

gramme's inefficacy. The establishment of adult evening

classes in commercial and other courses during the first

half of the nineteenth century was an untimely event in a
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society which was characterized primarily by pre-capitalist

economic formations. 7 Although schools did exist before mid

century, these schools were inconsistent both in quality and

in courses offered, few in number, subjected to clerical con

trol, often the source of local political animosities, and

relatively poorly attended. In 1846, for example, 49.8% of

the 5 to 16 year olds in Upper Canada were registered in the

common schools while by 1876 this increased to 92.6%.8 Prior

to the mid nineteenth century schools were simply antithe

tical to the needs and desires of the farmers who lived

mainly self-sufficiently in small isolated settlements and

who relied on all members of the family or productive unit

to labour cooperatively on a daily basis in order to effec

tively maintain this self-sufficiency. Before mid nineteenth

century also, schools were neither free, universal, nor com-

pulsory. Although these ideals had been incorporated into

the School Act of 1850, it was not until 1871 that the school

had become a fully centralized, organized mass institution

which incorporated elements of both the classical, academic

curricula and the pragmatic, vocational subjects. 9

Begin~ing with the 1837-8 rebellion and agitation for

Responsible Government, the nature and character of the

schools came under the close scrutiny of men like Egerton

Ryerson who worked to eliminate their aristocratic tendencies.

In 1844 Ryerson was appointed Superintendent of Education for

upper Canada and within weeks of his appointment began to
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study the European and American school systems for clues to

the improvement and modernization of Canadian schools. His

observations, conclusions and prescriptions for Canadian

schools were written in his famous 1846 Report on a System

of Public Elementary School Instruction for Upper Canada.

Ryerson's most ardent statements in his 1846 Report

were concerned with the importance of practical education.

He argued that a practical form of education was more appro-

priate for the changing economic and social structure with

its goals of progress, development, and efficiency. Ryerson

suggested that the "mere acquisition" or "general diffusion

of knowledge" was frivolous and therefore, "does not merit

the name of education."lO Instead, he described education

as "practical life in principle" and said that "practical

life is education in action. "II

Through his campaign for universal, compulsory, and

practical education, Ryerson promoted the ethics, mentality,

and lifestyle appropriate for the newly emerging working and

social conditions of industrial capitalism. Ideas of account

keeping, accurate and careful planning and organization, and

general business ethics and principles were advanced as more

suitable to a modern industrial capitalist society than the

formerly imprecise style characterizing an agrarian society.

Ryerson, for example, spoke of the importance of the knowledge

of accounts for the mechanic, the farmer, and the family as

well as for the tradesman and the merchant. 12 This branch
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of knowledge which he saw as essential to one's prosperity

both in personal terms in one's "labours and dealings" as well

as for a "commercial community" was, he suggested, unneces-

sarily neglected in the schools.

Ryerson's struggle to institute the practical curri

culum was met with fierce opposition by those desperately

clinging to the last remaining elements of the old order.

In this regard hostility developed in 1831 over the nature

of the Upper Canada College curriculum. A petition signed

by burgeoning capitalists of the day--Robert Baldwin, John

BaldWin, James E. Small, P.T. Billings, Hugh Richardson,

John Ewart·, Daniel Brooke, Jacob Latham, Thomas Moore, Q.

Fairbanks, R.C. Horne, and John Murchison--was circulated to

Lieutenant-Governor Sir John Colborne and other college offi

cials. The petition demanded that commercial education be

introduced into the curriculum so that students will be quali

fied "for discharging, with efficiency and respectability,

the scientific and other business of Tradesmen and Mechanics. "13

The officials, however, were convinced that a college educa

tion did not necessarily have to be overtly pragmatic for it

to qualify students for the more earthy professions. They

were concerned about "frustrating the original object of the

college" and were convinced, at the same time, that at the

college a boy's "Commercial Education has not been neglected.,,14

Education had historically been more involved in the

socialization process or in fostering "moral culture" than
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in the facilitation of intellect or cognitive development and

in this capacity was not "neglecting" its role in preparing

students for any particular occupation. At the ceremony of

the opening of King's College, June 8, 1843, the point was

clearly made that a university course "provided habits of

industry and perseverance." As a "School of Discipline", the

university was further to aid in developing in its students

"punctuality and order" and to enforce "subordination and

deference to authority."lS What was misconstrued by the pro-

ponents of the classical curriculum were the overall goals

of those in favour of instituting practical curriculum. With-

out sacrificing the historical functions of education, the

pragmatists simply desired a more energetic curriculum which

would be more representative of the work ethics of industrial

capitalism.

The idea that the university was fundamentally a fin-

ishingschoolrather than a training centre persisted among

those interested in maintaining the institution's "ivory tower"

image. The general fear was that the university would lose

its integrity if the curriculum became too practical. McGill

Principal William Peterson pointed out in an address entitled

"The Pla.ce of the University in a Commercial City" that it

is not necessary to sacrifice well rounded education for spe-

'1' t' 16Cla lza lon. Although he emphatically stated that "it is

not beneath the dignity of a university to take an interest

in practical matters, such as the problems of banking and
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finance, sanitary reform, water supply, taxation, charity

organization and municipal questions",17 it is clear that the

worry remains that "the pressure of commercial interests may

tend to depress the standard of liberal education and the

old traditions of cUlture.,,18 The debate, therefore, no

longer ensued simply over the question of classical versus

pragmatic education but rather sought an adequate solution

for compromise between the "quality" of the longer classical

curriculum and the need to graduate men into practical affairs.

Notwithstanding the arguments of the classical edu-

cation promoters which were heard well into the twentieth century,

by 1870 it was clear to most officials and educators that the

scnools seriously lacked the facilities, faculty, and curricu-

lum to act as a significant force in economic progress and

social development. In his Speech from the Throne, December

6, 1870, 4th Session, First Parliament, the Lieutenant-Gover-

nor referred to the "expediency of making ... Education more

practical and directly instrumental in promoting the inter

ests of Agriculture and Manufactures.,,19 A practical, uni-

versal, and free system was expected to playa pivotal role

in ~he nation's well-being.

By the 1870's then, the move toward "modernization"

had become part of the conscious efforts of politicians, edu-

cators, and me~bers of the dominant class alike. In this

"modernization" drive, education was to playa primary role

both in teaching appropriate skills and knowledge and in pro-
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moting national progress.

The Triumph of pragmatic Education and
The Development of Business Curricula

In his 1870 Annual Report of the Schools of Ontario,

Ryerson defended the modernization of the schools to its cri-

tics by arguing that the aim should be to make the school sys-

tern stand "in harmony with the progressive spirit of the times

and comprehensive enough to embrace the various branches of

human knowledge which are now continually being called into

requisition in the daily life of the Farmer, the Artizan, and

the Man of Business.,,20 This constituted somewhat of a chal-

lenge not only because the necessary facilities, trained

teachers, and finances were inadequate as yet to realize this

objective but also because this would necessitate a change in

the general orientation toward learning. Alongside those who

opposed pragmatic education stood those who doubted its value.

Men engaged in practical business affairs were skeptical of

the school's ability to teach people the practice of business.

Skillful business practice was thought only to be acquired

th~ough actual experience and long hours of apprenticeship

in -the backrooms and \'larehousas and with the retailers, finan-

ciers, and clients. The formalization of business learning

through schooling seemed to threaten or to call into question

the integrity of those who had graduated through the "learning

by doing" technique.
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The formalization of business learning was represen-

tative of the tendency during this period to objectify, to

rationalize, to subject to close scrutiny and to organize

affairs which had previously been dealt with in a "laissez

faire" manner. Furthermore, this new form of education was

expected to transform the psyche of agrarian people and "make

thinking and reasoning beings of the mere creatures of

impulse, prejudice, and passion." This education promised

also to "give them objects of pursuits and habits of conduct

favourable to their own happiness." Along with this indivi

dual benefit the school "promise" was extended to the commu-

nity which would begin to prosper by an educated citizenry

because the "temptations of vice and sensuality" could be

lessened and the individuals would be taught to "identify ...

','lith the general interest. ,,21 Classical curriculum with its

imprecise hypotheses, random attempts at theorizing, philoso

phical, but non-conclusive postulates, unsupported assump-

tions, and lack of data was insufficient to produce men with

the energetic spirit and self confidence of science necessary

for business and industrial progress. Hence, we witness the

triumph of pragmatic curriculum.

Business was not viewed as school curriculum as its

introduction through private schools in the early nineteenth

century indicates. ~lliile the early business schools enjoyed

only a short-lived success, schools established after mid cen-

tury were noted for their longer duration. In the 1860's pri-
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Three other colleges with a similar cur-

and intensive as that of any Commercial College on the

"22Continent

vate vocational schools offering commercial education were

established. The first of these, the British and American

College established in 1860, advertised for students in The

Globe, boasting that its "Bookkeeping Department is as thor

ough

ricular emphasis were opened in l862--Bryant and Stratton's

Commercial College in Toronto, London Commercial College,

and Canada Business College in Hamilton. These early schools

were followed by the establishment of J.M. Musgrove's National

Business College in Ottawa in 1866, the Ontario Business Col

lege in Belleville in 1868, four schools in Toronto--the

Canadian Business University and Shorthand Institution in

1879, Baker's Shorthand School, Lowe's Commercial Academy,

and Nimmo-Harrison College, Central Business College in

Stratford in 1887, Brantford Business College in 1890, and

in London, Forest City Business College in 1885 and Western

Ontario Business and Shorthand Academy during the 1380's.

By 1903 business colleges had also been built in Windsor, St.

Thomas, St. Catharines, Galt, Woodstock, Sarnia, and Berlin.

Several of these "parent" colleges also established branch

operations in various parts of the province.

In the public schools, commercial education dates

back to the middle of the nineteenth century following

Egerton Ryerson's famous 1846 Report on Education in the

Province o~ Ontario. Ryerson urged that mechanical, agri-
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cultural and commercial knowledge be pursued by the common

schools. By the next year he was able to proudly report that

the introduction of studies such as algebra, geometry, sur

veying, natural philosophy, chemistry, astronomy and book

keeping were "sanctioned by the Legislative Department of our

Government and ... approved by the most distinguished and

experienced men of our times.,,23 Significantly, he also

reported a large increase in the number of pupils engaged in

practical studies as compared to the previous year.

The ability of the schools to produce successful

businessmen was clear to Ryerson. In his annual Report of

1870 he argued that the high schools should adopt an orien-

tation toward business training as the Model Schools of

Ontario had previously done. Model School graduates, he

said, "have been thoroughly prepared in Bookkeeping and other

kindred branches. II Through this education, Ryerson contin

ued, not only are these students "fit ... at once for prac

tical work in the counting-house and other departments of

Mercantile life" but, more importantly, lithe result has been

that boys trained there have been much sought after by Mer

chants and others. ,,24 Part of the problem in establishing

business curricula lay in the definition of what constituted

this curriculum. Because most people assumed that one nat~

rally acquired business skills on the job and that one's per-

sonality in large ?art determined one's success, there was

enormous difficulty in submitting the job of business to
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close scrutiny in order to determine the teachable, quanti

fiable, and necessary areas for business study beyond the

basics of single and double entry bookkeeping.

The turning point in commercial education for the

high schools came in 1871 when the new School Act widened

the scope of the curriculum to include commercial subjects,

such as commercial arithmetic, insurance, commission, bro-

kerage, purchase and sale of stock, custom house business,

taxes, interest, and single and double entry accounting.

Although bookkeeping, including a knowledge of commercial

transactions, was a required Grammar School subject as early

as 1865, the 1871 School Act legitimized its status as accept-

able "school" material. The definition and requirements of

a commercial education were no longer to be decided upon by

the individual school administrators. Previously "no spe-

cial attention" had been paid to commercial subjects but in

the new programme of studies outlined by the Act, requirements

were clearly specified. Along with the Act of 1871 a cir

cular was sent to the Boards of Trustees of high schools in

Ontario listing the complete requirements for the English

course25 in high school. Although this course did not lead

to specific job traini.ng like the commercial education pro

gramme, its orientation was decidedly pragmatic. Much of its

emphasis was, in fact, on commercial subjects. Students, for

example, were to take bookkeeping and arithmetic in forms one

through four and penmanship in forms one and two.
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Although the School Acts provided for the teaching

of commercial subjects and the graduates were quite readily

accepted and respected by tne majority of employers, the idea

that pragmatic education did not belong in the schools per-

sisted. Somewhat embarrassed by the mere notion of pragmatic

education, school officials often rationalized the develop-

ment of pragmatic curriculum by arguing that it was established

in response to popular demand. Without committing themselves

to a position in favour of pragmatic education and technical

training, they craftily engaged in a form of debate over such

education. They resolved the issue either by describing ' ....
l"-

as a progressive experiment or by arguing. for its necessity

in certain circumstances or for particular groups of people.

The educational promoters were cautious not to offend mem-

bers of the middle and upper classes whose sons and daughters

would in all probability by virtue of their class background

attend high school and university. Hence, pragmatic learning

was usually assigned a "second class" standing vis-a-vis the

academically oriented and traditional classical curriculum.

The numbers enrolled in commercial subjects in the

high schools grew dramatically during the late ~ineteenth cen-

tury. In 1867 only 23% of students in Grammar Schools took

bookkeepingi this figure rose to 45% in 1882 and to 82% in

1887. Meanwhile bookkeeping was cropped from the public

schools in 1882 si~ce only 37% of those enrolled studied it. 26

At the same time bookkeeping was made into a compulsory sub-
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ject in the lower high school forms. The Department of Edu

cation passed a provision for the granting of Commercial

Diplomas in 1885.

The Legislature's next and perhaps most important

step in certifying and promoting business education occurred

when the Education Act of 1891 made provision for the forma

tion of a commercial department in high schools and collegi

ate institutes in Ontario. This led to the development of

the commercial specialists' certificate for which nine papers

were required: stenography, drawing, banking, bookkeeping,

freehand drawing, blackboard and memory drawing, model drawing,

industrial design and commission arithmetic. To this list

penmanship and plane and solid geometry were added in 1893.

The emphasis on industrial design and art was more closely

related to curricula in technology and engineering prograrrmes

rather than business. However, the art subjects were dropped

in 1896 when banking was enlarged to include areas such as

exchange, shorthand, dictation, business forms, and laws of

business. Over the next ten years the requirements for the

commercial specialists' certificate underwent a number of

changes to include even more business subjects.

By the early 1900's even the classical colleges and

preparatory collegiate schools devoted more time, effort, and

space to the teaching of commercial subjects. Although the

Classics Department was still lithe chief feature of the

College ll
, by 1902 at Upper Canada College for example, it was
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"thought wise to devote more attention" to commercial work

and for this, two large rooms were set aside, one for type

writing and one for a college bank. 27 The daily newspaper

which was described as the "one great textbook" of the busi

nessman was studied in literature classes for its up-to-date

reports of committees, minutes of meetings, proceedings of

conventions, and resolutions.

Subject matter was, in fact, overtly saturated with

business principles. Composition lessons included such tasks

as writing advertisements and telegrams, and recording minutes

of committee meetings and accounts of local events. Along

with these lessons, students were to study business through

geography, history, arithmetic, and natural science. Geo-

graphy, for example, included lessons on natural resources,

manufactures, imports, exports, commercial facilities of

Canada, and trade relations. Penmanship included price and

parcel marking, billhead designing and ornamental writing

and in French and German classes, students were expected to

practise business correspondence in these languages. 28

By 1900 schools for girls also had established com-

mercial departments. The purpose of the commercial curricula

for v'1Omen was "to give not only the ordinary preparati0n for

business life, but to go much further, and equip a student

to act as a Private Secretary or to take full charge of an

office.,,29 For example, St. Joseph's Academy in Toronto

offered commercial certificates for girls or diplomas in steno-
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graphy and typewriting; Ottawa Ladies' College Commercial

Department offered courses in stenography, typewriting and

commercial arithmetic; Whitby's Ontario Ladies' College includ-

ed commercial subjects in its curricula, and Ursuline Col-

lege for Young Ladies in Chatham housed a business school

which offered courses in bookkeeping, business practice, pen-

manship, commercial arithmetic, commercial law, business cor

30respondence, typewriting and stenography. In general the

courses for women were designed to prepare students to assist

in the administration of business corporations. Most often

courses in banking, insurance, purchase and sale of stock,

shipping, storekeeping, and trade were unavailable or not

recommended for women while typing, stenography, shorthand,

penmanship and basic bookkeeping were widely offered in girls'

schools or highly recommended in mixed schools.

The most important recommendations for commercial and

industrial education were made by John Seath in his 1910

Report on Technical Education and Industrial Training. His

main suggestions were to align the school courses more closely

with the requirements of various types of business, to provide

both practical and theoretical courses in business for teachers,

and to extend teachers' commercial certificate requirements

~o include such areas as agriculture, art, household science,

and industrial subjects. 31 Following the report, the Depart-

ment of Education took furthe~ initiative in developing com-

mercial education by providing better and more extensive faci-
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lities for training commercial teachers and by upgrading the

standards of the commercial courses available in the high

schools. The results of the study led directly to a concen

trated commercial curriculum and to the establishment of a

High School of Commerce in Toronto in 1911.

The purpose of this commercial training, according

to Seath, was to give the student "the training which enables ...

[the employee] to become an efficient one after proper experi

ence.,,32 Seath acknowledged the criticisms of businessmen

concerning business education by saying that "a boy [sic] can-

not be educated for business" because "it can be learned only

in the office or warehouse." The purpose of education is not

that "the student will be at once as useful to his [sic]

employer as if he (sic] had spent the time in a business

office",33 but more significantly it equips students with

values necessary for business, such as efficiency and the

desire for profit making. Moreover, business students have

proven to "qualify themselves for wage-earning positions" with

"comparative ease." Seath also argued that business education

was not particularly costly as were other forms of practical

education requiring expensive equipment. Furthermore, its

practicality alone appealed to many, for as Seath pointed out,

"many parents believed that if their children take ... [prac

tical subjects] at school, they will be in a better position

to earn a livelihood.,,34

Seath recommended the establislli~ent of two cowmercial
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courses, a General Business course and an Office course. The

four-year General Business course was "intended for those

about to enter business life in some of the more responsible

positions, eventually becoming travellers, buyers, managers,

etc.,,35 In other words this course would graduate the well

rounded businessman who would be required to study the English,

German, and French languages, and all aspects of business prac

tice, trade, and industrial production. The three-year Office

course was intended for lower level employees or "bookkeepers,

accountants, stenographers, secretaries, etc.,,36 These stu

dents would specialize in accounting, commercial arithmetic,

shorthand, and typing. In both cases, for the first time

provision was made to offer these courses in the evening

schools for "those who are engaged in business by day and

whose means have not allowed them to utilize, before entering

on business, the opportunities of the day school.,,37

During the first half of the twentieth century, rarely

did high school business graduates continue their education

at university. A high school business education was all the

academic preparation needed to gain access to even high level

managerial positions. University education was at most a

theoretical education while the high school offered what

most young, aspiring middle and working class people desired

--a business career. The struggle for the establishment of

business education in the university therefore, was, in part,

a struggle to convince the upper class whose members patronized
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the universities of the necessity and usefulness of this form

of education at the higher levels. Part of the difficulty

faced by the business education promoters was due to the

pervasive belief that theoretical education was superior to

the pragmatic forms especially since the latter had historically

been intended for the lower classes. It was not until the

dominant class realized that there was a sound, theoretical

and practical body of knowledge growing from reputable disci-

plines such as political economy that the establishment of

business education was endorsed at the university level. This

lI s tamp of approval" was bound to the discovery that business

curriculum held important lessons even for those whose fami-

lies and class members had participated successfully in busi-

ness practice for years and to the fears that their hegemony

in economic affairs may be seriously shaken if they ignored

the value of university level business education and research.

The University's Approach: From Political Economy
to Business Education

The introduction of business oriented courses in the

universities came long before Queen's University graduated

its first commerce students in 1921. The educators and other

administrators who clung desperately to the vision of the

"ivory tower" and who dispelled the notion of pragmatic edu-

cation and job training programmes as university material

finally gave way to outside pressure on the university by busi-
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ness groups such as the Canadian Manufacturers' Association,

the Canadian Bankers' Association, the Institute of Chartered

Accountants of Ontario, the Society of Industrial Accountants,

the Canadian Credit Institute, the Boards of Trade, and the

Canadian Investment Dealers' Association, and formal depart

ments of business and commerce were established at Queen's

in 1919, at the University of Toronto in 1921, at the Univer

sity of Western Ontario in 1921 and at McMaster University

in 1935. The educators' rationale for promoting commercial

education was, according to O.D. Skelton, that "the practice

of business is developing rapidly a body of principles which

may be formulated and taught.,,38 In other words, business

had come of age as a science and in doing so was becoming com

parable to the older professions of law and medicine. As it

became professionalized in the university it was clear that

university trained businessmen would become higher ranking

executives and not merely workmen or clerks as those positions

were intended for high school graduates and others.

Although the formal establishment of business admini

stration departments in the universities took place for the

most part during the 1920's, business subjects were taught

as early as the 1890's when courses in bookkeeping r commer-

cial arithmetic, mensuration, actuarial science, commercial

drawing, public finance and taxation, money, credit, and

banking, trusts, problems of distribution, capitalistic orga

nization, and trade unions and labour economics were offered
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through the Political Economy departments. The course not

only taught the students rudimentary and advanced business

skills or "how to become successful businessmen" but rounded

out this practical orientation with theoretical lessons in

solving social problems. In other words, university educat

ed businessmen were expected to become problem solvers who

would not only engage in the profit making ventures of their

respective firms but would strengthen or guarantee those ven

tures through wise decision-making and ability to manage work

ers and other affairs of the organization.

There is little evidence of a commercial curricula

in the universities before the middle of the nineteenth cen-

tury. In 1844, however, a professorship in political economy

was established at King's College (University of Toronto) .39

The approach at this time was to teach the "theory of the

pragmatic." That is, although subjects could be presented

in a highly practical or experimental manner, teaching was

mainly oriented toward theoretical or "book" learning.

Along with King's College's pioneering efforts in

teaching political economy, references to the development of

business oriented courses, whether theoretical or practical

in nature, were scarce. An 1856 list of courses offered at

Regiopolis College in London included bookkeeping40 and a

Victoria College University calendar listed bookkeeping as

a preparatory course one should take in Grammar School "to

qualify pupils for the University course.,,41 Many years later,
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in 1882, Queen's University established a Political Economy

department. The idea of teaching political economy in Ontario

schools was initially supported by Egerton Ryerson who

described it as "the science of national wealth or 'the means

by which the industry of man may be rendered most productive

of those necessaries, comforts and enjoyments which constitute

weal th' ... 42

Although educational promoters theorized on the value

of practical education, this form of curriculum was rarely

found in Ontario, until the mid 1880's when schools like the

Canadian Literary Institute began to "prepare students for

commercial pursuits.,,43 The Canadian Literary Institute,

which was affiliated with the University of Toronto announced

the organization of a Commercial Department in 1881. 44 During

the next school year the organizers of this Commercial Depart

ment advertised the course by promoting education as "univer

sal capital." The thoroughness of the commercial curriculum

was especially appealing. For example, in the course aptly

called Actual Business, the student was to assume the respon

sibility of conducting a business. Cash capital, blank notes,

drafts, cheques, bill heads, invoices, account sales, and

certificates of deposits were supplied. As a merchant, the

student was then to buy and sell for cash on open account by

giving and receiving notes and drawing and accepting drafts.

Bills of goods ~ere to be issued as well as invoices for mer

chandise shipped and sold on account and with letters to con-
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students also studied practical bookkeeping, business penman-

ship, letter writing, commercial law, and business arithmetic.

The aim of such curriculum apparently was "to impart such

instruction as shall enable our students worthily to occupy

the most responsible positions to which they may be called

in the business world. ,,46

Within the university this outright teaching of capi-

talist organization was questioned on moral grounds. Wnen

Queen's University established a department of political

economy which included both economics and political science

in 1882, Adam Shortt47 apprehensively spoke about the prob-

lems involved in teaching the component subjects of political

economy separately. In 1893, for example, he wrote that "this

separation has serious disadvantages. 1I The teaching of the

narrower discipline of political science "presents the cen-

tral government from being seen in its true perspective with

reference to the other organizations of society" and the sub-

ject of economics tends to "take as the basis of an indepen-

dent science the subject of wealth and the best possible

means for its production and accuIIlUlation" and this "produces

a tendency to regard wealth in itself as a kind of final object.,,48

For Shortt, this problem raised important moral questions since

"the getting of wealth implies the using of man as one of the

49agents to that end ... 11 Shortt's projection of political

economy as possibly entailing a profit-making orientation as
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an end in itself was not questioned by those in the vanguard

of educational decision-making.

While Adam Shortt continued to debate the problems

inherent in teaching "value laden" subject matter at Queen's,

50across the province in ~oronto, William James Ashley was

offered the Chair of Political Economy and Constitutional

History in 1888, a post which he filled until his appointment

at Harvard in 1892. Throughout his career Ashley worked

toward developing economics as a separate discipline and was

particularly interested in developing the idea of profes-

sional instruction for business executives. His particular

goals were to "make business a 'learned profession"', to make

the subject of business interesting to intellectuals, and to

give businessmen the opportunity to take a broad view of

b ' 1" d t' as a whole. 5lUS2ness po 2C2es an opera 20ns Although he

was unable to accomplish this during his short time at the

University of Toronto, he worked toward these ends throughout

h ' t 0 f d T t H d d B' , h 522S career a x or, oron 0, arvar, an 2rm2ng am.

His stay at Toronto affected the orientation of economics,

political economy and political science there and the sub-

sequent move toward business education shortly after the turn

of the century.

Ashley opposed the English socialists' view of Marx's

theory of surplus value by arguing that the employer class

was no greater an oppressor than other social classes. He

welcomed the full scale emergence of capitalism and the tran-
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sition from small individual employers to large companies.

It was in this style of interest in economics and economic

history that he encouraged the development of research on

current Canadian problems and political science and economics

at the University of Toronto. During his last year at Toronto

before his Harvard appointment, he taught courses in Elemen-

tary Economics, the History and Criticism of Economic Theory,

Economic History of Public Finance, and Political Philoso

53phy.

After the turn of the century the universities slowly

adopted a business curriculum. In Toronto, for example, in

response to pressure on the University by the Canadian Manu-

facturers' Association and the Toronto Board of Trade, a two

year diploma course in commerce was developed in 1901. As

described by the University of Toronto Presidential Report

of 1902, the course was clearly designed to satisfy the needs

and desires of the business circles. The report thus described

the institution of the course:

In view of a feeling existing widely in business
circles that a shorter course leading to a
diploma instead of the usual degree in Arts would
be of advantage to young men (sic] contemplating
a business career, and especially in view of the
representa~ions made to this effect by the Toronto
Board of Trade, the Senate instituted in June,
1901, a two years' diploma course in Commercial
Science leading to a diploma in the subject. 54

The course requirements included English, two modern languages,

mathematics, drawing, physics, and chemistry or other science
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options, economic theory, industrial history, banking, trans-

portation, public finance, and commercial law. As described

in the Calendar of 1906-7, the course was "intended to sup-

ply facilities for the training of young men [sic] who pur-

pose entering upon a business career, especially [in] domes-

tic and foreign commerce, banking, or those branches of the

public service ... in which a knowledge of business is essen-

tial

The businessmen were obviously pleased with the Uni-

versity of Toronto course and thus promoted their whims by

offering scholarships, medals and other such prizes to the

t f 1 t ·· t 56 I t h'mos success u par lClpan s. n response 0 t lS new

practical curriculum, in fact, it was noted that "there has

grown up an increased interest in the University on the part

of the business community as manifested in many benefactions. ,,57

Scholarship funds were organized, for example, by such groups

as the bankers of Toronto from the Canadian Bank of Commerce,

the Dominion, Imperial, Standard and Traders' Banks, the

Union Bank of Lower Canada, and the executive members of the

T t B d - T d 58oran 0 oar or ra e.

Following this, the University instituted a course

in actuarial science in the department of mathematics in 1906

and courses in commerce and finance leading to a B.A. degree

were organized in 1919. 59 Although the courses were essen-

tially pragmatic, students were promised theoretical training

as well. Thus, the calendar read:
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Students who look forward to banking, insurance or
the work of any other financial institution, as
well as those who propose to engage in some branch
of commerce or manufacturing will each find among
the options provided an appropriate theoretical
training. 60

In the 1921-2 session, the Faculty of Arts estab-

lished a course in Commerce leading to a Bachelor of Commerce

degree. Students would, therefore, have the choice of gradu-

ating with either a degree in arts from the Department of

Commerce and Finance or a Bachelor of Commerce degree from

that department. The difference was that "the former offers

the advantages in general education of an Arts degree; the

latter is designed to provide instruction in those branches

of education specia11y adapted to the study of business."

The new Bachelor of Commerce degree was intended "to provide

a training for busir.ess and commercial life in general and

at the same time to prepare applicants for the consular ser-

vice, trade commissionerships abroad, for the foreign repre-

sentation of Canadian firms as well as for the statistical

and employment departments of large business houses. 11
61

Although the academic entrance requirements were no

more stringent than for other courses, requiring the usual

combination of English, history, mathematics and modern and

ancient languages, the students were to demonstrate their

practical abilities in business before completing the course.

Students were asked to "produce evidence of employment for

a definite period in a commercial firm, in public service,
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The first Bachelor of Com-

merce graduates formed the class of 1925.

Queen's University, the pioneer in practical business

education at the university level in Ontario, offered courses

as early as 1913 under the Department of Political and Eco-

nomic Science in the Principles of Economic Theory, Economic

Geography, Money and Banking, Corporation Finance, and Public

Finance and Taxation. 63 The trend toward practicality in

these and other such subjects was clear. Even seemingly phi-

losophical courses, such as The Principles of Economic Theory,

leaned toward the more pragmatic approach. This course, for

example, promised to examine "the principles of Economic The-

ory, and their application in such concrete problems as money,

banking, the tariff, transportation, the distribution of

wealth, and the labour question. ,,64

The impetus toward the establishment of the commerce

degree at Queen's came in 1914 when Queen's offered extra-

mural courses in banking under an agreement with the Canadian

Bankers' Association. The course, offered under the Depart-

ment of Economic and Political Science, was immediately suc-

cessful. Over 400 enrolled in the first year and bankers

commented that the courses served to raise standards among

their staff. 65 For its work Queen's was awarded the distinc-

tion of becoming the educational and examining agent for the

Canadian Bankers' Association. In conjunction with the Asso-

ciation, the University was responsible for creating the
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syllabus for the courses, conducting examinations, and

awarding diplomas. Courses were designed primarily for staff

members of Canadian chartered banks. In a similar pattern

extramural courses in accountancy under an agreement between

the University and the Institute of Chartered Accountants

began in 1921. Like the Bankers' Association, the Institute

was also pleased with the University's work. It issued a

statement that these courses "relieved the Institute of the

labour of teaching students,

membership more uniform, and

made the requirements for

raised the education stan-

dard in the profession of Chartered Accountancy. 11
66 By this

time courses in accounting for full-time students were also

abundant.

The most important move toward institutionalizing

practical business education at the higher levels was made

in 1919 when courses in commerce and administration were

established under the Department of Economics. Not only did

this move in itself make a statement about the importance with

which education administrators and policy makers regarded the

burgeoning commercial c~rricula, but it seems that the move

was also accomplished with an air of utmost permanency. The

event was marked by the publicat~on of a new and separate

ca1endar.
67

By 1921 two candidates were awarded the Bachelor

of Commerce degree. Queen's University was J in fact, the

second institution for higher learning in the British Empire,

following only the London School of Economics and Political
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Science, to grant such a degree. 68

Study of the organization and regulation of labour

and capital pre-dated the introduction of commercial subjects.

As early as 1900 the Department of Political Science offered

a class at the senior level in Theory of the State, a class

at the junior level in Political Economy and classes for

honour students in Political Economy and Society and the

69State. These courses provided justification for the Cana-

dian state's paternalistic and active role in the regulation

of capital and labour relations. The state as regulator of

the economic sphere was presented as a neutral body lending

balance to the demands of both capital and labour. Study and

debate was centered around possible consequences were capital

and labour to be left unchecked in a system of laissez-faire.

Course material included readings from the "Masters", A.

Smith, J.S. Mill and Aristotle in the honours class and

Plato, Locke and Socrates in the senior class. 70 Students

were also warned of the dangers of an overly restrictive

state. Thus, one of the final examination questions read:

"What are the chief evils which threaten modern society through

increased state interference?"71 The state's delicate role

of promoting equilibrium between the forces of labour through

trade unions and capital seemed to answer the recurring ques-

tion of the balance of power for political science enthusiasts.

Moreover, the problem of recti=ying the ongoing conflictual

relationship between capital and labour was a continuous con-
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cern. Questions especially around the settlement of labour

problems with respect to hours of work, determination of wage

rates, reasonable labour, and trade unions constituted a

large part of the course material and subsequent examination

t ' 72ques ~ons.

The focus of the political science courses was direct-

ed toward seeking solutions to social problems, particularly

the problems stemming from labour and capital-labour relations.

By 1919-20 the Department of Political Science incorporated

Economics, Politics and Sociology and the calendar described

its honours programme as specializing in the study of "the

more significant theoretical and practical problems" in

these three areas. 73 It is not surprising that the Queen's

progran~e later became preeminent in the field of public

administration.

In the 1910-1 calendar the social problems perspec-

tive was more clearly determined. Th~ Introduction to Socio-

logy offered previously was dropped for a more specific course

on Labour Problems. Drawing on Adam and Sumner's Labour

Problems as an authority, the course sought to provide answers

to the questions of the legality of sympathetic strikes, boy-

cotting and picketing, policies of the closed shops, profit

sharing as a possible solution to labour problems, and the

responsibility for the burden of industrial accidents. 74 In

1911-2 the Department of Political Science was renamed the

Department of Political and Economic Science, but the courses
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offered remained unchanged from the previous year. In 1913-

14 a course called "Social and Charitable Work" on "principles

and methods of present day social betterment activities" was

75introduced and taught by O.D. Skelton. In the same year,

a graduate course in Social Problems including both labour

problems and socialism was made available to students along

with the usual list of Economic Theory, Finance, Commerce

and Transportation, Public Finance and Taxation, Political

Theory, Comparative Government, Jurisprudence and Anthropo-

1 d S . 1 0 .. 76ogy an oc~a r~g~ns.

This approach to social, political and economic stu-

dies was similar until 1918-19. At this time, the study of

problems was tackled in a more pragmatic manner. Two new

courses in particular, Applied Economics, described as "the

application of economic principles to such concrete prob-

lems as money, banking, the tariff, taxation, the combination

movement, and the labour question" and Social Problems, "an

introductory survey of the development and organization of

society, and of concrete social problems, with special refer-

ence to Canadian conditions", furnished the students with

a more direct view of local problems and their possible solu-

tions. Along with these, the course in National Problems

discussed pragmatic issues, including "economic reconstruction,

social insurance, immigration, race, language and sectional

difficulties, community organization, imperial relations, and

international relations.,,77
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For the 1919-20 academic year, a special calendar

outlining the requirements for the new degree of Bachelor of

Commerce was published. The need for business education was

described as a matter of urgency:

Business affairs and social relationships are
taking on a new complexity. Broad issues of
economic justice have grown insistent. The scope
of public activity has widened. New international
relations impose new tasks and offer new oppor
tunities alike in private industry and in public
service. With this development there has come,
particularly in the United States and latterly
in the United Kingdom, a recognition that the
university must take a greater part in preparing
men [sic] for these wider tasks. 78

To specialize in commercial subjects, students had the choice

of pursuing a Bachelor of Arts in economics and political

science or a Bachelor of Commerce, both four-year courses,

and additionally had the option of taking a fifth year of

study for a Master's of Commerce degree. Subject options

were wide ranging. A General Business course was offered

along with specialized options in Banking and Finance,

Accounting and Auditing, Commercial Specialists' Courses fer

teachers, Foreign Trade, and Public Service. In each, par-

ticular requirements along with a g~ven combination of the

79more general courses rounded out the programmes. Whether

he/she chose to specialize or not, overall the prospective

businessman was offered theoretical background, a myriad of

skills, and useful information, as well as a glimpse of the

social problem context within which business was to carryon

its practice.
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According to O.D. Skelton who was largely responsible

for the establishment of the Queen's School of Commerce, the

provision of university business courses was the "natural

outcome" of the three "converging forces"--the university's

service orientation, the students' desires, and the business

community's needs and expectations. Among university offi

cials there was a "growing recognition" that they must incor

porate all forms of knowledge and "relate themselves in appro

priate ways to all phases of constructive human activity."

At the same time students were beginning to see that a uni

versity education was "the normal rather than the exceptional

means of rounding out a life training" and was no longer

reserved for those entering the old professions but was a

logical step for those desiring business careers. Among

business circles there was a "growing need for systematized

and scientific analysis" of business knowledge due to the

"growing intensity of competition, individual and nationa.l;

[and] the growing accumulation of available data as to methods,

processes, tendencies."BO

In order to satisfy the needs of various forms of

business and public service, the commerce course incorporated

broad analyses of theoretical and applied business subjects

rather than relying merely on the narrow specializations.

For example, along with the usual courses in accounting,

finance, banking, marketing, investments and statistical

methods, Queen's commerce students were given a wide selection
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of choice in supportive courses. It was clear to Skelton and

others that "certain qualities of temperament and character"

were indispensable for success. Although even the correct

combination of courses was not considered adequate compensa-

tion for intrinsic character flaws, the university made pro-

mises with respect to the type of businessman it would gradu-

ate. According to Skelton:

The university can train men [sic] in orderly
and systematic thinking; it can give them a
background of fact and theory; facility in
gathering and analysing relevant data; a grasp
of such technical tools as accounting and sta
tistics and, not least, some vision of the pro
fessional ideals which should animate the busi
ness world. 81

Because general arts and science subjects were required for

the Commerce degree, it was further argued that this course

provided as broad a training for "life and citizenship as

the established cultural arts courses." Knowledge of let-

ters and of economic relationships, both "indispensable" for

the educated were essential aspects of the new commerce pro-

gramme. In general commerce courses included a specific

number of required arts courses, a number of economic require-

ments, and optional specialized SUbjects. The mixture of

required and optional courses varied somewhat by university

according to its particular specialization and by individual

student according to career aspirations. The Queen's pro-

gramme was generally more well defined along career paths

than most other programmes.
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Originally the courses at Queen's were organized under

eight groupings: general business, banking and finance, accoun-

tancy and auditing, commercial specialist, foreign trade, pub-

1 , , t '1 d . 1 . 82 I ff t th~c serv~ce, secre ar~a an soc~a serv~ce. n e ec ese

groupings allowed more specialization at Queen's than at the

other universities in the initial stages of development. For

example, the list of accounting and auditing courses included

Elements of Accounting, Intermediate Accounting, Advanced

Accounting, Cost Accounting, and Auditing and Internal Check.

Students were given a choice among these courses but overall

were subjected to more indepth study in one particular area

than students in comparable courses at the University of

Toronto. This trend continued until 1929 when Queen's adopt-

ed a year and honours system. The programme was narrowed

to two courses of study, a general business course and a

course in accounting and auditing, and in conjunction with

the new orientation of business practice in general, the

course shifted its focus from practical business activities

to a broader analysis of business organization. This chang-

ing focus of business courses was described in the Queen's

calendar in this way:

The courses are designed to give the prospective
man [sic] of business some cultural and profes
sional background; to provide him [sic] with a
prospective which has been too rarely attained
by any leaders in present day business. They are
further designed to give the students an adequate
grasp of the various techniques now being used
so extensively. As business becomes more a mat
ter of planning, organizing and accurate analysis
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and less a matter of mere bargaining, the methods
of accurate record and analysis, provided by
modern accounting and statistical practice, have
become more elaborate and necessary •.. 83

Thus, the aim of the university course in comrnerce--"to train

an executive with range of vision and power of analysis, not

84a competent clerk" --was to be realized.

At McMaster University, commercial work was under-

taken through its affiliates, Woodstock College and Moulton

Ladies College in 1889. In the former commercial work was

required in the first two years of a four-year course while

in the latter it was required in the first year of a three

85year course. For the next five years evidence of any fur-

ther adoption of business options is sketchy. Mathematics

courses usually included commercial arithmetic, mensuration,

and later discounts but most courses offered were rather the-

oretical in nature. Due to McMaster's religious affiliation

with the Baptist Church and its role as a theological college,

its general orientation was philosophical rather than prag-

matico Unlike the University of Toronto with its appoint-

ment of William Ashley and Queen's with Adam Shortt and 0.0.

Skelton, McMaster's faculty at this time did not include an

academic advocate for commercial work. This is not to say that

the institution lacked the essentials for a commercial educa-

tion at about the same time as the other institutions but

rather that its primary emphasis lay elsewhere. Nevertheless,

by 1293-4 McMaster offered M.A. level courses in Political
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Economy and introduced Economics at the B.A. level in 1896.

McMaster's approach to political economy and later

business education joined the emerging tradition of problem

solving curriculum. Not only was this curriculum more the-

oretical than that offered at the other institutions but

it encompassed the grandiose ideal of creating a better soci-

ety by teaching preventative and curative approaches to social

problems. The study of social pathology from defectives and

delinquents to general social or labour unrest to charity and

the problem of the unemployed was embraced in the Political

Economy Department from the early 1900's. McMaster, in fact,

was the first Ontario university to include sociology and

sociological works in its programmes. Sociology was intro-

duced in the school year 1897-8 at the Master's level in

Political Economy. Franklin Giddings' Principles of Socio-

~ was a required textbook, along with Rae's Contemporary

Socialism, and Boehm-Bawerk's Capital and Interest and The

Positive Theory of capital. 86 This particular schedule of

practical and speculative curriculum seemed to provide a

rationale based on an altruistic philosophy of social accom-

plishment and social betterment for this religious institution

for teaching the most worldly and material affairs of econo-

mics and modern business.

In 1904-5 courses in Political Economy were offered

at the B.A. level. Until this time courses in economics had

been described as covering the topics of public and private
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economics, economic theory, economic history of England and

87America and important problems of the day. Textbook lists

included Marshall's Principles of Economics, Volume 1 and

Ashley's Introduction to Economic History and Theory and the

recommended reading often included such classic economists

as J.S. Mill, Adam Smith, Ricardo and Malthus. 88 Although

even the junior matriculation mathematics courses covered

business oriented topics such as commercial arithmetic, dis-

counts, problems in stocks and later interest, commission

and insurance, undergraduates were not given opportunities

to move beyond the theoretical in the field of commerce.

However, the 1904-5 offering of Political Economy at the

third and fourth year level seemed to break through the

largely theoretical and general orientation previously offered

with specific work aimed at exposing new worldly problems in

such areas as public finance and taxation, money, credit and

banking, railroads, trusts, problems of distribution and

t d ' 1 b 'd' l' 89ra e unlons, a our econom1CS an SOC1a 1sm.

By 1906-7 the third and four~h year political economy

course descriptions were more specific. The third year course

covered the laws and working principles of modern political

economy and money, credit and banking while the fourth year

course taught economics of the working man, various methods

of industrial remuneration, the place of labourers in the evo-

lution of i~dustry, and structure and principles of trade.

Additional fourth year special courses were offered in public
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finance and capitalistic organization, public expenditures,

public debts, financial administration, taxation, trusts,

and railroads.9~ Similar political economy courses were sche-

duled until 1914-5 when details outlined in the Faculty of

Arts Calendar revealed that many further aspects of the com

mercial curriculum had now been incorporated. Along with the

now customary requirements of the Introduction to Political

Economy and Money, Credit, and Banking, courses in capital is-

tic organization, socialism, tariffs, trade and commercial

policy, public finance and taxation, and trade unionism and

labour problems were described in some detail.

The problem solving approach of the McMaster courses

was apparent at both the M.A. and undergraduate levels. The

course in labour problems, for example, was designed to give

the student insight into how to negotiate if faced with various

labour problems in the future career. Topics mainly included

policy and legal issues facing labour. 9l Sociology was first

listed at the undergraduate level in the 1906-7 calendar.

At this time topics included institutions of society, methods

of social amelioration, social dynamics, and social patholo-

gies, and among the number of reference books were Ward's,

Sociology, Small's General Sociology, Giddings' Principles

of Sociology, Ross' Foundations of Sociology, Brooks' Social

Unrest, Gilman's A Dividend to Labour, and Henderson's Social

Settlements, Dependent Classes. 92 A few years later in

1908-9 the theme of "social improvement" was even more pro-
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nounced as the recorded lecture topics in social control,

social ideals, achievement and improvement, and defence of

society against crime, intemperance and prostitution seem

to indicate.

By entering into the commercial field through the

approach of problem solving, McMaster's students were provid-

ed with a rationalization of the continued and obvious need

for the pragmatic curriculum. Unlike the other schools at

the time, McMaster undertook the task of organizing its com-

mercial and pragmatic curriculum by first answering the ques-

tion of why it should be pursued and secondly by providing

the "how to's", that is, skill development courses. Account-

ing and statistics were, for example, offered for the first

time in 1915-6,93 a year after the first undergraduate course

in labour problems and nine years after the introduction of

sociology. Political economy courses were only offered at

the third and fourth year undergraduate or graduate level

until 1913-4 when an Introductory Industrial History course

was introduced at the second year level. 94 Eventually

Elementary Principles of Political Economy, a study of the

laws and working principles of modern economic organization,

was substituted for this course. 95 However, it was another

two years before two fundamental and permanent courses in

the commercial field were introduced. These were Principles

- C d P' . 1 f F' 96ot ommerce an rlnclp es 0 lnance.

Gradually a uniformity developed among university
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business programmes both in types of courses offered and in

their orientation. Some of the differences may be attributed

to the unique characteristics cf the institution such as, for

example, McMaster's religious affiliation, or to the surround-

ing environment within which the university itself developed.

Whatever the early pattern of development, reorganization,

and change, generally the early Ontario university business

education leaders held a common goal, that is, to provide "a

sound foundation for what may be broadly called 'business'

career." This, it was argued, was "becoming more and more

widely recognized,,97 as more large companies and businesses

were hiring these graduates with a view to employing them in

positions designed to smooth the sometimes abrasive conditions

facing business domestically and abroad.

The important role a university educated businessman

would eventually play in the corporate world was clear to mem-

bers of the local Chamber of COffiIT,erce and Board of Trade in

London as they engaged along with the Dean of Arts, Dr. Fox,

in support of commerce and finance courses at the University

of Western Ontario. The School of Business Administration

was officially set up in 1920 after delegates f~om all West-

ern Ontario Boards of Trade and Chambers of Commerce were

invited by university authorities to a meeting of the London

Chamber of Commerce where they were promised that Western

would institute the "most practical business education pos

sible ..,98 Movement toward the establishment of what was even-
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tually to become Ontario's version of the Harvard Business

School came long before the 1920 official acceptance and rati

fication of the curriculum some men had been building for

years.

The development of commercial curricula at Western

may be traced to changes in the organization and structure

of the Department of Political Science. Although a course

in economics had been offered at the university since 1902,

its orientation held little practical significance. As a com

pulsory subject in the undergraduate general arts course, stu

dents were introduced to basic elements of economic theory

and principles of industry. However, in 1915-6, the Depart

ment of Political Science was reorganized to include some

of the early commercial topics.

At this time the Department of Political Science

incorporated five major subject areas: political economy,

history, mathematics, law and political philosophy. Of these

political economy and history constituted the core of the

department's courses. Significantly, these courses included

elements of commercial curriculum. Second year students, for

example, were introduced to the works of Adam Smith, Ricardo,

Mill, and Marx among others, while third year students stu

died banking, money, domestic and foreign exchange, public

finance, taxation and statistical methods. By fourth year

students were taught to apply theory to practical situations

and to use commerce as an entry to other professional fields.
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Thus, topics covered included economic theories in relation

to wages, capital and interest, international trade and

tariff systems, labour conditions and problems such as syn

dicalism and socialism, and literary and commercial journal

ism. 99

During the following school year, 1916-7, the field

of political science appeared to be more succinct as the

department was described as covering three rather than five

major areas: political economy, government, and law. These

areas seemed to overlap more closely in subject matter and

orientation and in this way, the commercial focus was more

concentrated. For example, along with those introductory and

advanced courses as listed above, courses in the problems of

distribution especially in relation to interest and wages and

in transportation were listed separately.lOO

In 1918-9 political economy was separated from the

Department of Political Science and was made into a distinct

department covering both political economy and government and

law. With this change the students were provided with a more

specialized programme. Through this department in 1919-20,

second and fourth year courses in corporate finance covering

the study of stock markets were offered for the first time.

This practical look at the workings of "Wall Street" \vas an

indication not only of the changing orientation of university

curriculum from its former mainly philosophical outlook, but

this was alsb an important step in the university's endorse-
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ment of capitalist economics.

The Department of Commerce was established in 1920-1

and a description of courses first appeared in the 1921-2

College of Arts Calendar. During that year courses in Advanced

Accounting, Commercial Law, Business Organization, Efficiency,

Principles of Advertising, Buying and Marketing, Credits and

Collection, and Theory and Practice of Banking were offered. lOl

University educated businessmen were not expected to become

mere "numbers" men engaged in the perpetual game of balancing

accounts and carrying out routine paper transactions. Account-

ing and other such skill courses were to serve as an intro-

duct ion to the technical side of business which would be

carried out in the corporate enterprises and banks by those

specifically hired and trained in such matters. Thus, as

the calendar reported, the Elementary Accounting course was

designed to teach students about the role "that accounting

may playas an aid to business administration.,,102

The thrust toward management education was apparent

at the Western business school from its beginning. This was

obvious not only from the course content but also from teach-

ing style. During its first year of operation, the depart-

ment had only one instructor, J.W. Westervelt. westervelt

taught the courses by means of class discussion and illus-

.L. t' 1 b t . 103
~ra lve a ora ory exerClses. He aimed to minimize the

routine aspects of commercial curricula such as bookkeeping

while teaching a thorough understanding of the principles
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involved. Although business education in this form did not

seem to suffer from the overt authoritarianism of traditional

educational approaches, the shaping of students' behaviours

and attitudes was accomplished through other, more subtle

methods. Business teaching at Western was modelled after the

Harvard Business School's "case method" style. This method

was introduced and used continuously since 1922 when Professor

E.H. Morrow was appointed to the Department. Morrow, a

Canadian, had been trained at the Harvard Graduate School of

Business Administration and was himself therefore a student

of the famous "case method."

By relying on this method of problem solving, Morrow's

courses were designed with the expectation that students

would take the role of the corporate decision-makers rather

than that of the technicians. The student's ability was

judged with regard to logic and perceptions as well as ideo

logy and personal characteristics and the question of their

accornmodatio~ to the corporate organization and its goals.

Pressures to perform in a particular manner were subtle. Yet

the orientation was clearly seen to be practical. Graduates

of the Western business courses were reported to "fit into

a business organization promptly and acceptably and with the

ability to bring to ... [the] new position a university-trained

mind that has been coached in the application of facts rather

than theories.,,104

Perhaps due to its affiliation with the Harvard Busi-
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ness School, Western's approach to business education was far

more practical in its early years than courses offered at

Toronto, McMaster, and Queen's Universities. Attempts were

made by faculty members to use actual problems of local busi

ness concerns as case materials and to invite business execu-

tives to share their organizations' problems, monitor classes

and teach. In the 1923-4 Calendar alone, five out of the

eleven courses offered by the Department of Commerce were

described as including either actual problems submitted by

businessmen, businessmen as discussion facilitators, or fre-

quent field trips by students to various business organiza

tions. For example, it was reported that the course in

Marketing Problems "will be largely handled by businessmen

who will assign problems within their own experience" and in

the Finance Problems course, "businessmen will be frequently

invited to lead the discussion on many of the problems sub

mitted.,,105 Similarly, in Executive Problems "it is hoped

that the problems will in almost every instance be assigned

by an executive in some business concern ll while the arrange-

ment for Industrial Management was that the students take

and report on several factory trips. The work in Applied

Cost Accounting was to be "done entirely in the field" and

"be of practical use to some bus~ness establishment." In

addition, the Department reserved space in the classrooms

"for a limited number of men in business who wish[ed] to

avail themselves of the lectures. ll106 Thus in the course
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of their education, Western's business students had occasion

to acquaint themselves firsthand with the business world,

make contacts from within, and gain experience in interaction,

negotiation, and problem solving with those with whom they

would later meet on the job and would engage in similar exer

cises at higher stakes.

Reflections on the Utility of Business Education

By the 1920's business education had become fully

institutionalized within the universities. Although the

debate rega~ding the acceptability of the commercial curricula

in the university continued, it was clear that the business

curriculum had been instituted with an air of permanence.

Not only had departments and faculties been developed but

business subjects were now interwoven into lists of required,

prerequisite, and recommended courses.

In many respects, the business departments stood

apart from most other departments in their ability to offer

students a variety of accounting, bookkeeping, organizational

and other related skills along with a theoretical analysis

and world view strongly linked to an acceptance of the deve

loping Canadian socioeconomic framework. The promise for

business students was two-sided. On the one hand, the stu

dents were trained with technical expertise and know-how in

practical affairs. On the other hand, although their degrees
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were more worldly than most others offered at the university

level at the time, as university graduates they were granted

the same rights and priVileges as other graduates but the

recognition bestowed upon their unique combination of prac

tical pursuits added an attractive element of marketability

to their newly acquired Bachelor of Commerce degrees.

Although some of the established businessmen resented

the graduates for not having to make the "long crawl" like

themselves, the graduates were generally accepted when they

demonstrated their ability to perform as if they too had taken

the promotion route. Expectations of the businessmen were

such that these new university educated colleagues would offer

analytical insight into problem solving within the corporate

sphere.

The incorporation of business subjects into the uni

versity led to questions concerning the nature of the disci

pline's practical skill training versus its theoretical and

debatable components. After the initial struggle for the

university's official endorsement of subject matter, the busi

ness education promoters' prime concern was one of pressing

business study into the broader areas of international com

mercial questions, industrial organization, and work and the

personnel function. While teaching practical business skills

was pushed further and further away from the central focus

and for the most part was relegated to the realm of the

high school business departments, university students were
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gradually introduced to the question of the administration

and control of corporate organizations and management and the

nature of the personnel function. Not only was this area of

management more acceptable in the university sphere due to

the theoretical and debatable questions it addressed but

research questions were more justifiable because the area

had previously been unexplored. Many "truths l1 concerning

corporate organization, management, and control were yet to

be uncovered. This curriculum was well integrated with other

developing disciplines at the time. In conjunction with

supportive curricula such as sociology, political science,

economics, and psychology, the commercial departments also

began to participate through their research foci on social

problem solving. In other words, the discipline held promise.

The "promise" of the business departments was to

explore further possibilities and smooth existing problems

in production techniques, manufacturing, marketing, resource

development, transportation, financial and banking issues,

and international business relations in order to achieve a

"healthy" and internationally recognized Canadian economy.

To accomplish this goal, objective interests were largely

pursued in the area of the manaqement of work and the work

process. As long as labour problems lingered, it was gener

ally argued that progress would lag in both national and

international spheres. This promise, then, of the business

educators and promoters to correct labour problems lent an
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air of acceptability of business education to all its former

critics.

Pointing to labour as a source of difficulty and

concern inadvertently laid the blame for business problems

on what seemed to some to be an uncompromising, undisciplined

labour force. What easier solution could there be than to

study labour and the question of how to control its unpre

dictable character in order to achieve harmony and profit in

industrial and commercial spheres. Thus was born the full

development, justification, and acceptance of management

education within the university.

The next chapter will study the development of manage

ment education and its central focus, sources of support,

and functions.
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Chapter Four

From Business Skills to Management Education:
The Development of a Problem Solving Cur~iculum

Training for business must
become an essential part of
our national program of pre
paredness. The demand of
business for this training
is universal. 1

The movement toward the study of management and mana-

gerial concerns and away from the more practical skills of

operating a business began with the development of the uni-

versity business departments. While many people continued

the debate over whether or not business students could

learn business skills in schools and whether or not academics

were the most capable business teachers, others pursued the

mere fundame~tal question of what areas a business curricu-

lum should encompass. Without question, there was agreement

that the curriculum should cover the subject matter neces-

sary for an understanding of everyday practical business con-

cerns--accounting, money and banking, marketing, transporta-

tion, and manufacturing problems. These areas alone, however,

did not account for ~he increasing complexity of the modern

corporation nor for the objective and subjective elements of

the work process itself. Indeed, as capitalism developed,
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the university educated businessman would be expected to make

mature and responsible decisions regarding the direction and

control of the labour process, to act as potential mediator

in conflictual situations, and to maintain a relatively prob-

lem-free environment.

This chapter examines the transformation of the busi-

ness curriculum from its earlier focus on business skills

and know-how to its later concentration on problem-solving

and management. The response of the businessmen to business

and management education will first be studied. Changes in

the curriculum to include management will then be documented.

Finally, the curricula and supportive subject areas will be

examined vis-a-vis their function and outlook toward manage-

ment in general and the labour process in particular.

Response of the Businessmen: First Rejection,
Then Endorsement

Somewhat skeptical of acacemia's apparent lack of

pragmatic learning tools, businessmen were, at first, opposed

to the notion of business education. Many of them desperately

clung to the notion of the long, hard organizational crawl.

ThlS attitude seemed to serve as a source of self-protection

and self-respect. The quick university route to the top

seemed to denigrate their own personal careers and be a

rather flippant pronouncement on their biographies.

Concern with standardization and objective certifica-
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tion of skills was premature during the nineteenth century.

There was generally more direct contact between the owner and

the employee and there was greater concern with apprentice

ship and on-the-job training. This is not to say that appren

ticeship and on-the-job training were eliminated in the twen

tieth century. However, there was a noted shift away from

the employer-as-teacher model for basic as well as specific

knowledge. Rather, the twentieth century employer began to

show a preference for employees with a basic and sound back

ground on which skills and organization specific proficiency

could be built. Structurally, changes in business organiza

tions in complexity, size, management, and ownership and

control patterns facilitated the need for standardization and

certification of an employee's abilities. This task became

a primary function of the twentieth century schools. Schools

at all levels were assigned the role of screening future

employees and were designated as impartial in this task.

Because business lacked the regulatory entrance requirements

of the other professional fields, certification through

schools was to serve as a safeguard against the less serious

and inclined applicants. The goal was to maintain excellence

while guaranteeing ample opportunity for entry into the pro

fession.

The notion of university trained businessmen still

presented many practical problems for the employers. Employ

ers were unsure of the new graduates' expectations regarding
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mobility, career advancement, and salary levels. There was

also concern expressed about the potential development of

resentment and other morale problems. While businessmen

approached the idea of hiring graduates cautiously and curi

ously, students were warned that their education would not

immediately serve as a "ticket" to top positions. 2 Univer-

sity personnel, it seems, took precaution not to discredit

Canadian business executives who had not had the opportunity

for a business education by announcing to students that "no

university training, it is true, can supply the place of

natural aptitude and character, or remove the necessity for

practical experience. ,,3 Business education promoters had

the most delicate job of selling the programme to these hope

ful benefactors who themselves neither had the advantage nor

required the security of such an education.

Starting the university graduate at the bottom with

gradual promotion up the organizational chart was too slow

a route for most anxious graduates. At a time when a degree

was optional as a means to employment, it was evident that

incentives were necessary to attract educated employees.

While high school graduates could realistically expect a slow

but steady advancement if warranted, university graduates could

expect to start working in the lower ranks as part of their

continuing education in order to gain practical experience

and then to progress rapidly to higher level positions.

In an address to the Canadian Club in Toronto, Pro-
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fessor C.R. Fray urged Canadian business magnates to hire

graduates with a view toward shaping them into company execu

tives. 4 In a similar statement a few years later, Professor

E.H. Morrow, who headed the Department of Commerce at the

University of Western Ontario sought to clarify the role of

the university vis-a-vis training for business. "Salesman-

ship, like all other technical arts of business", he warned,

"must be learned in practice, and it is the function of the

business and not of the college to teach it." The "burden

of training" new employees had not vanished with the rise of

the commercial curriculum. "In its relation to business,"

Morrow argued, "the average college offers a selective rather

than a teaching service, and when the employer engages grad

uates as salesmen he needs to exercise the same discrimina

tion as when engaging salesmen under ordinary circumstances."S

The college assumed the responsibility for graduating "only

those ... who show promise of reaching the higher ranks in

business. ,,6 Like the specific on-the-job training programmes,

the university courses were not expected to transform per

sonalities into successful and skilled businessmen. Where

abilities were qUite apparent, however, the university courses

promised to cultivate these competencies successfully and

efficiently.

While some businessmen regarded business education

as an unnecessary delay for those intending to work in the

field, others scorned the university for its "tainted" teach-
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ings and its toleration of undisciplined habits. According

to Financial Post sources, the university's general arts

course had "lamentably failed" its task of properly pre

paring students for work. However, the commerce course was

expected to inculcate "in the newly fledged graduate a point

of view and an immediate capacity which will make him, [sic]

to the extent of his [sic] ability, an asset rather than a

source of irritation to his [sic] first employer.,,7 One solu

tion offered was a combination of discipline, hard work and

challenging classroom circumstances. Morrow, for example,

set down as one of Western's objectives "to stretch the stu

dent's mind on the hardest stuff we can give ... ,,8 Generally,

the case against higher education was made on the basis of

the perception of a liberal student atmosphere and its detri-

mental effects on the seriousness and self-discipline required

in a business career.

To counter this notion, the schools struck back with

various descriptions proselytizing the merits of the univer-

sity business graduate. The first challenge facing the uni-

versity was to distinguish the business graduate from the

other general arts graduates. ~fuile for some time univer-

sity personnel had been arguing that "on the whole a univer

sity man [sic] is likely to be more trustworthy, and have a

higher sense of honour,,9 and that university students "show

that they possess the necessary energy and ambition for suc

cessful business life",lO the task of gaining wide acceptance
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for the business programme seemed to require more specific

proof of its value. This was partly accomplished by pointing

out that the object of the commerce course was "to train

young people so that they may serve, in business or closely

related vocations, a more useful social purpose than would

Furthermore, it was especially

be probable if they entered the field of business with no

,,11university training

important to disassociate the idea of business education with

skill training. Business, it seems, was becoming a matter

of personality, logical analysis, and scientific technique.

It was these elements necessary for success that the univer-

sity had promised to cultivate.

As the role of the businessman incorporated more and

more tasks related to the management of men, materials, and

administrative affairs, the focus of business education began

to reflect managerial concerns. The idea of management and

management education was, in fact, rather a vague notion.

Many of the leading protagonists spoke of the importance of

personality and the personal characteristics of what was

thought to be a good manager. The desired qualities of a

manager ranged from foresight and ingenuity in the movement

of materials and in the smooth operation of production to

adroitness, discretion, and diplomacy in supervising workers.

Beginning in the mid 1920 l s many statements about the attri

butes of the business programme were oriented toward its

need to shape "a maturity of judgment",12 the "exercise of
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.•. discrimination ,,13 and other qualities suitable for the

responsible manager.

The area of management remained an enigma for some

time both intellectually and pragmatically. During the 1920's

and even the early 1930's, management remained a question of

personality or acquired personal characteristics. Eventually,

however, management was classified as a skill. When manage-

ment was viewed simply as a matter of personality, any form

of higher education was argued to be appropriate for the

14future manager. Defined as a skill, however, management

education was seen to require the specialized training faci-

lities provided only by Faculties of Commerce and Business

Administration. As a pragmatic curriculum, this form of

higher education offered both businessmen and the prospec-

tive student body a concrete and measurable select field of

expertise.

Changes in Focus: Management Education

The decision to begin to educate Canadians as exe-

cutives dated back to the turn of the century meetings of the

Canadian Manufacturers' Association in which it was often men-

tioned that resources were lacking in Canada for the prepara-

tion of Canadians for professional and more responsible

positions in Canadian industry. The Canadian Manufacturers'

Association, in fact, presented the Governor-General-in-
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Council with a resolution in that regard in 1906. This reso

lution was endorsed by several branches of the Canadian Manu

facturers' Association as well as by the pTincipals of the

Universities of Laval, McGill, Toronto, Queen's, Dalhousie,

and Manitoba, the federal government, and the Toronto Board

15of Trade.

Progression toward the incorporation of courses in

management was evident during the late 1920's. At first

general courses in industrial management were offered but spe

cializations in various fields soon became apparent. The

most prolific area was that of human management. Starting

with basic courses in labour and labour problems, by the

late 1930's, the universities had included courses covering

most aspects of the employer-employee relationship and the

personnel function. Although developments at each university

followed a different path, for the most part, by the mid

1940's and certainly by 1950, business graduates at McMaster,

Toronto, Queen's and Western Ontario Universities, would

have been introduced to similar packages of business prin

ciples, operational skills, and labour management issues.

i) McHaster University

Developments in the adopt~on of management courses

at McMaster were rather slow as compared to the Universities

of Toronto, Queen's, and Western Ontario. In fact, it was
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as late as 1966-7 that the Political Economy Department was

officially divided into the separate departments of Commerce,

Economics, and Political Science. However, future business-

men were aptly prepared at McMaster where managerial concerns

were studied from the initial development of business oriented

programmes. The McMaster Political Economy Department offered

a variety of courses which encompassed the study of a broad

range of problems normally encountered by business executives.

For example, a course in Modern Economic Problems covering

population problems and immigration was introduced in 1925. 16

This new course would complement those established courses

in labour problems in which wages, conditions of labour, and

trade unionism were studied,17 as well as sociology courses

covering urban problems, immigration and race attitudes,18

and social pathology or problems of population, mental atti-

t d d . l' t't t' 19u es, an soc~a ~ns ~ u ~ons.

During the late 1920's and early 1930's, McMaster

offered a similar political economy "package" to students

which, along with appropriate elective courses, provided a

general orientation to business practice and management. By

1935 the University had reorganized its presentation of

courses and options and announced in a bulletin that:

Many large business and financial enterprises
now regularly engage a few university graduates
with a view to developing men [sic] for executive
positions. Each year finds an increasing number
of university-trained men [sic] reaching posi
tions of responsibility in manufacturing, banking,
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commerce, etc. While men [sic] who have taken
almost any course (classics, science, mathematics,
history, literature) have found recognition in
the world of affairs, yet it is natural that a
student with general business in view should
elect one of the courses in Political Economy. 20

Three years later in 1938, McMaster once again published a

"Bulletin of Information" with another statement on commerce

and finance education. This time, however, the appeal was

much stronger. "As preparation for positions of responsi-

bi1ity in large commercial or financial establishments", the

Bulletin announced, "university training is now regarded as

essential." Further, students were "advised to select one

of the courses in Political Economy" if intending to "look

... forward to a specialized business profession such as

banking, insurance, large-scale marketing, foreign trade

In its acknowledgement of the importance of university and

eSFecially business training to future employees, the univer-

sity began to present a more specialized programme for the

business profession.

Gradually, the McMaster courses incorporated areas

of management. In 1941-2 a Political Economy course called

Business Organization and Corporation Finance was described

22
as covering the field of financial management and in 1942-3

23another course in labour problems was added. While person-

nel management subjects were not included in Political Economy

Departments for some time at McMaster, interest in this sub-

ject area was apparen~ given that the topic was often ccvered
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through Sociology, Psychology, or the Department of University

Extension. In 1942-3, the University offered a course in

Personnel Administration through its extension programme in

collaboration with the University of Toronto. The course was

designed for recent graduates who were working in personnel

departments of companies and was taught by "successful", expe-

rienced personnel managers. The range of topics varied from

areas where detailed knowledge of the personnel function had

already been apparent, such as "Factors in Building an Effi

cient Workforce" and "Selecting the Right Person for the

Right Job" to areas which had not as yet been subjected to

copious research, such as "Problems in Group Relations" or

"Organizing Accident Prevention programmes.,,24

Similar topics were offered for day students in Voca

tional Psychology, a course which was also offered regularly

in the extension programme. 25 In 1944 a diploma course in

Vocational Guidance or Career Planning was developed due to

the success of the Vocational Psychology course and its increas-

ing enrolment. Beginning with General Psychology and Poli-

tical Economy, this course introduced students to "practical

applied psychology with instruction in the use of tests and

measurements", Occupational Information, Job Analysis, and

Personnel Procedures, School Organization and Administration,

and Educational and Labour Legislation. 26 In the next few

years while this course was further developed and professional

ized in the extension programme, it was also offered to day
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students in psychology.

By the late 1940's several options were open to those

McMaster students seeking a managerial career. By working

toward either a degree in political economy with electives

in appropriate psychology or sociology courses or a psycho

logy degree with a political economy minor, the graduate would

appear to be prepared for managerial specializations. Instead

of or in addition to a bachelor's or honours degree, the future

manager could also choose among various options and diploma

courses offered through the Department of University Exten

sion. In 1946-7, for example, the Registered Industrial

Accountant {R.I.A.} degree was offered through extension pro

gramming. In this course the student was exposed to various

levels of accounting and business mathematics along with indus

trial legislation and industrial organization and management.

During the twenty year period between the late 1920's

and late 1940's, then, management education became a more pro

minent feature of Departments of Political Economy, Psychology,

and University Extension at McMaster. The change was gradual,

but steady. Often when a course had proven its success in

the extension programme, it was soon integrated into the main

stream degree schedules. While this progression differed

slightly from the course of events at the other universities,

it reflected McMaster's particular orientation while acknow

ledging generally the changing needs in corporate manpower.
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ii) University of Toronto

At the University of Toronto the business curricu-

lum underwent changes more readily than at McMaster to include

management subjects along with the traditional commercial

courses. By 1922-3, for example, three courses in particular,

corporate finance, public finance and administration, and

business administration were described as including methods

of administration, central and local administration, and

management of incomes. The Business Administration course

was a series of lectures by experts on various aspects of

b ' d ' . t t ' 27 I dd ' t . t thus~ness a m~n~s ra ~on. n a ~ ~on 0 ese courses,

Social Problems and Labour Problems were also offered. While

Social Problems lacked description in the calendar, Labour

Problems included the following topics: evolution, types and

methods of trade unions, problems of industrial relationship,

and various schemes for attaining industrial harmony or peace,

and wages and other forms of payment in relation to produc-

t , 't 28
~v~ y.

Similar to McMaster's approach, many programmes at

the University of Toronto aimed at finding the solutions to

social problems. University of Toronto was the first Ontario

university to establish a Department of Social Service. This

department combined the study of various aspects of social

economics, community development, and social problems of

poverty, unemployment, i~~igration, housing, and welfare and
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their governing legislation with theoretical material on

organizational development, industrial society, and psycho

logy and practical case work. Patterned after the Political

Economy Department, the Department of Social Services shared

many of Political Economy's professors as well as its sub

ject matter.

During the late 1920's, the university began to experi

ment with specific extension activities aimed at and often

designed by particular occupational groups. The call for

trained workers in the insurance field, for example, was heard

as early as 1920 when J.B. McKechnie, then President of the

Insurance Institute of Toronto, observed that a "large per

centage" of insurance company staffs were "unfitted for

their positions owing to their lack of knowledge of the busi-

ness." To rectify this, he recommended that the Insurance

Institute "lay down as the minimum of educational qualifi

cations that a young clerk should have junior matriculation

or its equivalent.,,29

Over the next few years, recommendations for insur-

ance teaching at the university level were not addressed.

In 1925, however, a course in life insurance salesmanship at

the University of Toronto was announced by J.G. Taylor of

the Life Underwriters' Association. This course was to be

jointly taught by staff of the economics department and insur

ance businessmen. 30 This and other similar courses were

well supported and attended. Three years later in 1928 in
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an address, V. Evan Gray, president of the Insurance Institute

of Toronto cried out that "the principle need of the casualty

. b" [ . ] ,,31 0 . . t1nsurance US1ness 1S men SlC. nce aga1n, prom1nen

Canadian businessmen acknOWledged the need for training for

both business practitioners--salesmen, accountants, and under-

writers--as well as for business managers, department manag-

ers, administrative assistants, banking executives, and per-

sonnel superVisors.

Although a Bachelor of Commerce degree was offered

at University of Toronto, a separate department for that

purpose was not established. From time to time the name of

the Political Economy Department was changed to r€flect the

commerce options. For example, in 1933-4 the Political Eco-

nomy Department was renamed the Department of Political Sci-

ence and Commerce and Finance, covering Commerce, Economics,

Political Science, and Accounting. Requirements for the

commerce degree included a number of economics and political

science courses, modern languages, history, and optional

courses in psychology, social serVice, and later sociology.

During the 1938-9 year, a Master of Arts degree in Commerce

and Finance was established with compulsory courses in Busi-

ness Administration, Corporate Finance, Accounting, and

Industrial Law, and elective courses in Marketing, Financial

Institutions, Manufacturing, Transportation, Public Utilities,

d B · H' t 32an US1ness .1S ory. Commerce or business administration,

it seems, was defined as incorporating many different areas
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of subjectmatter--economics, political science, business

skills, social sciences, and social services--and the estab

lishment of a separate commerce department would not elimi

nate the need for students to seek out such courses to com-

plete their programmes.

A number of the University of Toronto courses addressed

questions concerning the nature of the economic system and

sought solutions to the various social problems stemming

from this system. One course, Economic Basis of Social Life,

for example, studied "modern economic organization with

reference to the way in which economic factors condition

social life.,,33 Another course, Organization of Industry,

provided a description of modern industry with emphasis on

large scale business enterprise, labour organization, and

unemployment. The Structure of Modern Industry included a

description of "the important characteristics of modern indus

try as a basis for understanding the pure theory of economics

and discovering some of its limitations.,,34 One of the required

textbooks listed was F.W. Taylor's Scientific Management.

Such courses did not propose changes to the existing system

but rather sought an understanding of the ways in which indi

viduals could be adjusted to fit the given economic frame-

work.

The ideas of the adjustment of individuals to the

system and of finding remedies to an ailing economic system

were popular ones especially during the 1930's. The course
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in Labour Problems studied "problems and disabilities of

labouring people such as unemployment, industrial accidents

and disease, overstrain, monotony, low wages, and standards

of living"35 and also reviewed workers' actions to overcome

such problems through unionizing, consumers' cooperatives,

and political action along with employers' attempts to rectify

labour's situation. Similarly, Income and Social Welfare and

Industry and Human Welfare examined problems of industrial

development and social well-being. Solutions, it seems,

were found within the nexus of newly emerging government pro-

grammes. Thus, schemes of government finance were examined

along with "government protection of standards of work and

l 'f "36l e.

The social problems framework of the commerce and

economics courses and suggested electives was apparent. One

course aptly called the Diagnosis of Business Conditions and

first listed in 1928-9 analyzed implications of contemporary

changes in Canadian industry, trade, and finance. While some

problems were seen as arising from the economic system in

general, it was often argued that these problems were relat-

ed more specifically to the rates of change within the sys-

tern, the difficulties of the business cycles, and the slow

adjustment of both individuals and government services rather

than to the particular goals or overall functioning of the

system. Several courses in the supportive curricula were

designed in order to analyze this relationship of economics
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to social life more specifically. One of these options was

Sociology. First listed in 1926-7 as a course in Social Sci-

ence in the Department of Political Economy, by 1935-6 six

courses in Sociology were offered. Along with these, three

Psychology courses appropriate for commerce and economics stu-

dents were listed. These were: a special introductory psy-

chology course for students of economics, Applied Psychology,

37and Industrial Psychology. Through these courses, the

future business manager was provided with various perspectives

in determining the exact nature of the problem and could pro-

pose solutions based on this broad knowledge of the forces

affecting the business enterprise. It was this grasp of

theory and broad basis of knowledge which distinguished the

modern business manager from the earlier businessman.

Although courses in labour and other social problems

had been taught for some time, the first direct listing of

personnel management as an area of business management appeared

in 1925. The Business Administration course topics were

arranged under three headings: financial control, home and

t k t ' d 1 d 0 0 t t' 38 ThO d' ,expor mar e lng, an personne a mlnlS ra 10n. lS lVl-

sion marked the first stage in the development of bodies of

expertise within management and later led to specializations

within the discipline.

Courses within the area of personnel management spe-

cifically addressed the question of how to adjust the worker

to his job "in such a way to bring about efficient production
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and a satisfying mental state.,,39 These courses were practi

cally oriented, providing direct information and guidance to

the future personnel administrator. Industrial Psychology,

for example, offered through the Psychology Department,

examined principles and methods in personnel work in business

and industry.40 However, the most explicitly detailed and

practical courses in the subject, the Problems of Personnel

Administration and Psychological Aspects of Personnel Admini

stration, were listed under the Department of Social Services.

Recommended for commerce students, these courses covered all

aspects of the personnel function and offered practical learn

ing situations as well. Problems of Personnel Administration

was described as a supervised reading course with visits to

industries and special lectures by personnel officers in

Toronto in order to find solutions to personnel problems. 4l

Detailed analysis of personnel problems and methods of per

sonnel administration were offered in Psychological Aspects

of Personnel Administration. This course covered employment

and problems in job adjustment, mental tests and methods of

appraising applicants for jobs; workers' training progra~~es;

fatigue--methods of investigation, reduction and influence

of hours of work, rest pauses, rates of work, ventilation,

illumination, and noise; job attitudes and factors affecting

them such as supervision, repetitive work, and how to develop

favourable attitudes; the problem of safety and treatment of

accident proneness; and how to deal with disinterested, inef-
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ficient, and temperamentally difficult or generally maladjust

42ed employees. For the most part, personnel management was

concerned with employee adjustment. It was the purpose of

such courses to provide instruction on how to shape employee

behaviour to concur with organizational needs and goals.

During the 1920's and 1930's, business education at

the University of Toronto gradually adopted a management

perspective. While many of the problems studied--unemploy-

ment, wage structures, government services--lacked solutions

within the given framework, adjustments were sought to ensure

a smoothly functioning system. Although similar to McMaster

in the social problems approach, courses at University of

Toronto perhaps offered a more specific and practical educa-

tion to the student seeking specialized training within the

field of management.

iii) Queen's University

At Queen's University the development of the managerial

focus in the commerce programme was both systematic and pro-

gressive. In its first year, in fact, not only had the

Queen's programme included management subject matter but this

and other areas were taught using lithe problem method." Used

in conjunction with lecture and textbook methods, teaching

by the problem method allowed the student as an active parti-

cipant in problem-solving "to develop the principles underly

ing business and political activity.,,43 The problem, or case
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method as it was later called, was based on the assumption

that business problems could not be solved by "making hit or

miss guesses" but rather by following scientific logic based

on "natural and economic law." By solving the given problems

by inductive reasoning, the expectation was that the student

would build and inculcate "a systematic body of principles

underlying business activity", "the power of investigation

To add a further measure of realitybusiness subjects

and analysis", and "the habit of thinking systematically on

,,44

to this pragmatic form of learning, the student was presented

with actual business problems to solve and instruction was

often given by businessmen. This practice was followed in

courses such as Marketing, Industrial Management, Business

Finance, and Business Policy.

In developing business and managerial skills, students

were encouraged to seek as much firsthand experience as pos

sible. Many of the courses included field work. In Indus-

trial Management, for example, classroom work was supplemented

with visits to plants in and around Kingston. Before graduat

ing, students were required to submit investigative reports

based on actual observations and visits. In addition, stu

dents were expected to work for at least one summer in "approved

business establishments or in public offices.,,45 Through

the summer work experience, ~he student was to gather data

for a graduation year thesis and insight into a preferred area

of specialization. Thus, within three or four years, from
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start to finish of the course, the commerce programmers expect-

ed students to have developed a frame of reference and

method of analyzing bU3iness problems and to have carried out

this theory through practical investigation and experience

in a chosen field of specialization. Queen's orientation can

somewhat be attributed to its close relationship to the busi-

ness community. A vital part of the programme was taught by

outside lecturers. The list of outside lecturers for any

year, in fact, read like a "Who's Who" of Canadian business,

46industry, and government.

The Queen's programme was apparently designed to

develop the future businessman's "c~ltural and professional

background" as well as leadership skills and knowledge

f . 1 t h . 4 7 I . t 1 t tl-.o manager~a ec n~ques. n ~ sear y s ages, l~e pro-

gramme embraced a definition of the role of the businessman

which included both technical and management skills and know-

ledge. Upon its development, the Queen's programme included

the study of management issues. Even in 1919-20, evidence

of this was clear. Through the Political and Economic Science

Department, a course in Labour and the State was offered along

with one called National Problems, covering economic recon-

struction, social insurance, immigration, race, language and

social difficulties, community organization, imperial rela

tions, and another entitled The Social Theories of veblen. 48

During this same year, two of the prescribed essay topics,

"Unemployment, Its Causes and Remedies" and "The Working of
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the Canadian Industrial Disputes Investigation Act" addressed

the issues of work force management and relationships to the

work process.

During the next year, 1920-1, with the establishment

of the Bachelor of Commerce course and the clarification of

requirements for Pass and Honours students in Political Sci-

ence and Economics, a number of courses focussing on manage-

ment issues was listed. These were Factory Management,

49Employment Management, and Office Management. In 1921-2

two courses covering relevant management issues were offered.

One course, Problems of Labour, studied "problems arising out

of the wage system, and their attempted solution by legis

50lation, organization, and internal management", and the

other course, Business Policy, was taught by special lecturers

and arranged "from the point of view of the chief executive."

This course covered location, expansion, factory management,

labour administration, finance, insurance, transportation,

d II ' l' 51an se ~ng po lCY. During the same year, that is, in 1921-2,

Dr. B.S. Person, Managing Director of the Taylor Society of

New York City, was invited as an outside lecturer to deliver

a series of lectures on "Administration Management. II Encom-

passing one of the most systematic and comprehensive programmes

to date in Ontario on management issues, the lecture topics

included Administration and Management; Control--planning,

preparation, scheduling, inspection of process and results;

and Problems and technique of management and administration. 52
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Significantly, and perhaps as a follow-up to this

highly esteemed event, a course in Industrial Management was

established in the next year in 1922-3. The object of the

course was "to acquaint the student with some of the problems

to be met with in industrial plants.,,53 Problems were to be

studied not in relation to specific industries but to the

machine shop type of factory. For the course students were

"well advised to purchase" a copy of Frederick W. Taylor's

Shop Management. This seemed to be not only one of the first

and therefore more significant courses in management offered

but it was also the first in which a particularly well deve-

loped and organized set of management principles and prac-

tices, that is, Taylorism, was to be followed. By 1924-5,

the Industrial Management course had been refined and now

included "a study of the organization of the factors in indus

try and of the relations and labour problems involved.,,54 Fac-

tory management was the key concern in this course, although

the application and transferability of principles of factory

management to the office were also dealt with.

The scope of management was also subjected to careful

scrutiny as it was defined, re-defined, and refined. Parti-

cular concrete areas of organizational concern were placed

within the managerial sphere. A course in Management and

Costs, for example, offered at Queen's in 1928-9, studied the

organization of factors in industry, emphasizing labour rela

tions and problems, in relation to costs to management. 55
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Aiming to minimize costs by attending to labour problems, in

other words, was a tangible task within a broad definition of

the role of management. With the demarcation of concrete

tasks and responsibilities of management, a management curri-

culum could be developed through substantial task analysis

techniques and subsequent preparation of learning objectives.

However, with many areas of management there was considerable

vagueness and uncertainty vis-a-vis skills and knowledge

required for the job. Managerial success was often attribut

ed to diffuse personality characteristics. The curriculum

prescribed, then, to encourage the development of managerial

"characteristics" was one which allowed not only for the

attainment of "technical efficiency" but instead for "what

amount [ed] to a new ideal of culture. ,,56 The idea of fos

tering professionalism was more important "as business [was]

becoming more a matter of planning, organizing, and accurate

analysis, and less a matter of mere bargaining ,,57 In

rounding out its subject matter to include the subjective

along with the technical materials, the business education

programmes were viewed as providing a rather unlimited range

of management opportunities.

During the 1930's few changes were made in the Queen's

commerce course offerings. With respect to the area of manage-

ment, one specific course, Industrial Management, was consis-

tently listed and courses in Labour Movements and Problems,

Socialism, Population Problems, Business Administration, Busi-
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ness Investigation, Applied Economics, and Economics ?roblems

were offered sporadically throughout the decade. Despite

the depression, the commerce department continued to grow

and thrive. In fact, in 1937 the Department of Industrial

Relations was developed as a section of the School of Commerce

with former student J.C. Cameron appointed as its director.

In this respect, the study of management and personnel prob

lems gained paramount recognition. Rather than vaguely refer

ring to the study of labour problems, the Industrial Relations

course from 1938-9 onwards was described specifically as "a

social study of employer-employee relations" and discussions

were to cover lithe main economic and human forces which give

rise to labour problems and the attitudes of employers, employ

ees and the public thereto."S8 In line with this statement,

the Industrial Management course was now reported as "a study

of the application of the principles of management in indus

try [with] special attention ... directed to employer-employee

relations. n59 Hence, an increased awareness was developing

among personnel and labour management specialists of the

dynamic relationship between employer and employee. This new

focus would displace the formerly static view held regarding

labour problems and difficulties in management. This change

~ facto signalled an early recognition of the manageabi

lity of labour.

After the depression, pro~lem solving became one of

the major foci of the Queen's commerce curriculum. Yet there
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were differences between this programme and those offered at

McMaster and Toronto. Sociology was not offered at Queen's

until the 1951-2 session and although Psychology courses were

offered since the 1920's, the orientation was mainly toward

scientific investigation and experimentation in such areas

as intelligence, nervous impulse, sensation, experimental

psychology, mental testing, and behaviourism. The exception

here was the introduction in 1934 of an Applied Psychology

course which for many years, drew on the work of Viteles and

h 11 k . d . 1 hI' 60ot er we nown ~n ustr~a psyc 0 og~sts.

While the McMaster and University of Toronto programmes

allowed for the general social science problem solver to use

skills in the field of business, the Queen's programme reversed

this and left the business problem solver to generalize to

other fields. With business and commerce as the main field

of inquiry, solutions adopted would reflect a more serious

concern for the smooth and efficient operation of organizations

and public administrative bodies. Thus, historical study cf

the Queen's commerce programme lends insight into current uses

of management theories within public domains, educational insti-

tutions, charitable organizations, and all spheres of social

life.

iv) University of Western Ontario

Across the province at the University of Western Ontario,
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the commerce programme was characterized by its practicality.

Even such appropriate theoretical material as economics was

"not unduly stressed" and in this respect the business admi

nistration courses were separated as early as 1921 from those

in economics. This approach guaranteed that the student would

graduate "with an outlook upon business conditions that enables

him [sic] to fit into a business organization promptly and

acceptably and with the ability to bring to his [sic] new

position a university-trained mind that has been coached in

the application of facts rather than theories.,,6l Courses

most often taught in this manner included executive prob

lems, sales management, applied cost accounting, industrial

management, finance problems, commercial law, marketing prob-

lems, advanced accounting, and business statistics.

The Western system facilitated the development of a

relationship based on mutual dependency between students and

the firms involved with the programme. Obviously the students

needed the cooperation of the business community to share prob

lems, data, and sometimes study or work space. With this sys

tem, the firms gained access to the Western faculty members

who were some of the most able business problem solvers in

the country. The work done by students was usually accom

plished "in cooperation with members of the staff at the

request of businessmen who wish[ed] to have studies made of

certain phases of their business. ,,62 As an additional bonus
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for business, students frequently worked during the summer

for firms whose operations they wished to study, and for this

privilege, their work was usually unpaid. For business, how

ever, perhaps the most important aspect of the Western training

was its promise to train students "to cultivate a business

point of view." This was the "underlying idea" of the pro

gramme according to E.H. Morrow who argued that "by dealing

with actual business problems, ... by reading the literature

of business", and by meeting with and hearing executives dis

cuss their problems in the lecture rooms, the process enhanced

"the tendency to make

practicallines.,,63

Due to its association with Harvard and its use of

the case method approach, Western's School of Commerce was

not designed in order to impart business skills but rather

was planned as a management training school. This was reflect

ed in the curriculum. In 1924-5 the course roster included

Executive Problems, studying questions "of a general execu

tive nature", such as production, sales, and financial policy;

Sales Management, "a survey of the problems of the sales

manager"; and two courses in Industrial Management, one on

organizations using Taylor's Shop Management, and Kimball's

Principles of Industrial Organization as textbooks, was to

study "the field of management particularly as exemplified

in the management of manufacturing concerns" and "various types

of organization and the fundamental principles of management";
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and the other was to consider implementation of the ideas,

64
including common practices in departmental control.

Along with these, a course in advertising, designed

to acquaint the student with the role of advertising in sales

policies and accepted advertising practice, was offered.

Within this general field, Commercial Distribution, Marketing

Problems, and Marketing Investigation all provided further

experience and analysis. 65 Similar courses were not available

at the other universities for years to come. Exposure to

such new materials as well as to suitable experiences and

techniques contributed to the overall prestige and marketabi-

lity of the Western graduate. Thus, a few years later, in

the 1932-3 Calendar, the course's purpose was clearly stated:

Its purpose is not to give a training for men [sic]
who desire to become advertising technicians, but
rather for those who, as executives, have to con
sider the use and application of advertising to
accomplish results in business. 66

Accordingly, as managers in this area of expertise, they

would provide valuable input to other managers in sales and

production and in this way would contribute to the development

of the firm's overall strategy.

During the late 1920's the Department of Commerce

was renamed twice. In 1926-7 it became known as the Depart-

ment of Commercial Economics. Perhaps more reflective of the

general orientation within the curriculum content and course

objectives, it was renamed once again in 1928-9 as the Depart-

ment of Business Administration. The name change itself did
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not trigger changes in content but rather the adoption of the

title of "Business Administration" indicated the more general

thrust of the department as it set out to prepare students

as management specialists.

In 1927-8 the Department began to offer a course

entitled Introduction to Business Organizations. This course

replaced the existing introductory course called Business

Arithmetic which quite simply covered mathematical functions

. d' b' 67 Th f thas requlre In USlness. e concern 0 e new course was

clearly representative of the general trend in business edu-

cation. The department aimed to train students with the

marketable and transferable skills of management and admini-

stration rather than 'with more specific expertise in a given

business area such as production, sales, accounting, marketing,

or finance.

Further indications of the specific direction of the

Department's curriculum are gleaned from the courses in

Insurance Problems and Sales Management. First offered in

1927-8, Insurance Problems was designed for actuarial students

and was described as covering the organization, financial, and

sales phases of life insurance companies. The course was not

concerned with the mechanics of actuarial science but was

intended for the insurance problem-solver. Similarly, Sales

Management surveyed "the problems of the sales manager" rather

than those of the salesman. Lectures were largely delivered

by sales executives who were to discuss current problems in
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marketing, pricing, credits, collections, advertising, and

68significantly, the "handling of [the] sales force." While

courses previously offered in these areas focussed on the

mechanics of the insurance business or sales functions per

se, the new trend incorporated the idea that graduates in

Business Administration would not, in fact, be selling insur-

ance or marketing products themselves, but in'stead would

manage the work of others in those and other areas of the

corporate organization. The direction of the business depart-

ment was clarified further in later course descriptions. In

the Calendar of 1929-30, for example, the Introduction to

Business Organization course was said to be presented "from

the point of view of the business administrator" and the object

of the Marketing course was to "afford training in the ana-

lysis of typical selling problems" and to analyze corporate

1 ,. 69po l.Cl.es.

Along with its general management and administrative

thrust, there was also an indication of a movement toward a

more scientific approach not only to business curricula but

among business experts in the study of business phenomena.

Research in both technical and socio-behavioural areas was

marked by its adoption of scientific technique and its pro-

liferation of quantifiable data and analysis. This tendency

was reflected in the curriculum. The Marketing course, for

example, promised to deal with "consumer buying habits and

motives",70 a subject previously disregarded as an area of
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scientific inquiry. Moreover, industrial management and

labour relations were persistently studied to determine the

most effective methods of production and appropriate admini-

strative techniques to increase labour's efficiency. Thus,

the Industrial Management course covered most aspects of

labour management from problems arising in the location of

an enterprise to the conduct and control of production, labour

. d' . t' 71requ~rements, an execut~ve organ~za ~on.

By 1939-40 most areas of the curriculum had been reor-

ganized and/or altered to highlight the management function.

One particular course, Executive Problems, was actually

"designed to coordinate the courses of the department and to

emphasize problems of business policy.,,72 While this course

provided convergence for the entire curriculum, individual

course descriptions placed further emphasis on management.

The 1940-1 listing of Manufacturing exclusively covered

methods of controlling manufacturing operations as outlined

in the prescribed textbook, Industrial Engineering, by Barnes.

In addition, the course in Advertising was said to touch "only

incidentally on the technique of advertising" but instead

stressed "the place of advertising to the other functions in

73business management." A special course in Factory Manage-

ment examining established principles and practices of fac-

tory control was offered along with two courses in industrial

management; one emphasized management problems connected with

trends in industry and the other investigated questions of
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industrial relations, industrial organization, production,

distribution, and finance.

Through a series of slow but successive changes, the

curriculum eventually incorporated intensive study and ana

lysis in the scientific management of all aspects of indus

trial and factory management, sales, and financial administra

tion as well as business policy analysis. Along with the

management of materials and technical processes, the courses

revolved around the question of management of three diverse

but not mutually exclusive groups. Some courses mainly exa

mined techniques in the management of groups, like consumers,

outside the organization, 74 others studied interorganizational

relations, such as the relations between business and govern-

ment, while a third group of courses investigated techniques

of internal control or the management of employees. All

courses, however, were presented from the executive or "top

level" point of view.

During the 1930's the business curriculum was inte

grated with other disciplines. In the 1930-1 session a spe

cial course, Chemistry and Business Option, combining the study

of business, economics, political science, chemistry, and

modern languages was offered through the Department of Chem

istry.75 Although business administration courses were

often open to non-business students, many were too specialized

or too intensive in their requirements of factory trips and

laboratory work to appeal to a wide variety of students. In
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1932-3 the Department of Philosophy and Psychology designed

a new course which was open only to students in the intensive

study of Business Administration. This was Business Psycho

logy, an application of psychology to modern business. 76 Just

as the study of business was applicable to those in other spe

cializations, many fields of inquiry provided specialists in

business administration with novel approaches to technical

areas of management and especially to the management of per-

sonnel.

Studies in organizations and organizational develop

ment were, in fact, becoming more popular and as the most pre-

valent form of organization, the business corporation, served

as a model for case studies in sociology, psychology, and

human relations. In particular, the study of labour problems

grew in popularity. Starting with the 1927-8 session, a course

in Labour Problems was offered in the Department of Economics

and Political Science. The course began with "a preliminary

study of the psychology and history of the labour movement"

and then went on to discuss the following topics: imrnigra-

tion, wages, standards of living, women and children in indus-

try, industrial accidents and sickness, unemployment, trade

unionism, the employers' approach to the labour problem,

labour legislation, and methods of industrial peace. 77 In

the same year, the Calendar published a list of courses lead

ing to a Master of Arts degree in Economics and Political

Science and among those recorded were Risk Bearing, Insurance,
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Population, Immigration, Sociology, and Trade unionism. 78

Sociology, studies of labour issues, and other prob-

12m oriented courses were available only at the graduate

level until the 1930-1 session when Introductory Sociology

as well as Labour Theory and Problems were offered in the

undergraduate programme. The sociology course was largely

concerned with issues of social accommodation and social con

79trol. By starting with an examination of "the causes of

industrial unrest and the remedies advocated", the labour

course was also involved with problem solving as it progressed

through the topics of unemployment, inadequate wages and indus-

trial accidents., trade unionism, labour legislation and

employers' remedies, and then finally considered various

theories of social reform and suggested types of social orga-

nization--utopias, socialism, and syndicalism. The course

ended with an analysis of the "indictment of capitalism and

the latter's defence. nBO By the end of the decade in the

session of 1939-40, several sociology courses were offered

in the Department of Economic and Political Science along with

a more complete programme of economics courses, a number of

courses in public administration, governments, and municipal

affairs, studies in international issues, and more specific

direction in the Master's programme. 8l

Although the business a~~inistration department incor-

porated subject matter which was aimed at problem solving,

the focus was specific. That is, students were presented
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with actual business cases to solve and the point of view to

be adopted in these exercises was that of top level manage

ment. In this respect the University of Western Ontario's

programme differed from those at the other universities where

the commercial curricula had embraced a more broadly defined

problem solving orientation. The supportive curricula at the

University of Western Ontario served to round out a very spe-

cifically oriented programme and provided an avenue through

which those interested generally in the business fields but

intending to work in the public rather than the private sec-

tor could seek additional training. In many respects the

curriculum offered outside the Department of Business Admi

nistration did not differ significantly in theoretical ana-

lysis nor orientation.

A Master of Arts degree in Business Administration

was available at the University of Western Ontario beginning

with the 1930-1 session. Economic Theory, Public Finance,

Business Trends, Trade Unionism, and Sociology were among

courses listed leading to the Master's degree. 82 Starting

with the 1932-3 term, an additional one-year certificate

course for graduate students was offered. According to the

Calendar's description, the purpose of this course was lito

emphasize a few fundamental principles involved in accounting,

finance, production, distribution, and personal efficiency.II83

This extra year of study provided an opportunity to sharpen

the graduate's business management skills and general outlook.
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For example, the accounting course broadened one's "acquain-

tance with the principles of accounting so that one will

know not only how his [sic] own business stands, but how to

place his [sic] investments based upon an analysis of the

financial statements of other businesses."B4 Similar descrip

tions were provided for other components of this programme.

However, the most direct promise of the course was made with

respect to the proper cultivation of attitudes. Accordingly,

through its study in Personal Efficiency, the course aimed

"to develop the right mental attitude in a man [sic] towards

his [sic) work, his [sic] business and his [sic) whole life,

whether it be finance, production or sales activity.II BS

Hence, the Department of Business Administration was

concerned with all aspects of training and socializing busi

ness executives from the development of management skills to

the cultivation of what its members and the members of the

business community at large defined as appropriate modes of

thought and custom for the Canadian trained business execu-

tive or manager.

The Supportive Curricula

Although the development of the departments of busi

ness education at each university followed slightly different

patterns, the overall goal to train management personnel was

similar. In this task department faculty were advised and
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assisted by prominent Canadian businessmen who, for the most

part by the 1930's, were fully supportive of this form of

education. university educated businessmen were expected to

mediate in international problems, solve national problems,

and push toward a more progressive and harmonious future.

The nation would no longer look to the philosophers or even

to the politicians for direction or purpose but rather was

now urged to look toward the new business sages who were sup

posedly, as Dr. Henry Laureys, the Canadian representative at

the International Congress on Commercial Education in 1932

believed, "going to pull the world out of its economic mess"

since for these learned businessmen "the solution of problems

had no secrets."S6

Coincidental with the "internationalization" of the

university trained businessmen, language requirements in the

business programme were introduced. English, French, Spanish,

and Latin were established as part of the commercial degree

because it was said that these courses were to educate stu-

dents to be "super-salesmen and higher types of commercial

agents, both at home and abroad."S7 Incidentally, the Car

negie Corporation of New York financed the study and develop

ment of language education in Canadian business schools. SS

To this end at a subcommittee session for Economics and Com-

~erce teachers at the Thirteenth National Conference of Cana-

dian Universities in 1929 it was agreed that all commerce

programmes would include a language other than English, that
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courses in commerce should be closely aligned with other courses

in the faculty of arts, and that degrees in commerce should

be fully equal in academic status and rank to B.A.ls in arts. 89

The necessity of providing businessmen with training

in modern languages was recognized at the turn of the century

by University of Toronto President James Loudon. 90 Years later,

submissions to the National Conference of Canadian Universities

by financier Andrew T. Drummond and Frank Beer of the Canadian

Trade Commission, urged the universities to undertake the

development of curricula in the history, literature, institu-

tions, business customs, and languages of those countries with

which foreign trade was growing. 9l The appeal for an inter-

national focus to domestic business education programmes was

made in terms of economic benefit. The International Con-

gress on Commercial Education in 1932 adopted resolutions to

enable young graduates "to move freely from one country to

another for a stay in practical training" so that they would

"become citizens of the world, fit and qualified for their

role in the international market." This strategy was based

on the notion that "national well-being depends on inter-

national well-being" and that commercial education is "one

of the best channels for promoting international well being.,,92

Notions regarding the corporationls "license" to transcend

nation-state boundaries were apparent and acceptable.

As a form of pragmatic education, business training

was gaining popularity as a "catch-all" for a variety of occu-
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pations. Many educators and administrators, for instance,

viewed business education as suitable training for government

service, legal work, general administrative employment, and

social service. The knowledge base of business education was

that of the workings of the corporate organization. This

entailed knowledge of the bureaucratic form, its limits and

its efficiencies as well as means to possible improvement.

The curriculum was based on the goal of profit maximization

and internalization of the authority structure inherent in

the corporate bureaucracy.

As a consequence of the growing division of labour

within corporate and other bureaucracies, the area of secre

tarial science was transferred from Departments of Commerce

and Business Administration. 93 In most cases this form of

commercial education was removed from the university alto

gether and was relegated to the auspices of the high school.

During the late 1920's, the Department of Secretarial Science

at the University of Western Ontario shared the resourC8S of

the Department of Business Administration. Accounting and

bookkeeping courses offered through the latter department were

intended for secretarial students. The Department of Secre

tarial Science offered little beyond Shorthand and Typing

Skills and Office Practice. However, students were provided

with opportunities to engage in office administration and

management from the secretarial level during their practicum

as they were given the responsibility of supervising members
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of an office staff. 94

The role of the curriculum in preparing students for

managerial or administrative careers was further strengthened

by the supportive curricula offered in social sciences. Most

notable among the elective courses were those in Sociology

and Psychology. The social problems approach was explicitly

presented in the university calendars and in advertisements

for the business programmes. For example, one McMaster calen-

dar described the business programme as an "education that

will solve society's major probleII'.s" and listed "war, crime,

disease, unemployment [ ] f f th t
. ,,95as a ew 0 e mos press~ng.

Courses in Psychology offered an analysis of the individual's

problems ana their solutions. Psychology was originally

offered through the Departments of Philosophy and the major

subject areas were sensation, thought, emotion, perception,

instinct, memory, and imagination. During the 1930 1 s Psycho-

logy became more analytical and courses in applied and experi-

mental psychology began to appear. By the 1935-6 session at

Queen's, for example, both industrial psychology and J.B.

Watson's behaviourist psychology were given. 96 These later

additions provided numerous opportunities for application in

the organizational setting and industrial sphere.

~vith the general belief in a scientif ic approach to

the study and solution of social and individual problems, a

body of kno\ol1edge in management and personnel relations was

developed. In the corporate organization managers were held
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responsible for the achievement of corporate goals and for

maintaining smooth operations and harmonious labour relations

in this endeavour. The need for specific training in this

task was clearly identified by academics and businessmen

alike. However, the active promotion of this form of educa

tion was often undertaken by personnel experts and members

of the Canadian management movement.

Management Education and Its Problem Solving Message

By the 1930's the central question addressed by

Departments of Business Administration and Commerce was that

of "how to manage." Within organizations the manager was

expected to find solutions to many problems, that is, prob

lems concerned with profit, finances, advertising, product

marketability, production management, and labour relations.

In preparation for these tasks, students were taught to see

themselves as "troubleshooters", ready with advice on how to

remedy the organization's situation.

By the 1940's management had become a science which

had evolved through distinct phases. The first set of prin

ciples that distinguished management and shed light on the

manageability of the work process was that of scientific

management. Simply, the work process was scientifically

broke~ down into smaller components and the worker's move

ments in each function were measured to determine maximum
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efficiency. Following the work in scientific management came

the human relations approach. This school studied the pro

cess of fitting the worker to the job to ensure the smooth

functioning of the organization. Using scientific management

and the human relations approach as the basis for models,

several variations on these themes were later developed and

experimented with. In most cases the management experts were

concerned with further and more detailed analysis of the worker

and his/her characteristics and the job, its component parts

and its potential for manageability. In every case, the issue

was control.

As corporate organizations and their management experts

experimented with various approaches to management, work, and

the personnel function, the Schools of Business Administration

and Commerce responded by incorporating the new ideas into the

curriculum. It was the schools' task to teach future managers

to view the work process in its component parts, to manage

the worker and the work process, and to accept the notion of

managerial authority as status quo and therefore unchangeable.

The next chapter will study the introduction of

Taylorism and scientific management in the business schools

and will specifically analyze the conception of work and its

manageability as presented through course textbooks.
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Chapter Five

The principles of Scientific Management and
Taylorism: Theories in the Business Curriculum

Management begins in
technology and ends in
administration. 1

As management education emerged within the business

curriculum, researchers readily sought answers to the ques-

tion of how to sufficiently analyze and understand the work

process and the dynamics of labour relations. Meanwhile edu-

cators deliberated over the problem of translating lessons

from industry into appropriately testable curricular matter.

The emergence of management education was a slow but meaning-

ful process, reflecting not only the recognition and accep-

tance of management ideas by academics and scientists but

also the beginning of a movement seeking to replace existing

suppositions regarding the labour question with a universally

qualified and systematic knowledge base. Mirroring an earlier

breakdown in technology, by the end of the 1910's, speciali-

zation was required in the area of administration as well.

While business skills such as accounting and book-

keeping were readily translated into lessons and a progres-

sion of courses from introductory to intermediate and advanced
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was developed, this was not as easily accomplished with

management education. Although many businessmen and a variety

of academics held a wide range of assumptions about manage

ment, many of these ideas had not been studied systematically

and therefore were mainly theoretical rather than concrete

in nature. The interpretation of such theories into business

subject matter presented a great difficulty for educators.

Speculation in this area was not acceptable in a pragmatic

curriculum.

The publication of P.W. Taylor's The Principles of

Scientific Management in 1910 was indeed timely. As a quan

tifiable theory, scientific management proposed a particular

programme of responsibilities for the future manager. Its

promise of increased efficiency and profit and its time and

motion methodology affected the work of managers, furnishing

them with both justification and purpose as well as specific

tasks in their jobs. The introduction of scientific manage

ment and related theories provided a sound scientific know

ledge base for management education and a model career plan

for students or future managers.

This chapter studies the introduction of scientific

management in the business curriculum. Taylor's theories

were the first specific theories covered universally by Cana

dian departments of business administration and commerce and

as such, profoundly affected later developments in subject

matter. In order to understand the impact upon Canadian
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business curricula, courses and textbooks incorporating sci-

entific management principles used in the business schools

will be examined. This data will be presented along with an

analysis of the ideology of management and its historical

justification through scientific management.

Prelude to Scientific Management:
The Social Problems Focus

The pUblication of F.W. Taylor's The Principles of

Scientific Management in 1910 and the growth of a scientific

management movement was one effort among many others dedicated

to curing a great number of social problems plaguing America.

While Taylor developed his ideas regarding the management of

the worker, others studying psychology and sociology began

to employ scientific method in order to discover truths about

human nature and behaviour. Their findings were used in an

experimental approach to solve a number of "problems" in

areas such as merch~ndising and advertising, vocational gUid-

ance and career planning, educational progra~~ing, urban

development, and work related difficulties. Their work was,

in part, developed in response to the general and prevalent

assumption that it was possible to eliminate social problems

if they were properly studied and researched.

Psychology, and in particular, industrial psychology

developed as part of a general move toward social efficiency

and scientific analysis during the first decades of the twen-
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tieth century. Its development was largely based on the pre

mise that human behaviour profoundly affected organizational

goals and as such it was imperative to businessmen and fac

tory managers that psychologists begin to establish through

experimental procedure truths about human behaviour under

various circumstances. As the need for social science research

was expressed among businessmen and industrialists, the sci

entists themselves were accorded a special status as contri

butors to the organization's overall goals. 2 ~~ile the psy

chologists sought social efficiency by establishing truths

about individuals and their behaviour, sociologists examined

the broader social forces affecting individuals' behaviour

and orientation toward work, community, and more general and

sometimes rather diffuse "societal" goals. Although method

ologies and theoretical viewpoints differed, both groups pur-

sued their particular form of social science in order to encour

age the development of social harmony, industrial peace, and

social progress.

During the early years of the twentieth century socio

logists sought to establish order and social harmony by ana

lyzing the component parts of modern complex society, isolating

particular social problems requiring urgent reform, and orga

nizing a course of action to overcome identified elements of

disharmony. The major founders of North American sociology

included William G. Sumner, Lester Frank Ward, Franklin Gid

dings, Edward Alsworth Ross, and Albion W. Small. While dif-
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ferences were apparent within their particular sociologies,

these men generally agreed on the direction in which social

change should occur and expressed fondness of the social, eco

nomic, and political patterns of the emerging corporate struc

tures through their works. 3 Early sociologists sought to pre-

serve what they saw as the "good society" and provided ratio-

nale for this goal. Within a society characterized by pro

found changes and consequently confusion over social values,

priorities to progress, and methods for reform, it was the

task of the sociologist to sort out the variables creating

confusion or limiting progress and therby provide a path of

progressive development and harmony for the community and larg-

er society.

While early work in sociology was somewhat less than

concrete, it provided some ideological justification for "laws"

of capital accumulation and profit-making within a capitalist

economic framework and thus ripened the climate for later deve-

lopments in management and the rationalization of the work

process. Furthermore, this sociology was based on an accept

ed notion that scientific analysis was the key to the cor

rection of social problems. 4 As social thinkers developed

a scientific technique and analysis of society, recommenda

tions for social change could be ~ested and evaluated.

Underlying early twentieth century sociological ana

lysis was a persistent belief in the science of social reform.

Giddings and Ward in particular sought solutions within the
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educational system and Albion Small approached the area of

social problems by way of analyzing capitalism as a system

and its particular components, namely industry, corporate

organizations, and forms of management. Small's work, in

fact, seemed to be a pioneering effort in the study of indus-

trial sociology and sociology of organizations. His proposed

solution was to create a more smoothly functioning form of

capitalism and one of the ways in which he expected to faci-

1 . t t th . th h t ft' 5l a e lS was roug proper managemen 0 corpora lons.

He insisted on solving labour problems by examining alterna-

tives concretely through the presentation of social facts, and

the process of social change and social adaptation. He argued

that social facts indicate what "ought" to be and this alone

is not constructive. Sociology should be involved with dis-

covery leading to social adaptation. Hence, for labour prob-

lems the question is to "'experiment with practical checks

and balances'" in order to "'discover by experience what

6serves to secure more stable equilibrium among vlorkers I • "

Small used the term "social sanity" to describe organizations

or social institutions in which stability and equilibrium were

demonstrated. Included in the network of organizations demon-

strating "social sanity" were Proctor and Gamble and the

7National Cash Register Company. Curiously, National Cash

Register's form of "social sanity" was to introduce a type

of scientific test as an aid to the selection of clerical

employees while Proctor and Gamble, a leader in personnel
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matters, experimented with psychological testing to determine

job success and employees' attitudes. 8

The emergence of the social scientist consultant to

industry was indicative of the professionalization of the

social sciences and the subsequent recognition of this field

of inquiry for purposes of profit-making. Professionalization

of the social sciences was, in fact, Thomas Haskell argues,

not just a response to industry but rather was an important

part of it. 9 Through the American Social Science Association,

the main professional body representing the interests of social

science, action was taken toward various types of social reform.

Unlike other professional organizations, the positions in this

association were not monopolized by academics. The membership

was, in fact, made up of lawyers, doctors, educators, humani

tarian reformers, and businessmen. Due to the association

of businessmen with social reform, their image became remark

ably wrought with benevolence. While it was apparent that

businessmen expressed their desire for social reform, it was

also and perhaps more significantly obvious that they sup

ported the need for a science of reform.

Industrial psychology and sociology developed during

a time when the need for social reform and re-creation of

order and stability was apparent. The search was on for a

panacea. Behind this search was the assumption that under

a somewhat confused surface of events lay a harmonious and

rational social order. Social problems were thought to per-
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sist due to faulty means of coordination among key institu-

tions of society rather than because of irreconcilable con-

flict among parts of society, key actors, and their spheres

of interest. Curing social ills seemed to be a matter of

coordinating social institutions, promoting interaction among

various types of social reformers, and establishing support

for scientific endeavours aimed at reform.

In the area of labour reform, problem solving was spe-

cified in concrete fashion with the development of Taylorism

and other forms of management. With scientific management

an attempt was made to coordinate knowledge of behavioural

principles with those of engineering. When the marriage of

social science and engineering had proven to be useful in

solving specific labour problems! employers and those in posi-

tions of power recognized the efficacy and widespread appli-

cability of such principles and began to employ them under

various circumstances within their domains. Efforts to opera-

tionalize the findings of social science, in essence, worked

to secure its reputation as a serious field of inquiry aimed

pragmatically at social and humanitarian reform.

Gauging Efficiency Through Scientific Management:
The Emergence of the Management Technique

It was within a climate of social reform and problem

solving that P.W. Taylor developed his principles of scienti-

fic management. While Taylor was not the first to undertake
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the labour question, his work appealed to a broad range of

reformers, capitalists, and social scientists since it was

both systematic and concretely based. Early developments in

industrial and social psychology may be seen, in fact, as a

prelude to scientific management which merely concretized more

boldly some of the previous ideas regarding the manageability

of labour.

Taylor's main concern was with the elimination of

"soldiering", the restriction of output among workers. He

argued that in order to eliminate soldiering, it was essential

that foremen subject every job and even more minutely, each

task within each job to rigorous scientific analysis to deter

mine the steps involved and the necessary time required to

accomplish each step.lO With this knowledge, Taylor explained,

the manager could assign the worker his duties with the assur

ance that the assignments were accomplishable within the time

frame provided. Questions by workers regarding the unfairness

of employers or their inability to complete tasks on time could

be easily dismissed with the employer's scientific evidence

of the suitability of the requirements for the time allotted.

The practice of Taylor's principles would, in effect, vest

all knowledge regarding the structure, organization, mecha

nics, limitations, and outcome in the higher levels with

management rather than on the shop floor with the workers.

The most important feature of Taylor's scientific

management was his concept of control. Scientific management
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signalled the worker's loss of control over his/her own work.

This was not an unintended consequence of Taylorism, but

rather, it was a conscious effort by Taylor to transfer con-

trol from workers to management as part of a general scheme

to increase efficiency. Taylor explained the process in

this way:

Thus all of the planning which under the old
system was done by the workman, as a result of
his [sic] personal experience, must of necessity
under the new system be done by the management
in accordance with the laws of the science;
because even if the workman was well suited to
the development and use of scientific data,
it would be physically impossible for him [sic]
to work at his [sic] machine and at a desk at the
same time. 11

The idea of managerial control did not emerge out of Taylorism

but Taylor's contribution added another dimension to its prac-

tice.

As an engineer Taylor dealt with the production pro-

cess and the worker's place in it in terms of the ascendency

of a smooth functioning technological sphere. His work veri-

fied assumptions regarding the regulation and predictability.

of labour and in this respect held promise for ~hose seeking

solutions to social problems. Taylorism was precise, effi-

cient, and scientific. Its rules were clear and its impact

on the flow of production was easily measured. Its tools

were fairly simple, requiring the use of time and motion

studies and the stop watch. Its descrIption was neat, unclut-

tered by the expectation of human error on the part of the
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worker in any task performance.

F.W. Taylor's principles represented a logical exten-

sion of the rationality of Weber's bureaucratic "ideal type"

and the division of labour welcomed by both Weber and Adam

Smith. The utility of specialization and compartmentalization

of labour had been debated and agreed upon for almost a cen-

tury before Taylor even began his research. The importance

of Taylor's work lay in its practicality. Within two years

of his publication of The Principles of Scientific Manage-

ment in 1911, it had been translated into nine languages and

a plethora of articles appeared in American journals on the

application of these principles to many facets of life. 12

One of Taylor's objectives was to maximize the daily

output of each worker. He assumed that man was in essence

an economic animal, limited in the pursuit of material gain

only by his physiological capacity.13 "A fair day's work"

for him was what a man could accomplish without damaging one's

physical health. The ultimate goal was to use inefficient

human beings in as efficient a manner as possible. This could

be accomplished, Taylor argued, as long as the manager pro-

vided the worker with "some special incentive ... beyond

that which is given to the average of the trade.,,14 The bene-

fits of this scheme, ranging from less wastage, higher wages,

the elimination of unskilled workers, a reduction in the

cost of living, and industrial peace, Taylor pledged, would

far outweigh the costs. 1S Moreover, under scientific manage-
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ment, through analyses of tasks and capabilities of workers,

management defined lI a fair day's work" and it was left to

the worker to produce within those parameters provided.

The use of Taylorism's precise task analysis, time

and motion study, and one-way formal communication of orders

essentially functioned to destroy the craft involved in work.

Braverman referred to this practice as the IIdissociation of

the labour process from the skills of the workers ll or as the

t · ft' ft' 16separa lon 0 concep lon rom execu lone While traditional

management styles, Taylor argued, made lIit necessary for

each workman to bear almost the entire responsibility for

the general plan as well as for each detail of his work", IIhis

implements ll
, and lI a ll of the actual physical labour ll

, scien-

tific management alleviates the worker of this responsibility.

Instead management assumes the duty of establishing II many rules,

laws and formulae which replace the judgment of the individual

workman. ,,17

Taylor encouraged workers' identification with their

employers and their acceptance of scientific management schemes

by perpetuating a belief in the existence of worker-management

cooperation. He dismissed the question of conflictual inter-

ests, arguing that scientific management is based on the

principle that the "true interests" of employers and employees

are "one and the same. 1I18 Grievances were to be settled on

the basis of scientific method by management rather than ide-

ologically by unions. The Taylor system did, in fact, thwart
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the growth of unions and workers' organizations by spatially

separating the workers and pacing them to the machine. 19

During the reform movement, any proposed innovation in

the structure or organization of society or its social insti-

tutions invited the question of a possible panacea. Taylor

himself made no claims to this effect and, in fact, wrote:

It is not here claimed that any single panacea
exists for all of the troubles of the working
people or of employees. As long as some people
are born lazy or inefficient, and others are born
greedy and brutal, as long as vice and crime
are with us, just so long will a certain amount
of poverty, misery, and unhappiness be with us
also. No system of management, no single expe
dient within the control of any man or any set
of men can insure continuous prosperity to either
workmen or employers. 20

Taylor claimed, however, that "inevitable" periods of depres-

sion faced by any country will be "fewer, shorter, and the

suffering less" if the principles of scientific management

are substituted for "the rule of thumb."

What the reform movement lacked in precision and effi-

ciency, Taylorism offered in abundance. Taylorism proposed

to manage workers scientifically without undue emotional

involvement, much as an engineer could ~anage a machine and

other industrial resources. Yet while scientific management

had proven to be successful and Taylor's expertise was in

demand as a management consultant, the open practice of scien-

t . f . t l' t . . d 21 At t . hl lC managemen was severe y crl lClze . a l~e w en

humanitarian reform was the order of the day, Taylorism

appeared as harsh and uncompromising. Taylor himself took
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the view that "'all employees should bear in mind that each

shop exists first, last, and all the time, for the purpose

of paying dividends to its owners. ,,,22 General resentment

toward the idea that workers were of secondary importance to

management discouraged outright advocacy of the Taylor sys-

tern.

Essential aspects of scientific management have formed

the basis of modern theories of management which take into

account the structure and organization of the production pro-

cess. Although it does not exist as a separate school, this

can be attributed to the fact that it has "become the bedrock

of all work design.·,23 Taylor's principles are no longer

debated but instead are starting points for any proposed

alterations to methods of management commonly employed. Start-

ing from that basis, then, modern management principles can

be accomplished more efficaciously and perhaps more subtly.

Toward a Theory of Labour Management: F.W. Taylor's
Scientific Management in the Curriculum

Just as Taylor's principles of scientific manage-

ment were growing in popularity, the need for more pragmatic

education was declared in educational circles. Although

Taylor's principles translated themselves into lessons for

the future business manager, their incorporation within the

school curriculum did not occur immediately. Scientific

management, in fact, was not often taught as a separate theory
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of management. However, the principles were infused in many

separate lessons, giving the student the overall impression

that there were particular and absolute "truths" in the

management process.

i) Scientific Management and the Applied Science Curriculum

The growth of management as a separate occupational

category can be traced to changes in the nature and struc

ture of the corporate organization and to the rationaliza

tion of its functional necessity via the Schools of Commerce

and Business Administration. Management education originated

in the faculties of applied science where engineers were

taught how to assemble and manage workers, materials, and

machinery, and to engage in production. In Canadian indus

tries most engineers--in one survey over 60%--eventual1y

worked mainly as administrators rather than as engineers. 24

While engineers were considered to be excellent administrators,

it was suggested that the engineering skills were being wast

ed on managerial functions and therefore a new group should

be trained to perform the management tasks for the engineer.

Hence, the category of the professional manager was developed

as distinct from both the businessman and the engineer.

Both within schools and the industrial sphere, those

interested in technology and its most operative modes raised

questions of business organization and management. A Cana-
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dian report on American technical schools in 1871, for exam-

ple, noted that the various engineering courses at the ~~ssa-

chusetts Institute of Technology in that year included the

25
study of political economy. On June 6, 1899, the Toronto

Board of Trade appointed a special committee to study tech-

nical education. The committee consisted largely of Board

of Trade members who were expected to work closely with mem-

bers of the Toronto Board of Education and the University of

Toronto in preparing its report. The report acknowledged the

necessity of closely coordinating business and industrial

forms of education. 26 In suggesting the establishment of

complementary training programmes for both merchants and

industrialists, the committee recognized the relatedness

of the curricula of these pragmatic departments and their

common needs and emphasis in relation to production.

With the development of management education, the

need for management training in engineering was not eliminat-

ed. The ability to manage and perhaps later to recognize

the need for management consultation, was required of the

engineer. As C.R. Young, Dean of the Faculty of Applied Sci-

ence and Engineering, University of Toronto and President of

the Engineering Institute of Canada, pointed out:

[the engineer] must ... conduct his [sic]
operations with strict regard to the principles
of economics and finance and sound management
of a highly varied personnel. More than anything
else he [sic] must become a co-ordinator of a
complex system of men and machines. 27
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Engineering incorporated both arts and sciences, and manage

ment--the science of promoting human efficiency and the art

of handling men--was simply a logical extension of the engi

neering function.

Before 1900 applied science curricula had been designed

to impart the practical skills involved in engineering. Changes

in engineering education parallelled those in business

education. Both disciplines had begun as skill building courses

in which the primary focus was the teaching of "how to"

engage in business or production. While this particular focus

was never dropped, gradually the philosophy and practice of

management was incorporated as a central and prominent fea

ture of each discipline. In the case of engineering, a

curriculum based on skill building alone would be open to

the same criticisms that were applied to Taylorism; that

is, it would appear short-sighted in its lack of understand

ing of personnel matters. For the discipline of management,

its association with practical engineering was most bene

ficial. For the efficient practice of management, managers

required some specific knowledge of technology and the pro

duction process i~ order to synchronize their handling of

men with the engineers' control of materials and production.

The promotion to management for an engineer was gener

ally desirable. Engineers had historically worked to shed

their roots as technicians and to gain recognition as profes

sionals from both the universities and other professional
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groups. With great difficulty professional engineers sought

distinction not on the basis of their technical knowledge

but rather on the basis of their supervisory authority on the

28shop floor.

During the 1920's and through the 1940's, a large

number of managers, and especially those at lower levels,

were educated and trained as engineers. This was due to

several factors. First, men trained in faculties of busi-

ness were mainly employed to carry out day-to-day operations

of business firms and while these activities included some

aspects of management, graduates were mainly hired to employ

the skills they had acquired during their business training.

Secondly, management education in the faculties of business,

as described in Chapter Four, developed slowly and the con

cept of the business manager as trained through the faculties

of business administratio~ was not overly popular until per

haps management specialists such as Clarence Fraser began to

promote management in Canada through the development of a

Canadian management movement and other such organizations.

Thirdly, and most importantly, the practice of management as

it is now known, originated in the sphere of mechanical engi

~eering with Taylor's principles of scientific management.

Gradually as management became centralized within the corpora

tion, engineers' supervisory authority remained at or near

the shop floor whereas managers trained in faculties of

business administration were offered positions with more
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decision-making and administrative authority. This process

occurred as management was increasingly treated as a special-

ization itself rather than as a branch of either business

or engineering.

At Queen's University the issue of management was

first addressed in the engineering curriculum. Engineering

education, in fact, began with the inclusion of business per-

spectives. Courses in mining engineering offered through

the School of Mining and Agriculture at Queen's in 1894-5

, 1 ddt' , t 29 Th' 't t'~nc u e a sec ~on on m~ne accoun s. .~s ~n eres ~n

business grew and during the next year in 1895-6, as indicat-

ed in Chart 5.1, Mining Engineering and Ore Dressing includ-

ed courses in the Principles of Employment. These courses

were conducted fro~ the point of view of management with ses-

, , t I' " d 1 I I' b 'I' t 30s~ons on ~nspec ors ~nqu~r~es an emp oyers ~a ~ ~ y.

In addition, starting in 1903-4 an advanced course for stu-

dents specializing in mining covered mine management,

t d th '1 ' d f " 31accoun s, an e'commerc~a s~ e 0 m~n~ng.

Less than ten years after the School of Practical

Science became University of Toronto's Faculty of Applied

Science and Engineering in 1906 following the ?assage of the

University Act, students in Mechanical and Electrical Engi-

neering were introduced to the practical side of business

management in their education. Eight months of shop work

was required, the object of which was to teach graduates

"some practical knowledge of the duties of the workman in
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engineering, as distinguished from those of the purely

technical" work. 32 Practical experience was seen as essen-

tial even for those students eventually intending to enter

"sales or other non-production departments." Such experi-

ence was best acquired under "commercial conditions" and

therefore could not be easily re-constructed in the class

room setting. 33 Besides this requirement in Mechanical Engi

neering, the other engineering departments--civil, mining,

analytical and applied chemistry, chemical, electrical, metal

lurgical--listed two business courses, Business and Finance

and Limited Companies, in the 1915-6 calendar.

Broadening the perspectives of applied science began

with the recognition of the desirability of control over· the

production process and hence the work force. While business

and other social conditions were somewhat beyond the scope

of the engineer's realm of control, activities of the workers,

as Taylor clearly demonstrated, could certainly be regulated

by the engineer. The engineer's role in managing labour was

first attended to in the fields of Mechanical and Mining and

Metallurgical Engineering. In 1920-1, a course entitled Shop

Management and Costs was offered for fourth year students in

Toronto's Department of Mechanical Engineering and was recom

mended for others in Electrical and Chemical Departments.

In the same year the Department of Mining and Metallurgical

Engineering offered Mine and Plant Management. 34 Chemical

engineers at Queen1s were required to take Economics and
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railway engineers attended lectures on duties of staff and

'b'l't' f . th't 35responsl 1 1 les 0 persons ln au orl y.

By 1916-7 Economics courses were required at Queen's

in Engineering. Required textbooks were similar to those

intended for commerce students in the Department of Business.

During the same year, an additional course, Works Organization

and Accounting, was required for the fourth year students in

Mechanical and Electrical Engineering. This course more

openly addressed the role of engineers in management. Sig-

nificantly, classes in the "selection of equipment and orga-

nization of staff for highest efficiency" not only taught the

future engineer about the centrality of his/her role as admi-

nistrator of the production process but also incorporated ele-

ments of scientific management in recognition of production

management as a primary task of management. 36

Starting in 1922-3 Toronto's Faculty of Applied Sci-

ence offered a more complete list of management related sub-

jects, most of which were heavily influenced by Taylor's sci-

entific management. By this time, courses in Business, Eco-

nomics and Finance, Engineering Economics, Engineering Law,

and Management were offered by all engineering departments.

In most of these courses there was some reference to labour

issues and management, indicating that the university educated

engineer was expected to acquire a broad range of knowledge

for his later professional career.

By the early 1920's management had been clearly iden-



Chart 5.1

Scientific Management at Toronto and Queen's: Applied Science Courses, 1895-1925

Toronto: Commercial Law,
1920-1; Engineering Law
& Contracts & Specifications

University, Course & Year

Queen's: Engineering & Ore
Dressing, Principles of
Employment, 1895-6

Queen's: Economics for
Mining, & Metallurgical,
Civil, Mechanical, Elec
trical, & Chemical Engi
neering, Minerology,
Geology, Analytical &
Applied Chemistry,
1907-08

Toronto: Mine & Plant
Management, 1920-1; Shop
Management & Costs, 1920-1;
Introduction to Business,
1922-3; Economics &
Finance, 1922-3

Queen's: Works Organization
& Accounting, 1916-7

Toronto: Engineering
Economics, 1920-1;
Management, 1922-3

Theme

labour
management
& legal
issues

general
business
theory &
administra
tion

practical
problems
in admini
stration &
management

Common Subject Areas/Techniques

- wages & contract work
- legal issues, such as Arbitration

Act, Workmen's Compensation
accidents

- administration

- accounting, financial reports
- general business methods
- money, banking, public finance
- issues in economics, such as

investments, trusts
- structure of industry & social

conditions: trade unionism &
labour management

- methods of efficiency & plant
organization

- factory accounting, costs of pro-
jects, expenses, depreciation

- operating conditions & organization
- organization & selection of personnel
- organization for maximum efficiency



University, Course & Year

Toronto: Mine Cost Keeping
& Management, 1922-3

Toronto: Industrial
Management, 1924-5

Chart 5.1

Theme

labour
management

labour &
plant
management

Common Subject Areas/Techniques

- problems of cost keeping
- time & motion study
- problems of management
- relations of staff to each other
- relations of staff to labour

- industrial organization
- location, arrangement, construc-

tion, & equipment of plants for
efficiency & economy

- process routing
- scheduling work
- methods of superintending
- employment management
- systems of compensating labour
- systems of distributing indirect

expenses

Sources: Queen's University, Calendar of the School of Mining, 1895-6, (Kingston,
1895), p. 29; Calendar of the Faculty of Science, 1916-17, (Kingston, 1916),
p. 42, p. 85.
University of Toronto, Calendar of the University of Toronto, 1920-21, (Toronto,
1920); Calendar of the University of Toronto, 1922-23, (Toronto, 1922), p. 466,
473, 474; Calendar of the University of Toronto, 1924-25, (Toronto, 1924).

IV
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tified as a function of the engineer and over the years courses

were offered specifically in management techniques. In

1922-3 a separate course entitled Management was offered

through Toronto's Faculty of Applied Science for the first

time. Chart 5.1 traces the introduction of management sub-

ject areas and themes in the Applied Science Departments at

Toronto and Queen's. At both universities there was an increas

ingly notable emphasis on labour management issues, although

cost accounting and general economic issues were maintained

as essential subject areas throughout the period.

Although commerce students were also taught the essen

tials of management, the managerial technique was not as impor

tant a part of the skill of running a business at as early a

date as in applied science. This was perhaps due to the fact

that engineers were trained in design--and this included prob

lem solving and efficiency in operations. Engineers contact

ed workers on a daily basis and acted as shop foremen. Gra

duates in business, however, were not often seen on the shop

floor and did not work alongside workers in a position equi

valent to the engineer or foreman but instead remained in

the upper levels of banks, corporations, and the public ser

vice as accountants, bankers, executives, and investors.

Although these businessmen also required the cooperation of

labour at the lower levels in order to maximize profits and

efficiency, obtaining that cooperation was not at first con

sidered a primary aspect of their jobs.
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While labour management during the early years, then,

may not have been a direct concern of businessmen, it was

included in some form in early business education. At Queen's,

before the establishment of the Department of Commerce in 1919,

courses in Economics offered through the Department of Poli-

tical and Economic Science examined the labour question, "ten-

dencies of the organized labour movement", and modern social-

. 37lsm. With the development of the Department of Commerce,

courses in management and problem solving gradually became a

more prominent feature of the business curriculum. Factory

Management, Office Management, and Labour Problems were list-

ed in the first Queen's business calendar among th~ special

subjects leading to a Bachelor of Commerce. Students were

advised to "take certain courses in Applied Science" if they

were "looking forward to work in the field of production."38

The movement of the engineering profession toward the

field of management was most clearly demonstrated in Toronto's

course and departmental descriptions of the Department of

Mining Engineering. "The work of Mining," the calendar read,

"is directed more to the development of the proper attitude

of mind towards mining problems than to the teaching of actual

mining methods." An important part of the students' training

took place in the Department's assaying laboratory. Here the

purpose was to'liriv[e] home ... [a] broad Engineering philo-

sophy" and this was accomplished with lessons in "the size

of the apparatus, the completeness of the processes in short
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intervals of time, the extreme accuracy of results ... [and]

the relation of the extent of error to time and method. "39

These lessons were deemed invaluable in the "development of

a proper perspective in regard to errors and accuracy in

measurements" since the academic laboratory was very similar

to field laboratories.

Along with the technical skills, "the mental processes

involved" in problem solving and the relationship between the

theory and practice formed "one of the best fields for the

development of Engineering philosophy."40 This philosophy

was clearly stated in the description of Mine Cost Keeping and

Management. According to the 1922-3 calendar, "one of the

fundamental features that must not be lost sight of by the

Mining Engineer is, that his [sic] work is designed primarily

for purposes of financial profit."41 Hence the course was

presented "with details from this point of view." Closely

following this framework, two years later in 1924-5, an Indus-

trial Management course was developed and required for Mecha

nical, Chemical, and Electrical Engineers, replacing the for

mer Shop Management and Costs. Courses of this nature extend

ed the engineer's concept of technology and design to include

the process of management and the control and accurate predic-

tability of labour.

Following the lead of one of the top American engi

neering departments and due to the demand for engineers with

business training, during 1921-2, a one-year course for engi-
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neers was developed at Queen's. The course was designed to

appeal to two types: those who intended to eventually enter

the administrative side of engineering and those who immedi-

ately required some business know-how for their jobs. During

this year-long course the graduate engineer would intensely

study business subjects such as Business Finance and Business

Law, Financial Organization of Society, Marketing, Business

Statistics, Business Policy, and Accounting. In addition,

required courses in Labour Problems and Industrial Management

would supplement those already taken in the engineering pro-

gramme. The next year, in 1922-3, the Applied Science calen-

dar described the course as "preparing men who already have

the technical equipment for work in the administrative and

financial branches of industry.,,42 A few more business courses

--accounting and costs and money and banking--were added

along with another administration course in Office Management.

Commerce for graduate engineers was offered year

after year with only minor variations in the combination of

courses offered and required. Finally in 1958-9 a special

diploma in Business Administration was granted to graduates

. " I' f th 43 hIn englneerlng upon comp etlon 0 e year. T e course

was heavily oriented toward developing skills in management.

Industrial Organization and Management, Management Accounting,

Management Seminar, and Industrial Relations were all offered

during 1958-9. While the diploma perhaps symbolized the offi-

cial recognition of the work of engineers in administration,
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it by no means altered the performance of administrative duties

by engineers without such a certificate. Management of the

cost of labour was an important theoretical issue raised in

Labour Problems courses. A more scientific approach was

used in Cost Accounting. This approach reminded managers of

the dispensability of non-cooperative employees and categori

cally placed labour alongside materials as a cost to be moni

tored and efficiently managed.

The concept of an engineer's duties was gradually

specified to include the managerial function. The profession

of mechanical engineer, for example, was described as embrac

ing "the design, manufacture, and operation of all classes

of machinery, of power plants and manufacturing plants, as

well as the executive management of industries.,,44 Further,

the Economics course required for senior students studied th7
"economic and business problems of the engineer with regard

to the organization, financing and management of engineering

enterprises." This included a section on "the preparation

and purpose of accounting and cost records", similar to the

subject matter of Cost Accounting in the Commerce Department. 45

The purpose of this form of record keeping was described in

a later calendar. That is, accounting and cost records were

Ilanalyzed and interpreted to she-V" the extent to which they

may be used as an aid to management." The framework provided

for this discussion was that of the "general principles of

industrial management. ,,46
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Monitoring and managing efficiency was the central

focus of the Industrial Management courses. Within the frame

work of scientific management, Industrial Management studied

management of the factory and the inherent "labour problems"

involved. Chart 5.2 lists the main courses in Industrial

Management at Queen's and Toronto with their common subject

areas. The number of engineering courses specifically teach

ing administrative techniques was not confined to the

administrative courses. The existence of these courses influ-

enced the remaining curriculum, adding important considerations

to subject areas which at first seemed to be unrelated to

management topics.

The question of management for the engineer as well

as for the business student was increasingly focussed on

maintaining peaceful labour relations. Even a specific

course for those specializing in Mining and Metallurgy, Mine

Cost Finding and Management, was described as paying "parti-

cular attention to labour relations" although it also covered

important aspects of efficiency engineering, that is, methods

of operation and organization and business procedures for

mining.
47

Courses teaching labour management grew in number

and in specificity. By 1946-7 an additional Industrial Manage-

ment course was offered, once again particularly emphasizing

the study of labour relations.

Questions concerning the role of engineers and the

uses and implications of technology vis-a-vis the impact on
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Chart 5.2

Scientific Management at Toronto and Queen's: Industrial Management
and Business Administration, Faculties of Applied Science, 1933 - 1948

University, Course & Year

Toronto: Engineering of
Shops & FacLories, 1933-4

Queen's: Engineering
Relations, 1943-4

Queen's: Production
Engineering, 1943-4 
1946-7

Toronto: Industrial
Nanag.ement, 1941-2

Theme

scientific
administra
tion

labour
relations &
management,
cost manage
ment

industrial
organization
& manage
ment

Common Subject Areas/Techniques

- planning the workshop
- factory construction
- equipment, location, plant layout

business methods & engineering
- legal implications
- principles of contracts &

specifications
- cost analysis, cost keeping
- ethical & personal relations

- factory planning & layout
- physical plant--location, arrange-

ment, construction, equipment
- production design as affecting

production, process routing, plan
ning & scheduling

- employment management, solutions to
personnel matters

- systems of compensating labour
- methods of superintending; time &

motion cost studies

IV
o
-....J
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Chart 5.2

Scientific Management at Toronto and Queen's: Industrial Management
and Business Administration, Faculties of Applied Science, 1933 - 1948

University, Course & Year

Toronto: Industrial
Management, 1946-7

Queen's: Industrial
Management, 1947-8

'rheme

industrial
management
& labour
relat.ions

Common Subject Areas/Techniques

- time & motion study
- cost efficiency, wages
- production planning & standardi-

zation

Sources: Queen's University, Calendar of the Faculty of Applied Science, 1943-
!i, (Kingston, 1943); Calendar of the Faculty of Applied Science, 1947-48,
(Kingston, 1947).
University of Toronto, Calendar of the University of Toronto, 1933-34,
(Toronto, 1933), p. 118; Calendar of the University of Toronto, 1941-42,
(Toronto, 1941); Calendar of the University of Toronto, 1946-47, (Toronto,
1946), p. 75.
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society and social responsibility were examined in Engineering

and Society, a course required at Toronto for first year stu

dents beginning with the session of 1944-5. Discussions of

this nature were continued in various upper level courses,

especially Introduction to Political Economy for third year

students, and Philosophy of Science and The Profession of

Engineering for fourth year students. These studies provided

justification for the fields of engineering and management

by showing "the dynamic role of science and technology in

the development of the modern world, and the slow adaptation

of social institutions under the impact of rapid technolo

gical change. "48 Such analyses enhanced the professional

status of the engineer by pointing out the profession's main

concern as social responsibility rather than technological

efficiency.

In general at the University of Toronto the engineer

ing curriculum gradually changed its focus from concentrat

ing almcst solely on science and technology to include manage

ment, labour relations and later, during the 1940's, a vari

ety of broader issues involved with social problem solving

and social responsibility. It was at this point when the

engineering curriculum was as concerned with social issues

as with technological and social problems that a new pro

gramme, Engineering and Business, was offered. This fourth

year programme was intended for those Engineering students

who "have no particular interest in anyone branch of tech-
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nology, but desire a broad general training, preponderantly

engineering in character, that will fit them rather for exe-

cutive or administrative positions, than for those of a

purely technical or design nature. 11
49

The programme was, in fact, a form of management edu-

cation, differing from that offered in the Faculty of Busi-

ness only in its requirement of applied science courses.

The course was specifically intended for those expecting to

practice business or management rather than applied science

and engineering. Management training of this sort for engi-

neers, moreover, was deemed most appropriate. According to

the Calendar:

... all engineers, whatever, their duties may
be, must be able to handle men as well as
machines and their duties tend to become more
and more administrative in character as they
assume positions of increasing responsibility. 50

As technology became more automated and perfectable, labour

remained the major source of difficulty. Through further

training in the use of scientific management and other tech-

niques, managers were expected to find solutions to the

source of the labour problem and manage the problem effec-

tively.

Management education became a prominent feature of

the Faculties of Applied Science and Engineering and through

these faculties," the field of management gained status and

respectability as a science and as a profession. The area

of labour management and administration was a source of
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increased status and mobility for the engineer. The associ-

ation of management with science and engineering was simi-

larly a source of satisfaction for the business manager.

As science and technology were translated to the scientific

management of men, the administrative professions and speci-

fically the field of labour management were hence acknow-

ledged as science and hence highly creditable.

ii) Scientific Management and the Business and Commerce
Curriculum

Although Taylor's works enjoyed popularity during

the decade following the widespread publication of The Prin-

ciples of Scientific Management, this popularity was not

immediately reflected in the business curriculum. This lack

of response was not indicative of the relative importance of

Taylor's principles vis-a-vis the existing business curricula

at the time. The universities in general did not change

quickly and the inclusicn of Taylor's scientific management

in the curriculum was no exception.

Courses in scientific management per ~ were not

offered at any of the universities. However, scientific

management was of central importance to both faculties of

business administration as well as applied science and engi-

neering. This prominence of scientific management was appar-

ent after 1920 and continued with the development of the

modern business curriculum. Given its importance, then, it
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is curious that at no time through either applied science

or business faculties was a specific course offered on the

theory and practice of scientific management. However, the

reason for this apparent omission is clear. As the basis

of the organization of work and therefore the system of manage

ment, scientific management served as the foundation of all

forms of management education. As such, a simple course in

scientific management would not only be meaningless but

more importantly, it would relegate scientific management

to a position on par with other theories of work or produc

tion to be debated, analyzed, and eventually replaced.

Although popular mention of the name of Taylor and his the-

ory waned, the essence of his work formed the basis of "new"

schools of managerial theory and their practice. The fol

lowing sections will outline specific details regarding the

teaching of scientific management at the various universities.

a) McMaster University

In McMaster's business curriculum, Labour Problems'

courses offered through the Department of Political Economy

were based on the argument that social problems were rooted

in deviant acts performed by either individuals or various

types of groups and the aim was to remove, change, or care

fully control the non-compliant elements in an attempt to

create a harmonious and systematic social order. An early
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course in Labour Problems, for example, listed the "problems"

of labour as determination of wages, conditions of labour,

and trade unionism,51 and presented the business student with

an analysis of how to handle such problems as they occurred

within the business organization. Significantly, the more

practical problem-solving approach was not introduced until

the 1914-5 session when various legal issues, factory inspec-

tion, and methods of remuneration were taught. Beginning

in 1914-5, it was clear that the focus had shifted toward

the identification of difficulties in the relationship

between employers and employees and their possible dissolu

tion. In addition a special section of the course was reserved

for an examination of "the aims, essential principles and

methods of modern trade unions",52 a fundamental and clearly

marked "problem" with labour as identified by employers.

Along with the courses covering the more usual labour

"problems", a special course was taught in the problem of

socialism. First offered in 1908-9, Socialism was listed

as a separate course at McMaster until the session of 1941-2.

Drawing mainly on a textbook by O.D. Skelton, Socialism: A

Critical Analysis, the course critically examined socialist

thought, the socialistic indictment of capitalism, schemes

of social reform, and the socialist movement in representa

tive countries. 53 The threat of socialism or workers' move-

ments manifesting so-called socialist tendencies was consi-

dered perhaps the most serious of all existing or potential
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labour problems and was thus awarded special consideration

in the commercial curriculum.

Both in political economy as well as in sociology

and psychology, the problem solving approach was more sali-

ent after 1915. Courses in political economy and sociology

not only shared a common theoretical perspective but the disci-

plines also seemed to overlap in their examination of similar

problem areas. In 1925-6, for example, the description of

Modern Economic Problems, a new course in Political Economy,

. '1 h f . t' . 1 54was Slml ar to t at 0 an eXlS lng SOClO ogy course. Essen-

tially, the disciplines of political economy and sociology

were predicated on the fundamental assumption underlying

social science during this time that social problems were

manageable if they were properly researched and analyzed

using rigorous scientific methodology.

In the business curriculum, the trend toward more

rigorous scientific methodology was also apparent. In

1920-1 the Labour Problems course, for example, was replaced

by a two-part course, Industrial History and Labour Prob-

lems. Rather than investigating more general problems of

labour as in previous years, the course was directed to

the more specific issue of labour legislation and the ques-

tion of trade unions and thus labour-management relations.

In a similar fashion, in 1923-4 a course in Sociology stu-

dying trade unionism and industrial democracy was also

55offered.
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The teaching of labour problems and legislation in

the business curriculum was perhaps reflective of a more gener-

al concern with basic issues of management-worker relation-

ships and the powers and rights of organized labour. Labour

organization per ~ was identified by employers as a "prob

lem" as union membershiD in Canada rose to 16% of all non-

agricultural paid workers in 1921. Unionizing activities

parallelled the dramatic growth in the manufacturing indus-

try. The number of workers employed in manufacturing increased

by 76% between 1901 and 1915. Significantly, during the

period, organized workers more actively pursued their inter

ests as the number of workers involved in strikes steadily

56rose.

From a year by year examination of course descrip-

tions in McNaster Faculty of Arts Calendars, the teaching

of Taylor's principles of scientific management is not imme-

diately apparent. In fact, it was not until 1946-7 that a

course covering the principles of tlme and motion study was

listed. This course, Industrial Organization and Management,

was offered through the Department of Extension as part of

the Registered Industrial Accountants degree programme.
57

Several years later, in 1953-4, the Department of Extension

~n cooperation with t~e Department of Political Economy

offered a special evening programme in accounting and busi-

ness management. As Chart 5.3 indicates, programmes and

courses offered through the extension department taught prac-
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Chart 5.3

Scientific Management at McMaster:
Extension & Certificate Courses

Course "Problem" Subject Areas & Techniques

Industrial
Organiza
tion &
Management
1946-7

management - production
- time & motion study

Accounting
& Business
Management
1953-4

labour
management
& costs

- industrial legislation
- industrial organization &

management
- executive development
- industrial engineering
- statistical quality control
- time & motion study
- wage incentives
- applications to specific

situations

Industrial
Engi
neering
1954-5

operations
& labour
management

- production organization
- wage standards & operations

analysis
- personnel problems
- accounting
- applications in the factory

R.I.A.
Degree:

trade unions, collective agree
ments, labour relations

- industrial standards, fair wages,
workmen's compensation, unem
ployment insurance

- plant/office organization
- department functions, standards
- industrial relations
- wage systems, standards

administra
tion &
management

labour
management

Indus
trial
Organi
zation
& Manage
ment

Indus
trial
Legis
lation

2.

1.
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Chart 5.3

Course

Foreman's
Certificate:

"Problem" SUbject Areas & Techniques

labour
relations

business
planning &
organization

1.

2.

Indus
trial
Organi
zation
& Plan
ning

Indus
trial
Engi
neering
& Indus
trial
Rela
tions

- procedures for production &
materials control

- product planning
- quality control
- industrial statistics

- operational analysis
- work measurement
- incentive administration

job evaluation, time standards,
work sampling

- engineering expenses standards
- training & selection of workers
- wage payment
- benefit programmes

Sources: McMaster University, Department of University
Extension Calendar, 1946-7, (Hamilton, 1946), p. 23;
Calendar of the Department of University Extension,
1953-4 and the Summer School, July to August, 1953, (1953),
p. 29, p. 14; Department of University Extension, Evening
Classes, 1954-5, (1954), p. 10; Department of University
Extension, Calendar of Adult Education Courses, 1961-62,
(1961), pp. 33- 4 .

tical solutions through scientific management for production

and organization problems. The course in Industrial Engi-

neering, for example, reflected the historical bond recog-

nized by Taylor between the managerial and technical sciences.

It was described as an "introductory course in principles and

practices of industrial engineering." It was "designed for

those intent on learning about and discussing problems relat-

ed to production management." Students were taught the
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"application of time and motion study, use of wage incentives

for both indirect and direct labour, production planning,

d . d t . 1 t .. ,,58an ln us rla ralnlng. The following year, in 1954-5,

the Industrial Engineering course was professionalized such

that a certificate was granted upon completion of four spe

59cified courses.

During the early 1950's associations of professionals

mainly in the technical and engineering fields sponsored

courses for members through McMaster's Department of Exten-

sion. It seems that management training was often regarded

as an important area of professional development rather than

a serious career in its own right. For example, Business

Management for the Electrical Contractor was sponsored by

the Electrical Contractors Association and the Electric Ser-

. L f 0 t . 60Vlce eague 0 n arlO. A variety of courses was designed

and offered by the National Office Management Association

and one of the most popular degree programmes led to the

Registered Industrial Accountants degree.

Gradually as the Department of University Extension

was more specifically organized into non-credit and profes-

sional or certificate programmes, those offered with a mana-

gerial thrust were usually accredited. Non-credit courses

were often skill b~ilding courses such as data processing.

The problem-solving approach was more immediately apparent,

it seems, in the mainstream as compared to the extension

curriculum. Extension courses were designed for various
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experienced professionals for use in their jobs and as sup-

plemental to the "front line" learning they were accustomed

to in their careers. The extension courses therefore would

answer questions concerning how to successfully apply prin

ciples of scientific management in an industrial setting.

Courses offered through the Department of Political Economy

and Commerce were intended for the more inexperienced person

who would additionally seek information regarding both justi

fication and applicability of such theories.

The graduate business programme was concerned with

teaching a broad approach to management which would be use-

ful to future executives who would oversee one or more depart-

ments within an enterprise rather than manage a particular

function within a department. A course in Production offered

at the graduate level in 1956-7, for example, aimed to exa

mine the "general scope of the production function in the

business enterprise and the interdependence of this function

on others."6l This included a study of the principles and

methods of administration.

Although a programme of graduate business studies

was offered beginning in 1952 through the Department of Poli-

tical Economy, a separate Department of Commerce with respon-

sibility for the Bachelor of Commerce undergraduate programme

was not established until 1963. The School of Business was

established a year later in 1964 for graduate work in busi

ness. Finally the Faculty of Business with responsibility
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for both graduate and undergraduate programmes was established

in 1968. This relatively late development left the jurisdic-

tion of business and commerce curriculum and programming

open for a great number of years to the various professional

bodies which expressed their interest in furthering busi

ness and especially management education by developing a

range of courses in conjunction with the Extension Depart

ment. ~fuile this interest in business and management educa

tion was widespread, a significant number of business stu

dents had backgrounds in engineering. Thus, during its first

year of operation as a separate faculty, the School of Busi

ness reported that in the M.B.A. programme, 50% of the stu-

dents had backgrounds in engineering, 35% were from humanities,

social science and commerce, 10% were from the natural sci-

ences, and 5% came from other disciplines. The course was

"designed to develop the habit and skills, the attitudes

and understanding essential for the management of business

and administrative affairs, in today's complex setting.,,62

The influence of scientific management on the curri

culum at McMaster was often invisible. Although it was

many years after the first publication of Taylor's works

that such material was presented verbatim at McMaster, it

is important to recognize the impact of the work on a vari

ety of later authors and practitioners in the field whose

theories and practical approaches to production and labour

problems were taught within departments of political economy,
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commerce, and extension programmes. Moreover, an examination

of course content reveals a growing concern for scientific

accuracy in management decision-making, time and motion study,

task analysis, work measurement, payment and incentive sys

tems, and production/work scheduling. These topics eventually

became standard features of the management curricula. It is

through these topics that the fundamentals of scientific

management permeated management education.

b) University of Western Ontario

At the University of Western Ontario, the theory and

practical application of scientific management was introduced

in the business curriculum during the 1920's. As compared

with McMaster, the Western Ontario academicians generally

responded more quickly to developments within the sphere of

management and business practice, and in fact, led the other

business schools in new directions.

The inclusion of principles and practices of scien

tific management in the curriculum began with the fundamental

change in orientation from business skills to management edu

cation. At first the curriculum addressed the question of

the management of labour by embracing the underlying philo

sophy of scientific management and its usefulness to the

business manager. Later Taylor's system was more directly

approached. Students were required to read various selec-
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tions of Taylor's works and those of his followers.

Taylor's work was first listed as a required part of

the Western business curriculum in the 1924-5 calendar.

During that year, two courses in Industrial Management were

offered. One of the courses was theoretical and required

texts included Taylor's Shop ~anagement and D.S. Kimball's

Principles of Industrial Organization. The second course

demonstrated practical aspects of management. Part of the

course included lectures by local factory managers and "excur

sions to view methods at first hand."63 Additional courses

that year were offered in Sales Management and Executive

Problems. Both of these courses were also often led by exe

cutives and other visitors who presented real problems and

directed discussion on possible solutions.

Before the actual introduction and use of Taylor's

work in the classroom, earlier courses in management may have

covered similar topics, yet lacked the specific focus of the

later cour3es. With no further description available, a

course in Efficiency, for example, was listed in the 1921-2

calendar, only one year after the establishment of the Depart

~ent of Commerce in 1920-1. Two years later in 1923-4, the

first Industrial Management course was developed. 64 This

course also included several trips to factories in order to

view the various methods of management used in different types

of industry. Students were required to submit a written

report on one of the industries visited. The content and
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focus of Industrial Management and Labour Problems courses

at Western are presented in Chart 5.4. The growing pragmatic

orientation and problem solving emphasis is clearly indi

cated.

Taylor's Shop Management was listed as one of the

required textbooks for the Industrial Management course until

and including the session of 1928-9. After that time Shop

Management was dropped but Taylor Society Bulletins were added

as reference sources until 1933-4. Additional reading mate

rials for this and other courses were clearly supportive of

Taylor's general approach although details of the practical

applications often varied.

While Taylor's managerial techniques were taught in

the Department of Commerce, problem solving courses in Labour

Problems and Sociology were offered in the Department of Poli

tical Economy. Beginning in 1925-6, along with an undergra-

duate Labour Problems course, at the Master's level, courses

in Sociology, five courses in Finance, and four Labour

courses--trade unionism, socialism, immigration, and popula

tion--were offered. 65 Whereas such problem solving courses

were commonplace at McMaster, these courses rounded out the

more pragmatic Western curriculum with a distinct theoretical

orientation. The Political Economy programme was planned for

students entering public administration or law and as such

avoided topics such as salesmanship and marketing designed

specifically and more appropriately for those intent upon
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Chart 5.4

Scientific Management at Western: Industrial
Management and Labour Problems

Course

Industrial
Management
I 1924-5

Industrial
Management
II 1924-5

Industrial
Management
1923-4

"Problem"

theoretical
background

practical
application

theoretical
& practical

Subject Areas & Techniques

- fundamental principles of
management

- history of industrial progress
- evolution of the modern plant
- various types of organization

- factory visits

management of materials, equip
ment, & personnel

- factory trips

Labour
Problems
1925-6

labour rela- - wages, hours of work
tions & prob- - social insurance
lem solving - immigration

- labour legislation
- agencies of industrial peace
- trade unionism

Industrial
Management
1929-30

Industrial
I1anagement,
Graduate
Level,
1932-3

production
efficiency,
labour
management,
administra
tion

production
management
& labour
administra
tion from
executive
point of
view: coor
dination

- management of manufacturing
operations

- location of factories
- design & construction of build-

ings
- selection & arrangement of

equipment
- procurement of labour & materials

requirements
- control of production--methods
- executive organization
- role of functional specialists
- labour relations

- principles of factory manage
ment

- industrial relations
problems of industrial organi
zation
coordination of production,
distribution & finance



Course

Industrial
Management
I & II,
1938-9
43-4

Factory
Management,
1939-40;
Manufac
turing,
1940-1

Industrial
Management,
1941-2

"Problem"

problem
solving &
factory
management

operations
control

administra
tion &
operations
control
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Subject Areas & Techniques

- management problems
- principles of factory manage-

ment
- industrial relations
- problems of industrial organi-

zation

- principles & practices of fac
tory control

- methods of controlling manufac
turing operations

- economics & organization of
production

- factors & control of production
processes: labour, machines,
materials, physical plant
management

Sources: University of Western Ontario, Calendar of the
Colleges of Arts, 1924-25, (London, 1924), p. 82; Calen
dar of the Colleges of Arts, 1923-24, (London, 1923), p.
81; Calendar of the Faculty of Arts, 1925-26, (London,
1925), pp. 142-3; Calendar of the Faculty of Arts, 1929
~, (London, 1929), p. 95; Calendar of the Faculty of
Arts, 1932-33, (London, 1932), p. 113; Calendar of the
Faculty of AJi"ts, 1939-40, (London, 1939), pp. 94-6;
Calendar of the Faculty of Arts, 1940-41, (London, 1940),
pp. 90-1; Calendar of the Faculty of Arts, 1941-42,
(London, 1941), p. 91.

pursuing commercial careers. The area of problem solving

and management, however, was common to both Political Eco-

nomy and Commerce Departments.

Taylor's lesson that management of labour was inef-

rective unless it was appropriately geared to the technolo-

gical apparati was incorporated into the business curricu-

lum at Western during the late 1920's. In 1927-8, for example,
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the introductory business course included sections on the

"control of manufacturing" and "the manager's administration

of manufacturing" as well as on the "background of personnel

administration" and the "administration of personnel,,66 and

in 1929-30 scientific management was listed in the course

description. 67 A few years later, in 1932-3, the introduc-

tory course more clearly covered the production environment

as the section of industrial management included problems of

location, purchasing, inventories, and wages and labour. 68

As the concept of management began to evolve as a

separate and distinct function within the industrial setting,

the traditional domain of the production engineer, areas

of knowledge previously considered relevant only to engineers,

were gradually incorporated into the business curriculum.

Thus, the 1929-30 Industrial Management course considered

practical arrangements of the shop floor, factory location,

and equipment design in relation to production efficiency and

the management of labour. 69 As in previous years, students

were given the opportunity to consider real problems involved

in the use of scientific management techniques through required

trips to local factories employing such methods. When a one

year certificate course for graduate students was offered in

1932-3 for the first time, this orientation was similarly

maintained.

Between 1938-9 and 1943-4, studies in Industrial

Management underwent several changes, each of which reflected
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an increased tendency to address the principles of Taylor's

theory. In 1939-40 in addition to two full courses in Indus-

trial Management, a course in Factory Management was listed.

Factory Management was replaced the next year with Manufac-

turing, a course on methods of controlling manufacturing

operations. "Factory inspections" were a requirement of the

course and significantly, the required textbook, Industrial

Engineering, by Barnes highlighted the manager's concern with

technology. In the same year a course on Production was deve-

loped for graduate students in the Department of Business

Ad . . t t' 70mlnlS ra lon.

A few years later in 1943-4 the Industrial Management

course was replaced by one called Industrial Management and

Engineering and this course along with another in Factory

Industries constituted the core of industrial management stu-

dies in the business programme. During the later years, not

only was the focus of the courses even more practical but the

course materials integrated all facets of management study,

thus highlighting the importance of coordination. Chart 5.5

lists the topic areas studied in the later production courses.

These courses clarified the role of management and its rela-

tion to the engineering function. Managers were trained in

the business programmes to oversee the production process,

a job which had formerly belonged to the engineer. Along

with the broad task of coordinating these elements of pro-

duction, business trained managers were also more specifically
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Chart 5.5

Scientific Management at Western: Production Management

Course

Industrial
Management
& Engi
neering
1943-4

Factory
Industries
1943-4

Introduc
tory Pro
duction
Management
1948-9

Advanced
Production
Manage
ment
1948-9 .

Production
~lanagement
1950-1

"Problem"

coordination
& scientific
control

operations
control

operations
& labour
management

labour
management

coordination
& control,
labour
management

Subject Areas & Techniques

- modern industry's use of spe
cialization, standardization, &
simplification
organization of the means of
production

- control of materials, equipment,
plant & personnel

- methods of factory management
with specialization in personnel,
methods, engineering, or
purchasing

- manufacturing processes & control
- blue print reading, machine tools,

planning machine tool use
- methods of time study
- improvement of methods
- worker instruction, time standards
- job analysis & rating, worker

rating, setting wage rates

- wage administration
- analysis & organization of

processes
- planning of rates
- control of manufacturing opera-

tions
- organizational relationships

- job training, methods work & time
study using motion pictures,
demonstration equipment, stop
watches

- job rating, worker rating, wage
administration

- analysis & organization of pro-
cesses, organizing relationships

- planning factory layouts
- controlling operations
- problems from top level manage-

ment's viewpoint
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Sources: University of Western Ontario, Calendar of the
Faculty of Arts, 1943-44, pp. 92-3; Calendar of the Faculty
of Arts, 1948-9, p. 57; Calendar of the School of Business
Administration, 1950-51, p. 31.

assigned the role of directly managing workers and labour re1a-

tions.

Business courses such as Production Management were

aimed at minimizing the conflict between workers and manage-

ment and since courses were presented "from the point of view

of the business manager", 71 the workers were assessed as the

problem source. This was clearly stated in the 1950-1 Busi-

ness Administration calendar. In describing the Introduction

to Business course, the calendar read:

The internal organization of the business is ...
examined with emphasis upon the determination
of lines of authority within a company . ... Few,
if any, problems are more important today than
the relationship between management and workers.
The course studies such questions as: the pro
per basis for wage payment, discipline of workers,
lay-off procedure, and dealing with organized
labour. 72

Significantly, the programmes aimed to problem-solve by increas-

ing control through various disciplinary procedures, thereby

reinforcing the prerogatives of employers vis-a-vis employees.

During the 1950's courses in Production Management

were aimed at the creation of managerial expertise from the

job function formerly designated as belonging to the engi-

neer. According to the 1950-1 calendar, Production Management:

... gives the student a vocabulary and a grasp
of techniques formerly considered the prerog-
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ative of the industrial engineer and the plant
trained production man [sic]. The objective
here is greater assurance and competence for the
student in situations where production problems
must be integrated with the overall policies of
the enterprise. 73

The course was intended for those with "no previous engi-

neering training." Students vlere cautioned that although the

"engineer has a distinct advantage in the early stages of the

course", this advantage would be equalized by the end. 74

During the same year business students at the senior

levels were provided with an opportunity to "view the produc-

tion function as an integrated whole" and to discuss "the

interrelationship of factory operating problems" in a fourth

75
level Production Management course. Management education,

it seems, tended to prepare the student with a broad view of

the functioning of the organization al though the manager's j 00

was increasingly compartmentalized into various specializations

and levels of expertise. With the ability to grasp the larger

context of the organization's activities, however, the future

manager would probably learn to recognize and accept the orga-

nizational goals more readily.

Maintaining accurate records of production operations

and personnel factors was viewed as an essential and increas-

ingly important task of the business manager. Following from

Taylor's early experimentation with and absolute insistence

upon detailed record keeping, courses in statistical analysis

and quality control steadily gained popularity. In 1950-1 a
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course in Management Statistics was offered at the University

of Western Ontario. This course moved away from the more tra-

ditional topics of statistical control and business planning

via statistics and examined various areas of manpower control.

For example, students were taught use of charts, including

personnel, machine record, lay-out, load, and progress charts.

In addition, several classes were spent on the analysis of

wage rates; specific topics in this area included statistical

analysis of time, piece, and combination wage plans, and sta-

tistical appraisal of the various combinations of wage payment,

76
sick benefits, and pension plans.

The influence of scientific management on the curri-

culum was not always obvious. However, several mentions were

made of the relationship of managerial theory and/or practice

to the field of industrial engineering. In 1957-8, for exam-

pIe, one of the goals of a first year course in Production was

to give the student "a vocabulary and knowledge of techniques

that formerly were considered to be the property of the indus-

trial engineer." In order to do this motion pictures were

used to illustrate somewhat unfamiliar subjects such as machine

tools as well as to illustrate classes on time and motion study

and methods work. One of the more important sections of the

course dealt with wage administration and the problems of estab-

lishing job and work ratings, and other topics included plan-

ning factory layouts, analyzing and organizing processes, con-

t II ' , d " I' h' 77 h'ro lng operatlons, an organlzlng re atlons lpS. T lS
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course was followed by others in Factory Management and Sta-

tistical Control.

As administration and systematic manpower manage-

ment was removed from the job function of the industrial

engineer, management education was developed and fundamentally

based on the principles of scientific management. Upon exa-

mining developments in the business curriculum at the Univer-

sity of Western Ontario, this process was clear. Although

management techniques and the educational process became more

sophisticated, basic uses of such "tools" as time and motion

studies remained unchanged.

c) Queen's University

Within two years after its establishment, the Queen's

Co~~erce Department's programme was organized so that stu-

dents could take a general business course or could choose

to specialize in anyone particular field such as banking and

finance, accounting and auditing, foreign trade, public ser-

. t . I k . I . 78Vlce, secre arla wor or SOCla serVlce. Management was

listed as a special subject for all of these options. The

department, in fact, placed central importance upon the field

of management and a~~inistration and as noted in Chapter Four,

invited Dr. B.S. Perso~, Managing Director of the Taylor Soci

ety of New York, to deliver a series of lectures. 79 It is

not surprising that the required textbook for the first offer-
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ing of a course in Industrial Management in 1922-3 was Tay

loris Shop Management. The course aimed to "acquaint the

student with some of the problems to be met with in indus

trial plants" and examined these problems generally in rela-

tion to the "machine shop type of factory" rather than speci

fically in terms of the selected industries. 80 The student

was trained to transfer a body of theories and skills, notably

the principles of scientific management, to a variety of loca-

tions encountering similar problems.

Similar to the pattern in the Engineering Departments,

within the Commerce Department students were trained not as

economists or private businessmen but rather as managers and

administrators. The management theories and skills were

transferable to government bureaucracies, health services, and

other settings although most graduates entered the field of

business. The recognition of the tranferability of business

administration skills developed with the emphasis on maintaining

peaceful employer-employee relations. For example, during the

late 1930's, the Industrial Relations course examined labour

problems arising from "human forces" and attitudes of the

parties involved and in Industrial Management employer-employee

relations were studied in relation to the application of manage

ment principles in industry.81 Similarly, Industrial Organi

zation and Management, offered in 1957-8, dealt with "cer-

tain well-recognized principles followed by the competent

industrial manager regardless of whether his [sic] company
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82is making pencils or building aeroplanes." Once problems

were expressed as universal management problems rather than

specific business problems, then lessons on management prin-

ciples were regarded as scientific truths and therefore reli-

ably transferable.

Compartmentalization and task analysis were products

of the Taylor system. Using this system eventually led to

record keeping of the minute details of tasks and information

systems designed for the purposes of business decision-making.

Management Accounting courses covered areas such as informa-

tion useful to managers and uses of data in decisions and for

planning. The "one best" management system--Taylor's scien-

tific management--although n~t identified as such, remained

part of the Queen's programmes in business and engineering,

providing impetus for further experimentation with work and

managerial efficiency in production and other business and

government concerns.

d) University of Toronto

Business courses in the Department of Political Eco-

nomy focussing on managing the work relationship were included

in the early 1920's. In 1921-2, for example, employment

t f th t ' f B' Ad ' , t t' 83managemen was one 0 e op~cs 0 us~ness m~n~s ra ~on.

In a more explicit study of the "problems of the industrial

relationship" and work, Labour Problems involved an examina-

tion of "wages and other forms of payment in relation to pro-
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23S

to provide

a training for business and commercial life", one of the objec-

tives of the Bachelor of Commerce degree programme was "to

prepare applicants" for careers in "employment management"

and "employment service.,,8S Management of labour was grad-

ually identified as a possible full-time occupation for busi

ness trained graduates rather than a limited part of a manag-

er's job.

Theories on the management of labour were adopted

from Taylor's principles. Taylor's work, Scientific Manage

ment, was listed as a required textbook in Structure of

Modern Industry from 1927-8 to 1931-2. Studies in labour and

especially the productivity of labour were popular issues and

given the social problems and problem solving approach of the

business administration courses at the University of Toronto,

the concrete solutions offered by scientific management were

attractive. Research testing the principles of scientific

management accelerated. In one project conducted through the

University of Toronto, Professor S.N.F. Chant of the Depart

ment of Psychology developed a rating scale for clerical staff.

Conducted in cooperation \~ith the personnel department of a

Toronto firm, Chant's study examined "the use of a graphic

rating, scale as a means of observing and controlling the time

losses due to interruption in office work. 11
86 On a similar

theme, one of the business courses offered in 1929-30, Orga-

nization of Industry, studied modern industrial society with
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emphasis on large scale business enterprise, labour organiza

tion and employment. Significantly, one of the required text

books was The Engineer's ReEort on Waste in Industry.87

While most courses did not explicitly teach the

efficacy of scientific management, the curriculum reflected

the influences of the principles. Scientific management

represented one of the first systematic attempts to elevate

the practice of management to a science and consequently, ques-

tions raised using the principles or applying them to various

circumstances were regarded as valid curricular materials.

In particular questions of social control of business and

the problem of control within the firm were popular in busi-

ness courses during the 1~30's. This concern was more clearly

expressed during the 1940's when courses in Manufacturing Prob

lems studied problems of industrial management such as special-

ization, standardization, production planning and control,

plant location and layout, and labour relations. 88 Hence,

Taylor's work pointed to the elements of the production pro

cess which were necessary to consider in establishing effi-

ciency within the corporation.

Economics, business pri~ciples, and theories of

management were incorporated into the curriculum of many disci-

plines. One course, the Economic Basis of Social Life, aptly

reflected the proliferation of the subject area of business

as it affected various conditions of social life and espe-

cially income, status, standard of living, and the production
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process. 89 Economics courses were recommended and/or deve-

loped for studies in Household Science, Forestry, and Social

Service. 90 While courses in other disciplines, notably Applied

Psychology, were recommended for commerce students,91 it was

often the case that training in business principles and admini-

stration was suggested for non-business students. Business

education, for example, was suggested for students in engi-

neering and law "to result in maximum technical and industrial

efficiency. "92 This process, however, was slow. Business edu-

cation endured a number of sweeping criticisms, most of which

were related to the tenuous relationship of business principles

and theory to scientific doctrine. Once business had become

professionalized and its scientific base proven, then it was

argued that:

The practical problems of all business concerns
are capable of solution by the application or
interpretation of certain fundamental laws,
and the character or nature of individual enter
prise has very little to do with the matter. 93

Principles of scientific management were among the "certain

fundamental laws" of business, readily adaptable and trans-

ferable to a variety of work and administrative settings.

Teaching Scientific Management: An Analysis of
Textbooks for Management Education

While a great number of volumes have been written

and theories produced regarding decision-making, goal settir.g,

and technology, it is the question of the work process which
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has been attended to most fully. Historically, labour was

identified as a problem source for organizations. Although

many organization theorists wrote of the necessity of deve-

loping modes of managing the labour problem, there was great

difficulty in translating that identified need for control

into managerial techniques.

Once Taylor's principles of scientific management

were proven efficient and were tested, used, and accepted in

a variety of administrative settings, they were incorporated

into the managerial curricula of the universities. By ana-

lyzing some of the key textbooks used in the business and engi-

, d t t f th ' 't' 94 't . t th tneerlng epar men s 0 e unlverSl les, 1 lS apparen a

Taylor's techniques were translated into lessons in the busi-

ness curriculum.

i) General Perspectives: The Meaning of Management and the
Fundamentals of Capitalism

While the Schools of Commerce and Business Admini-

stration gradually adjusted their curricula to include more

theoretical and experiential courses on management, courses

designed to provide the student with a solid grounding in eco-

nomic doctrines and principles as well as the conduct of busi-

ness constituted the basis of business education. Such courses

in the history of economics, economic theory, the classi-

cal economists, introduction to business and the economies of

Canada, United States, France, Germany, and the Western world
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provided important lessons for future businessmen and manag

ers. It is through these courses that students learned the

philosophy, principles, workings, and most importantly, accep

tance of the capitalist system. In short, the general, his

torical, and descriptive analyses provided the foundation on

which management theories and practical issues were based.

Management courses were thus developed with the assumption

that students were already instilled with a desire to fur

ther corporate goals.

Whatever their intended specialization in the field,

business students were provided with ample opportunity to

acquaint themselves with "classical" economics. Various

"classical" and theoretical courses were required at all the

universities with little variation in the range of materials

offered. Ricardo, Malthus, John Stuart Mill, Boehm-Bawerk,

and Adam Smith were among the classical economists studied.

Readings often included Adam Smith's The Wealth of Nations,

Mill's Principles of Political Economy, Ricardo's Principles

of Political Economy, Malthus' Essay on Population, Boehm

Bawerk's Capital and Interest as well as works by Locke, Rous

seau, and Aristotle. In addition to these classics, several

other historically important economists expounding theories

of value, interest, rent, distribution, wages, and profits

were studied. This latter group's ~orks constituted the larg

est portion of readings at all universities. Predominant on

required textbook lists were: A. Marshall's Principles of
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Economics and Industry and Trade, F.W. Taussig's Principles

of Economics, R. Ely's Outlines of Economics, J.B. Clark's

The Distribution of Wealth, Henry Clay's Economics: An

Introduction for the General Reader, Keynes' Scope and Method

of Political Economy, Hobson's Economics of Distribution,

J.K. Ingram's History of Political Economy, as well as works

by W. Smart, E.S. Mead, C. Gide, and C.F. Bastable. The lat-

ter group of writers, the modern "classicists", for the most

part, wrote in response to theories advanced by the earlier

classicists, and their works became the basis of business and

commerce education.

Many of the "modern classicists" wrote directly and

primarily in response to Marx's Capital and other critical

works. In their effort to criticize Marx, many of the writers

specifically aimed to discredit the labour theory of value and

thus described the free market system, the fairness of profits,

and the determination of wages by laws of supply and demand

as natural, inevitable phenomena. For example, in one of the

most widely used textbooks, Henry Clay's Economics: An Intro-

duction for the General Reader, profits were described in

this way:

Profits are the share in the flow of wealth
which goes to the o\vners of businesses, and
are calculated by deducting the expenses from
the receipts of businesses; interest is the
share that goes to the owners of capital.
The owner of a business works, he [sic] gets
his [sic] wages in the form of profits. 95
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The idea of free market forces and a predominantly fair eco-

nomic structure similarly influenced Clay's consideration of

96
the determination of wages.

Analyses designed primarily to support the given eco-

nomic conditions comprised the major emphasis of the business

programmes. This does not mean that critical works were not

included on textbook lists. Indeed, Marx's Capital and Marx

and Engel's Communist Manifesto were listed, albeit rarely,

at the University of Toronto. In addition, works such as

97Sidney and Beatrice Webb's Industrial Democracy and His-

tory of Trade unionism,98 and G.D.H. Cole's The World of

Labour99 were offered sporadically and primarily through

Departments of Political and Economic Science or Political

Economy.

Such a limited number of presentations of alterna-

tive systems and critiques of the capitalist system was merely

a gesture of liberalism--a mark of the university tradition.

Significantly, in courses requiring such readings the text-

book lists were often balanced with works representing the

"other side." Hence, O.D. Skelton's book, Socialism: A

C .. , 1 ~~ 1 . 100
r~t~ca ~!a ys~s was widely used in courses on Labour

Problems and Socialism. Thus, students may have drawn the

conclusion, as Skelton states that:

The socialist indictment gives but grudging
recognition or none to the proved and tried
efficiency of the existing order. 101

Critical analyses, according to Skelton, have been unfair:
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The socialist has painted existing conditions
too black. He [sic] has grudged full of recog
nition of the immensely strong points of our
industrial system. He [sic] directs his [sic]
shafts against a mythical extreme individualism ••• 102

Harsh critical analyses, claimed Skelton, have worked to dis-

credit the beneficence of the system:

... We are given a harrowing picture of the
present day wage-slave cowering under the
lash of the tyrannical capitalist, forced
to accept long hours, low wages, and unsani
tary working and housing surroundings and con
demned to lifelong monotony of toil ... It
ignores the forces actively at work in our
existing society to repress abuse of power on
the part of the capitalist and to secure to the
workingman his [sic] full share of the fruits
of progress. 103

Thus, although some sources aimed to reveal both sides, the

critical analyses were most often presented as unfavourable,

essentially unscientific and therefore unfounded.

Within the business literature, the question of natu-

ra1 inclinations towards the profession of business often

arose. The successful bu.sinessman was held in admiration;

there even seemed to be a mystique surrounding the acquisi-

tion of such abilities and remarkable personality. The suc-

cess of the businessman was, according to some writers, part

of the "natural" ordering of things. Taussig wrote:

... in the business career, as compared with
most others, inborn capacity counts more,
training and environment less. 104

The idea that one reached positions of wealth and

power due to superior abilities was dominant. While some,

such as Ely, described the "average" as not "particularly
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gifted", thus accounting for an inability to reach "the top

105shelf", others acknowledged that some started with parti-

cular.inherited advantages but nevertheless had special natu

ral qualities for future success. l06

The key aspect of the manager's function was defined

as control.

All the tactics of management should be planned
to strengthen the 'common purpose' which unites
men and women engaged together at the same
work ... 107

I th d " t l' I' t "108n 0 er wor s, con ro lmp les managemen .

While the entrepreneur's role was presented as encom-

passing a far greater range of abilities and responsibilities

th th ' 109 h' 1 'f' t' f 1 dan e manager s, t lS carl lea lon 0 ro es an respon-

sibilities of owners and managers in no way underscored the

importance of the managerial function and the managerial per-

sonality. For management, it was suggested:

[one] must have some of the chief qualities
that are required of the commander of an army.
He [sic] is not a 'captain' of industry; he
[sic] is a 'general' in control of several
regiments. 110

This role was seen to be more important with the developing

d ' " fIb III d . t d f ~ . klV1Slon 0 a our an conS1S e 0 many Iacets--qulc

decisions, prompt actions, inspiring and selecting subordi-

t h d k 'll d 1 b'l't 112na es, s rew ness, S.l an genera all y.

The question of the functioning of the economic sys-

tern was presented in a rational, matter-of-fact manner and as

an inevitably occurring, ~atural process of progress and
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development. The matter of social change was deferred while

questions of reform or improvement of the status quo were

quite acceptable. According to the leading textbook sources,

the strength of capitalism was that it was based upon competi-

tion.

Competition ... appears as the great regulator
of the whole economic mechanism of modern
society ... 113

The virtues of competition were regularly listed. Competi-

tion affected all components of the economic system and thus

worked to ensure fairness. 114 According to Adams and Sumner

the system allowed for the calculation of "fair profit"--an

"amount of gain or recompense that under existing conditions

is required to keep the employer in the business" and to

replenish plant and capital as they are exhausted by time and

"115use.

Based on the survival of the fittest doctrine, laws

of capitalism and competition were described as "natural

laws." Inequality was therefore inevitable and was based

on the natural process of supply and demand. Clark, for

example, introduced his book, The Distribution of Wealth

by writing:

It is the purpose of this work to show that
the distribution of the income of society is
controlled by a natural law, and that this law,
if it worked without friction, would give to
every agent of production the amount of wealth
which that agent creates. 116

Implicit in this argument was the idea of fairness. This

idea was rationalized in the functional -theory of inequality
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and wage structures. In its simplest form, the argument was

stated by Douglas, Hitchcock, and Atkins as well as by Hamil-

ton and May:

The wages of any person will depend upon how
much his [sic] labour is desired. 117

The rate of wages is determined by the natural
law of supply and demand . ... These harmonies
between wages, the demand for labor, and the
supply of it are maintained by a 'natural
law' which works automatically. 118

Natural laws of supply and demand and scarcity affected all

levels of the social structure, including as Cassel, Wick-

steed, and Garver and Hansen pointed out, the work of manag-

ers and entrepreneurs whose work was well paid due to respon

119sibilities accepted.

Although a wage system based on supply and demand may

have been criticized by some as unfair, inequality was most

often argued to be of functional necessity.120 Inequality

or a variable system of rewards provided incentives to work:

Men will not labor steadily and effectively
except in their own behalf. Labor is irksome,
the sense of common interest weak. Labor will
not be exerted continuously and vigorously
except for individual benefit . ... Inequality
arises even under the simplest conditions,
from the unequal endowments of men. It becomes
accentuated with the growing complexity of the
division of labour . ... Competition and self
interest thus promote not only the vigor of
labor, but the effective organization of pro
duction. 121

Just as the determination of wages was argued to be

a matter of free market forces, there was assumed to be some

freedom of choice and equality of opportunity. Members of
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the working class were described as unable to defer the gra-

tification of early wages and were thus reluctant to under-

take apprenticeship or training programmes which, in the

long run, would guarantee higher wages. 122 Although inequa-

lity would persist, the conditions for the most part were

judged to be impartial.

While it was acknowledged that labour is extremely

valuable to employers, the employer was justified in acquir-

ing a fair profit because in the employment relationship,

he/she assumed a great deal of risk. Wicksteed and Cassel,

for example, argued that as a commodity labour was perishable. 123

Wages, therefore, were directly dependent on the worker's pro-

d t ' 't 124uc ~v~ y. To maintain some sense of equitability, however,

Cassel notes that wages may be adjusted by various wage-rate

125systems.

That wages could not be adjusted to reflect in abso-

lute terms the productivity of labour was predicated on the

idea that labour in itself contained little value. The value

of labour, it was argued, was based on the fact that it was

part of a system. This system, based on cooperation and the

organization of production, was more than the mere sum of its

parts. On this point Taussig remarked:

Only in coreparatively rare cases ... do the
workers supply single-handed the utilities
on which their pay rests. 126

Moreover, as Cassel pointed out, wages and productivity were

'fl d b 1 t f d ~h' f 1 d - d 127~n uence y marxe orces an ~~e ~aws 0 sUPP y an aeman .
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Another popular form of error is that labor
creates value. Labor (together with enter
prise and waiting) produces goods,--that is,
it puts material into usable form. But the
same goods would have the same value even if
they rained from the sky--provided only that
they were equally scarce. 128

The analysis that labour, like any other commodity,

is subject to particular economic laws and draws value on

the basis of its relationship to the system rather than due

to its intrinsic nature was predominant in business textbooks.

Employers were characterized as risk-takers and as such orga-

nized the production process. Compensation for this risk in

the form of profit was, then, logically justified. Given this

stake in the system, it was seen as simply "sQund business

practice" for employers to attempt to minimize risk and con-

trol the factors of production. The development of the prac-

tice of management was therefore an attempt to balance the

risks.

ii) Scientific Management: Theoretical Perspectives

Although the specific works of scientific management

theorists were not used extensively in the business schools

as textbooks, scientific management was in many respects, a

fundamental part of the management curriculum. During the

Scientific Management Phase, 1900-1930, the economists studied

were generally favourably disposed to scientific management

as an early attempt to rationalize the production process.
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That is not to say that scientific management was not the tar-

get of a host of criticisms. Many acknowledged the system's

shortcomings. However, the point of the criticisms was to

improve the working of the system, not to condemn it.

The conception of management was, in fact, indistin-

guishable from scientific management as a particular form.

Management was something that had evolved on the shop floor

with the production process and the responsibilities of manage-

ment were determined by engineers and industrialists. Manage-

ment was deemed indispensable for the worker:

.•. it is the presence of the employer that
helps to reveal what the product of labour
is, and it is the action of employers that
enables the laborers to get pay that approxi
mates to that product. 129

and for the employer:

... we know with reasonable certainty that
most wage-earners are capable of greater pro
ductive effort without injury to themselves .
... Our problem then lies in the discovery
of means whereby this greater productive effort
may be secured. 130

Moreover, management was necessary for productive efficiencYi

the managerial function became more vital as production became

more complex. The most fundamental lesson regarding manage-

ment was that without its concerted, scientific effort, effi-

ciency of the enterprise was in jeopardy. Management was trans-

lated to mean efficiency; the efficiency of an organization

was a direct reflection of its management system.

Scientific management was presented as rational, accept-

able, and neutral:
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The worker ... is assisted in attaining [a
set standard] whether by means of instructions
which enable him [sic] to eliminate wasteful
motions, by surrounding him [sic] with better tools
and equipment, by furnishing him [sic] with expert
assistance, or by a general improvement of mana
gerial efficiency enabling him [sic] more easily
to reach his [sic] goal. 131

Moreover, the authors agreed that scientific management was

of mutual benefit to both workers and employers.

Scientific management's contribution to efficiency

was extended beyond profits and remuneration to the meaning

of work itself. In line with Babbage, Marshall states:

The economy of production requires not only
that each person should be employed constantly
in a narrow range of work, but also that, when
it is necessary for him [sic] to undertake
different tasks, each of these tasks should be
such as to call forth as much as possible of
his [sic] skill and ability. 132

Scientific management was thought to facilitate the work pro-

cess even more efficiently than proper education. 133

Like the laws governing the capitalist economic sys-

tern, those governing efficiency were said to be natural laws

as well. Scientific management, according to Hoxie, organized

these natural laws into perspective by discovering and objec-

tifying "the means by which the facts underlying these natural

laws which govern production ... can be determined and estab-

lished as objective, matter-of-fact data, quite apart and

divorced from human judgment, opinion, or will." In other

words, Hoxie argued, through science, "human will, judgment,

and cunning cannot enter so as to affect the results" of the
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ff t t ,. d t' . t 134e or s 0 maXlmlze pro uc lVl y.

Writers such as Hoxie and Jones endeavoured to give

the scientific management movement "a favourable interpreta-

tion" by considering "not only past accomplishments but the

ideals of the chief promoters." Thus, Jones reported:

In so far as exact knowledge displaces custom,
guesswork and arbitrary exaction, it defends
the worker against soldiering, and sloth, or
over-speeding and fatigue. The high task stan
dards characteristic of it automatically sorts
workers to the levels of their best occupations;
while at the same time all are educated and
energized. By adherence to high standards of
performance throughout, for management and men
alike, it becomes a possible agency for raising
wages, shortening hours, increasing profits and
lessening prices to consumers. 135

Hoxie clarified this "global" advantage of scientific manage-

ment:

Scientific management, therefore, not only holds
out possibilities of substantial benefits to
labor, but it points the way toward raising
the standard of living of all classes of labor
and of society at large. 136

Benefit to both society in general and labour spe-

'f' 11 b d' d 1 1 f d t' 't 137Cl lca y was ase on lncrease eve s 0 pro uc lVl y.

Given the increased productivity, Hamilton and May argued

that "labour's attitude" has become "one of suspicion."

"Suspicion" was these authors' way of characterizing workers'

concern that intensifying and speeding up labour in a limited

. 138
growth firm may lead to unemployment.

That scientific management would enjoy success was

premised on particular characterizations of workers as unin-
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telligent and driven by greed. Douglas, Hitchcock, and Atkins,

for example, presented a chart showing relative levels of intel-

ligence with labour at the lowest end of the scale and engi

neers at the highest. 139 Echoing this sentiment as well were

such writers as Garver and Hansen and Blum:

There is a tendency for the different income
groups to be self-perpetuating. The children
of labourers tend to remain labourers, because
they inherit a relatively low capacity for any
thing but simple tasks ... 140

This conception of workers as stupid was a feature

of scientific management. Taylor believed that workers were

primarily motivated by money and this sentiment was also

shared in many of the business course readings:

The wage is the bait with which society tempts
the labourer to engage in one of the processes
of production which together make up our complex
and gigantic industrial system. 141

Though fear of dismissal and other non-wage
inducements may sometimes be efficacious in
evoking more productive energy, it is normally
the case that men will not work harder except for
a higher rate. 142

With this general characterization of the worker, scientific

management appeared to be a welcome element of paternalism--

providing planning, coordination, and direction in order to

achieve particular monetary goals.

The pr~ctice of scientific management necessitated

an advanced division of labour, the separation of conception

from execution, and the process of deskilling. These processes

were examined in manv of the textbooks and the majority of
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authors concluded that these processes contributed to mutual

benefit and overall success. Although it resulted from the

process of mechanization,143 division of labour was, first

of all, conceptualized as naturally occurring:

Division of labour is simply the spontaneous
realization of a particular form of .•. social
cooperation. . .. Division of labour, byestab
lishing the cooperation of all for the satis
faction of the desires of each, becomes the truer
source of progress and of well-being. 144

Secondly, it was argued that division of labour was advanta-

geous:

The constant repetition of the same task gives
every man a truly marvellous amount of dexterity
... Division of labor increases the productive
power of labor to an extent that surpasses
imagination. 145

The separation of conception from execution and the

deskilling process were also construed as positive features

of the system. Hobson, for example, noted that particular

qualities were still required of machine tenders:

The ordinary machine-tender, save in a very few
instances, e.g. watchmaking, has no general under
standing of the work of a whole department.
The work of machine-tending is never of course
absolutely automatic or without spontaneity and
skill. To a certain limited extent the 'tender'
of machinery rules as well as serves the machine;
in seeing that his portion of the machine works
in accurate adjustment to the rest, the qualities
of care, judgment, and responsibility are evolved. 146

The position presented in the textbooks was clearly from the

perspective of management. A passage from Hoxie points to the

advantages to be gained by the "break-up of old established

crafts." "Relatively unskilled T..vorkers can be taught in a
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short time to do efficiently a very great part of the work

147
which only skilled craftsmen could be trusted with formerly."

In listing the advantages of scientific management,

the economists did not consciously entertain a bias toward the

side of management but rather wrote as scientists and as such

commented on the system's rationality and fairness. Task

analysis, for example, was regarded as a neutral process due

to its methodology:

..• when used for task-setting purposes, it is not
designed to discover and set the minimum time
or the maximum task, but the scientific time or
task, i.e., the reasonable or just task ... 148

The process of scientific management was designed to

enable management to exactly determine the output of labour.

This process, Fish noted, would reduce the number of indepen

dent variables affecting the workman's output. 149 Through

testing and analysis, the work environment would be adapted

and work conditions, according to Jones, be greatly improved. 1SO

Scientific management was posed as a problem solving device

to improve "productive efficiency in the shop." It was expect-

ed to help ensure "the full cooperative activity of the work

,,151ers.

Under the rubric of efficiency was hidden the pro-

cess of the intensification of labour. Prices may have decreased

due to this intensification and through the deskilling process

and the successful operation of the Babbage principle. In

this process, Jones writes:

... the employer gains by rapid performance
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from the fact that the factory burden to be
charged to each piece or job is decreased. 152

The intensification of labour was not, however, analyzed as

an element of scientific management, but rather was attribut-

ed to the worker's own desire for increased wages:

Piece rates intensify the workman's motive
to exertion by keeping the reward always in
sight, and employers are surprised to find
that the output is increased beyond what they
thought was possible. 153

Labour1s opposition to scientific management was held to be

shortsighted since, most argued, scientific management pro-

vided mutual benefits. The worker, it was held, was recom

pensed for any losses due to "overspeeding and pace setting.,,154

The increa~ed wages and generally cooperative condi-

tions brought by scientific management and other managerial

forms played a most important role in "cooling out" labour.

This was Watkins' observation:

The more enlightened employers have recognized
that cheap labor is expensive labor ... underpaid
labor is undesirable and uneconomical.
Socialism, co~~unism, syndicalism, anarchi3m, and
other forms of radicalism have never achieved
the results in the U.S. that they have in Europe,
chiefly because American labor has been much
better off. Adequate wages not only conduce to
industrial efficiency under normal conditions,
and preclude the development of serious social
problems, but also tend to diminish the power
and influence of revolutionary philosophy. 155

Theoretically, scientific management was presented

to business students as a sound management practice. From

management's viewpoint, it created efficiency, improved pro-

ductivity, and contributed generally to a harmonious, coopera-
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tive industrial environment. According to these same writers,

the system offered a number of advantages to workers as well.

It catered to their sense of greed, it was fair, and it sim-

plified difficult tasks and complex craft skills. Critical

statements centered on scientific management's need for con-

tinual improvement and refinement. To these writers, scien-

tific management was perhaps industry's panacea.

iii) Justifying the Scientific Management Approach:
The Problem Solving Perspective

Although labour was considered by many to be a seri-

ous social problem, by 1910 adequate methods of social control

were yet to be developed. Labour protection, or as management

saw it--protection against labour--"seemed to run counter to

[the] prime purposes of our people." These "purposes" accord-

ing to Blum were "the rapid settlement of the land and the

. t' It' t' f b' t' ,,156 N thIn enSlve cu lva lon 0 USlness en erprlse. ever e-

less, writers such as Jevons argued the necessity of legisla

tion to protect workers, especially from themselves. lS7 Sci-

entific management was characterized as a measure of protec-

tion:

... it substitutes in the shop the government
of fact and law for the rule of force and
opinion, i.e., substitutes the democracy of
science for the autocratic role of employers or
workmen, and removes the rough, arbitrary and
often unjust discipline of foremen and super
intendents. IS8

Protecting the workers with the "democracy of science" was not
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only necessary, but it was deemed a humanitarian effort. It

was a common assumption that workers were characteristically

weak. 159 Moreover, workers were said to "lack self discipline.,,160

Scientific management promised in particular to address

three related labour problems: restriction of output, unionism,

and the labour strike. Because scientific management supposedly

guaranteed scientific and therefore fair measurement of the

performance of all tasks, any attempt by the worker to adjust

this process was declared to be unreasonable. Taylor argued

that scientific management "democratizes industry" and there-

fore, Hoxie states it removes "the higgling for advantage" in

161the workplace. Attempts by workers to regain some control

over the work process were criticized for their "injurious

effects upon the efficiency of industry." On the question of

the restriction of output, for example, writers noted that

this measure is one of "positive hostility toward the welfare

of the enterprise with which [the worker] is associated.,,162

Unions were charged with creating unnecessary distur-

bances and fostering unwarranted hostilities between employers

and employees. Catlin was convinced, for example, that unions

interfered with managerial prerogatives and the efficient con

duct of business. 163 Brooks argued that the only fair unions

are those that admit "that the employer must have absolute and

instant control over all that strictly concerns him [sic] as

. d' ,,164managlng lrector.

In contrast to the image of business and managerial
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personnel presented, union leaders were described as overbear

ing "natural born politicians.,,165 Unionism was described

as "obstructive" and incompatible with interests of society.166

Further "evils" of unionism were listed:

•.. interferences at every point with the
right of the employer to run his [sic] busi
ness to suit himself [sic] ..•
.. ethical standards, through the building
up by trade unions of standards in conflict
with those commonly held; class loyalty as
against individualism; minimizing property
rights; setting up life as against property ... 167

Unions were further charged with not meeting their

primary objective--to protect workers. By fixing standard

wages through collective bargaining, unions were said to limit

the employer's "liberty to pay as much more to deserving indi-

viduals as he [sic] wishes." This minimum, Catlin writes:

... is often so high that the employer feels
that many of the men [sic] whom he [sic] is
constrained to hire are not really worth it;
hence he [sic] must recoup himself [sic] by
refusing any extra compensation to the better
workmen in his [sic] employ. 168

Unions were thus compared to monopolies. 169 In contrast to

the ideological nature of unions, scientific management was

presented as a rational alternative. 170

The existence of scientific management, Hoxie instructs,

"thwarts the formation of shop groups, and weakens the solida

rity of those which exist. ,,171 It instills, Jones adds,

within the worker a sense of obligation--obligation and loyalty

to plant management.

By giving wages higher than the union rate,
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and fixing hours shorter than the union schedule,
and providing working conditions better than the
union standards, scientific management cancels
the sense of obligation in its employees to
the union. 172

While it was generally acknowledged that workers

were often successful in obtaining wage increases through

strikes,173 most writers presented strikes as disadvantageous

and "dangerous" to society at large.

There are certain cases, in which a strike
seems to involve so much danger to public security
that the question arises whether it should not
still be regarded, exceptionally, as a crime
and be punished accordingly ... 174

Moreover, Brooks detailed the strikers' loss under the "tyranny

176and compulsion" of union democracy.

In contrast to this conceptualization of the union,

its power to restrict production and its weapon of the labour

strike, the textbook authors presented efficiency in manage-

ment as a possible solution. The alternative presented to

what was pictured as hostile aggression was harmony and coopera-

tion.

Indeed efficiency of a system of industrial
organization must be judged largely by whether
or not it evokes a willing spirit of coopera
tion. 177

Scientific management facilitated this "spirit of

cooperation" by solving workers' specific problems of fatigue:

It makes possible the assignment of each worker
to the task for which he [sic] is best fitted,
and the safeguarding of him [sic] against over
fatigue and over-exhaustion; 178

and by facilitating the process of promotion:
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It is one of the services of scientific manage
ment that, in its functional foremanizing, and
its elaboration of the planning room and other
service departments, it has created many new
positions in the lower ranks of administration
close to operatives. This facilitates promotion
of men [sic] from the ranks. 179

Moreover, with efficiency of machine production, as facilitat-

ed by scientific management, the worker supposedly enjoyed

happiness, relaxation, and freedom. 180

Scientific management was presented as progressive.

Jones writes:

Under scientific management the attention of
the workman is sharply drawn to his [sic] task.
He [sic] entertains a new respect for it, by
learning that it is a worthy object of study,
and that it is possible to bring out of it an
unsuspected fine art. The standards under sci
entific management are not static but progres
sive. 181

During the early twentieth century, scientific

management was presented as a problem solving device. It

was indeed a systematic attempt to smooth over industry's

more serious production problems. Through experiment, "open-

mindedness and impartiality", it attempted to analyze condi-

tions underlying efficiency in production, formulate laws,

d ' d t d' 1 182 F 't'f'an govern ln us ry accor lng y. or SClen 1 lC manage-

ment, "the basis of improvement is not guesswork but accurate

183knowledge reached by thorough study." Thus, scientific

management was not merely presented as a problem solving

possibility but rather, was characterized as the definite

solution.
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iV) Scientific Management: Techniques for the Manager
and the Engineer

Although business education was fundamentally prag-

matic and appeared to many as an advanced training programme,

the incorporation of scientific management into the curriculum

turned the focus from business to management skills. The mana-

gerial focus required extensive use of social, psychological

and other social science materials and practical testing sites

in shops and factories. The technique of management was of

particular and immediate concern to the engineer. Although

the problem solving focus of management education was preva-

lent in both departments of business and commerce and appl~ed

science, it seems that the engineering approach was most prag-

matic since it focussed primarily on actual shop floor arrange-

ments and the experimental approach to design while maintaining

an interest in theoretical questions. Two of the most widely

used textbooks in the management courses of the Departments

of Applied Science at Queen's and Toronto, ~ish's Engineering

Economics and Jones' The Administration of Industrial Enter-

prises provide direct practical examples of the application

of principles of management.

Even though economic considerations had always affect-

ed the engineer's principles of design, Fish attributes the

development of the "economic side of engineering" to men such

184as H.P. Gillette and F.W. Taylor. Jones argued that it

was the engineers who developed what was most needed in indus-
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try and it was, he wrote, through "their knowledge of science,

their respect for fact and law, their thoroughness in investi

gation, their objective temper, and their professional pride

--pride not so much in profits as in the fine art of the

method"18~-thatengineersdemonstrated the art of successful

management to business executives.

The engineer's most fundamental problem was "the prob

lem of investment", that is the determination of the most

desirable use or employment of capital. From the perspective

of the technical and "non-engineering work" of the enterprise,

the engineer, Fish instructed, may "convert ... professional

knowledge into public benefit.,,186 From the engineering func-

tion and its accurate measurements, the "public's welfare"

would be guarded against the misuse of labour power. This

argument had been advanced earlier by Hobson who observed the

"regular i ty" and "economy of mea surement" vii th which machinery

"registered and regulated the expenditure of human power.,,187

Scientific reanagement was described simply as sound

business practice. "Scientific methods in business administra

tion were pioneered by studies of cost-accounts.,,188 Cost

keeping was a matter of charting workers' hourly, daily,

weekly output, "the direct labor cost of each detail of feature

of each feature of each job ... [to] give the management the

relative efficiencies of the several workmen and of the sever-

al machines." This function, according to Fish, would not

necessarily have to belong to management "if all employees were
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thus provides explicit instructions to students on how to

chart the work process.
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Fish

Scientific management enabled a worker to perform "an

operation which, at first seemed difficult, to be done after

a time with comparatively little exertion, and yet much bet

ter than before. ,,190 Job analysis and standardization paci-

fied workers:

After a job had been standardized, Taylor desired
a man [sic] who was at first not good enough
for the position, with the expectation that
he [sic] would develop to it and would remain
permanently contented in it. 191

The workers' contentment, most of the authors agreed,

was tied not only to the work process itself but to the fair

payment of wages under the Taylor system. Taylorism operated

mainly on the basis of a piece-rate wage system. This system

had a powerful reinforcement effect:

Frederick W. Taylor found, in dealing with
manual laborers of limited intelligence, that
the full force of the impulse to do good work
was only preserved when they were told of the
results of a day's work not later than the
morning of the next day . ... With men of
higher intelligence, this span is longer. 192

It operated as a means of social control:

Piece wages ... have taken the place of the
whip under slavery and of the loud voice and
domineering personality of the boss under the
old driving system. 193

The operation of the Taylor system went beyond the

fair use of the piece-rate system and combined it with a pre-
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mium or bonus plan. Premiums were combined with a minimum

wage to encourage the more efficient workers to exceed the

minimum level of production required. The system was described

as equitable and practicable and a "decided improvement over

old methods. ,,194 On the practical side, the system's draw-

back was its need for an elaborate system of administration.

Given this cost, Jones cautioned the critics of scientific

management's wage payment system who felt the increase in

wages did not sufficiently correspond to the increase in pro-

fits that not only is a corresponding increase not necessarily

indicated, but that scientific management was not meant to be

a profit-sharing system. Overall, management determined "rates

195
of pay which will be satisfactory to the worker."

The essential feature of scientific management was

its system of control and its elaborate use of planning depart

196ments. Scientific management required an accurate concep-

tion of the production process. Fish, for example, instructed

engineers on how to estimate labour costs:

Occasionally the number of man-hours per unit
of achievement is unknown to the estimator,
and unobtainable from his [sic] records or
associates. In such an event his [sic] only
course is to form a mental moving picture of
the work involved, from start to finish, and
act as time-keeper to find how many man-hours
will be required, for example, to unload by hand
a car of 2-foot cast iron pipe in l2-foot lengths,
the estimator will visualize the job--the number
of men [sic] required, the manner in which they
will carryon the work--time the operations as
well as he [sic] can, and so form an estimate
of the total man-hours required to unload the
car. 197
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For this scale of planning, the shop layout was a matter of

precision. Layout determined efficiency, sequencing, and

coordination with other departments or planning units. 198

The technique of "putting science into industry"

using "capitalist or roundout methods of production" enhanced

productivity, it was argued, and more importantly, improved

the form of business organization. 199 Through this process,

Jones noted:

The work of the administrator is beginning to be
separate enough from that of the capitalist so
that it is possible to perceive that the true
art of administration is a thing which is in
many ways distinct from the current process of
acquiring a private fortune. 200

The "true art of administration" was the maintenance

of control. By drawing on Taylor's personal experiences,

Jones has demonstrated how intricately connected the question

of supervision was in Taylor's scheme:

Frederick W. Taylor, himself a strict discipli
narian, very positively expressed his view as
to the attitude which should be taken by a
subordinate. Illustrating from his own expe
rience, ... as foreman of the machine shop of
the Midvale Steel Co., one of his functions
was to keep the machines of the establishment
going with as little lost time as possible. His
mind, however, became filled with projects for
devising new machines ... So much of his energy
did these projects absorb that the other work
sUffered. He was finally brought back to his pro
per functions by the most severe reprimands from
his superintendent who finally, as he, said,
'beat it into QY dumb head that I was there to
serve him, and not to work in the interests of
the company according to my own ideas, when these
conflicted with his.' On the basis of this
experience, Mr. Taylor told an audience of
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Harvard University students: 'every day, year
in and year out, each man [sic] should ask himself
[sic] over and over again, two questions. First,
what is the name of the man [sic] I am now working
for? and having answered this definitely, what
does this man [sic] want me to do right now?' 201

Scientific management proponents have stressed the importance

of orders and have experimented with ratios of superiors to

subordinates for the most efficient accomplishment of orders.
202

To extract the discipline to follow orders, once

again scientific management leaders turned to various systems

of reinforcement. One such system was Frank Gilbreth's pro-

motion formula. This scheme, Catlin noted, was particularly

successful.

Promotions may not be frequent but the conscious
ness that they are possible and are made upon
the basis of merit only, will help to 'leaven
the whole lump.' 203

The elaborate planning and organization of the work

process under scientific management heralded a new phase of

bureaucratization. Yet business management students were

instructed that this extraordinary form of organization was

ultimately a democratic and even libertarian force:

under scientific management organized plan
ning is done in the open and made prominent by
series of 'instruction cards'; ... Thus, though
it be true that scientific management diminishes
the need of the operative for resource and judgment
in scientific management matters, it may help him
[sic] at first a very little, and afterwards a
good deal more, to estimate the characters of those
who bear large responsibilities. Unless and until
he [sic] can do that, democratic control of indus
try will be full of hazards. 204

Hence, the ultimate lesson on scientific management was its
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primary concern with the technology of control.

Scientific Management and The Educational Process
in Perspective

When P.W. Taylor's principles of scientific manage-

ment were widely popularized during the 1910's and 1920's,

academics were searching for a curriculum package for their

fledgling business departments. In their search for appro-

priate business curricula, the need for management courses

emerged once the business skill subjects were developed and

functioning. Gradually the theoretical basis and method of

scientific management were incorporated into the curriculum

and thus management education grounded in theory and practi-

cality was born.

Developed by Taylor on the shop floor, scientific

management evolved out of the production process as a method

of control. The approach was consistent with the framework

of the engineering function and hence inquiries into the prac-

ticability of scientific management fostered collaboration

and cooperation between departments of business and engineering.

While engineering departments contributed knowledge about

the production process and methods of determining efficiency,

business examined human behaviours and methods of adapting

human behaviours to the requirements of efficiency engineering.

Hence, both engineers and businessmen were educated within a

similar framework. Their schooling provided both justification
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for the necessity of management and proof of the manageability

of labour.

While the mention of scientific management and the

use of Taylor's works were notably absent for the most part

from the university course compendia, examination of both

course descriptions and required textbooks has revealed the

dominance of Taylorism within the management curriculum. Sci

entific ~anagement is not presented simply as a theory of

management. It has in fact become synonymous with management

and underlies later and modern approaches to the managerial

and administrative process. Thus, scientific management did

not move in and out of the curriculum in fashionable waves,

but rather remained as an ideology and pragmatic method of

labour management.

The next chapter will study the modification of sci

entific management and the introduction of the "softer" human

relations approach to management in the curriculum.
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Chapter Six

The Human Relations Approach and Management Education:
Incorporating a Psycho-Social Perspective into

Business Practice and Organizational Design

The establishment of
university courses in
commerce and administra
tion is simply one of
the latest manifesta
tions of the adjustment
of education to life. 1

After the introduction of Taylor's principles of

scientific management, experimentation with managerial tech-

niques followed in a definite direction. Using scientific

management and its framework, early managerial theorists

identified the importance of cooperation in the work environ-

ment as primary to efficient functioning. To understand the

technique of gaining cooperation at the worksite was to

understand a further step in the rationalization of the work

process.

Following Taylor's rather crude formula for manage-

ment, researchers, primarily from the fields of industrial

psychology, industrial sociology, and business administration

began to search for ways in which to refine management tech-

niques. The new focus investigated ways in which workers

would be psychologically adjusted to the work process. Experi

281
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mentation was aimed at creating or maintaining harmony within

the organization's internal atmosphere as well as within the

general social order. Thus, industrial psychology, sociology,

and human relations were to provide new avenues of hope for

those searching for the panacea.

The use of psychology in industry and the human rela

tions approach contributed to the development of the personnel

function within organizations. The study of the personnel

function and related issues was of central importance in the

business curriculum. This area in business departments grew

enormously during the 1930's and 1940's. Along with the busi

ness departments' courses, departments of sociology and psy

chology, offering valuable supportive curricula also grew.

Graduates of such programmes were eligible for the growing

number of jobs within personnel departments of public and pri

vate bureaucracies.

This chapter examines the historical importance of

the fields of industrial psychology and industrial sociology

and their incorporation into the business curriculum. In par

ticular the use of human relations and softer management tech

niques as presented to students are studied through an analysis

of course descriptions and textbooks used by the various busi

ness departments. Finally, the curricula and supportive sub

ject areas will be examined in order to understand how the new

social psychology focus in business education provided further

justification for the general search for solutions to social
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problems.

From the Science of Industry to the PSyGhology of the
Worker: Using Industrial Psychology for

More Effective Cooperation

Under scientific management, the manager or foreman's

stop watch was an obvious obstacle for workers and was the

source of common criticism from both workers' groups as well

as academics and other social reformers. Taylor's format lost

some of its appeal during the 1920's. Industrial managers

sought new techniques and began to recognize the work of indus-

trial psychology started a decade earlier by men such as Hugo

Munsterberg and Walter Dill Scott. Industrial psychology

shared the purpose of scientific management but unlike the

latter relied on covert methods to accomplish its ends. By

focussing on the worker and his/her adjustment to the work

process, industrial psychology was simply more acceptable due

to its seemingly paternalistic approach. This approach quelled

some of the hostility toward the rigid techniques of scienti-

fic management, voiced strongly by workers' organizations.

A key problem for social scientists was to foster

cooperation within the industrial organization. The social

scientists' insistence on the need for cooperation together

with the obvious paternalistic thrust of newly forming per-

sonnel departments created a vague uncertainty for many people

about the nature and role of such scientific endeavours. For
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some, cooperation represented images of fairness and equality,

of cooperative associations in which employees voluntarily

and willingly worked with others in order to achieve common

advantages for the group members. However, within the frame

work of the industrial social scientists, cooperation referred

toaprocess whereby workers would, through covert means, sub

mit to the rules of the organization and thereby concur with

the employer. In this sense, cooperation meant obedience.

i) The First Promise: Organizing Individual Happiness
2

For industrial psychologists and sociologists, the

main question of inquiry was that of the adaptability and per

fectability of behaviour. In addition to ensuring that indi

viduals performed satisfactorily and therefore efficiently on

the job, industrial psychology recognized the importance of

the individual's own feeling of satisfaction with his/her per

formance. Happy workers were simply more malleable and thus

social science sought the scientific mechanisms by which to

organize happiness.

A scientific and practicable psychology was symbolic

of modern society's approach to problem solving. In Ordway

Tead's words, "the promise it holds is almost infinite in

range."3 That the major rallying point of industrial psycho

logy became the organization of the "happy society" is not

surprising, given the fact that this discipline developed
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during a period of labour and general social unrest. The

scientific "promise" was that if given the proper funding and

"sufficient" time, industrial psychologists could remove the

tensions obstructing societal happiness.

Although industrial psychologists were sincere in

their efforts to forge a new bond of human happiness and

well-being,4 however, this concern for the "human element"

was not motivated by idealistic, humanitarian affection for

the "human condition" alone. Instead, industrial psycholo-

gists argued that attention to the human element would pay

off in increased efficiency. The profit incentive inherent

in the goals of industrial psychology placed "constraints"

on the manner in which happiness could be organized. For

example, trade unions and strikes were definitely not includ-

ed as examples of how to "organize happiness." Strikes

were defined as "illnesses", "dysfunctions", or as one author sug-

gested, "strikes are the most dramatic episodes in industrial

5psychology." Labour unrest required an "adjustment" and this

adjustment, of course, was to be made by the workers. The

industrial system was primarily viewed as a just and equitable

arrangement. The "problem" was the human reaction to this

structure. Hence, the root of all industrial conflict was

deemed to be human behaviour and industrial psychology sought

to alter this ~ehaviour. If the human "weakness of will" and

habit was the "root" of all eVil, then industrial psychology's

task was to "unlock the key" to human behaviour and supply
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the Il r ight" actions. 6 The labour Il problem" was thus defined

as a composite of individual "personal maladjustments" and

was often not viewed as a "social issue." The solution to

the organization of happiness, therefore, was to change the

individual worker's attitudes.?

The search for happiness through "correct thinking"

was carried out in two ways. On the one hand, industrial

psychologists attempted to "fit" the attitudes of workers into

the most appropriate "slots" for those attitudes. This was

accomplished through psychological testing and employment

psychology. The basic premise was to "fit a square peg in

a square hole and a round peg in a round hole." On the other

hand, the scientists endeavoured to manage behaviour and to

channel activities into the most profitable direction and this

was attended to by means of motivation and morale studies.

Once workers were appropriately assigned to jobs, the task

was to foster conditions to keep them happy and working at

maximum efficiency "'hile demonstrating a "willing work spirit."

ii) The Second Promise: Organizing Social Happiness

Industrial psychology was actually preceded by a

long history of social reform which was focussed more globally

on a wide variety of social problems resulting from the indus-

trial system and urban growth. What emerged as social science

and more specifically as sociology during the late nineteenth
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and early twentieth centuries was the end product of a number

of concerted attempts to scientifically explain the problema

tic relationships that had developed among people and between

people and organizations. These explanations were thought

to be essential. The social scientists were, in fact, attri-

buted with the power to save the social system from its own

self destruction. These new sages provided answers regarding

social problems and novel social occurrences which were unex-

plainable by the common sense and folklore employed by elders,

politicians, churchmen, and professionals, who previously had

been respected for their insights and remedies. The rise of

professional social science created a demand for expert advice

on human affairs by discrediting traditional systems of belief.

In this demand for expert advice was an advancing obsession

for exactness. 8

Advances in social science were supported by business

men who realized the value of social reform. In industry

social science was concerned with orchestrating unity of pur

pose, harmonious work relations, and efficient performance.

This role was often described as a coordinating function.

Coordination, however, suggests a synchronization of function

based on mutual agreement, equality, and harmony. Early pro

duction units were based on the coordination of activities

performed by various craftsmen, their apprentices, and per

haps the owner of the enterprise. This type of coordination

in industry was lost due to four interrelated factors. The
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first was the growth in the size of the corporate entity, the

production units, and the number involved in work groups

designed to accomplish anyone goal. Secondly, with the

separation of the capitalist owner from the point of produc

tion, there was an increased tendency to maintain control in

upper levels and to discourage spontaneous decisions at the

point of production regarding the operation and work efforts.

Third, with the development of the managerial function this

task of coordination was assigned to management as a primary

responsibility. In this process the task of coordination

was substituted for or sometimes disguised and confused with

cooperation. Managers, while paying lip service to the task

of coordination, were primarily concerned with cooperation-

gaining workers' obedience to organizational demands. In this

task they were gUided by social science research which aimed

to promote esprit de corps. Fourth, the ease with which

management effectively substituted cooperation for coordina

tion as its primary task was facilitated by the process of

deskilling. As knowledge of production techniques and skill

were removed from the shop floor and were invested in various

levels of management or through machinery, managers invoked

managerial authority to engage workers' allegiances. This

action was rationalized as a managerial privilege and even

justified as a right especially with a deskilled work force.

The spirit of cooperation or collective action was

studied by Edward A. Ross, who in time became most famous for
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his work, Social Control. Ross' studies of social control

revealed the meaning of cooperation as social control and the

historical significance of the concept of cooperation as a

mechanism of social control. Ross and other sociologists

provided ample justification for the form of cooperation hence

elicited through the corporate enterprise. Studies of sociology

and social control echoed the "promise"--the organization of

social happiness through various management techniques.

It is with these lessons regarding the question of

social control that a psychology of organizations can be deve-

loped. In a corporation where the goal is profit maximization,

for example, Ross suggested that "the ascendency of the commer-

cial motive deadens the spirit of real efficiency" and there-

fore it may be appropriate to employ covert means of obtaining

cooperation by "substituting ... service for profit as the

motivating force behind the organization. "9 It is at this

point that industrial psychology and sociology merge to regu-

late behaviour. The question for social science was to deter-

mine the methods by which compliant social behaviour could

be guaranteed by individuals acting in coordination with

others as part of a work group. The task was not merely to

organize happiness but with respect to workers in organizations,

the task grew to encompass the organization of group happiness.

Thus, industrial psychology by necessity evolved as social

psychology--a field of inquiry based on the group process

rather than individual behaviour patterns.
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Drawing on knowledge bases in both psychology and

sociology, the study of the group process in the workplace

became known as the human relations approach. The most impor

tant research in this area was conducted at the Hawthorne Works

plant of the western Electric Company in Chicago between 1924

and 1927. 10 The results of this experiment profoundly affect

ed management henceforth by providing data on the formation

of social groups within the work situation. The problem faced

by social scientists intent on maximizing the work group's

efficiency was to inculcate within the workers a sense of

loyalty to the organization and an obedience to general social

laws governing behaviour while eliminating feelings of alle

giance to the work group, yet maintaining a sense of harmony

and a feeling of camaraderie.

The development of social science in industry was pre

mised on the idea that industrial organizations as microcosms

of society were more than the sum of their individual parts

but rather were built upon specific rules necessitating speci

fic behaviours, ideals, such as cooperation, and rights, such

as that of managerial authority. Within the confines of the

organization, individuals were expected to forego their own

aspirations and sentiments and to adopt those determined by

the organizational bcdy.

During the first tr.ree decades of the twentieth cen-

tury, social scientists recog~ized the importance of social

adjustment to the organization's goals as primary and perhaps
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as necessarily preceding individual adjustment to the speci-

fic job requirements. The Hawthorne experiment exposed the

delicate balance between individual and social adjustment and

the necessity of securing cooperation within both frameworks.

Lessons from this magnum opus in the social sciences provided

the springboard for research questions and experimentation

in the field of management. Post Hawthorne experimenters

were driven by the incentive that answers to the question of

management were close at hand.

Softening Taylor's Techniques:
The Human Relations Approach

By the 1930's human engineering came into vogue as

the new human relations experts used principles not unlike

those of scientific management to more fully adjust the worker

to the work establishment.

t d T 1 . 11no superse e ay orlsm.

This new approach, however, did

While sociology and psychology

were developed independently unlike scientific management

outside of the industrial arena, practical applications to

industrial settings were attempted once it was obvious that

the workplace provided a lucrative setting for the study of

human behaviour. Social science began by examining inter-

actions in the work setting and then determined how that behav-

iour could be adjusted to achieve an ideal industrial for-

mat. By focussing on the worker's attitudes and behaviour,

social scientists soon realized that satisfaction and produc-
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tivity were somehow linked. They sought cues as to how they

could facilitate positive feelings within the worker toward

work and the work environment.

Social scientists generally criticized the use of

force. Social psychology promised to develop the "willing

acceptance of the led."12 Authority and manipulation were

to replace power and coercion. The development of social

science's "softer" techniques of maintaining control at the

workplace overlapped with the broad experimentation and

adaptation of Taylor's principles. While scientific manage

ment, as stated earlier, formed the basis of all subsequent

forms of management, proponents of both frameworks debated

the uniqueness of their theoretical orientations and claimed

maximum utility for their favourite technique. This "debate"

seemed to artificially separate these management techniques

and imply that their differences outweighed their similarities.

While Taylorism, especially in its earliest forms, was pri-

marily directed at physiologically adapting the worker through

scientific and detailed motion plans, the social sciences

broadened these plans to include methods of psychologically

and socially adapting the worker to the work environment

and creating feelings of attachment to the employer. In this

respect the social science approach operated within the frame-

work of the workplace as a social system and then extended

the realm of managerial responsibility.

Scientific manage~ent's primary concern with the pro-
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duct ion process contributed only indirectly to the develop

ment of the managerial function as a key feature in organiza

tional design. Underlying the work of the engineers was a

belief in the perfectability of the system. The work of the

industrial social scientists, however, was developed as an

ongoing feature and to this end, personnel departments, school

guidance programmes, and university management education pro

grammes were established as permanent facilities. While the

techniques of behavioural control were subject to improvement

and perhaps a degree of perfectability, it was not possible

to guarantee a properly behaved and loyal workforce without

close supervision, constant socialization, and incentive pro

grammes.

While scientific management clarified and expanded

the role of the manager especially with regard to the mea

surement and monitoring of machinery movements and workers'

actions, the human relations approach essentially enlarged

the managers' span of control to include questions previously

undefined as workplace issues. Personnel departments were

developed as reservoirs of managerial talent. From these

departments, workers' financial, health, social, and some

times special individual needs were met and the conception

of the workplace as a safe environment was substituted for

earlier conceptions of the workplace as a hostile environment.

A friendly, paternalistic ambience was thus perpetuated by

the very department established to report on, monitor the
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performance of, and perhaps fire workers at all levels. Within

the personnel function the purpose of social control and the

"rhetoric of permissiveness" began to blend. 13 This was

perhaps part of the process Erich Fromm referred to in his

statement that "the change from the overt authority of the

nineteenth century to the anonymous authority of the twentieth

century was determined by the organizational needs of our

modern industrial society.,,14

The human relations approach characterized the orga

nization as a social system with clearly delineated bound-

aries. In assessing worker-management cooperation, then, the

social scientists observed activities of work groups within

this social system and argued that output depended largely

on various characteristics of the work group as well as those

of the physical environment. These characteristics served

as motivating factors. Management was motivated by its own

distinctive set of factors including costs, efficiency, and

productivity. Although both workers and management as members

of the same social system were at~ributed with similar overall

goals, the human relations approach analyzed labour and manage-

ment as separate, hierarchically arranged components within

the organization. The assumption was that hierarchy within

the plant structure was necessary to achieve the plant's

goals and in addition, it guaranteed overall equilibrium. IS

While scientific management ~echniques were intro-
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duced in large part in order to manage specific "pathological"

activities on the shop floor, such as "soldiering", and to

increase levels of productivity, the social science approach

was introduced more generally on an industry wide basis and

therefore promised more broadly to eliminate industrial con

flict. Research was aimed at eliminating dysfunctions or in

replacing conflictual elements with cooperative ones. Behav

ioural studies indicated the degree to which scientifically

controlled "soft" measures such as participation in decision

making, contributed to the workers' satisfaction and then in

turn to the willingness to cooperate and increase productivity.

What these studies determined was the extent to which manage

ment could loosen control on the one hand while tighten its

reins on the other. Thus, experimentation aimed to find the

formula for this delicate balance. The effects were far

reaching. Significantly, "softer" techniques and various

welfare schemes were regarded as workers' victories won from

an increasingly sympathetic management. Yet these measures

were often actually introduced by management as disciplinary

tactics.

The Human Relations Approach and Management Education

Industrial social science provided necessary direc

tions for business students on how to operationalize the

managerial function. With developments in psychology and
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sociology, theories of behaviour and workers' control became

more prominent features of management education. Management

education became less technical, further removed from the shop

floor and more reliant on the burgeoning social sciences as

well as the general arts.

With the development of the human relations approach

and the proliferation of managerial occupations, the busi

ness curriculum was extended to include a wider variety of

liberal arts studies. Eventually educators agreed that even

pragmatic forms of education were expected primarily to "incul

cate a state of rnind,,16 rather than to impart specific tech

nical skills. A business education with a solid foundation

in the liberal arts satisfied educators and businessmen alike.

A broadly based university education was essential for busi

ness, since as the Chairman of the Board of u.s. Steel

pointed out: liThe most difficult problems American enterprise

faces today are neither scientific nor technical but lie chiefly

in the realm of what is errbraccd in a liberal arts education." l7

This sentiment was similarly echoed by such prominent figures

as the presidents of Gulf Oil, DuPont, Imperial Oil, and

Shawinigan Water and Power Company, and the vice-president

of the Bank of America. 18

Although discussion regarding the importance of a

broadly based liberal education versus specific skill training

for businessmen had begun with the development of business

education, the importance of social science's relation to
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human problems in the work situation was not obvious until

the Hawthorne studies had been published. The Hawthorne

results clarified for many the uses of social science in

industry and hence its necessity in management education.

Social science training in fact, was regarded in some respects

as a "preventative" measure. According to the Financial Post,

for example, "the epidemic of strikes" is a manifestation of

our deficiencies of social or human skills, our difficulties

in obtaining cooperation for mutual benefit between groups-

in this case, worker and management. "19 The urgent need for

managers skilled in personnel matters accelerated during the

1940's and 1950's as corporate ownership increasingly fell

into fewer hands and the separation of ownership and control

increased.

With the development of the human relations school,

management education incorporated psychology, sociology, and

elements of political science. Significantly, the curriculum

examined the concept of the formal organization as the arche-

type of private and public enterprise. Case studies of for

mal organizations provided data and insight into the main

tenance of stability and control at various managerial levels.

Through organizational studies, lessons in management pro-

vided further understanding of possible solutions to more

general social problems. In this respect, management edu

cation maintained the image of pragmatic education as the

obvious panacea.
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i) Queen's University

Prior to the 1930's the behavioural science courses

offered at Queen's examined broad concepts involved in prob-

lem solving through behavioural change but were not specifi-

cally applied to the question of labour and industrial prob-

lems nor were these courses required for the commerce degree.

The scope of these disciplines grew dramatically during the

late 1910's and 1920's and lessons from these social sciences

appeared more often as essential elements in a number of elec-

tive and required courses.

Introduction to Sociology along with separate courses

in National Problems and Labour Problems were offered by Pro-

fessor O.D. Skelton in the Department of Political and Econo-

mic science starting in the early 1910's. Until Sociology

was established as a separate department, "problems" courses

usually dwelled on population and immigration questions. A

class in Social and Charitable Work presenting principles and

methods of social betterment activities was developed in

201914-5 and perhaps as theoretical background another spe-

cific course, entitled The Social Theories of Veblen, was

listed in 1919-20. 21 While such courses offered through the

Political and Economic Science Department were mainly theore-

tical in nature, in 1926-7 the Social Problems course examined

. 1 . t . f . 1 -. 22 d th f .lmp lca lons or SOCla pOllCy an was ere ore approprlate

for those intent upon entering the public service after grad-

uation.
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When the School of Business was established in 1919,

besides the standard specializations offered in Accounting,

Banking and Finance, General Business, or Foreign Trade, stu-

dents were also provided with the option of specializing in

Public Service or Social Service through the Commerce Programme.

According to the commerce calendar, a degree in commerce was

most suitable for "a large and increasing number of positions,

especially in such departments as those dealing with Labour,

Trade and Commerce, Finance, Railways, Agriculture, and Natu

ral Resources. ,,23 Moreover, with this degree students \vere

promised a greater possibility of "entrance and promotion"

in the Public Service. For this option special subjects

were provided in municipal and federal governments, law,

national and labour problems, office management, socialism,

and the relation of the state to industry.

The Social Service specialization in the Commerce

Programme was "designed as a foundation for work in philan

thropic and community service."24 Socialism and the Relation

of the State to Industry were also recommended for this pro-

gramme along with special courses in Economic Theory of Dis

tribution, Labour Problems, National Problems, Social Prob-

lems, Psychology and Supervised Field Work, Office Manage-

ment, Personnel Management, Methods of Social Amelioration,

and Methods of Social Investigation. Social and community

service work had historically been viewed by many as "dan-

gerous1y" close to the practice of socialism. Offering such
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a programme in the newly formed Commerce Department dispelled

this myth. A Commerce training would strengthen the ability

of the social service workers to establish social harmony

and maintain a social environment conducive to profitable

business practice.

While the problem solving courses were primarily

based on sociological theory, academics in education and eco-

nomics began to turn their attention toward the theory and

practical application of psychology. In 1921-2 prospective

students for the Economic Department's Social Problems course

were cautioned "though not prerequisite, Biology ... and Philo-

sophy ... (Psychology) should, if possible, be taken before

this course. ,,25 That same year the Labour Problems course

examined attempted solutions to problems arising out of the

26wage system by means of internal management and an economic

theory course on production and price problems examined large-

scale production and large-scale management. As the question

of management became a more prominent feature of the busi-

ness curriculum, the behavioural sciences were more clearly

indicated as important sources of theory and background infor-

mation.

Separate courses in Psychology. were first offered

at the undergraduate level in 1918-9 under the Department

of Mental and Moral Philosophy. Munsterberg's Psychology,

General and Applied was used as one of the required text-

books. The approach to psychology at Queen's was pragmatic
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and the subject matter was useful for students of various

disciplines. In 1928-9, the Economics Department offered a

course in Population Problems which studied immigration, migra-

tion, and eugenics, and as one of the texts listed Allport's

27Social Psychology, one of the most popularly chosen readings

in the Psychology Department.

Gradually the focus of psychology became more involved

with testing procedures. Books on mental tests, and educa-

tional, abnormal, and experimental psychology were all required

during the 1933-4 session. A course in Applied Psychology

with Morris Viteles' Industrial Psychology as text was offered

in 1934-5. The next year, in 1935-6, Watson's Behaviorism

and Psychology from the Standpoint of a Behaviorist were both

required in a course entitled Contemporary Schools of Psycho

28logy. Books by Watson, Viteles, McDougall, and Allport were

popularly assigned. The central theme of the psychology courses

was practicality and even more significantly, improvement.

In addition to the readings by Viteles and others, Burtt's

Principles of Employment Psychology was added to the list for

the Applied Psychology reading course in 1946-7. 29

Although the School of Commerce did not offer any spe-

cific courses in theories and practice of human relations in

industry, industrial social science and particularly lessons

from Hawthorne heavily influenced the curriculum. Principles

of psychology and sociology were, for example, used in market-

ing courses which taught the psychology of advertising, pat-
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terns of consumer behaviour, and methods of salesmanship.

Students in such courses were made aware of the "contributions

made by the social sciences (such as psychology and sociology)

towards the understanding of human behaviour in a marketing

sense." Using this knowledge, marketing students practised

as "the marketing manager" by learning "to understand the signi-

ficance of retailers, wholesalers, the role played by manufac-

turers and the whims of the consumer as they affect the

This focus on labour and personnel issues was inten-

firm's operations. ,,30

Specialization in management and the predominance of

personnel management was evident in the Faculty of Applied

Science as well as in the School of Commerce. In 1932-3, for

example, engineers were offered a one-year graduate programme

in commerce and one of the five courses was Industrial Manage-

ment and Personnel Administration with Labour Problems as an

t " 31op lon.

sified with the establishment of the Industrial Relations

Department in 1937. After that time economics c~urses and

discussions in the Faculty of Applied Science were under the

direction of J.C. Cameron, Head of the Department of Indus-

trial Relations.

Reflecting changes in management theory and in an

attempt to address post-Taylor ideas especially at the shop

floor level, even in the required economics courses offered

in the Engineering Departments, according to the calendars,

"the main emphasis 32(was] on personnel management."
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Later this was broadened to include industrial relations as

well. While earlier lessons from the Taylor era were not

overlooked, a more rounded analysis of human factors in pro

duction was presented as was evident in Engineering Relations,

developed in 1943-4 and described in Chart 6.1. Gradually,

specific personnel matters were introduced as topics of con

cern as, for example, in the Industrial Management course.

After the late 1930's management was concerned with recruiting

obedient and efficient employees and with the external forces

affecting the organization and its members. This pattern may

be identified by examining "problem" and subject areas covered

by the courses listed in Chart 6.1.

Industrial Management courses first incorporated the

idea of personnel administration in 1932-3 when Tead and Met

calf's Personnel Administration, was listed as required read

ing. The concept of personnel management as a separate task

developed as managerial occupations were specialized. Wnile

previously students graduated with a general education in

management, starting in the 1930's graduates were specialists

in the application of managerial principles to a particular

organizational function. Graduates were no longer viewed as

"all purpose managers" but were advised to choose as many

courses as possible within an area in order to develop exper

tise. Along with elective courses in psychology and sociology,

for example, business students in 1944-5, choosing a labour

management specialization were able to select two Labour Prob-
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Chart 6.1

Human Relations at Queen's: Industrial Management
in Engineering and Commerce

Course

Engineering
Relations
1943-4
(Applied
Science)

Industrial
Management
1958-9
(Applied
Science)

Industrial
Relations
1938-9
1943-4,
Labour
Problems
1944-5

Personnel
Administra
tion
1944-5

Industrial
Organiza
tion &
Management
1957-8

General
Management
& Account
ing
1959-60

"Problem"

labour &
general cost
management

personnel
management

labour
management
in theory

labour
management
in prac
tice

principles
of manage
ment &
applica
tions

cost effec
tive &
general
management

Subject Areas & Techniques

- legal relations & business
methods

- contracts & specifications
- cost analysis, valuation, cost

keeping
- ethical & personal relations

- employer-employee relationships
- wages
- safety
- statistical quality control
- job evaluation
- job instructor training

economic & social forces giving
rise to labour problems

- attitudes of employers,
employees, & the public

- labour problems & solutions
- policies, procedures from the

viewpoint of business enterprise

- problems in recruiting efficient,
cooperative workers

- selection, training, & placement
of workers

- maintenance of morale
- job evaluation
- wages & salary administration
- collective bargaining

- effective management
- building morale & cooperation
- action steps for technical,

financial & human problems
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Chart 6.1

Sources: Queen's University, Calendar of the School of Com
merce and Administration, 1938-39, (Kingston, 1938), p.
25; Calendar of the Faculty of Applied Science, 1943-44,
(Kingston, 1943); Calendar of the School of Commerce and
Administration, 1944-45, (Kingston, 1944); Calendar of
the School of Commerce and Administration, 1949-50,
(Kingston, 1949), p. 27; School of Commerce and Administra
tion Calendar, 1957-58, (Kingston, 1957), p. 33; School
of Commerce and Administration Calendar, 1959-60,
(Kingston, 1959).

lems courses, described in Chart 6.1.

The promise of commerce education to contribute to

the efficiency of corporate organization and hence to national

economies was strengthened with the development of the Indus-

trial Relations Institute. Significantly established in a

world economy of stagnation and depression, this institute

was rapidly accorded a high profile and under its function,

the area of personnel relations and management assumed a new

importance. 33 The Institute's first director was former

Queen's graduate, James C. Cameron, an executive of Canada

Packers. Learning in this area held promise for corporate

and state sectors. Only a few years after its inception,

Deputy Minister of Labour for Canada contributed to its schol-

arship 34fund. This was supplemented over the next years

by professional bodies, the Central Ontario Industrial Rela-

tions Institute, and corporations such as Price, Waterhouse,

35and Company.
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ii) McMaster University

McMaster's involvement with the behavioural sciences

began at the turn of the century when sociology readings were

assigned in Political Economy. While McMaster's early busi

ness programme was more theoretical than those offered at the

other universities at the time, the programme seemed to empha

size the importance of supportive curricula, especially socio

logy, urban studies, history, and later psychology. Solving

social problems thus appeared to be the raison d'etre for the

development of the political economy programmes.

A separate course in Sociology was first listed for

the session of 1906-7. Concern with normalizing the wayward

classes was evident throughout the 1910's and 1920's but the

focus was eventually centered on population problems with

the introduction of a new Political Economy course, Modern

Economic Problems, in 1925-6 and a sociology course on Social

Pathology in 1929-30. By 1942-3 such "modern social problems"

as poverty, unemployment, transient labour, mobility of popu

lation, broken families, neglect, disease, and crime were ana

lyzed in terms of "social disorganization in state and family"36

and solutions were aimed at disentangling this disorganization.

Along with the analysis of "modern social problems"

offered through the sociology courses, students were introduced

to the area of labour problems through the Political Economy

Department. While the internal corporate environment was

usually the primary concern in such courses, at McMaster
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these courses focussed on the larger social issues involved

in labour unrest. Courses critical of socialism and alter-

native economic arrangements were featured each year. In

1934-5 McMaster added a sociologist to its staff to study the

source and nature of community prob1ems. 37 By 1955-6, four

sociology courses were offered--Introductory Sociology, Indus

trial Sociology, the Community and Its Problems, and Social

Institutions. Community and Its Problems focussed on the diver

sified population and industrialization as key sources of

unrest. 38 Enrolment increased in sociology by 10.5% in one

year alone between 1955-6 and 1956-7. To continue investiga

tion of the population question, another sociologist who had

formerly been chief of research, Department of Citizenship

and Immigration, was hired in 1957. 39 During the same year

a special course in the Sociology of Work was adopted. Sig

nificantly, this was a first attempt to understand labour

problems and work related activities within the framework of

the individual's relationship to the social and occupational

structure.

In 1918-9 McDougall's Introduction to Social Psycho

logy was listed as required reading for one of the sociology

courses. Another one examined "principles of individual and

social development" from an interdisciplinary perspective.

McMaster's approach to the social sciences first began with

an examination of social forces and relationships through socio

logical inquiry and then gradually adopted psychology in order
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to analyze individual behaviour vis-a-vis group relations.

While sociology courses were more global in their

orientation, psychology courses seemed to provide direct appli-

cations to employment or individual situations. Psychology

courses provided the basis for a variety of certificate and

degree extension programmes. These programmes were often

described as appropriate for professionals and were intended

to update or teach new skills. Following the success of a

course in Personnel Administration conducted in collaboration

with University of Toronto for the federal Department of

Labour in 1942-3,40 this and several programmes with similar

themes of interest to various managers and administrators

were offered in succeeding years. Chart 6.2 describes the

content of Psychology courses introduced at McMaster during

the 1940's and 1950's.

In the regular degree programmes, psychology gained

prominence as a major link to the harmonious society. The

number of psychology courses listed grew during the 1940's.

The major emphasis was on "normalcy", the creation of condi-

tions to foster normalcy, and the elimination of abnormal behav-

iour patterns. With its pragmatic focus, in 1961 it was

announced that psychology was removed from the Arts and

Social Science Division and made part of the Natural Science

41College. Significantly, in the previous year the Psycho-

logy Department received a number of grants--from the Defence

Research Board, Imperial Oil, Department of Health, and the
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Chart 6.2

Human Relations at McMaster: Courses in Psychology

Course

Vocational
Psychology
1943-4

Vocational
Guidance &
Career
Planning
1944 (dip
loma course)

Vocational
Psychology
1950's

"Problem"

practical
personnel
guidance

applied
psychology

applied
personnel
management

Subject Areas & Techniques

- theory & technique of vocational
guidance

- intelligence & aptitude testing
- rating scales
- mental clinics & other aspects

of applied psychology

- occupational information
- job analysis
- personnel procedures

- assessment of personality for
training, education, employment,
& promotion

- nature of individual differences
- quantitative description of

interests, aptitudes, achieve
ments, & attitudes

- use, content, & interpretation
of tests, ratings, & inventories

Occupational applied
Psychology personnel
1950's management

- methods of obtaining occupational
training & educational infor
mation

- organization & interpretation of
information for use in
counselling

Mental
Hygiene

Counselling
Techniques

problem
solving

problem
solving
technique

- psychology of adjustment

- standardized tests
- interviewing technisues
- records
- follow-up procedures
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Chart 6.2

Course

Social
Psychology
1954

Advanced
Social
Psychology
1954-5

Industrial
Psychology
1957-8

"Problem"

behavioural
& social
problems

behavioural
problems

personnel
management
& human
relations

Subject Areas & Techniques

- group behaviour, group pressures
- morale
- communication & structure of

groups
- case methods approach

- individual behaviour in groups
- group behaviour patterns

- personnel selection & training
- engineering psychology
- consumer behaviour
- human relations

Sources: McMaster University, "Diploma Course in Vocational
Guidance (Career Planning)", (Hamilton, 1944); Dept. of
University Extension--Evening Classes, 1953-54, (Hamilton,
1953), pp. 7-8; Arts & Science Calendar of University
College and Hamilton College, 1954-55, (Hamilton, 1954),
p. 150; Arts and Science Calendar of University College
and Hamilton College, 1957-58, (Hamilton, 1957), p. 151.

U.S. Public Health service42 _-an occurrence more characteris-

tic of natural and applied science than of the arts.

The discipline of psychology with its historical

link to industrial purposes, was developed in the university

with the approval of the corporate sphere. When the new

honours programme in Psychology was announced in 1956-7,

for example, the President's Report for that year recorded

that this development was possible due to the "receipt of a

grant of $21,000 five years ago from Carnegie Corporation of
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New York. ,,43 Part of this grant was apportioned for the deve

lopment of an Honours Sociology course which was deemed to

'be "especially appropriate in a large industrial community."

Consequently, in 1957-8 Industrial Psychology was added to

the curriculum and described as a "study of the application

of psychological knowledge and research methods to problems

of business and industry.,,44

In the commercial curriculum itself, various aspects

of the human relations approach were presented in courses

such as Business Management and Internal Control and Admini

strative Problems. Business extension courses moved from the

realm of the technical subject areas to include lectures on

human relations. The Executive Department course was expect

ed "to broaden the outlook of the participants by studies

which encourage men [sic] with executive ability to think

along managerial lines.,,45 In addition, degree and extension

courses in retail administration covered various personnel

and store management matters as well as the psychology of

advertising, consumer habits, and the "art" of salesmanship.

Programmes in Office Management were similarly designed

during the 1950' s, including problems in supervision of office

staff and disciplining workers.

As education in personnel matters was more efficiently

organized, more and more courses were developed on specific

aspects of the work relationship. This was a particular

feature of the Extension Department. The utility of such
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courses was obvious to managers and in the case of extension

students, their sponsoring companies. Hence dramatic increases

in enrolment in the Department of Extension ~ere record-

ed. The enrolment in extension programmes increased by

45.7% between 1952-3 and 1959-60 and a further 15.8% between

1959-60 and 1960-1. 46 While increases in the number of exten-

sion degree students were not quite as dramatic as those in

certificate programmes, the data are indicative of the prag

matic nature of the extension department and its direct utility

for those in business and industrial occupations.

Along with the growth and development of management

education in degree and extension departments, during the late

1950's the scope of commercial education was examined and the

possibility of establishing a broader based Industrial Rela

tions studies was indicated. According to the President's

Report, this was nm'1 a "more realistic" idea "with the develop

ment of sociology, psychology and social science in general"

since such a curriculum would necessitate an "interdisciplinary

approach along with help from management and trade unionists. ,,47

The purpose was to develop understanding of business rela-

tions vis-a-vis social forces and constraints in order to pro

mote more effective internal management.

By 1960 MCMaster's commerce progra~~e had been modi

fied from its early philosophical approach to acquire a prag

matic character. Many of the most successful courses or pro

grammes were experimented with through the Department of Uni-
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versity Extension. The university would then gauge the uti

lity or profitability of programmes by whether or not practi

tioners in the field were drawn in sufficient numbers. Manage

ment courses in particular were increasingly concerned with

behaviourism. Behaviour principles were used primarily at

first in the curriculum to teach personnel issues and were

then more generally applied to marketing, consumer studies,

and later to the field of industrial relations. The work of

industrial social sciences had proven to be very useful to

a wide range of professionals. Building upon foundations in

management theory and practice established through scientific

management, the business cur~iculum taught managers how to

achieve efficiency through techniques seemingly characterized

by neutrality and a hint of philanthropy.

iii) University of Toronto

University of Toronto's approach to management edu

cation was somewhat more similar to that of McMaster than

the more technical approach adopted at both Queen's and the

University of Western Ontario. Toronto's Department of Poli

tical Economy seemed to be dominated by its Law and Juris

prudence division for some time and even after a separate

Faculty of Law was established, the courses mainly encompassed

theoretical and historical analyses. Gradually, the Depart

ment as well as other arts programmes became more pragmatic
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in nature. This pragmatism evolved through the social ser-

vice and psychology departments.

As early as 1906-7 the Philosophy Department offered

five psychology courses. Three of these--Experimental,

Advanced Experimental, and Laboratory Work--were scientifi-

cally oriented and relied heavily on the work of Wendl Wundt

for background readings. 48 Additional courses of this prac-

tical nature were listed in the curriculum. In 1920-1, for

example, both pass and honours options in Psychology were

available and new courses in applied psychology were offered.

To lend insight into the practice of psychology for those

involved in the field of social work, two courses, Introduc-

tion to Psychological Investigation and Mental Testing, des-

cribed in Chart 6.3, were offered to Department of Social

Service students.

During the previous year, in 1919, a similar social

problems perspective was employed in the Department of Exten-

sion. As a preliminary step in the development of personnel

management education programmes, the Department organized a

course in Employment Management which was "given by experts

in this field." The "experts" came from "large firms and fac-

tories, some from public utilities, and others from government

49employment bureaux." As a result of the course, it was

noted that an employment managers' association had been formed.

Not only was there a general thrust toward developing both

general and specific management education programmes, but
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Chart 6.3

Human Relations at Toronto: Psychology Courses

Course

Introduction
to Psycho
logical
Investi
gation
1920-1

Applied
Psychology
1920's

Mental
Testing
1920's

Applied
Psychology
1925-6

Industrial
Psychology
1925-6

Industrial
Psychology
1934-5

"Problem"

theoretical
psychology

scientific
problem
solving

applied
psychology

practical
problem
solving

practical
problem
solving

personnel
management

Subject Areas & Techniques

- normal & abnormal behaviour

- methods of social psychology
- methods of psychophysical

correlations
- social measurement
- social applications of psycho-

logy

- methods of psychology for solv
ing social problems

- applications of psychology to
specific practical problems

- psychological studies of prob
lems related to economics &
industry

- principles & methods of personnel
work in business & industry

Sources: University of Toronto, Calendar of the University
of Toronto, 1920-21, (Toronto, 1920), p. 196; Calendar
of the University of Toronto, 1925-26, (Toronto, 1925),
p. 245; Calendar of the University of Toronto, 1934-35,
(Toronto, 1934), p. 136

there was also a tendency for managerial or professional
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groups to request continuing education programmes. Many of

these groups' requests were met by the Department of Univer

sity Extension which served as the liaison between the prac

titioners and the men of science.

The movement to solve social problems was not solely

the concern of practitioners. Academics and researchers were

often heavily supported for engaging in pragmatic inquiries.

Regardless of their sources of support, however, social sci

ence researchers in particular were more concerned with the

applicability of their work. Although methodological and even

ethical questions regularly arose, as the work appeared to

be scientific it also seemed more acceptable and unbiased.

Master's level courses in Psychology on such topics as Immi

gration and Mental Defectives, for example, when studied,

listed with, or placed in the context of "value free" sessions

of Critical Study of Intelligence Tests and their Utility,

Psychology as a Factor in the Historical Development of Sci-

ence, Experimental Studies in Sense and Perception, Memory

Investigations, and Problems in Applied Psychology seemed to

lose the emotional impact of the intended field of study.50

While psychologists rigorously examined human adjust-

ment to business and industrial situations in their effort

to contribute to the organization of happiness, those with

a more global orientation sought to develop a "scientific

school for the training of social workers" and hence to orga-

nize the promise for social happiness. The Department of
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Social Service was established in 1914. It began with a broad

pragmatic focus. Its curriculum overlapped considerably with

that offered in Psychology and Political Economy. For example,

in 1916-7 its curriculum included Social Economics, Social

Psychology, and Immigration and Labour Problems; in 1918-9

Evolution of Modern Industry, Social Treatment of Poverty,

Labour Problems and Social Psychology were added; and in 1919

20 a course in Industrial Problems was offered. 5l The Depart-

ment grew as a response to "the sense of social obligation

and interdependence" and the university's need to respond to

that duty.52 Outlining its mandate, the Department's state-

ment read:

The more social conditions have been studied
the more apparent has it become that many of,
our worst evils are due to the lack of the
science which should direct and stimulate the
sense of our solidarity. 53

For this important task students who were "desirous of acquir-

ing that intimate knowledge of social conditions and prob-

lems, principles and developments" were urged to apply and

were given the promise that the course would "enable them to

understand more fully, and to take more intelligent and effec

54tive part in, the social life and work of to-day."

The Social Service Department was organized as a link

to the Departments of Philosophy and Political Economy. In

particular certain courses were indicated as especially appro-

priate for students in these departments. For Political Eco-

nomy students specifically recommended Year One courses includ-
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ed Evolution of Modern Industry, Social Economics, Introduc

tory Psychology, and Social Ethics. The psychology courses

lent scientific legitimacy to the programme. Year ~~o courses

for Political Economy majors were: Social Evolution,

Social Economics, Social Psychology, and Statistics and Social

Research. From the descriptions in Chart 6.4, it is apparent

that through such training programmes, the social services,

disguised as promoting social welfare, entered industry to

perform tasks of social control.

Training potential managers in the social service

field was advantageous. Social service techniques were

geared to the management of conflict and the maximization

of human efficiency. For example, Industrial Rehabilita

tion of the Handicapped studied "the adjustment of the handi

capped to industrial conditions within the community." This

included "the study of capabilities and disabilities, the

technique of job analysis, placement, and follow-up work" as

well as a variety of employment problems of the handicapped

such as "mental defects", "lack of training", and "unbalance

in the personality. ,,55 Although the point of such a programme

may have been to prOVide opportunities for those in society

otherwise denied equal chances, the opportunities provided

were interpreted from the point of view of social scientific

definitioYls of "normalcy" and the need for adjustment. These

concepts had largely been determined by the needs of industry.

By the 1930's the Department of Social Service was
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Chart 6.4

Human Relations at Toronto: Social Service
Department Courses

Course

General
Introduction
to Psycho
logy
1920-1

Mental
Testing

Social
Psychology
1920-1

Psycholo
logical
Aspects of
Personnel
Administra
tion
1939-40

"Problem"

general
issues
& theore
tical
problems

practical
psychology

practical
psychology
& problem
solving

personnel
management
& admini
stration

Subject Areas & Techniques

- perception, imagination &
memory

- relation of instinct & emotion
to behaviour

- reasoning, volition & motive in
everyday life

- mental attitudes & psycholo
gical reactions of social
significance

- experimental psychology &
intelligence measurement

- history of mental tests
- problems of standardization
- norms & variations
- Binet-Simon scale with revisions
- application of methods to

juvenile & adult intelligence
- correlation of mental abnormality

with moral delinquency
- social problems

- methods of social psychology
- investigation of individuals in

social relations
- social & anti-social acts
- norms & variations
- ?sychopathy, feeblemindedness,

insanity
- clinical methods of investigating

abnormals
- intelligence testing
- tests of efficiency & their appli-

cation to industrial management

- employment: personal character
istics important in job adjust
ment; mental tests, interviews
& other methods of appraising
applicants for employment



Course

Problems of
Personnel
Administra
tion
1939-40

"Problem"

problem
solving in
personnel
management

320

Subject Areas & Techniques

- training: organizing a training
programme, determining the con
tent, methods of instruction,
appraising workers' progress

- fatigue: methods of investi
gation, reduction through job
planning; influence of work,
rest pauses, rate of work, venti
lation, illumination & noise

- job attitudes: effects of work
ers' activities; methods of
investigation; factors affect
ing attitudes such as super
vision & repetitive nature of
work: developing favourable atti
tudes

- safety: training employees in
safe practices; planning work
methods & equipment for safety:
treatment of accident prone
workers

- maladjusted workers: under
standing & dealing with disin
terested, inefficient, & tempera
mentally difficult employees

- topics as listed above
practical applications in per
sonnel management & administra
tion

Sources: University of Toronto, Calendar of the University
of Toronto, 1920-21, (Toronto, 1920), p. 643, 648:
Dept. of Social Service Calendar, 1939-40, (Toronto,
1939), pp. 23-5.

referred to as the Department of Social Science. Curiously,

the description of one of the courses, Industry and Human

Welfare, was similar to that provided for the Economics

56Department's Labour Problems course. Courses sought ways

to rectify the relationship between employers and employees
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by examining "workmen's attempts to overcome problems through

unionizing, consumers' cooperation, political action and

social revolutionary programmes" and "employers' attempts

to meet labour's demands."S? This two-sided approach was

deemed necessary for management students. Personnel managers

were often perceived as arbitrators who weighed the "evidence"

or consequences of action and mediated appropriately between

management and labour.

While the Business Administration course offered in

the Political Economy Department examined personnel admini

stration, the most comprehensive training in personnel manage

ment was available through the Department of Social Services.

This may be attributed to the Political Economy Department's

theoretical nature and social service's practicality and not

to the nature of the subject matter. At the University of

Toronto, management education--specifica11y the personnel

specia1ization--was developed outside of the mainstream curri

culum and was heavily influenced by the disciplines of psycho

logy, sociology, and the social services. In addition edu

cation in personnel matters was offered to engineering stu

dents beginning in the 1930's. While this practice was also

established at Queen's, at Toronto the focus was primarily

on the social welfare issues covered by social services and

sociology courses. The course for engineers, Industry and

Human Welfare, analyzed work and working conditions in indus

try, wage systems, and industrial problems. S8 By 1943-4,
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the "social service" approach to engineering problems was

evident. As both manager and scientist/technician, the engi

neer would at least have to account for, if not deal with,

labour problems as a factor of the production process. Even

a course as technical as Mine Cost Finding and Management paid

"particular attention to labour relations. "59 To provide an

opportunity to examine labour and sociological issues generally,

rather than only specifically in terms of a specialization

such as mining and metallurgy, a new course, Engineering and

Society was developed in 1944-5. With this type of problem

solving and analytical perspective in the engineering curricu

lum, it was evident that engineers were trained as administra

tors rather than solely as technologists. Most importantly,

this process illustrates the historical development of manage

ment from social and technological sciences.

In distinguishing the manager trained on the shop

floor or in the social service department from those with

backgrounds in the business curriculum, it is important to

note that within the various disciplines the primary purpose

for teaching and learning management theory and technique

differed. Engineers required an adjusted workforce in order

to carry out production efficiently. Social services focussed

on the group process, psychological adjustment through testing,

and fair matching between the employee and the job. This

manager's purpose was often a global one--to maintain order

by disentangling confusing life events. The business trained
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manager began with corporate goals--profit maximization and

production efficiency--and managed personnel vis-a-vis these

goals. These required analysis not only of internal affairs

of the corporate organization but also of the effects of the

external situation on the organization's position. To pro

vide a framework for analysis, an Industrial Relations course

was developed in 1946-7. This course examined industrial

relations from the viewpoints of management, union, and govern-

ment, the interaction of management and union in a collective

bargaining process, techniques of labour-management coopera

tion and legislation and conciliation. 60 An Institute of

Industrial Relations was developed to provide such analysis

on an ongoing basis.

Generally the role and function of business education

was expanded and clarified during the 1950's. In 1950 the

Institute of Business Administration was established with

Vincent W. Bladen as director and about "a dozen men of

achievement and prestige in the business world" were appointee

as staff. The stated purposes of this Institute were to

research in business, production, marketing, finance, person-

nel administration and industrial relations, to develop close

contacts among business, government, industry, union and edu

cational personnel, and to cooperate with the university's

Department of Extension. Informally, the purpose was closely

aligned with the concept of professional control. 61

Although University of Toronto's programme was often
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theoretical in nature, contributing little new knowledge to

business skill and expertise, it contributed more directly

to the development of the profession per se and the defini

tion of the profession as a social science involved in admi

nistering human relations theory for human adjustment and

organization efficiency.

iv) University of Western Ontario

The University of Western Ontario's business curricu

lum/ like that offered at Queen's, generally appeared to con

centrate in the technical areas of business management and

skills rather than in broader aspects of social problem solv

ing. This, however, may be misleading. The University of

Western Ontario programme was the most advanced in the field

of management education and thus quickly incorporated changes

in theoretical orientation and practice in the curriculum.

Using mainly the case method approach, the curriculum updated

itself. That is, subject matter was directly based on modern

day corporate problems and solutions to these problems were

sought within the frameworks of the theories provided. Hence,

as the practice of management within the corporate sphere

relied more heavily on the human relations approach, Univer

sity of Western Ontario students would seek solutions to

case problems by adapting that approach in creative or inno

vative ways to the diverse needs of the corporate entities

under study.
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While the business curriculum was rather pragmatic

from its beginning, the Department of Political Science

offered appropriate background in theory and the more general

analysis of industry and society. Perhaps in a more technical

perspective than at McMaster or Toronto, social science at

Western was mainly taught through courses in psychology. As

early as 1905-6 a course in Psychology on sensation, thought,

emotion, and volition was made compulsory in the general under

62graduate course. In 1915-6 Psychology was required for

second year Political Science students. Significantly, that

same year a course covering labour conditions and problems,

socialism, syndicalism, and economic theories in relation to

wages, capital, interest, and international trade and tariff

63systems was also required. In the business curriculum, in

1930-1 many psychology courses were offered, including Applied,

Abnormal, Experimental and Physiological Psychology, Personality,

Ch t d T . dE' t 1 I t' t' 64arac er an emperament, an xper~men a nves ~ga ~on.

While the business programm~s offered at Queen's,

Toronto, and McMaster essentially prepared students for manage-

ment of industrial enterprises, Western's focus was on prepa-

ration for commercial and financial corporations. This was

perhaps due to Western's location in London, a major financial

centre and insurance capital of Ontario. The industrial

approach at Queen's, Toronto, and later McMaster was strength

ened by the existence of engineering programmes at those uni-

versities. That is not to say that Western's School of Busi-
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ness Administration did not prepare students for industry.

Western's School was the most highly respected in Canada and

for the most part trained an elite corps of businessmen and

managers. However, the nature of the problem solving per-

spective differed. Hence, rather than the traditional Indus-

trial Psychology, a Business Psychology was developed and

offered in 1932-3.

By 1940 a wide variety of psychology courses was

available on all aspects of the discipline. Most courses

were practically oriented. Three courses in Experimental

were offered along with Educational, Clinical, Abnormal, Social,

Systematic Psychologies, and Mental Tests. All were based

on behavioural principles, their applications, and testing

procedures. Noted as "of particular interest to students

of Business Administration", was the Applied Psychology

65course. The approach at Western was for the most part from

the point of view of adjusting the individual's behaviour

through the application of p~actical techniques of psychology.

A more general social problem solving focus was not evident

and even after the introduction of sociology courses, this

point of view was not dominant. Chart 6.5 highlights the

major emphases in Psychology and Sociology courses as they

were introduced at Western.

The promise of the business programme in promoting

industrial peace and social harmony was tied to its respon-

sibility in properly socializing future businessmen. By
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Chart 6.5

Human Relations at Western: Psychology, Sociology
& the Social Problems Perspective

Course

Applied
Psychology
1940-1

Sociology
1934-5

Introduc
tion to
Sociology
1930-1

Introduc
tion to
Sociology
1945-6

"Problem"

labour
management,
motivation
& behav
iour
management

social
problems:
description
& analysis

social
problem
solving

modern
social
problems
& problem
solVing

Subject Areas & Techniques

- personnel work
- vocational selection & guidance
- training of workers
- labour relations

advertising, salesmanship
- problems of human adjustment

- defectives
delinquency & crime

- poverty
- dependency

- group life & mental interaction
- conflict & accommodation of per-

sons, races, nations, & classes
- assimilation
- change & its maladjustments
- social institutions
- nature of social control
- community as an exhibit of forces

working for control
- community organization

- applied sociology
- group life
- collective behaviour & social

control
- individual & group disorganization
- ameliorative institutions
- social case work
- social reconstruction

Sources: University of Western Ontario, Calendar of the
University of Western Ontario, 1940-41, (London, 1940),
p. 136; Calendar of the University of Western Ontario,
1930-1, (London, 1930), p. 113; Calendar of the Univer
sity of Western Ontario, 1945-46, (London, 1945), p. Ill.
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educating the students broadly in liberal arts training, aca-

demics argued that this ensured competence in all-round prob-

lem solving abilities. In an address to the Toronto Chapter

of the Institute of Internal Auditors in 1948, Professor R.B.

Taylor reiterated this promise. The purpose of the business

course, Taylor said, was:

first to educate [the student] to assume
his [sic] responsibilities as a citizen. This
the University has tried to do by giving him
[sic] a fairly broad liberal arts training, by
giving him [sic] some competence in one field
of endeavour (business), and at all times by
providing an environment conducive to the deve
lopment of a questioning spirit, a logical mind,
a sternness of purpose in meeting life's prob
lems and an ethical and sympathetic approach
to his [sic] fellow citizens. 66

Thus, the promise of business education was to inculcate a

sense of fairness and neutrality along with general skills

of problem solving and business management.

At Western the question of personnel management was

considered to be an integral part of the general managerial

training process. The 1929-30 calendar description of the

Introduction to Business Organization course pointed out that

the student would be introduced to the "main functi.ons of

present day industry" and included personnel in the list of

th t · 1 t t . . t . 67 At' Iese essen 1a managemen ac 1V1 1es. s an essen ~a

activity personnel and the management of labour problems were

integrated as regular features of a variety of courses. For

example, Production Management emphasized "human relationships

in the critical labour-management area [which] underline the
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importance of communications throughout the organization. ,,68

A specific course, Personnel Administration, taught

by Clarence Fraser, was introduced during the 1940's. This

course was "designed to aid the student •.. to understand

the historical development of principles and techniques of

modern personnel administration both as a specialized func-

tion of modern business and as a coordinating function in

general administration." Once this theoretical material was

provided, the student was required to use "these principles

and techniques ... to diagnose actual business situations.,,69

Key areas managed by personnel departments were studied.

These included issues around hiring and firing, hours and

conditions of work, benefit packages and health and safety

programmes, record keeping, and public relations. In meeting

the general objective of. the undergraduate programme, "to

concentrate training on general administrative and executive

skills applicable to all businesses" due to the tendency for

the "demand for specific skills ... to shift", the Department

concentrated on personnel policy applicable within a wide

range of organizations and specifically provided analysis of

delegation of responsibility and supervisory practices in a

70personnel department.

In 1950-1 a course in Management Statistics was

offered in response to the perceived need that business admini

strators required statistical skills for reporting purposes.

For personnel managers, the course examined the area of per-
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sonne1 control. This included statistical factors in employee

selection, predicting worker efficiency, and statistical apprais

al of the effectiveness of job training. 7l The statistical

control of accidents, statistics in production planning, sta-

tistical appraisal of the effectiveness of advertising, and

a variety of other topics covered in the course highlighted

the scientific character of management and hence the predict-

ability of business activity vis-a-vis production, spending,

investment, and the scientific determination of profit.

Despite this scientific predictability in business,

however, executives expressed the constant difficulty of

engaging the "cooperation of the people." Human relations

courses were developed in the M.B.A. programme to deal spe

cifically with the "challenges of human behaviour." Human

relations was viewed as a skill building course; the aim was

to consciously develop, communicate, and teach behavioural

skills as well as to help students cultivate their own per

sonal skills. The course examined the communication process

in superior-subordinate, staff-line relationships as well as

between individuals, between individuals and groups, and

between groups in an effort to facilitate understanding and

cooperation among people and to provide insight into conflict

resolution. 72 The purpose was to substitute the individual's

and group's values with those of the organization so that they

"appear in their natural organic togetherness" and therefore

"confound the achievements of effective administration. ,,73
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Thus, the goal of this course was similar to the general pur-

pose and underlying framework of social science.

All graduate courses dealt with some aspect of managing

employees. For example, Production stressed "human relations

in the management labour field.,,74 Students were required

to select electives from a list of various social science courses,

including Sociology and Applied Psycho~ogy. In the grad-

uate programme, the cultivation of effective human relations

technique was emphasized. All courses were required to "give

the student a 'feel' for administrative situations." Described

as a "'human relations' course in a very real sense", it was

expected that this programme would provide the student "with

a greater capacity to work effectively with people in an orga

, t' ,,75nlza lone

Administrative Practices was essentially aimed at

developing appropriate attitudes in the student as a prere-

quisite to becoming "an effective meIT~er of a business organi-

zation." Such training was a necessary part of the socializa-

tion of businessmen. Justification for this training read:

The administrator must not only work with
other people but must encourage and persuade
them to work with him (sic] harmoniously and
with each other towards a common goal. He (sic]
has no manual or set of roles to guide him [sic]
but must consider each situation by itself as
it affects personalities and therefore the
future effectiveness of each of the persons in his
[sic] organization. The student is not expected
to come out of the course with a set of general
principles but rather with an understanding and
appreciation of ethical values that will assist
him (sic] in developing administrative skill. 76
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The principles guiding the future executive were based on a

model of industrial society characterized by harmonious social

relationships and commonality of goals.

Once courses in personnel and general administration

steeped in the principles of social science were well established

as part of the business curriculum, a number of courses in

industrial relations were offered. In Industrial Relations

"prime emphasis is placed on the structure of labour-manage-

ment relations and the human behavioural aspects of the labour

problem" but the analysis was placed in the context of the

broader political and economic factors affecting the situa

tions. 77 The specific issue of negotiating a contract was

studied and principles were applied to various organizational

settings from the shop floor to the "broader institutional

relationships. ,,78

In general, at Western the meaning of management was

broadened to include skillful administration of public and

private enterprises. Using principles of behaviourism, the

school demonstrated the importance of proper administration

of human relations policies and programmes to engage coopera

tion and loyalty for effective functioning. Hence, Western's

School of Business Administration used the lessons of indus-

trial social science to teach subtle techniques of manage

ment.
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Teaching the Human Relations Approach:
An Analysis of Management Education Textbooks

Preventing and curing social problems was a central

theme in many of the business textbooks during the Human Rela-

tions Phase. Two specific problems--unemploYment and the

threat of socialism--were examined in some detail especially

in books listed between 1925 and 1933. Unemployment, for

example, was studied in a wide variety of textbooks with

W.H. Beveridge's Unemployment: A Problem of Industry and P.H.

79Douglas and A. Director's The Problem of Unemployment as

specific books on the subject. Analyses of socialism and

its inappropriateness for the Western world were presented

in books by O.D. Skelton, A.C. Pigou, T. Kirkup, W.E. Walling,

and M. Hillquit. 80 These books were required in courses exa-

mining the specific "problem" of socialism and in the context

of a commerce curriculum designed to find solutions within

the present socioeconomic framework. Thus, while books pre-

senting both sides and analyses critical of capitalism also

formed part of the students' reading materials,8l such works

were important only as topics of academic discussion.

In presenting the formula for social harmony and

industrial efficiency, the curriculum and reading materials

started with scientific management and generalized these prin-

ciples for use in various areas of the organization. The

new human relations school represented a continuation of the

scientific management approach. Directions and justification
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were provided for the future manager to create an atmosphere

of harmony and mutual agreement between employer and employee.

Disharmonies were presented as unproductive for both manage

ment and labour and therefore were to be avoided. With the

development of the human relations school, the key managerial

issue of maintaining control was presented in a rather subtle

and sophisticated fashion.

i) General Issues for Human Relations Managers

While a layger number of courses were available and

there was a greater range of reading materials required,

"classics" and "modern classics", such as those listed in

Chapter Five, still provided the basic reading materials for

introductory and theoretical courses and overall constituted

the major portion of readings at all universities. Begin

ning in the 1920's, students were introduced to a more broadly

defined field of business and course textbooks were selected

to reflect growing fields of specialization and the need for

a wider range of background material. Gradually, theoretical

works of famous social scientists such as Edward A. Ross,

Franklin Giddings, Thorstein Veblen, and William McDougall,

were required along with the classical economists' works as

the importance of the social sciences was recognized.

The predominant feature of the business textbooks was

the tendency to justify capitalism by presenting alternative
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arrangements as largely fanatical visions of badly planned

societies. Such arrangements would reportedly halt or reverse

social progress and were thus seen as inappropriate. Often

the assumption was made that capitalism represented progress

and that it was therefore a predetermined stage of economic

and social development. Works criticizing the "critics" of

capitalism were more apparent as the threat of socialism,

union organization, workers' activities, and the problems of

unemployment, immigration, poverty, and race relations became

more pronounced. While earlier works critical of socialism

and social chanqe aimed primarily to discredit the theories

of Karl Marx, those listed during the 1920's and 1930's were

generally concerned with workers' associations, cooperative

societies, and labour unions.

Theories and theorists critical of capitalism were

presented as unrealistic. In The Development of Economic Doc-

trine, Gray, for example, described Marx's work as characterized

by "a good deal of unnecessary mystification. 11
82 The authors'

choice of descriptive words regarding socialism were often

most poignant. Gray's, for example, read:

Marx remains and probably always will remain,
one of the riddles of the nineteenth century.
He set out to be 'scientific', to produce
what the reviewers would call a cogent piece
of reasoning; and undoubtedly, the whole system
is extraordinarily closely knit together;
the various points are admirably dove-tailed.
Yet no system of thought has suffered such
complete bankruptcy as the Marxian. 83
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With this introduction Gray analyzed the "peculiarity of the

Marxian demonstration. ,,84

Cri~icisms of Marx began with his historical materi-

I
, 85

a l.sm. According to Gray, social events were determined

by consciousness:

The far-fetched illustrations of the materialis
tic conception of history ... were at one time
put forward in its original form the doctrine
was untenable Han does not wholly or exclu-
sively crawl on his belly; ... the action of
mind on mind which, with its remoter consequences,
is one of the greatest of all influences in the
world, eludes economic explanations. 86

The definition of class, "whatever a class may be" was also

called to question. While most authors argued that inequa-

lities were essential in order to motivate people to compete,

th ft d 'd th 't f 1 ' l't' 87 T ddey 0 en enl.e e exl.S ence 0 c ass l.nequa l. l.es. 0,

for example, argued:

..• Classes are just as normal and essential
to social life as is the web to the spider.
But the hitch occurs in declaring that any
one type of class is any more persistent and
dominant than any other. Another difficulty
lies in the fact that classes are not water
tight; they interpenetrate because a given
individual is at one and the same time member
of a dozen or a hundred classes, because he
[sic] pursued a dozen or a hundred interests. 88

This conception eliminated the possibility of the existence

of class struggle and set the stage for a functional analysis

of society.89 Moreover, according to ROss, "social grades

exist not so much because some assume superiority as because

th k 1 d h "t ,,90 Cl d'f~o ers ac now e ge suc superl.orl. y. ass l. ~erences,

just like wage differences, were argued to be beneficial to
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society due to the competition they foster.

While the majority of textbooks 91 were written in

defense of capitalism, a number of books providing various

"solutions" or more moderate positions were listed as required

readings. Among these were Thorstein Veblen's The Instinct

of Workmanship, The Theory of the Leisure Class, and The

Theory of Business Enterprise, C.R. Fay's Cooperation at Home

and Abroad and Life and Labour in the Nineteenth Century, G.

D.H. Cole's Self Government in Industry, Introduction to TradE

Unionism, and The World of Labour, J.R. Commons' History of

Labour in the U.S. and Labour and Administration, N.S.B.

Gras' Introduction to Economic History, and H.A. Logan's Trade

Union Organization in Canada. Generally, the solutions pro

posed to problems of labour, unions, and social organization

did not impose any radical transformation in the organization

of the socioeconomic system. Rather, solutions were intended

to create a more smoothly functioning system. 92 Strikes were

indicative not as evidence of class struggle but rather were

disharmonies--expected products of industrialism. 93 Employee

interests, many of the "critics" maintained would be protect-

ed by the state. Cole suggested that "the state ... will

step in and extend factory supervision by the prevention of

unhealthy devices for speeding-up. ,,94 Employers pursued

their interests through scientific management and various

nprofit-earning devices", employees unionized, and the state

was regarded as the paternal and neutral overseer. 95 Also
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recommended were employers' associations. 96 Hence, the sys

tem was presented as providing its own checks and balances. 97

In general, course textbooks offered a functional

analysis of modern industrial society. The social structure

and its institutions were portrayed as a well-oiled machine,

essentially free from serious opposition and subject only to

"natural" minor disturbances. Sound organization was thus

defined:

A sound organization structure creates an
atmosphere in which both personal and group
satisfactions may be realized, cooperation
is encouraged, morale and the 'will to do'
are substituted for detailed orders, and the
group moves smoothly and resolutely toward
its goal. 98

Organization was considered to be a product of consensus, thus

t · t' ft' 99guaran eelng sa lS ac lon.

Sociologists and social psychologists strongly disput-

ed Marx's claim that there is interaction between the individ-

ual and society. They argued essentially that society deter-

mines consciousness:

The function of society is to develop conscious
life and to create human personality; to that
end it now exists. It is conscious association
with his [sic] fellows that develops man's [sic]
moral nature. 100

The "moral nature" was concretely determined in an age of

efficiency.

In modern industrial society, lessons in "morality"

"must emanate from the machine." These lessons--"order, exac

titude, persistence, conformity to untending law"lOl_-are
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essential to progress and development. "Standards" according

to Ross, are "the most important things in society. ,,102

Standards contribute to the homeostatic condition of society

and only in this condition can progress be achieved. Smooth

functioning was guaranteed with proper management of individ-

ual performances, according to social standards.

Beginning in the 1920's students were repeatedly instruct

ed on the contributions of social science to efficient orga-

nization. Social science was proving to employers, for exam

ple, that "definite relations exist between the health of work

ers and efficiency in production. ,,103 Social science method

ology was viewed as a panacea since it led in a "most direct

path to the discovery of the law, the principles of ex?lana

tion and the principles of regulation and progress.,,104 This

creation of standards eliminated "cut throat competition of

businessmen and manufacturers who either through lack of capi

tal or lack of knowledge have not been able to standardize

their methods" and protected employers from "rack-renting

labour" and other such "devices."lOS

Most of the authors clearly defined the use of social

science for business. Gerstenberg argued that while social

science was not a panacea, it was a method of reform "to be

called into action to modify existing conditions." Therefore,

"its true function must be to bring about the desirable ends

of increased production and just distribution of the social

income. 11
106 Social science methodology had been proven effec-
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tive. It was "comprehensive, thorough, and impartial investi

gation.,,107 For these reasons, Gerstenberg noted, "the social

sciences, indeed, are generally regarded as the base upon

which the business student must rear his (sic] specialized

knowledge of the science of business per se.,,108

Both sociology and psychology were necessary for the

modern business manager:

Sociology is indispensable for economics and
economics is indispensable for sociology, if
both are to attain the character of positive
science. 109

Drawing from Giddings' earlier assertions, Gerstenberg speci-

fied sociology's use to businessmen:

Sociology is the science which treats of man's
behaviour in groups. Sociology, like other
social sciences, does not concern itself with
providing a means of modifying human conduct.
It is content to explain human content. 110

Properly conducted, sociological observation elevated busi-

ness to the status of a science.

Providing the most direct appeal for businessmen was

the science of psychology. Through psychology not only were

the principles of behaviour established, but methods for atti-

tude and behavioural change were made available. Tead and

Metcalf define the uses of psychology:

Psychology is the science ... which supplies
important clues as to what human well-being
means ... The major objective which we seek
is one of a new attitude toward the corporation,
the management, and the job on the part of all
members of the organization. Executives should
appreciate that they are not getting full value
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from workers until their attitude is One of
willing enthusiasm and intelligent application. III

Proper use of psychology by managers, students were instruct-

ed, was more effective than lowering wage rates for reducing

overall labour costs. "Under proper direction a willing and

efficient application to work is assured."112

This definition of the use of psychology assumes that

it is the right of management to control labour by whatever

subtle means are necessary. It further suggests that with

careful scientific observation, it is possible to discover

means to maximize control. Some authors argued the necessity

113of first meeting human needs. Many others warned that it

was essential to gratify certain instincts to avoid "minor

perversions of labour inefficiency, business breakdowns, dis

honesty, violence."114 Whatever the method, these analyses

promoted a primarily static view of society and provided a

rather simple explanation of behaviour in relation to indus-

try and society. The purpose, however, was stated in the true

spirit of social reform. According to Ellis:

Sociological observations and speculation,
including economics, are intimately connected
with the efforts of social reform to attain
a broad, sound, and truly democratic basis. 115

Thus, management's purpose was clouded with an air of social

beneficence.

The idea of the beneficence of management was presented

in a variety of ways. Slichter simply stated:

Managements are constantly endeavoring to lower
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the cost of production. But the costs which
they are striving to reduce are money, not
human, costs. 116

Sound management was defined simply as pursuing the profit

motive while ensuring positive results for labour as well. 117

Neutrality and fairness in the practice of management

were attributed to the separation of ownership and control.

Since modern managers were salaried employees rather than

owners themselves, they would manage the operations with pro-

fessional conduct. Adequate training through schools of com-

merce not only provided equality of opportunity to enter the

management sphere but, more importantly, guaranteed proper

moral conduct. 118

Opening schools of business and commerce, however, was

"not enough to bar out unworthy persons." It was necessary

in Ross' words, "that the calling attract to itself men [sic]

of good breeding and high spirit" and for this to be guaran

teed the field of management was to adopt "the professional

spirit." As a professional the business manager would learn

to subordinate the "pursuit of gain ... to the aim of service"

and provide only "one grade of work, namely, his [sic] best."119

Horeover, the salaried manager would:

adopt an attitude of responsible concern
for the needs and welfare of the business,
and to govern his [sic] work accordingly.

collective bargaining or strikes are beneath
his [sic] dignity. 120

Specifically within the field of management the per-

sonnel director was to be most responsible for maintaining
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overall and effective control of the workforce. The person-

nel department was described as "an outgrowth of Taylor's

functional foreman who was in charge of discipline. "121 Per-

sonnel work was said to be "very necessary" and when person-

nel devices "are used intelligently and in conjunction with

other sound operating methods, they are very powerful aids

122for effective management."

Personnel management was effective because it operated

"to prevent friction by hiring men [sic) who are adapted to

the work of the business and who by disposition are fitted

to cooperate with the management" and by solving problems of

inefficiency.123 Guided by ideas of social reform and bene-

ficence and the goal of maximizing efficiency, the personnel

department came to be viewed as a central focus of the organi-

zation. According to Tead and Metcalf:

The department of personnel is indeed ... the
department of personality. It is the depart
ment devised to assure that working and living
come into real identity. Profoundly viewed,
it is the department charged with the high duty
of helping to restore and keep restored in all
minds a right perspective on a basic purpose of
economic effort and on the best ways and means
of objectifying that purpose. 124

Engineering controls over access to and behaviour of employees,

the personnel department was characterized as the department

of social reform. By using the right techniques tested by

social scientists, the personnel department minimized the

risks involved in any corporate organization and set the tone

of harmony and complacency in the employer-employee relation-
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.. ship.

ii) The Human Relations Approach: Theoretical Perspectives

Although the works of Elton Mayo, the post-Taylor

psychologists, and the Hawthorne experimenters were not used

in the business schools as textbooks, the human relations

approach was a prominent feature of the curriculum. As courses

in personnel management, sociology, and psychology were

popularized in the 1930's, the central tendency was to instruct

students on how to maximize production efficiency through

subtle means of cooptation. The students were introduced to

methods of "softening" Taylor's techniques and promoting a

harmonious work arrangement. It was viewed as the manager's

job to promote and maintain the spirit of harmonious coopera-

tion and to re-establish it when disharmonies developed. With

its softer techniques and aura of peace and congruity, this

approach was not subjected to critical evaluation as was sci-

entific management. It thus became synonymous with the defi-

nition of management and the focus of management education.

Even the definition of personnel management fostered

the image of harmonious relations and mutual benefit. Accord-

ing to Tead and Metcalf:

Personnel administration is the planning, super
vision, direction, and coordination of those
activities of an organization which contribute
to realizing the defined purposes of that organi
zation with a minimum of human effort and fric
tion, with an animating spirit of cooperation,
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and with proper regard for the genuine well
being of all means of the organization. 125

It was regarded as a general and natural phenomenon that power

differentials must exist between employer and employees. As

Atkins et ale wrote:

In the internal administration of a profit
making enterprise the businessman's position
is that of a master. The very nature of the
administrative process by which a group of
people are brought together into an operating
organization requires that someone commands
and someone obeys. In a business enter-
prise the power to lead and to command is not
only a function, but is also the legal right,
of the businessman. 126

Furthermore, the manager was charged with concrete respon-

sibilities of selecting personnel-, subdividing tasks into job

descriptions, writing detailed work specifications, but was

always expected to "motivate people, learn to delegate respon

sibility, and ... encourage innovation and foster creativity. "127

Bethel, Atwater, Smith and Stackman argued that this approach

"can go a long way toward preventing risks centering around

th k d h · [.] t'" 128 th . the wor er an 1.1S SlC opera lons , us ensurlng smoa

functioning. In the task of promoting harmony, Tead and

Metcalf compared the personnel administrator to the "morale

officer in the army" whose responsibility was to foster "an

animating spirit of friendliness and goodwill in which animo

sity cannot thrive. "129

Even with this preventive thrust, the primary task

of management, regardless of the approach, was to maximize

production efficiency. The lesson of human relations was
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that this task was simplified by the use of psychology.

Hamilton and May, for example, note that:

Probably the problem of the use of labour will
never be adequately solved by 'efficiency men'
who seek to get the most out of the human stuff
they handle.

Rather, they suggest:

It may be solved by the cooperation of labourers
who are determined that the parts of themselves
which they give to production shall be so used
as to give them adequate returns. 130

Sociology and psychology generally taught "the sense of self"

and thus indicated "how the self may be controlled, molded,

131colored, and adopted for human welfare and progress." For

management the lessons, however, were more specific. As Mar-

shall saw it, psychology had become the "handmaid of the new

d . . t t' ,,132a ml.nl.S ra l.on.

Among the most important lessons in psychology for

the future manager were principles of group behaviour. Ana-

lyses in social dynamics of work groups were seen as necessary

133for successful management. The first task of group psycho-

logy was "to establish the general principles of group life."

Every group, McDougall warned, is "capable of becoming a psycho

logical crowd and of enjoying collective life.,,134 Lessons

in group psychology were important for the employment manager,

according to McDougall, since there was also a "strong tendency"

toward the formation of occupational groups displaying many of

the same characteristics--"a narrowness of outlook, a lack of

stability and internal cohesion, and a tendency to ignore the
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place and function of the group in the whole conununity.,,135

Sociologists and psychologists strongly agreed that

"the social mind is a concrete thing" which seems to "dominate

every individual will.,,136

It is the herd feeling which is the cementing
agency responsible for labour solidarity; and
it is because the tendency to impulsive and
unthinking group action is strongest among
those who feel that they most need protection
that Taylor and his less discriminating followers
of the early scientific movement were wrong in
ignoring it or trying to break it down when it
took the form of unionism. 137

It was essential according to many of the business authors

that the group will be carefully scrutinized. Within the

organization this was to take the form of dispersing informal

groups and forms of collective action through a variety of

management means. Within the larger society more deliberate

and concerted attempts were to be made to suppress "trouble

some varieties of conduct. 11
138

While the course textbooks demonstrated the worth and

practicality of the human relations approach, the aut~ors

139clearly recognized the value of scientific management.

What was generally agreed upon was that Taylor's methods were

harsh and not easily accepted by labour. Human relations

transformed the technique of management, not its purpose nor

substance. Although authors noted that scientific management

had "failed", they were convinced that personnel administra-

tion as a solution to labour problems would be successful.

As Watkins noted:
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Personnel administration has been defined
as the direction and coordination of human
relations of any organization with a view
to getting the maximum necessary production
with a minimum of effort and friction, and
with proper regard for the genuine well-being
of workers. The new science of management,
or human engineering in industry, is built
on a full appreciation of the relationship
that exists between maximum production on the
one hand, and the satisfaction of basic instincts
of self-preservation, self-expression, self
respect, loyalty, love of homemaking, worship,
and play on the other. 140

The first task of any system of organization and

management was to break down the group process and specifi-

11 d th ld b . f ft d t' 141 Tl'ca y estroy e 0 aS1S 0 cra pro uc lon. 11S,

however, did not mean removing the worker's source of satis-

faction. The authors suggested that "satisfaction" would be

gained through a "good wage payment system" such as Gantt's

task and bonus plan which "stressed the worker's individuality

and pride of achievement. ,,142

The "danger" of scientific management was its tendency

to remove "opportunities for the exercise of initiative" with

the result that the "capacity for initiative may be destroyed,

and the quality of the labouring force may in thLs way be

subtly lowered." According to Pigou, "unless the State or

philanthropy intervenes" to soften Taylor's techniques, the

" 1 . t t f 't" b lost Sl'ght of .143more genera ln eres s 0 SOCle y may e

Thus the human relations approach was more appropriately seen

to address the general good.

The development of industrial social science and human
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relations was seen as an integral part of a more general "prac-

tical social reform" movement and as "indispensable to the

progress of civilized social reform.,,144 Social reform was

a process to be planned or engineered. It was not a process

of development by chance. Tead and Metcalf, for example, note:

It is being more and more appreciated by exe
cutives that supervisory and directive work
which fosters a sense of esprit de corps does
not occur by chance. The building of a whole
some morale in any organization is a matter
of conscious planning and effort. 145

Within the larger society, this meant the development of

social learning principles and the elimination of influences

of "foreign" tendencies. 146 Similar principles of socializa-

tion were to be applied to the internal organizational environ-

mente Bethel, Atwater, Smith and Stackman argue that knowledge

of instincts, social behaviour and social sciences must be

used to "get results through people. "l47 Employing techniques

of industrial psychology, planning must be done covertly in

order to be most effective. 148

One of the most important tasks for management is to

develop within the worker a sense of loyalty to the organiza-

tion's purposes. While the company's primary purpose of

profit making would not "enlist the workers" successfully,

wages or incentives alone have also "shown .. , to be psycho-

logically inadequate as a motivating and cohesive force."

The company must, according to Tead and Metcalf, "justif[y]

itself fundamentally by its service to society" to secure

"genuine adherence to its purpose. ,,149 Developing and rnain-
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taining loyalty, authors agreed, were essential for enhancing

productivity and efficiency as well as for thwarting union

organizing attempts. Rewards were essential for reliable

workers. 150 However, rewarding the industrious was not enough

to ensure fine workmanship and loyalty. At all times it may

be necessary, instructed Pigou, to employ "the weapon of

instant dismissal" especially "among the rougher class of

unskilled" workers. lSI Instilling the fear of punishment in

the worker was, however, a delicate task. McDougall warns

that it is important not to stimulate "an angry resentment"

but rather to satisfy lithe impulse of submission. ,,152

Various disci9linary procedures were outlined for dif-

ferent types of workers. Ross pointed out that more intelli-

gent workers required less severe methods of social control.

These workers he instructed "must be reached through esprit

d
. ,,153e corps or conSClence. Creating an esprit de corps is

an essential disciplining technique but it is also the raison

154d'etre of the personnel department. Bethel, Atwater, Smith

and Stackman provide concrete justification for the concern

with harmonious relations:

When workers are happy, obey the rules, and
want to work, output is high; when workers
are grumpy, resentful and suspicious of manage
ment, output is low no matter what the product
or what the wage. 155

Fostering happiness in the workplace, according to

Daugherty, may solve the labour problem since unhappiness or

disharmony may simply be attributed to lack of adjustment:
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It arises from a lack of adjustment among the
individuals or groups of individuals who are
thrown together in the economic process or
from a lack of adjustment of the individual
to the process itself. 156

Making these adjustments may be costly. However, as Ross

notes, "science is providing precise means of making them and

the results in greater efficiency, good will and happiness

prove that they are worth all they cost."IS7

Improperly executed efforts of management to build

morale may have a "worse effect" than if no efforts at all

were made. Bethel, Atwater, Smith and Stackman warn of com-

mon mistakes by management in such efforts in fostering pater-

nalism or using inappropriate, ill-adapted "canned programmes."

Both tendencies may have "disasterous" effects. 1S8 Harmonious

relations may be guaranteed by capitalizing on the key moti-

vating factors for the particular workforce:

A recognition of responsibility with full know
ledge on the part of the recipient that he [sic]
has concurrent authority, is a strong motivating
force . ... This recognition of interdependence
within the organization fosters a spirit of coopera
tion, which characterizes a group possessing a high
degree of morale. 159

Happiness and cooperation among workers contribute to the

smooth functioning of the organization and the ultimate attain-

ment of its goals.

Although the spirit of harmony and cooperation was

to be maintained within the workplace, it was often suggested

that competition among workers be maintained to "stimulate"

quality work. 160 According to the business literature, the
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important way in which to elicit quality work was to rely on

scientific techniques of selection and job placement and cor

rectly fit the right worker to the right job. 16l

For proper scientific selection and placement, sci-

entific experts may be employed. According to Ross, "the

difficulty of getting the round peg into the round hole and

the square peg into the square hole is so great that some

organizations, in adding to their personnel, call in the experi

mental psychologist or the character expert. ,,162 Benefits

of fitting the right worker to job far outweighed any costs

involved. The authors detailed these benefits--the reduction

of "skill required 0:): the workers", cost saving, efficiency,

increased morale, lower turnover, increased loyalty by "rec-

tifying maladjustments", detection of defects (especially in

immigrants) through the use of mental tests, and the elimina

tion of favoritism in hiring and job placement. 163 If scien-

tific placement techniques were used along with the human rela-

tions approach to management, Tead and Metcalf promised, "the

conditions of basic efficiency and contentment will have been

164developed to a new and unprecedented degree."-

The business textbook authors cautioned readers that

the process of scientific selection and adjusting workers to

their jobs was both difficult and ongoing. For example, Tead

and Metcalf wrote of the "unfortunate" environmental influences

on manual workers whom they said have been "unconsciously

warped and stultified by a childhood sgent under the repres-
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sive influence either of the slums of our larger cities or

of our desolate mine and mill company towns." That these

people may respond with disinterest to their jobs, Tead and

Metcalf attribute to their "subnormal" or "abnormal conditioning

process." For managers the lesson was clear:

People endowed with an average amount of emotional
and intellectual energy do want to be interested
in what they do; and the practical problem is to
release this energy by discovering or creating
in the work and in the work relationship some
appeal which will catch the attention and then
hold it by the strength of the interest aroused. 165

Arousing interest may require the elimination of monotony in

work but it most often would require a degree of cooptation.

According to Gerstenberg, bonuses often serve to:

... secure the workman's good-will, so that
he [sic] will bring to this task not only
diligence and intelligence, but also a certain
elan, in the spirit of which he [sic] will
feel himself [sic] to be not merely an employee
but a part of the business itself. 166

Even when the management techniques necessitated further

costs, it was clearly demonstrated that such means would cer-

tainly justify the ends.

iii) Justifying the Human Relations Approach: Proper
Management as Panacea

Throughout the business literature there was an attempt

to justify the need for management. The need for management

was related to workers' inability to practise self restraint

and social control. Gerstenberg argued:
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However intelligent and however conscientious
a workman may be, it is impossible for him
[sic] to develop the best methods of working.
Instinct will not avail; reason and judgment
cannot even approximate perfection. 167

The existence of management would remind workers of their

proper roles. Under "modern" conditions since the managerial

task was a professional one, and the manager was a salaried

employee as well, methods of dealing with employees were

"humane. ,,16B Management activities, the business authors

promised, not only improved the organization of labour but

moreover, promised "a transformed society" and a degree of

169social progress.

If management principles were properly employed using

techniques of the behavioural sciences, disharmonies within

the workplace as well as in society at large would gradually

disappear. "Labour problems" were not regarded as instances

of class antagonism but rather were attributed to a simple

breakdown in the mutually agreed upon situation between employer

and employee. In Daugherty's words:

Labour problems ... arise because of the failure
of employers and employees to agree over their
respective shares of the product of industry. 170

Disharmonies of this nature were attributed largely to the

"maladjusted" worker. Maladjustment was caused either by

the failure of the individual to adapt properly to the sys-

tem or by the breakdown of the system itself and its mechanisms

f . I' t' 171o SOCla lza lon.

The major responsibility of managemer.t was discipline.
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That this task would occupy the greatest proportion of the

manager's time was not, according to the authors, related to

the nature of the worker's job as dull, repetitive, and

monotonous, therefore requiring a regular reminder to main-

tain a constant speed. Instead it was assumed that workers

had inherent weaknesses, thus requiring constant disciplining.

This was clear in examining statements on unemployment, immi-

gration, strikes, unionizing activities, and movements for

social change. Such "social maladjustment" was regarded as

even "more difficult" and bewildering in the case of immi

172grants. Solutions were sought through behavioural modifi-

cation, adaptation, naturalization, socialization, and coop-

t t
" 173a l.on.

With respect to unionizing and workers' activities,

Hoxie set out a clear task for management:

The ultimate problem which the student of
unionism is fitting himself [sic] to solve
is evidently that of control--what ought to
and can be done to control unionism in the
interest of social welfare and of the purposes
and welfare of each individual. 174

Reports on the destructive nature of strikes,175 and sympa

thetic strikes176 for the community and for labour itself177

were numerous. Even more "destructive", however, according

to the reports, were the unions and the "means used in prose-

cuting their ends"--hostility to strike-breakers, persecution,

178belligerent picketing, bodily violence, and injury to property.

Unions were regarded as unfair in their practices. The idea

of union organization destroyed the ultimate purpose of most
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work organizations in maintaining harmonious relations between

employer and employee and introduced an "unnecessary" element

of antagonism. 179 Most of the authors openly criticized

union activities. Unions were said to hurt consumers by

raising wages by "deliberately" restricting output, to lower

overall quality of workmanship by keeping unfit workmen in

their jobs,180 and to prejudice workers on non-industrial

as well as industrial matters. 18l

Moreover the labour movement was discredited by several

authors in an attack on union leadership. Union leaders were

characterized as corrupt, and often using tactics such as

bribery to force satisfactory arrangements. 182 Furthermore,

it was argued that labour leaders were unclear about the goals

of the labour movement and this contributed to further distrust

and criticism from "a substantial number of citizens who oppose

not only particular aims of organized labour, but also the

basic idea that wage workers should band themselves together

to promote their group interests.,,183

Unions were often regarded as social problems or as

disharmonious elements in a generally harmonious social orga-

nization. Viewed as such, several solutions were proposed.

Catlin argued that unions should be met "head on" and forced

to acquire business methods. 184 Fitch argued that employers

are "not necessarily hostile to unions.,,185 Askwith warned

employers not to continue to neglect youth but to aim to

improve their life chances and develop better understanding
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and in this way, "class hatred" will be eliminated. 186 Clear

and carefully set job standards solved the problem for Spriegel

and Lansburgh187 while Atkins et al. argued that instilling

fear of discharge or discrimination treatment discourages

unionizing. 188 Slichter clarified the prerequisites of union-

ism and instructed future managers on how to avoid these situ-

ations:

unions [are unlikely] to develop among
wage earners who have a good chance of becoming
independent business men. As long as this
chance exists, the wage earner is interested
in getting ahead as an individual. Only when
he [sic] sees little or no prospect of rising
out of his [sic] class, does he [sic] feel that
his [sic] welfare depends upon the welfare of
the class and does he [sic] become interested
in organizations for improving the conditions
of the class. 189

The most serious problem was the logical extension

of the labour movement into action for social change and

the development of socialism. Socialism was regarded as a

"malady" of society--as a "deep seated social disease. ,,190

According to Kirkup, "socialistic speculation":

... tended not to reform and humanize, but to
subvert the family, on the soundness of which
social health above all things depends. 191

Tendencies toward socialism were caused, Ellwood suggested,

by the "breakdown of social habit" and revolutions are "dis-

turbances in the social order due to the sudden breakdown of

social habits under conditions which make difficult the recon

struction of those habits. ,,192

Cooperation and a division of labour were fundamental,
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indisputable requirements of the modern social order. 193

Friction was an unintended consequence of an essentially coopera

tive effort. 194 For cooperation to be assured, a measure of

social control or social motivation was required. As Ross

saw it:

Nearly every community has its blockheads
who 'see no use' in joint efforts which the
intelligent know are vital to the common safety
or welfare, its slackers who hang back because
they count on the rest going ahead. Hence,
cooperation for common ends a little dim or
remote cannot be effected without some compul
sion. 195

While cooperation was elicited through various managerial

196techniques noted by Gerstenberg, it was guaranteed through

the state. On this point, Giddings wrote: ~The primary pur

pose of the state is to perfect social integration."197 This

role of the state, Ross warned, was not to be regarded as a

coercive function. The state, he wrote, ~is thought of as

an agency for promoting the happiness of the people. "19B

The most fundamental lesson for management was the

need to elicit cooperation with minimal or ~invisible~ mana-

gerial control. As long as workers were given enough accu-

rate information about wage payments, methods of compensation

and job requirements, management could then work to secure

interest, loyalty, and "enthusiastic cooperation" from employ-

ees, Tead and Metcalf suggested that its first ~duty" in

this was to create "regularization consciousness.~ However,

the most essential task for the modern manager was to elicit

cooperation from the worker anonymously. For this, Tead and
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Metcalf said the emphasis must shift "from authority to respon

sibility.,,199 The ultimate form of modern management relied

on principles of the social sciences to move from overt to

covert forms of social cooperation. In this form the manage

ment process was more acceptable and hence it would prove to

be a possible panacea.

iv) Human Relations: Techniques and Experiences

The pragmatic character of the business curriculum

was largely reflected in the teaching style used by the uni

versities. Students were provided with as many practical

experiences as possible through factory inspection trips,

observations, direct experience, and the case method approach

to teaching. The readings were also characterized by prag

matism--offering direct suggestions on how to manage, how to

carry out interviews or other aspects of employee selection,

and how to increase productivity. These directions were

issued from the point of view of maintaining harmony and coopera

tion within the organization. It was the manager's role to

quiet the dysfunctioning elements and maintain efficient pro

duction levels.

A variety of carefully planned personnel procedures

was prerequisite to industrial peace and harmony. The busi

ness authors agreed that management was no longer a haphazard

function, but rather it was a scientifically organized depart

ment within the organization. Ross attributed the need for
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a more deliberate personnel plan to the growing sophistication

of workers who "can read and write, have votes, unions, rising

standards of living, and ambitions for their children." As

a result, he suggests:

Industrial democracy is as out-of-date as a
hauberk. The time is ripe for limited consti
tutional monarchy in the factory. Yet owners
who inherit their ideas of property from the
handicraft stage imagine that their autocratic
control rests on Divine right. 200

The most effective modern management was to carry out its

functions covertly through the workers themselves. Watkins

thus points out:

Self-imposed discipline is more effective than
discipline imposed from above. If the workers
make or help to make shop rules, ... an extremely
efficient administration of these matters is
likely to result. 201

If the manager is successful in "directing change in ,>vorkers",

there will result "constant worker improvement: increased

ability of workers, greater physical stamina, greater skill,

better mental attitude, and improved mental stability.,,202

The process of managing using lessons from the indus-

trial social sciences eliminated the "mistake of overempha-

sizing objective, material facts to the almost total exclusion

of human considerations involved in the performance of the

task." This was the gravest mistake of the "old scientific

203management." The new procedures were to begin by promoting

a sense of well-being in the employment relationship from the

beginning. Thus, business students were cautioned not to dis-

miss too lightly the importance of such matters as providing
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a comfortable, attractive office for the personnel manager

for purposes of employee selection and confidential inter

, , 204
v~ew~ng.

Practices of the human relations manager were charac-

terized by paternalism, beneficence, and harmony. All aspects

of the personnel function were to be carried out in this man-

nero Even the most historically contentious point in negoti-

ations between management and labour--determination of wages--

b 'd d' h ' f " t' 205was to e cons~ ere ~n t e spir~t 0 cont~nu~ng coopera ~on.

If management took the time to voluntarily adjust wages, Wat-

kins suggested, it would strengthen "the workers' faith in

the watchfulness of the management over the conditions that

affect their interests, and demonstrate the fact that it

206
is possible to settle grievances in an amicable manner."

While this sometimes required a rise in wages in absolute terms

in the short run, over time, the returns for the employer in

both increased productivity and discipline were well worth

the risks of the investment.

The human relations approach incorporated a concern

for the individual workman into a scientific framework of

207personnel opportunities--opportunities for advancement,

the feeling of belonging to a team through team work and group

208payment plans, and the satisfaction of a fair payment for

a job well done. Management practices were to be guided by

fairness and a scientific exactness. One method suggested

was that of merit rating--a method beneficial for the company
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209and apparently as well as for the worker. Modern personnel

practices, Ross suggests, relied on more imaginative personnel

managers:

Incentive has to be carefully considered.
The appeal to fear is the first recourse of
the dull, unimaginative manager. . •. Graduated
reward lures one to do his [sic] utmost. 210

Thus, the art of management in the "modern" sense was based

on subtlety.

Lessons on speed of work, lighting, atmosphere, fatigue,

and hours of labour were drawn directly from the Hawthorne

and other industrial social science experiments. According

to Commons:

The psychology of the workman is analyzed. and
experimented upon as accurately as the chemistry
for the different kinds of coal . ... Workmen
now can be compared with each other and metered
up like dynamos. 211

Accurate industrial experimentation, the authors instructed,

proved the importance of adequate lighting, heating and ven

tilation for increased productivity and improved morale. 212

Jones, for example, translated this "accuracy" into dollars

and cents savings:

If a workman loses 10 per cent of his [sic]
efficiency during working hours because of
poor light, the wage loss would keep six lamps
going during the entire day. 213

Further lessons were learned from fatigue studies .

... it is the later hours that burden the
labourer and test his [sic] willingness to con
tinue in the shop. He [sic] may work for two
hours with pleasure, for four with cheerfulness,
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for eight with submission, and for ten with
incipient rebellion. 214

While it was important to bear in mind the "disasterous"

effects of fatigue, however, Folts argued, with proper super-

vision, problems of overtime, shift work, or from other changes

. t d d' th h f k be overcome. 2l5ln ro uce ln e ours 0 wor may

Securing cooperation and loyalty to the organization's

goals was the most difficult challenge for the modern mana-

ger. This task required sophisticated techniques designed

to coopt the worker into agreement with managerial practices.

One of the most popular schemes designed to secure loyalty

was profit sharing. It was often viewed as a panacea for

216labour problems. The advantages of profit sharing were

clearly outlined--increased industrial efficiency, reduction

of labour turnover, elimination of disputes and strikes,

encouragement of thrift, wise use of time and materials, and

217the development of a sense of loyalty. Along with these

tangible results, profit sharing promoted the sense of coopera-

tion and harmony managers had long worked for. According to

Taussig:

Profit sharing is a device for binding together
the employer and the employees engaged in a
given enterprise. Trade-unionism looks to a
horizontal division: all the employees in a
trade, scattered in various establishments,
are to be united in common action against all
the employers. Profit sharing looks to a ver
tical division; the employer and the employees
of the single establishment are to be united,
working together for the common welfare of their
compact group, sharing the gains and perhaps
the losses . ... Those employers who enter on
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profit sharing are averse to participation
by their workmen in trade-unions and indeed
sometimes adopt profit sharing with the design
of counteracting the union movement. 218

Furthermore, Furniss notes, profit sharing and other such

policies represent management's understanding of the labour

problem and its willingness to adjust to "the social forces

which have produced the labour problem." From this point of

view, then it could work to "counteract the effects of these

forces. ,,219

Instituting plans of stock ownership, profit sharing,

shop committees, or industrial democracy were to be under-

taken with "extreme caution." According to Tead and Metcalf,

"all such methods of supplementary reward as profit sharing

and employee stock ownership are not the first, most immediate,

or most direct phases of a personnel policy which should be

inaugurated." Warning readers that these techniques are not

a panacea for "indifferent workmanship, uncooperative employee

attitudes, or sluggish morale", Tead and Metcalf argue that

such techniques are but "a safety valve and .... tangible evi

dence of management's good faith.,,220 While industrial demo-

cracy, fair grievance procedures and other avenues of limited

"control" for the worker were necessary to lessen the impact

of some of the more fundamental labour problems--soldiering,

trade unionism, efficiency, and morale,22l more importantly,

encouraging suggestions from below not only produced tangible

results in terms of production efficiency, but created an
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image of good will for the organization. 222

Rather than risking the possible dangers of industrial

democracy and workers' control, a safer way to secure employ-

ees to the needs and goals of the organization was said to

be through company sponsored welfare and social insurance

programmes. Along with data presented on long term cost

savings through such schemes,223 on the suppression of strikes,224

225
and on the increased manageability of the worker, Commons

and Andrews point out that:

by means of an insurance programme, there
is consciously promoted a system of individual
care aimed at the scientific promotion of
the worker's efficiency. 226

The programmes, of course, were expected to be designed for

the "deserving" members and not for those "parasitic classes"

who would quickly exhaust the system and create a "ruinous

increase of burden on the better classes.,,227

Welfare schemes were thus described as ways of reward-

ing deserving workers. The schemes were profitable but

required a degree of management education:

... the large majority of employers and their
officers are still apt to keep philanthropy
and business in different compartments of their
minds. care for employees ... is commercially
profitable. 228

The schemes removed important psychological barriers to ade-

quate work performance. In Tead and Metcalf's words: "the

removal of the workers' fear and anxiety over possible expo-

t h d · . b . d ,,229 hsure 0 ..• azar s ~s a w~se us~ness Droce urea T.e
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important point was to strike a delicate balance between the

employee's feeling of security and fear of disciplinary

action. The good manager would work to remove the employee·' s

most serious source of anxiety while leaving intact the incen-

tives to efficient work performance. With too much at risk,

the employee would have no option but to obey.

Much of managerial theory and practice addressed the

issue of fear. While some argued that a degree of punishment

d f f · t ' d ft' t' 230 d' '1'an ear 0 l were requlre or mo lva lon, lSClP lne,

however, was not to be carried out "unintelligently" because

231it may affect shop morale. The most effective discipline

was described as "quality supervision":

Better than all mechanical devices, incentive
payment methods, and all the other innovations
as an aid to stimulating output was found to be
the kindly, considerate, personally helpful
quality of the supervision. The foreman's leader
ship and training abilities were clearly the most
significant factor in the working success of
the group. 232

Using principles of behaviourism, the "quality" supervisor

worked to shape work performance to meet pre-determined pro-

duction goals and acceotable levels of employee misdemeanors.

Through human relations and industrial social science, manage-

ment had been transformed from a technical task to a complex

method of discipline.

Industrial Social Science and the Business Curriculum:
Entertaining the Prospect of "Happiness"

As industrial social science was developed, academics
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were searching for a more general focus for the business cur

riculum. With the incorporation of scientific management,

business education and the practice of management were regard

ed as respectable. The scientific procedure promised solu

tions to industrial problems. With the development of human

relations approach, management and management education

claimed to address the question of social responsibility. Not

only did this create a more favourable impression for the

business curriculum, but it also raised the general profile

of the university in its claim to meet the needs of the wider

society. Based on the underlying premise of the social sci

ences, the approach assumed that under the apparent confusion

of any social situation, lay a stable and harmonious social

order. The task of human relations managers was to re-estab

lish this stability and re-create "social happiness."

This general promise of social science became in fact,

the specific promise of business education and the managerial

profession. While this did not negate earlier work in promot

ing scientific management and efficiency engineering, it was

regarded more favourably due to its use of "softer" techniques

of management. Hence, Canadian managers and academics main

tained the promise of social harmony through an agreeable package

of cooperation and efficiency at the workplace and in society

at large.

The next chapter will study further modifications to

the business curriculum with the introduction of specific orga-
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nizational theories, forms of administration, and profiles

of required leadership characteristics.
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Chapter Seven

Social Psychology, Personality, and Leadership:
Beyond Hawthorne and the Early Human Relations

Approach to Organizations and Management

Industry needs men of
administrative ability
and the universities
have the educational
framework to produce
them. In partnership,
they have the resources
not only to develop our
potentialities in Canada
to the full, but to create
a society where these
potentialities are best
administered for the
good of all. 1

As management education and practice embraced the

findings of social scientists and considered more efficient

means of enhancing cooperation at the worksite, organization

theorists discussed the nature and structure of modern

organizations and unilaterally defined a theory of complex

organizations. Earlier social scientists and human relations

experts considered various means of developing workers' obe-

dience and maintaining industrial peace through the develop-

ment of cooptation devices. vmile maintaining the theme of

cooperation and efficiency, organization theorists during the

1940's and 1950's presented a more general theory of modern
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complex bureaucratic structures as a context within which work

er characteristics and appropriate leadership styles were to

be practised.

With the more comprehensive analysis of organizations,

theories of management were refined. Following from earlier

studies demonstrating the importance of selecting the right

worker for the right job, enphasis was now placed on the psy

chology of organizations and management and desirable persona

lity traits for managers and leaders. Such study was increas

ingly important as the profession of management was more

clearly defined. In this process schools of business admini

stration were charged with the duty of selecting capable future

managers who acquired appropriate personality characteristics

and generally adhered to the functional theory of organiza

tions.

This chapter studies the conception of organizations

and management presented in the business curriculum during

the Structural Functionalist Phase. While a theoretical ana

lysis of organizations and management formed the basis of all

management curricula, specific studies of organization goals,

leadership characteristics, and executive responsibility will

be analyzed in an attempt to demonstrate the practical appli

cation of the general theory. Analysis of the curricula and

course textbooks will be presented.
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Developing a "Grand Theory,,2 of Organizations:
Toward a Functional Analysis of Organizations

and Management

In their task of rectifying social problems, social

scientists and reformers were aided by structural-functionalist

sociology. Drawing on the Durkheimian conception of the organ-

ic nature of modern society, this sociology was mainly con-

cerned with social order and equilibrium. Once again, the

sentiment was echoed that under a perhaps confused surface of

events lay the foundation of a smoothly functioning social

structure. Horeover, the promise of social science--to

solve society's social problems--was once again renewed.

Structural-functionalism acted as a positive force in

mending the negative image of social institutions by positing

their harmonious coexistence. According to Talcott Parsons,

who is credited as being the father of structural functional-

ism in North America, the formal organization is an important

part of the social system which he characterized as a large i

systematic whole, the constituent parts of which are inter-

connected, bureaucratically arranged organizations expressing

similarity in their end goals. Technological advances have

necessitated an increasingly elaborate division of labour which

in turn has required an "increasingly elaborate organization.,,3

This model seemed to imply that a formalized bureaucratic

structure was an inevitable result of technological progress

and therefore a regular feature of modern industrial society.
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In this respect the analysis assumed the inevitability of

the "iron cage.,,4

Structural-functionalist sociology provided a frame

work within which the sociology of organizations and theories

of management were developed. It explained how society func-

tions in its "natural" state, located sources of disruptions,

and through its logical, matter-of-fact presentation, offered

solutions for disruptions and problematic behaviour. What

structural functionalism offered was the promise of stability.

While social scientists during the Human Relations Phase

offered stability at the workplace, these later sociologists

provided insight into the context in which harmonious work

relations were to be re-established.

Parsons' form of "grand theory" provided a general

explanation of the context within which particular organiza

tional dysfunctions occurred. However, it was much too global

to provide insights into any specific organizational problem

or to allow for comparative analyses of organizational struc

tures. To overcome problems of over-generalization, Robert

King Merton developed his own version of functional analysis,

the "theories of the middle range." Merton explained that

earlier "machine theory" as it was called5 was inadequate in

its failure to account for dysfunctional and unanticipated

or latent consequences of bureaucratic functioning. This

would potentially have devastating consequences for the orga-

nization if unchecked, since participants' energies may be
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directed away from the achievement of specified goals. Merton

asserted that the bureaucratic structure determines the bureau-

cratic personality and cautioned that one may become over

zealous in promoting organizational rules. 6 Further, an

esprit de corps, an "unanticipated consequence" may develop

among organization members. Displaced loyalty from the orga-

nization or employer to co-workers may create a gap between

employer and employees and moreover, may invite employees to

adopt critical attitudes and potentially destructive behaviours.

Merton, therefore, specified the importance of locating "sources

of imbalance" OJ::" "dysfunctions" within an organization.

The sociologist's purpose then is to re-establish or maintain

intra-organizational balance.

Merton's work influenced the development of organiza

tion theory and hence the curriculum of business administration

programmes, especially during the 1950's and 1960's. Merton's

sociology and his criticism of Weber's concern with rationality

was derived from the industrial sociology of the 1930's.7 As

a reaction against the Weberians who viewed organizations as

rationally arranged, efficient structures designed for spe

cific purposes, the human relations school protested against

this harsh approach. Krupp notes, in fact, that the research

at Hawthorne sought theorems and policies of the "middle

range." Elton Mayo apparently distrusted "grand theory."S

The human relations school examined work relations with respect

to a conception of the organization as a whole, although it
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stressed the study of workers and their psychology and solu

tions for problem behaviour. Earlier notions stressed the

practice of good management through efficiency and engineering

principles. The latter approach examined a behavioural frame

work for order, structure, and design. This theory assumed

that disorder and "disease" were located wherever organiza-

tional goals were opposed. Therefore, Hawthorne theorists

and their followers emphasized social stability through the

acceptance of common goals by all individuals and groups

within the entire organization. Wholeness became exaggerated

in terms of maintaining equilibrium. 9 Consequently, coopera-

tion was stressed and conflict was ultimately removed.

During the late 1940's, 1950's and 1960's, studies

in the management of organizations were undertaken on the

organizational personality, goal displacement, leadership

and management styles, and the maintenance of stability.

Moreover, the perspective gave way to the widespread use of

the case study approach, allowing social scientists to mea

sure internal instances of disequilibrium, workers' disobe-

dience and other difficulties in relation to goal displace

ment, leadership abilities, and organizational stability.

This approach was most widely used to study corporate and

state bureaucracies, to classify bureaucracies by their goals,

their beneficiaries as in Blau and Scott's "cui bono?" typo

logy, or by their methods of leadership and administration

and general measured outcomes of efficiency.
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Following the methodology and assumptions of the human

relations school, organizational theory and analysis focussed

largely on two issues: harmony through members' performance

of functions contributing to the organizational whole and

cooperation through consensus, coordination, and control.

Organizational analysis provided a solid foundation for the

doctrine of management. Management essentially performed an

internal regulating function. First management ensured that

persons were correctly assigned to roles within the organiza-

tion and once assigned functionally contributed to overall orga-

nizational effectiveness. Secondly, management fostered con-

sensus and support within the organization. Through coopta-

tion and' other such mechanisms, management worked toward

efficient goal attainment by breaking down informal group com-

mitment and ensuring that any individual's or group's goals

do not override the organization's central purposes. Thus

within the general job description of promoting harmony and

cooperation, management appeared within the analysis as a neu-

tral force and as an essential regulator of the complex bureau-

cratic machinery.

Approaching the Panacea Through Quality Leadership:
Toward a Psychology of Organizations

An outstanding contribution of organizational socio-

logy to managerial doctrine was the idea that organizations

are cooperative systems with agreed upon or socially beneficial
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goals. 10 It was the primary responsibility of management

therefore to reverse dysfunctions, identify and deal with

unintended consequences, and in general maintain cooperation

and smooth functioning operations. Mid-century social sci

entists endeavoured to develop a profile of executive leader

ship characteristics required for such tasks and further

inquired into types of administration and their effectiveness

in facilitating goal attainment. Influenced largely by early

century experiments in industrial psychology, the "modern"

approach to organizations considered both workers' and manage

ment's behaviour and thus a psychology of organizations was

developed.

Studies on leadership carefully considered types of

organizations--their goals, client groups and members--and

differentiated leadership styles for particular types. The

basic assumption was that cooperation was generally desired

by all participants but it must be elicited by adequately

trained leaders. In complex organizations cooperation was

not an automatic response to a given set of goals, but rather

was something that was carefully engineered. Uncooperative

behaviour it was argued, therefore, may simply be caused by

ill-trained leaders or an ill-adapted administrative style.

Thus while earlier behavioural scientists sought solutions

to organization difficulties by examining inherent behavioural

problems among lower level workers without questioning too

closely any peculiarities in leadership styles and charac-
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teristics, later organization theorists examined the relation

ship between leadership and membership. These theorists

assumed that the potential for compliance existed, thus vest

ing organization managers with the serious task of motivat

ing participants. The management function may therefore

be described as the "engineering" of consent.

The modern approach to problems of complex organiza

tions had profound impact on the management training process.

Previously management education taught theories and techniques

of eliciting efficient work performance and obedience from

workers. The new approach implied that along with these tech

niques and theories, future managers' own characteristics and

administrative styles would be carefully scrutinized. This

would necessitate a continuing programme of executive educa

tion and development. With increased complexity and size of

organizations, the modern manager would be placed at the helm

of a particular department--production, marketing, personnel,

research and development, or accounting--from which point he/she

would functionally contribute through a place in the orga

nizational hierarchy to the overall effectiveness of the orga

nization's performance. Learning to coordinate with similarly

placed managers was therefore a major responsibility of manage

ment and a major contribution of executive development pro

grammes.

Following from the Human Relations Phase work, along

with studies on work and work relations, organizational the-
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orists were also concerned with individuals' relationship to

the organization rather than specifically to the job. These

studies analyzed leadership, administrative practices, infor

mal group relations, cultures, environment, and technology.

Since Hawthorne a plethora of studies in this area developed

and the social psychological bases of organizational behaviour

were henceforth scientifically determined. While in the for

mer set of studies effective work performance was defined,

in the latter type effective leadership and administrative

styles were examined. Both work performance and leadership

were defined vis-a-vis the acquisition of characteristics

necessary for efficiency within a bureaucracy and both sub

scribed to the major tenets of social psychology. For manage

ment organizational studies of both types provided valuable

information: lessons on effective work performance and

what levels of efficiency managers may expect from workers

through the practice of various management techniques and

lessons on effective leadership and what tactics and atti

tudes appeal to workers and therefore evoke compliance.

During the 1940's and 1950's studies on work and

work performance often referred to the development of an

organizational or bureaucratic personality. Applied to the

field of management, these studies persuaded practitioners

that the appearance of a degree of flexibility and compro

mise with workers may prevent inefficiency and enhance cooper

ation and harmony. Organizational theorists were also con-
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cerned with the psychology of complex organizations or the

psychological bases of organizational behaviour. Studies of

this nature posed questions regarding the process by which

individuals accepted authority within organizations and the

means by which obedience, loyalty, and consistency among orga

11nization members were developed. Starting points for ana-

lyses in organizational behaviour included authority struc-

tures, leadership styles, administration procedures, con-

sensus, formality and rule orientation, rationality, status

systems and hierarchy, and obedience. For managers these

studies provided concrete data on how to gain respect and

evoke obedience. Management thus becomes fully defined as

the process of eliciting "more or less voluntary obedience by

means of anonymous authority.

Although authority by consensus is a primary focus of

organizational analysis, behavioural scientists also argue

that compliant behaviour is fostered by carefully timed and

satisfactory inducements. Through inducements managers engi-

neer equilibrium, which is held to be mutually desirable. When

workers obey only due to fear of punishment, then it is argued

that they have not satisfactorily acquired a stake in the orga-

nization's purposes. These participants often require spe-

cial managerial attention or regular rewards in order to

maintain an adequate level of cooperation. Rule by force

therefore is not required except where pathology and deviance

have emerged. To be most effective managers are instructed
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to function through covert means and hence present the illu

sion of willingness and choice in participation. In such ana

lyses therefore, cooperation and consent are substituted for

obedience and maintenance and stability are substituted for

control.

Following from earlier forms of managerial theory-

scientific management and the human relations school, modern

organizational analysis has strengthened the legitimacy of

the concept of managerial authority. Within the structural

functionalist perspective, management is characterized as an

unobtrusive and sometimes paternalistic structure which

derives its authority from both lower level and superior mem

bers. Its purpose is to guarantee cooperation, stability, and

harmonious relations in the general interest of all participants.

As a social science the sociology of organizations is reported

to be an objective science. It is within this framework--

in the service of objectivity and mutually agreed upon orga

nizational ends--that management is thought to function in

reality. In providing formulae for the development of harmony

and equilibrium within the organization, organizational ana

lysis contributed to the promise of social happiness. This

promise became the basis of management education in the post

war period.
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Teaching Executive Responsibility
in the Schools of Business Administration and Commerce

Generally the university's task was to provide the

student with "preparation for business responsibility. "12

It served as a basic selection mechanism for business only

through its role in socializing prospective executives,

reserving the final processes of cultivation and in-house

training and preparation to the corporations. Professor

Hand of Queen's described the School of Business as a "pro-

cessor", "a filter, screening so as to set a minimum standard

of quality for the residue."13 As such its goal was broad:

to teach competence in management, responsibility, and a satis

14factory set of values. This included training in necessary

technical skills, administration, the ability to cooperate in

team work, decision-making, accepting responsibility, under-

standing social, economic, and political forces shaping the

business environment, and direction toward acquiring company

goals.

In the role of preparing students for business careers,

the universities were faced with delicate decisions regarding

what form this preparation should take. This question was

particularly important since business graduates were hired

as lower level managers and many would remain in these posi-

tions while only few would aspire to the rank of executive

officer. To this effect the Canadian Society for Commercial

Educa~ion urged that two types of university programmes were
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needed, one to provide professional business education and

another to "devote a larger portion of its curriculum to

courses of general culture and therefore train executives. ,,15

If improperly prepared, the students may become "impatient

with the promotion system and hold unrealistic opinions of

their value to the company,,16 or they simply may become disil

lusioned--with their careers and over-confident that they "are

fully qualified to take their place in the business and indus

trial life of the community without further training. ,,17

For its role in character development, education was

regarded as a panacea. This notion was clearly expressed by

prominent businessmen and educators alike especially during

the 1950's when the cold war climate afforded questions regard

ing North American social institutions a sense of urgency.

For example, education was promoted as a mechanism of regula

tion and stability since it "provides the economic and poli

tical climate most favourable to business. ,,18 Imperial Oil's

vice-president continued with this sentiment, arguing that

there is no "process more productive of human development and

progress than education. ,,19

Business maintained a close check on the university's

role and justified its presence on campus through corporate

donations. Donations were actively sought and endorsed by

educators who felt, as Queen's Principal Mackintosh said,

that "business and industry contributions should be continued

and extended; in the long run they are likely to get good
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prospects only if they are prepared to invest something in

their training. ,,20 This sentiment was shared by many promi

nent businessmen. For example, Herbert H. Lank, president

of DuPont of Canada suggested that "business gifts to edu

cation" are an "essential cost of doing business and staying

in business" and urged that in addition to money, "industry

should also make available to education some of the knowledge

and experience it has accumulated through the years of applied

research, production and management administration. ,,21

During the 1950's there was a systematic attempt to

strengthen and formalize the link between the universities

and the corporate order, especially through such institutions

as the Industrial Foundation on Education established in 1956,

as "the voice of business in the field of education. ,,22 Such

formalized partnership between business and education was

needed according to Imperial Oil's president J.R. White "to

guarantee continuation of the free world.,,23 Members of

prominent business circles not only saw the importance of sup-

porting education as an investment but they actually regarded

it as their national duty to protect social and economic

development, capitalism, and democracy.24 Along with specific

skills such as "how to minimize friction between management

and labour" and understanding "the chemistry of human relations",25

the value of education lay in the world view espoused by the

institutions' leaders.

Aware of the university's role in maintaining a non-
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partisan approach, academics described the role of education

in less specific terms, yet with tacit agreement. The National

Con=erence of Canadian Universities' 1951 President P.J.

Nicholson, for example, described the universities as lithe

custodians of Western civilization" 26 and University of

Toronto's Sidney Smith declared that "every citizen who is

not indifferent to the welfare of his [sic] country should

be deeply concerned about the welfare of its universities-

its bastions of freedom. 11
27 Thus, through education, espe

cially pragmatic education, progress and stability were guar-

anteed. Lessons concerning the maintenance of stability and

harmony within orga?izations and therefore society became the

primary focus of education and particularly business education

during the mid decades of the twentieth century.

i) Toronto and McMaster

Even with the immediacy of the call for technical

expertise, the business curriculum at Toronto and McMaster

maintained its theoretical orientation. The purpose of busi

ness education at these universities was to provide opportunities

for the study of business administration rather than to adopt

the University of Western Ontario's focus and concentrate on

the art of decision-making. Standing firmly behind this

approach, educators argued that the programmes prepared stu

dents with skills and knowledge which were transferable across
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organizations and into the future. At McMaster administrators

agreed that "the training of a person is more important than

th t h " f k'll ,,28 Th bl h P 'd te eac lng 0 s 1 s. e pro em, owever, as resl en

Gilmour saw it, was one of accountability since the univer-

sity's contribution to society was not always easily recog

, bl 29nlza e.

In 1938 Toronto became the first university in Canada

to introduce a graduate course in business administration lead-

ing to a Master of Commerce. In 1950 a separate graduate

training facility, the Institute of Business Administration

was developed and Vincent W. Bladen was named its director.

While professors were transferred to this new institute from

the Department of political Economy, according to Sidney

Smith, in order to "closely integrate the Institute with day-

to-day developments in commerce and industry", in addition

"about a dozen men of achievement and prestige in the busi

ness world" were also appointed to staff. 30 Emphasis was

placed on leadership development with the advanced degree.

As Sidney Smith suggested:

Business executives are accepted for this course
regardless of their formal educational back
grounds. Emphasis is placed on discussion of
current problems and trends in management and
involves consideration of business practices
at the general level. The programme is aimed
at those assigned to general managerial duties
and at those who, having reached the top of
their special departments, are regarded as
future general managers. 31

In this regard, the university played an important role in
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supporting the continuing education of those already success-

ful in the business world.

Business education at McMaster underwent a rapid

period of growth during the 1950's and early 1960's. In

1953-4 the Department of Extension in cooperation with the

Department of Political Economy offered four evening courses

--Economics of Business Enterprise, Accounting and Statistics,

Corporation Finance, and Industrial Relations--"designed espe-

cially for those in business and industry who wish to advance

their professional qualifications. "32 By 1956-7 when two

more courses were added, the evening programme parallelled

the first year of University of Toronto's Master of Commerce

degree course 33 and the Commerce Department petitioned the

university to expand this into a full graduate programme.

Once fully established in 1961-2,34 the two-year M.B.A.

course covered all essential "problem" areas faced by modern

business executives.

During the 1950's McMaster's business curriculum

began to concentrate on problems of internal management and

coordination of functions within an organization. Two new

business courses offered in 1954-5 reflected this concern.

Business management studied the coordination and control of

finance, production and distribution of business units, policy

formation, public and personnel relations, and the role of

the entrepreneur, and Internal Control and Administra.tion Prob-

lems covered administrative control and auditing techniques,
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35taxation, and miscellaneous administrative problems. By

1962-3 the Management course analyzed this problem of internal

control by considering the "diagnosis of problems", the role

of executives and logic and value judgments involved in

decision-making. 36 Themes of planning, control, and decision-

making became the basis of management education. Future pro-

grammes emphasized "the integration of management functions"

and curricular materials were prepared to develop a general

t . t f . 37managemen pOln 0 Vlew.

By 1962 at the University of Toronto there were over

5,000 students registered in both credit and non-credit courses

in business and industrial subjects. 38 Several of these

courses were offered under the auspices of professional as so-

ciations, many of which held long standing relationships with

the university. For example, in 1932 the Canadian Bankers'

Association operating through the University of Toronto,

Queen's, University of Montreal, McMaster, and Shaw Business

Schools offered a combined correspondence/lecture certificate

39programme for bankers. Similarly, a growing demand in the

construction industry for junior and senior executives led

to a proposal by L.J.B. Forbes, president of Toronto Builders

Exchange and Pilkington Glass Ltd. for a university course in

construction mar.agement. While no certificates were issued

upon completion, the university agreed to keep attendance

records for the member firms. The course included study of

human relations, labour relations and arbitration, and lec-
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tures were given by the vice president of Angus Robertson Ltd.,

the Toronto manager of Pigott Construction Company, and a

40branch manager of the Bank of Montreal. Covering similar

topics, one of the early programmes at McMaster was addressed

by Stelco's Presidential Assistant and the Federal Government's

Assistant Deputy Minister of Finance. 4l Lists of such courses

were endless. As a growing phenomenon in modern business

education, these courses strengthened the university's pragma-

tic focus and raised the profile of the university in the

business community.

Post graduate courses for the business executive came

into vogue during the 1950's as executive development and lead-

ership training were regarded as essential for maintenance

in an economy of growth. University of Toronto's Administra-

tive Development programme offered courses in Administrative

Practices on principles of administration, basic problems of

management, essential administrative functions, and respon-

sibili~ies of business leaders; Financial Management, Marketing,

Production Management on planning, cost reduction and control,

and time motion study, Managerial Economics, Human Relations

covering clinical approaches to human relations in administra

tion, Industrial Relations, and Personnel psychology.42 These

programmes ~"ere designed to "groom" and refine employees for

executive responsibility once they were selected by their

respective firms. According to University of Toronto's Profes-

sor o. W. Hain, not only should the gre.duate of a business admi-
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nistration course "be capable of sound management and good

leadership" but "as a citizen of society, he [sic] should be

aware of the long range responsibility implied in ... leader

Ship.n 43 It was this "long range" or general responsibility

that was seen to emanate from executive development programmes.

In 1960-1 McMaster's Department of University Exten-

sion offered two new "management improvement" courses which

promised to increase a manager's competence "in decision-

making, creativity, evaluation, problem-solving, and communi

cation. n44 These courses were somewhat general in orientation,

providing essential background materials for use in any par

ticular professional field. More popular, however, were the

Executive Development Programmes offered in association with

specific professional bodies. The programmes were usually

offered during the summer months when firms traditionally pre

pared for peak fall and winter sessions. Along with the

basic programme, associations such as the Institute of Char-

tered Accountants of Ontario, the Canadian Management Asso-

ciation, and the Canadian Bankers' Association offered certi-

ficate courses of varying lengths through the university.

Such programmes helped to establish greater liaison with the

business community.

Through its sponsorship of business and management

education programmes, the university acquired a clearly defined

service role for business and industry. Although the univer

sity's association with professional bodies dates back to the
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establishment of the university itself, cooperation between

the university and professional associations increased dra

matically during the late 1950's and 1960's. This affected

enrolment in the Department of Extension. McMaster's Pre

sident's Report noted an increase of 123% from 700 to 1,563

between 1957-8 and 1958-9 with a further increase of 30% in

1959-60. 45 While the Faculty of Business concentrated on the

graduate and undergraduate curricula, the Department of Exten

sion assumed a larger and more significant role in executive

development and certification programmes. The Department

of Extension acted as a medium through which professional

bodies asserted their influence on curricular matters.

In general business education at Toronto and McMaster

maintained a firm orientation toward developing responsible

executives with strong characteristics through theoretically

sound, yet sufficiently pragmatic curriculum. The essential

balance between theoretical and practical material was pre

served through a close liaison with local and national busi

ness circles. The curriculum maintained its problem solving

focus and adhered to principles of harmony and stability.

ii) Queen's University

With its combination of pragmatic and theoretical

material, the Queen's business curriculum was considered to

be most well-rounded and therefore most suitable as preparatory

training for the public service. The purpose of business edu-
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cation at Queen's was to train decision-makers who would

assume important positions in government, trade, or private

business. The Queen's programme focussed more directly on

administration rather than management. 46 This more direct

promise of preparation for public administration generally

gave the Queen's programme an appearance of neutrality and

flexibility.

The Commerce Department continued with its speciali

zation in public administration and maintained a close liai

son with the field of political science. While the curriculum

at McMaster and Toronto Universities was oriented toward the

elimination of social problems, the Queen's curriculum was

concerned with problem solving in the political sphere. Thus

the first sociology course was not offered by the Department

until 1949-50. Political Science courses, however, were fea

tured in the business curriculum and provided study and ana

lysis on many aspects of domestic and international affairs,

trade policy, and imperial relations. Courses such as Public

Administration, first offered in 1942-3, Municipal Government,

and the Politics of Democracy strengthened the notion that the

Queen's commerce programme provided essential background for

public service. 47 Finally in an attempt to offer a compre

hensive picture of modern organizational relations, a course

in Business and Governme~t was developed in 1959-60. 48 The

course was organized to create an impression of the mutually

exclusive, yet harmonious goals of business and government,
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and of the government's role as neutral regulator and in pro

viding a set of checks and balances. To ensure a "balance"

in the curriculum, the Department's yearly list of outside

lecturers included the names of government officials along

with prominent businessmen.

While specializations prevailed in a similar fashion

as in the other universities' commerce programmes, because

the Queen's programme was aimed at preparing students for

administrative work, the courses were developed with a broad

er context. During the 1950's even the Engineering curricu

lum adopted a similar goal of teaching administrative respon-

sibility. In 1950-1, for example, the Introductory Economics

course offered through that department studied such topics

as industrial organizations, the organization of production,

price analysis, distribution of income, monetary flows, inter

national trade, and applied problems, and in 1952-3 a Politics

course was added to the Engineering curriculum. 49

In the lessons on decision-making students were provid

ed with opportunities to develop skills by examining various

contexts within which decisions are made. For example, in

Principles of Marketing, marketing functions, organization

and policies were studied "from the standpoint of the economist

and the businessman. "50 These lessons were based on the

reality of the "specific problems" from the "Canadian experi

ence." Several years later, Marketing for senior commerce

students approached the question of decision-making responsi-
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bility from the perspective of policy analysis. Not only was

there an attempt to teach students to examine policy issues

using a macro approach to organizational analysis, but the

commerce calendar specified that the analysis would be pre

51sented from the top down.

Training in professional responsibility at Queen's

developed historically. Before the Department of Commerce

was established in 1914, the Canadian Bankers' Association

instituted courses leading to degrees of Associate and

Fellow, and Queen's University was named as the examining body

for these by the Association. 52 Upon the establishment of

the department, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of

Ontario followed and in 1921 began to offer accountancy exams

under the auspices of Queen's. Similar arrangements have

since been established with the Society of Industrial and

Cost Accountants of Ontario and The Trust Companies Associa-

tion of Canada. Such programmes provide ongoing liaison

betw~en professionals and the campus. In 1958 a conference

on Financial Capital Requirements in Canada was sponsored by

the Department of Commerce by invitation. The purpose was

"to bring together a selected group who are concerned with

events affecting the capital market and who play a part in

directing the flow of capital funds in Canada. " This "select-

ed group" included professors from University of Toronto

and Queen's, the vice-presidents of Shawinigan Chemicals Ltd.

and Imperial Oil, the Deputy Minister of Economics, and the
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president of Steinberg's Ltd. 53

As in the other universities, in addition to the pro

fessional courses, an executive programme was established

during the 1950's. Although they were officially established

in 1956, executive development programmes and conferences had

been associated with Queen's for a number of years and had been

co-sponsored through such bodies as the Canadian Management

Movement and through the work of such individuals as Clarence

Fraser. The Executive Programme, a series of short courses

and conferences, brought together executives from a wide range

of business, industrial and government concerns. Most prominent

ly featured in this programme were executive development courses

dealing with the application of science to the field of

management.

Generally the Queen's commerce programme aimed at strength

ening the decision-making abilities of Canadian business

and government executives. It accomplished this goal by pro

viding a curriculum with a strong theoretical basis and ar.

air of neutrality and administrative efficiency. The ultimate

aims of conflict resolution and the maintenance of stability

were adhered to as students were prepared for their future

administrative responsibilities.

iii) University of Western Ontario

With its emphasis on executive leadership and decision-
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making skills, the Western programme was appropriate for

those intent upon climbing corporate or political ladders.

Even the related political and economic science curricula

was developed to support the model of education and training

in the School of Business Administration. By 1932-3, for

example, a course in Public Administration was offered and

by 1939-40 Municipal Affairs, Comparative Municipal Govern

ments and Problems, and Urban Sociology were added. A few

years later in 1945-6, two more courses in Public Administra

tion were available. 54 For those enrolled in the business

department, Policy and Administration was offered. This

course was designed "to introduce problems at the top level

of management, including relations between business and govern-

ment." Public administrators and business executives present-

ed their "points of view. " This course was meant "to coor

dinate the courses of the department. 1I55 Significantly, Ches

ter Barnard's The Functions of the Executive was listed as a

required textbook.

Theories of organizations and interorganizational

relationships were prominently featured in the M.B.A. programme.

A special required course, Public Relationships and Responsi

bilities, was "designed to emphasize the relationship of the

business administrator to federal, provincial, and local

governments, and to social groups such as churches, educational

institutions, trade unions and societies for political and

social agitation--clearly of leading importance." Because
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business administrators are confronted regularly with various

legislative and social action policies impinging on their

efforts to conduct business, it was argued to be highly

appropriate to train the student in "the public demands"

encountered during a business career. 56

In the Administrative Practices course for seniors,

students were taught the importance of adopting appropriate

behavioural characteristics for organizational life. Empha-

sis was placed on the theory of the bureaucratic personality

as well as on the organic nature of the bureaucratic struc-

ture. Elton Mayo's The Social Problems of an Industrial

Civilization, F.J. Roethlisberger's Management and Morale,

Chester Barnard's The Functions of the Executive, and Mary

Parker Follett's Dynamic Administration were listed as sug

gested readings and the required text was Glover and Hower's

The Administrator. 57 Drawing heaVily on organizational and

behavioural theorists, this course was directly concerned

with maintenance and control within a complex organization

and administrative technique.

Developing this theme further, the Executive Problems

course focussed on business problems faced by top executives

of business organizations. Confronted mainly with II pres i-

dent's problems", students would learn to analyze these issues

from the vantage point of the top position and would hence

seek to ensure the attainment of company goals to satisfy

presidential needs and interests. Courses of this nature
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therefore often incorporated an essential hidden curriculum.

The graduate programme continued to broaden the stu

dent's ability to analyze business problems from an admini

strative position. All students were required to take Busi

ness Policy, a course based on the viewpoint of top manage

ment "where company-wide objectives are set and departmental

policies and activities are coordinated." This particular

emphasis allowed the student to study management problems

"from an overall, rather than from a departmental, point of

view" and "to develop the habit of thinking about business

problems comprehensively, so that the graduate, regardless

of the management level in which he [sic] is located, may

guide his [sic] own and his [sic] department's activities in

such a way as to make the most effective contribution to the

business as a whole. ,,58 Similar perspectives were adopted

in Business Conditions offered in 1952-3. 59 By adopting

the roles of top management, problems and their solutions in

the business sphere are exclusively defined from a managerial

perspective and an appreciation of the ongoing and sometimes

difficult struggle for goal achievement or maintenance is

made apparent.

Educators at Western's School of Business faced few

difficulties in creating a curriculum based on the realities

of modern business problems. Top Canadian business personnel

were affiliated both directly and indirectly with the progra~~e

through advisory councils, through acquaintances among faculty
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members, and through the efforts of the Canadian management

60movement. In 1949-50 a committee composed of Canadian

. 61·executives was established to advise on academic pOllCy.

This relationship proved to be a rather fruitful one from the

point of view of the academics. By providing businessmen with

input, the university was generously supported. The coopera-

tion of businessmen on campus in fact enhanced Western's repu-

tation for leadership in business education, lending credita-

bility to the curriculum and recognition to the Western busi

62ness degree.

Strong business support was shown when the first

Management Training Course, offered in 1948, was attended by

51 men, all "potential high level executives" whose attendance

63was fully supported by their employers. The programme was

supported enthusiastically in successive years with registra-

tion increasing to 65 in 1949, 72 in 1950, 85 in 1951, 125 in

1958, and 131 in 1960. 64 University of Western Ontario was

the second college in North America to sponsor a Management

Training Course and its direction in this regard grew out

of a meeting of senior business executives who met to discuss

difficulties in training for executive responsibility. The

programme was styled in a similar fashion to the regular

programmes with discussion groups, the case method approach,

and input from businessmen. Faculty members along with col-

leagues from the Harvard Graduate School of Business Admini-

stration constituted the staff. The courses were geared
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toward "socially 'rounding out' personalities, developing self

confidence, 'dealing with people' skills, decision-making,

d d 1 · 't' [.] ,,65 T b ff t'an eve oplng a rna ure ilian SlC. 0 e e ec lve,

employers applying on behalf of their chosen employees were

asked to submit details of the applicant's personal strengths

and weaknesses, including relevant personality characteristics

and psychological problems. For its "investment" the spon-

soring company would learn of the employee's potential in

the executive realm.

Western's School of Business Administration operated

on the premise that with adequate technical preparation and

a significant degree of socialization and personal growth, it

was possible to graduate responsible executives. Executive

responsibility was defined by the acqUisition of a management

perspective, decision-making ability, leadership and admini-

strative technique, and a host of refined personality charac-

teristics. Strength in leadership and executive responsibility

for an organization promised stability and harmony. This pro-

mise was vigorously pursued by large numbers of Canada's top

businessmen who supported all aspects of the programme in a

variety of ways. Hence Canadian business executives viewed

the programme as contributing most significantly to the orga-

nization's ability to attain its goals.
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Leadership Training, Cooperation and Control:
An Analysis of Business Education Textbooks

While experts in scientific management, human rela-

tions, and behavioural science were concerned with techniques

of managerial control, organizational theorists provided

broad analyses of the organizational environment in which stu-

dents and practitioners would use these techniques. Organi-

zational theorists generally accepted the main tenets of both

the scientific management and human relations approaches. In

an attempt to create smoothly functioning organizations, these

social scientists studied the internal mechanism of the organi-

zation, its relationship to the external environment, the

functional necessity of authority and leadership, and method-

ology for goal attainment. Through this process they proposed

to eliminate any dysfunctions and thereby improve organizational

performance and contribute positively to general social well-

being.

Textbooks required for business and other social sci-

ence courses continued with the general theme of preventing

and curing social problems. The approach during the structural

functionalist phase, however, differed from that presented in

the courses during the 1930's. Rather than specifically exa-

mining and presenting solutions for ?articular problems, such

as the depression and unemployment, many of the textbooks pre-

sented rather general structural functionalist analyses of

organizational dysfunctioning and social disharmonies and
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methods for their elimination.

In presenting solutions for social problems and orga-

nizational inefficiency, the reading materials emphasized

the importance of strong leadership and managerial functions

within the organization. Leadership performed the essential

task of maintaining the organization as a system of coopera-

tion and although strong and effective management was of

functional necessity to the organization's well-being, it

was usually argued that this strong leadership did not imply

a degree of authoritarianism. Organizational theory and the

business curriculum were very largely influenced by Chester

Barnard's insistence that "organizations by their very nature

are cooperative systems and could not fail to be so.,,66 With

his reputation and variety of experiences in business and phi

lanthropic organizations/ 67 Barnard's model was used as the

basis of organizational theory and analysis popular during the

1940's and 1950's. While The Functions of the Executive was

required reading at only two of the universities, Queen's and

Western, although for a number of years during the 1940's and

1950's, many of the authors paid homage to Barnard. Koontz

and O'Donnell, for example, referred to his work as "so com-

prehensive and rewarding" and as "one of the most influential

and cornprehensive treatises in this field. ,,68 Indeed the work

was influential as the predominant description applied to

modern complex organizations in the business curriculum was

that of cooperation.
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Using Barnard's model, then, the curriculum and read

ing materials started with the principles of stability, har

mony, and cooperation in order to advise prospective business

men on goal attainment, the promotion of loyalty and esprit

de corps, and efficient operations. This approach started

with the findings of the human relations school regarding

the dynamics of individual and group behaviour and examined

how executives and managers may function in order to effi

ciently maintain cooperation at the worksite and thereby effec

tively achieve the organization's goals. Managers and other

administrators were presented as benignly sympathetic, task

oriented individuals whose sole purpose was to ensure goal

attainment by efficient means. While discussions regarding

efficiency and control were not readily apparent, it is clear

upon examining a selection of business school textbooks that

maintaining effective control was the key issue for modern

managers. Thus, although it was imbued with liberal ideals

of harmonYt cooperation, and mutually agreed upon arrangements,

managerial ideology taught the necessity of social control.

i) Managing the Modern Complex Bureaucracy

While it was still very often a requirement for stu

dents to read classical economics works, generally there were

fewer courses available focussing mainly on questions of eco

nomic philosophy. The classical works provided a framework
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within which the modern problem solving and pragmatic curricu-

lum was presented. Rather than subject students to exercises

and lengthy debates on economic doctrine, the courses aimed

to provide the student with enough theory for effective manage-

ment and concentrated on the process of sound decision-making.

Since socialism was no longer perceived to be as real

a threat, during the 1940's and 1950's there was no longer a

need for a variety of courses aimed at discrediting Marxian

theory and the socialists. What the business educators aimed

to do instead was to provide a context within which managerial

doctrines could be presented. Introductory and Economic The-

ory courses therefore expounded on the benefits of large scale

production, specialization and departmentalization, standard-

ization, economies of scale, private property, market fluc-

tuations, and international economics. Reading materials sup-

ported the principles of capitalism--competition, concentration

and growth, and the necessity of inequality. These principles,

however, were presented in light of "modern" doctrine and the

realities of monopoly capitalism. Earlier theoretical work,

for example, examined the rivalry of competition under a

69laissez-faire system. Departing from this approach, during

the structural functionalist phase, the "social system of

industry" was described as based on cooperation rather than

. 1 70rlva ry.

Although there ~ere fewer courses aimed at critically

analyzing the theories of socialism, there was also a notice-
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able reduction in the number of required textbooks presenting

critical assessments of capitalism or alternatives to the sta-

tus quo. As a result the reading materials available seemed

to present "objective" viewpoints. For example, rather than

naming profit maximization as the ultimate goal of business

and industry, goals were described more vaguely. Gardner and

Moore thus write:

How to achieve efficiency is the eternal question
which rocks the average business or industrial
organization back and forth. 71

The matter-of-fact style of many of the writers made

it easy to confuse facts with ideology. Declaring that "the

time is past when factories could be called 'capitalist pri-

sons''', Gide, for example, listed the advantages of large-

scale production, affirming the need for further concentration

d t f d 't I' 72 R t d t " t'an accep ance 0 mo ern cap~ a ~sm. oss no e con rlDU ~ons

to general social well-being:

Private property is a social welfare institution
because the hope of acquiring property powerfully
stimulates the economic activities of the capable. 73

Seemingly objective statements by leading economists provided

students with factual and background materials needed to com-

plete exercises in case management for the primary skill

development components of their courses.

Within this framework, organization was defined as a

"cooperative system" whose purpose was to attain goals mutu-

ally agreed upon by members. In Barnard's words:

Formal organization is that kind of cooperation
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among men [sic] that is conscious, deliberate,
purposeful. 74

This form of cooperation, he notes, is "omnipresent and

inescapable nowadays", yet it in no way limits or stands in

contrast to individualism. Dysfunctioning or "unsought conse-

quences" occur when the component parts or members are in

disagreement or joined in uncooperative action. However, it

is "the function of the executive", he notes, "to facilitate

the synthesis in concrete action of contradictory forces, to

reconcile conflicting forces, instincts, interests, conditions,

positions, and ideals. ,,75 Cooperative activity undertaken with

effective leadership "justifies itself, then as a means of

overcoming the limitations restricting what individuals can

do.,,76 As a more efficient means of accomplishing any parti-

cular task, organization is therefore deemed as necessary for

economic progress and social development.

A popular notion among business textbook authors was

that organiztion was not only efficient but it was desirable

for its contribution to social well-being. Fritz M. Marx,

for example, stressed that the social desirability of organi-

zation rests on successful goal attainment and the achieve

ment of "human satisfactions. ,,77 This notion was supported

by others who held the "grand" notion that organizations pri-

rnarily functioned in a harmonious manner, making particular

contributions to the social whole. Nolen and Maynard employ

the concept of the social good in their examination of the

functions of 3ales management. They suggest:
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Those charged with the responsibility of directing
distribution activities can contribute to the
social good by seeing that the marketing functions
are performed with a minimum of waste. 78

The achievement of social happiness continued to be an under-

lying theme of organization studies as well as economics and

sociology. This theme dominated the course textbooks and cur-

ricula during the human relations phase and its optimism was

not lost during the 1940's and beyond.

Efficient goal attainment necessitated conscious plan-

ning and elaborate coordination of cooperative efforts. Accord-

ing to Elton Mayo, not only must cooperation be gUided by mana-

gerial directives but organization for common purpose was

viewed as a primary social responsibility. In the "Foreward"

to Roethlisberger's Management and Morale, he wrote: "

collaboration in a society cannot be left to chance.,,79 "No

matter what type of social and industrial system may be deve-

loped in the future," Watkins and Dodd write, "management is

indispensable.,,8G The executive's "indispensability" was thus

described:

We shall think of an executive as a man [sic]
who has the job of guiding the behaviour of
others; he [sic] is able to plan the goals
of the group he [sic] heads and organize its
activities into effective means of attaining
those goals; he [sic] has the ability to reach
decisions about goals and means which will
stand up when reviewed, to gain acceptance
of those decisions, and to put them into effect. 81

The management task was not viewed as a haphazard arrangement

but as a definite procedure, the need for which is partially

determined by the unpredictability and unreliability of lower
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level workers.

Literature on complex organizations and business

described at length the contributions of management to the

efficiency of the operation. Management was credited with

eliminating disharmony, instilling members with appropriate

attitudes, increasing the level of efficiency, and coordinating

departmental efforts. In industry Folts identified standardi

82zation as "a principle of modern management." Barnard sug-

gested that with proper management, specialization--the essence

of- d . t . . . bl 83mo ern organlza 10n--1S pOSSl e.

The "special position" of managers grants them author-

ity to enforce rules necessary for the achievement of the

organization's goals. This authority was often conceptualized

as legitimized by the acceptance of organization members.

Marx, for example, argues:

In social groups one test of authority is legi
timacy. But another test, equally important,
is acceptability. If authority becomes capri
cious, uncertain, or harmful, there will be
obstruction and ultimately, revolt. 84

Spengler and Klein refute the argument that personal freedoms

are limited by authority and even seem to suggest that free

doms persist within administrative hierarchies. 8S Effective

managers were therefore described as those who ensured that

individuals not only recognize the importance of organizational

over individual goals but avidly seek to further these goals.

Maturity and responsibility were required to handle

the authority vested in the managerial position. The complexity
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of the managerial job increases upon ascending the organiza-

tional hierarchy, necessitating further skills and complicated

86effort. According to many authors, the managerial job

involves creativity and a variety of tasks. 87 Such concep-

tions leave the impression that managers are indeed a special

group of workers--with talents, knowledge, and special abili-

ties beyond those of "regular labour."

The managerial discipline was often afforded the spe-

cial status of both art and science. Most authors agreed that

its practice must be founded on scientific principles. 88 Weak-

nesses among executives in fact were usually attributed to

the "lack of a scientific attitude. "89 However, because

management involved the delicate work of "handling men", it

was also by necessity often defined as an art. 90 Straddling

the separation between art and science, anyone with managerial

talent was viewed as having the special combination of the

objectivity, discipline, and analytical abilities of the sci-

entist along with the creativity, insight, imagination, and

"personal" skills of the artist. 9l Thus, management was por-

trayed as a special position, more important and essential

than the worker and hence indispensable to the organization.

Writing on the importance of management Barnard claimed

that the manager's function in an organization was analogous

to the function of the brain and nervous system in an organ

ism. 92 Allcutt compared the manager to an army general:

[Management] occupies the same position in
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industry as does the general staff in an army,
and as the latter would fail to operate with
unity and precision without the staff, so the
former would be as a body without a head if
efficient management were lacking. 93

While Barnard noted that the organization effectively func-

tioned automatically, that is, the cooperative system "is

managed by itself", he points out the indispensability of

the executive for three essential functions--"first, to pro-

vide the system of communication; second, to promote the

securing of essential efforts; and, third, to formulate and

94
define purpose." Leadership in many respects provided the

parameters in which organization members performed specified

functions cooperatively. In Barnard's words:

Cooperation, not leadership, is the creative
process; but leadership is the indispensable
fulminator of its forces. 95

In this effort, according to Haire, the manager or "superior"

96
"must maintain an atmosphere of approval." A manager's suc-

cess therefore would ultimately be manifested through observa-

tion of intra-organizational harmony of effort and satisfaction.

Due to the importance of management, it was of ~reat

concern to business executives to continue to recruit ade-

quately trained personnel. The modern writers' preference

for the externally recruited or professionally trained managers

differed from the earlier writers' insistence on the long "cor

porate climb.,,97 Similar arguments were put forth by many

businessmen who were skeptical of the usefulness of business

education. However, as business education gradually gained
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acceptance among business circles, so did the acceptance of

management training.

ii Beyond Human Relations: Toward a Theory of Organizations

Generally the business textbooks were chosen to pro-

vide the student with an understanding of the organizational

society from both macro and micro perspectives. The litera-

ture was dominated by structural-functionalist analyses of

society and its organizations. The approach was, moreover,

often mechanistic. 98 The authors stressed the maintenance of

stability, harmony, and equilibrium within the efficient "well

t d " . t' 99une organlza lon.

Business students were required to read hundreds of

pages of descriptions and reports on the particular features,

intricate designs, control mechanisms, in-house rules and

regulations, and formal and informal codes of a variety of

industrial, commercial, and public bureaucracies. The stu-

dent was expected to acquire appropriate analytical skills

to diagnose problems and present solutions to specific diffi-

culties. The problem solving was, however, to be accomplished

within the framework provided regarding the necessary require-

ments and characteristics of organizations and the distinctive

features contributing to effective and efficient goal attain-

ment. Reynolds, for example, emphasized the need for top-

down management in industry. He wrote:

It is probably impracticable to have democratic
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government of a producing establishment. Worker
owned factories ... which have taken democratic
principles seriously, elected supervisors from
the rank and file, decided questions of business
policy by rank and file vote, ... have usually
ended in bankruptcy . ... Down the line of command
come directives, production targets, cost budgets,
and other instructions. Up the line go progress
reports and explanations of difficulties and
problems. 100

The majority of business authors agreed with Reynolds and

specifically explained the advantages of staff and line orga

. t' 101nlza lone

In all analyses, it was essential that the organiza-

tion's goals be clearly defined. Goals of profit-making orga-

nizations were similar. Ranking the specific goals was the

task of the upper levels of management. Managers' work largely

involved encouraging loyalty to the organization's goals. As

Koontz and O'Donnell explain:

... managers may follow the principle of harmony
of objective: that in directing subordinates,
the manager's task is to harmonize the objectives
of the individual with those of the department
or firm so that the former contribute effectively
to the latter . ... they encourage the subordinates
to seek goals that will yield personal satis
factions and, at the same time, contribute posi
tively toward the realization of the enterprise'
objective. Indeed, the alert manager will go
one step further. He (sic] will suggest the
goals and attach to them the rewards for which
men [sic) strive. 102

Securing loyalty to the organization's goals was of utmost

importance and according to Kuhn most firms forfeited addi

tional profits to maintain stability of operation. l03 The

idea that firms pursued less than the maximum profit levels

but ensured personnel contentment created an impression of
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paternalism--of the organization's concern for the happiness

of individual members.

During the 1920's and 1930's while businessmen recog-

nized that it was important to find means by which to regulate

behaviour at the workplace, during the latter period it was

important to refine those means and to promote acceptance of

the organizational form as fact and as necessity. Centraliza-

tion of control "avoids the chaotic condition that would

exist if subordinates were permitted to act without direction

or give orders helter skelter to one another."I04 In this

way, Marx suggests, hierarchy functions "to provide an inte-

grated scheme of successive control points for the attainment

of efficiency, consistency, and continuity in the performance

of the organization's work. "lOS

To be most functional within an organization, it was

usually argued that authority was to be delegated very care

fully.106 According to Haire, successful managers used their

authorit l T wisely to maintain maximum efficiency:

To a large extent, the subordinate is in the
same position as the infant. He [sic] is dependent
and it is in the basis of this dependency that
the superior gets ... power to control the subor
dinate's behaviour. However, if the superior
chiefly exploits the dependency, we have the
passively acquiescent yes man who does what he
[sic] is told but does nothing else. If we are
to utilize our subordinates maximally, we must
provide opportunities for the development of
active independence on the job, so that we may
have from them some of the initiative, self
directed effort, and growth of which they are
capable. 107
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Moreover, Koontz and O'Donnell argued: "More immediately

than any other executive function, the direction of subordi-

nates is the process through which life is breathed into an

enterprise. ,,108 As overseers of others' work performance,

managers' most significant contribution to the organization

is in the successful and smooth orchestration of those per-

formances.

For the middle manager, the task of maintaining inter-

nal harmony meant "keeping the channels of communication free

and clear."I09 The problem facing management was one of

"building sufficient cooperation and teamwork throughout the

organization so that t?e energies and personal resources of

executive, supervisory, and rank-and-file employees are not

wasted in conflict but, instead, are released for the construc

tive task of getting the job done. ,,110 Gardner and Moore

describe a successful company as one "which can weld able

people into a loyal and cooperative team which can hold its

own competitively, and can withstand the buffetings of social

and economic change. "Ill

Research by behavioural scientists had proven that

success in management required a recognition of the worker's

needs and sentiments outside of the workplace environment. 112

According to Roethlisberger, when a worker "obtains human

satisfactions" within the social structure of the workplace,

he/she may be "willing to cooperate through contributing his

[sic] services to the ecouomic ~bjective.,,113 Commitment to
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the purposes of the worker was stated as a goal of industry.

In Gerstenberg's words:

The ultimate aim of industry is the production
not of wealth but of human happiness. Since
the creation of an abundance of economic goods,
however, is the most practical means of insuring
the maximum of human welfare or happiness,
industry devotes itself immediately to the pro
duction of economic goods. 114

The manager prominently assumed a primary role in the pro-

motion of such a lofty goal.

To achieve "human happiness" the manager must, accord-

ing to the business literature, understand both the psychology

of organizations and organizational behaviour ?atterns. Marx,

for example, refers to the organization as "a pattern of

interpersonal relationships."llS Moreover, Gardner and Moore

relate the importance of conducting specific organizational

studies:

As we go from organization to organization, we
find that each has its own special personality
which gives it a special tone or atmosphere .
... These differences between organizations
are not due to differences in the people but
to differences in the way the whole is put
together and to the forces acting on it. 116

Hence managing the interplay between organization and work-

ers' characteristics required a variety of talents, intelli-

d 1 t ' 1 b'l't 117gence, an ana y lca all y.

While many authors list characteristics of administra-

tors, Barnard analyzes "contributions required of the execu-

tive." The "most important single contribution", he argues,

is "loyalty" or "domination by the organization personality."
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Although this, he notes, "cannot be bought either by material

inducements or by other positive incentives", he did suggest

118that "love of prestige" must usually be present. The

warning for future managers was that the successful top level

bureaucrat must sell his/her life essence--his/her personality

--to the organization. The higher the position, the more the

executive must adopt the essential organizational personality

characteristics. Workers, in other words, may demonstrate a

more instrumental orientation to work than the manager.

Moving beyond the early human relations approach, then,

the industrial relations manager, as Bethel, Atwater, Stackman

and Smith suggest "no longer views his [sic] job as 'personal-

izing management', 'social work in the factory', or 'union

busting,."119 Thus, once lessons of human relations had been

fully understood, management applied these fundamental lessons

using a degree of subtlety and principles of organizational

psychology to achieve a stability and efficiency in the orga-

nizational setting.

iii) Problem Solving Through Effective Leadership:
Justifying the Extended Bureaucracy

Through extensive use of the case method along with

certain reading materials, the business curriculum provided

students with insight into the dynamics and requirements of

the leadership role. The business student was repeatedly

required "to think for himself, [sic] to project himself [sic]
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into the situation, and to think responsibly with regard to

the particular situation and circumstances. ,,120 This process

allowed for the development of enthusiasm essential for the

position. Executives were often described as having an affin-

ity for their jobs due to their quest for power. In Donald's

terms:

Executives, no less than the worker, have an
instinct for workmanship. They get a thrill
out of their occupational activities but, in
addition, the great majority have a love of
power and influence which is much more highly
developed than among the rank and file. 121

Executives and managers did not merely work for organizations

but were integral members of those organizations.

To the worker the foreman or immediate supervisor

represents lithe company" and is therefore, in Reynolds'

terms, lithe only living embodiment of that vague creature-

'the company'.lI l22 For this reason it is important that manag-

ers acquire the necesary skills for handling workers.

Reynolds continues:

The personnel manager may announce regularly
every week how much the company really loves
him [sic]; but how the foreman actually treats
him [sic] is what really matters. If 'the
boss' is good, the company is good. 123

Managers at all levels are primarily concerned with "how to

secure the cooperation of people in attaining its collective

purpose"1 24 and at the same time they are expected to increase

d t ' 't d . t . 1 125 th d h'lpro uc lVl y an ma~n aln mora~e. In 0 er wor s, w l e

procuring higher profit levels and increased efficiency,
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managers' fundamental task is to maintain a peaceful relation-

ship with workers. Thus, Nolen and Maynard emphasize that

"great business administrators are true leaders.,,126

To carry out executive level responsibility and to

act as a model for subordinates, particular characteristics

were required for the position. Business authors described

the characteristics of leaders in highly positive terms and

often concluded that it was the managers' possession of par-

ticular combinations of these characteristics that led to their

successes. Among characteristics commonly listed were good

judgment, technique, an ability to handle workers, prompt

diligence, emotional stability, integrity, courage and forti-

tude, high ethical standards, intelligence, influence, quick-

ness and accuracy in decision-making, persistence, an ability

h " k d "bl d h' 127 - dto t ln an act responsl y an c arlsma. Lea ers as

administrators were rarely criticized and when causes of failure

were examined, often authors concluded that failure was due

to an overdevelopment of an admirable quality. Jones argues

that unsuccessful leaders are simply over-enthusiastic. 128

Such exposure of "failure" in leadership is sharply

contrasted with causes of employee failure. Allcut, for

example, lists causes of labour ~urnover due to the "incom-

petence, insubordination, laziness, roving disposition, and

129misfortune" of employees. While he concedes that labour

turnover may also be caused by poor working conditions, low

wages, unsafe work, injustice, or inefficient management, he
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is reluctant to list personal characteristics possibly con-

tributing to this inefficiency. From this and similar dis-

cussions future business managers were advised on how to "win

leadership.,,130

Decision-making forms the basis of the manager's job

and to be successful students were encouraged to practice solv-

ing business problems. As Folts advises:

The daily life of an industrial executive consists
of a succession of problems to which he [sic]
must either supply solutions or approve solutions
proposed by his [sic] assistants. His [sic]
success as an executive is dependent on his
(sic] ability consistently to be right in his
[sic] decisions. The aim of the student of
industrial management should be the exercise
of sound judgment in problem solution. The
viewpoint in seeking solution of a business
management problem is invariably profit, either
immediate or long-run or preferably both. 131

Emphasis is placed in the literature on the complexity of

the decision-making process. Roethlisberger thus constructs

an appropriate analogy:

The executive has to size up human beings and
human situations. In this respect his orientation
is like that of the clinician. He has to make
diagnoses. 132

While it was acknowledged that a variety of factors

including family background, national heritage, religious and

moral background, and political and social philosophies may

- f t th t ., h t d .. k . 13 3 . taL ec e execu lve s approac 0 eClslon-ma lng, l was

generally agreed that decisions must have a rational basis.

According to Grant, therefore, engineers are very qualified

to make business decisions. 134 Although decisions were to be
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based on concrete data and reasoning, Smith and Christensen

argue that there is still no clear formula for decision-making.

They write:

At the top level, an executive does not have
any 'all-wise' adviser tell him [sic] what problem
or problems he [sic] should be watching, or working
at ... at a particular time . ... And he [sic]
has no reference book to look into, no infallible
aid to give 'the solution'. He [sic] must, never
theless, find some solution . ... This he [sic]
does by the exercise of ... judgment . ... And
neither before the decision is made nor after, will
he [sic] be absolutely sure he [sic] has taken
the 'right' action. For there is no 'absolute
right' in the area of important business decisions.
There are only 'opinion' and 'judgment'. The
administrator must be willing and able to work
in such an atmosphere. He [sic] must accept the
responsibility of dealing with some facts and
with many unknowns in reaching ... decisions. 135

At the upper levels, then, Jones adds, even greater skills

and abilities are required as the "needs for decision making

steadily grow more numerous and more complex, and the propor

tion of value premises increases strikingly.,,136 These senti-

ments were based on the notion of meritocracy--that the most

able decision-makers would achieve high ranking positions

under normal business circumstances.

Although a major part of management education was

devoted to the solution of labour problems, structural func-

tionalist analyses reinforced the notion of organizations as

137cooperative systems. Social problems were described as

"abnormal conditions", "unadjustments, maladjustments or

pathologies" which were sometimes "dangerous and intolerable.,,138

Yet lessons regarding the manageability of labour and labour
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139problems were clear. The only "problem" therefore was

finding the appropriate way in which to deal with instances

of disequilibrium. On absenteeism and tardiness, for

example, Watkins and Dodd write:

The real problem of absenteeism is how to handle
it, especially in cases of workmen who feel
that they are entitled to take a day or so
off whenever they are inclined. 140

Using scientific means of selection, placement, task analysis,

and fair employee benefit packages, management engineered

stability and harmony within the industrial setting. With

careful decision-making by well trained and selected leaders,

stability, morale and harmonious relations were guaranteed to

develop within the complex organization.

iv) Skills and Techniques for the Modern Manager

Modern organization theory and writings on management

and leadership generally su?ported the notion of the manage-

ability of labour and other organization problems. Most social

scientists searched for clues to "disharmonies" or problems

within the organization's internal environment and suggested

adjustments to the management process to cure those problems.

When difficulties were perceived to be external to the orga-

nization, managers were urged either to insulate the organi-

zation against detrimental influences or initiate the process

of change. In this task, the upper levels of management were

. d' bl 141ln lspensa e.
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Analyses of problem solving within the organizational

framework were based on a model of consensus rather than con

~l' t 142J: lC •

... the president of a company cannot expect
his [sic] factory superintendent to plan well,
to plan effectively, to plan as he [sic] wants
him [sic] to plan unless both the superintendent
and the president have clear and explicit know
ledge of just what the superintendent's objec
tives are. The more this requirement of defi
nitive objectives is common practice throughout
all levels of the organization, the better the
organization will operate, function harmoniously
and effectively. 143

Even conceptions of authority overlook the conflict of inter-

. 1 t' h' 144 FIB d'est ln a power re a lons lp. or examp e, arnar s

statements on participants' "willingness to cooperate" or

II' t' 11
145 b d th t' f tpurposlve coopera lon are ase on e assump lon 0 mu u-

ality and agreement among "organization members. II

A primary purpose of the business textbooks was to

provide students with insights into the successful management

of labour and other social problems. Major lessons revolved

around the nature of labour problems, the right of management

to solve problems and IIcoordinate"activities within the orga-

nization, how the student should analyze problems, and what

techniques are most effective in solving problems. With

these concrete lessons came the "hidden" curricula--conceptions

of workers' and management's right to control. 146 The selective

descri9tions offered in case materials textbooks or in examples

of real business situations provided students with insight

into the types of data required for successful problem solving.
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In an introductory textbook, for example, the following state-

ment on the Kansas City labour force was provided as informa-

tion necessary in deciding on plant location:

Labor: Ninety percent of Kansas City labor
is white, American born. It is contented labor,
working in the best of surroundings, with a
record of only 7 strikes since 1900, and none
since 1921. It is efficient labor, as proved
in the production records of Kansas City manu
facturers having plants in other cities. 147

Along with lessons providing information needed to

successfully solve organization problems, suggestions on pos-

sible techniques are freely offered. On raising productivity,

Allcut suggests:

The highest individual productivity is possible
only when the worker is given the highest class
of work for which his (sic] natural abilities
fit him [sic]. 148

Adding to this lesson on the psychology of the worker, Roeth-

lisberger notes:

... it is important for the executive to listen
before talking. By this means he [sic] comes
to understand the sentiments and situations
of the person or group before he [sic] practises
the art of persuasion or assurance in order to
secure their loyalty, confidence and cooperation .
... This is the exercise of human control by
'understanding' and not by 'verbal magic'. 149

According to the literature, the key to solving labour

problems was to follow some basic and simple rules regarding

workers' psychology and the satisfaction of workers' needs.

Reynolds, for example, argues that workers are preoccupied

150with security ~nd this must be kept in view by management.

Gardner and Moore's analysis stresses satisfaction of workers'
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psychological needs:

Good administrative leadership utilizes the stim
ulating effects of both reward and punishment
to achieve a cooperating, enthusiastic work
team. 151

Moreover, Haire stressed the importance of the worker's need

to feel that his/her work is essential to the organization.

If this is so, then, "psychologically, he [sic] is in a situ-

ation where it is much easier for him [sic] to provide help

to his [sic] superiors in getting the job done. "152 It is

important, Bethel, Atwater, Stackman, and Smith explain, that

managers "turn to the social scientists" "to learn how people

153want to be treated. 1I Maintaining a "happy" workforce is,

in Marx's terms, the "essence" of the manager's job:

... morale is obviously the very essence of suc
cessful administration. Whether the undertaking
administered be an army, a public agency, or a
private enterprise, it is clear that if its
leaders aspire to sustained accomplishment of
desired results, they must seek to master the
problem of morale both as a standard of appraising
the effectiveness of their organization and as a
means of maximizing its esprit de corps. 154

Thus, the primary task of management was emphatically set

forth.

An essential part of modern management education was

concerned with techniques of control. Both overt and covert

techniques are explored and advice is appropriately given.

Jones endorses the use of sanctions in particular situations. 155

Many authors, including Allcut, chose wages as the main means

of "inducement."156 Moreever, there seems to be firm agree-
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ment on the need for more subtle forms of control. Haire, for

example, argues:

Indirect approaches to changing the way people
see things are much more apt to produce the
change in behaviour than are attempts to change
an attitude by force of argument. 157

Logan and Inman suggest positive means of motivating workers:

Men [sic] working for their wage only, stimulated
merely by the fear of their poorer condition if
they fail to hold their jobs, are not the best
labourers in the long run. Content and pride and
security rather than fear are satisfactory sup
plements of the pay envelope in holding men
[sic] at their tasks. 158

Various techniques such as providing opportunities for growth,

creating feelings of belonging, and providing mechanisms

through which employees may participate in the decision-making

159process were all suggested and success rates were concretely

documented.

Perhaps the most difficult lesson for future administra-

tors was the ability to use authority effectively. Efficient

use of authority in the modern organization required a subtle

approach and a substantial knowledge of the worker's needs and

sources of satisfaction. Watkins and Dodd explain the dynamics

of successful employer-employee relations:

To the average American workman, excessive
paternalism is distasteful. This seems a difficult
lesson for employers to learn. Those who believe
that either benevolent paternalism or unmitigated
autocracy will satisfy employees have not learned
the most rudimentary lesson about human nature.
The intelligent, self-respecting modern wage
earner wants justice, not charity, recognition
of his [sic] personality and his [sic] rights,
not the patronage of a feudal baron. Consequently,
... cooperation, and not ... submission should
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be sought. Cooperation by consent is much more
effective than cooperation through force or
fear. 160

Hence, modern managers were advised to employ techniques to

elicit willing cooperation rather than simple obedience. The

effectiveness of this approach would eventually be proven

especially in periods of turbulence and uncertainty.

During the earlier periods management theory and

management education were based on the assumption that tech-

niques were necessary to eliminate the destructive conflict

between management and labour. Both scientific management

and the human relations approaches assumed an inherent con-

flict within the organizational setting. During the later

period, following close examination of the Hawthorne findings,

organizational theory was based on the assumption of coopera-

tion. While similar techniques developed by scientific manage-

ment and human relations scientists were still employed,

management focussed on the question of how to maintain harmony

within the organization rather than how to eliminate conflict.

This modern positive approach strengthened beliefs in the

necessity and importance of management and lent further cre-

dence to the idea of an inevitable panacea.

Organizational Analysis and the Business Curriculum:
Toward a Model of Stability and Leadership

As social scientists developed a model of organizational

analysis, business practitioners sought methods of developing
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stability and harmony within their organizations. Organiza

tional theorists examined the concept of leadership style

and from their analyses, businessmen experimented with leader

ship techniques within their organizations. Relying upon

strong leadership to cure organizations ailing from the depres

sion and the war years, businessmen looked toward the univer

sities for gUidance in developing responsible, mature admini

strators. Incorporating both elements of scientific manage

ment and the human relations approach, social scientists sought

to develop efficiency in organizational functioning through

analysis and control of environments, technologies, persona

lities, and administrative qualities.

The focus on leadership, administration, and responsi

bility did not eliminate the earlier framework of human rela

tions developed by the behavioural scientists. Rather the new

focus provided a context within which programmes for organizing

social happiness would be developed and maintained. In this

regard the general promise of social science and the speci-

fic promises of business education were strengthened.

Organizational analysis provided a basis for under

standing the components of an organization and their inter

relatedness. It taught the importance of the development of

particular characteristics among members and the need for

acceptance of the organization's goals. A science of organi

zations provided a neutral framework upon which authority rela

tions and power differentials among the organization1s members
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were justified.

Recognizing the immediate importance of establishing

stability and harmony within business corporations, business

men and key members of the Canadian management movement worked

closely with Canadian business educators to develop a sound

programme for professional management development. Undergrad

uate, graduate, and post-graduate courses stressed the process

of decision-making and trained managers and administrators how

to function appropriately when faced with key decisions. Whether

these lessons in decision-making were used by marketing,

production, or personnel managers, the promise was clear.

M~nagers showing responsibility and sound judgment in applying

the principles contributed specifically to the organization's

internally stable environment and generally to the smooth

functioning society.

The next chapter will examine the development of the

Canadian management movement and the work of Clarence Fraser

in this regard. The analysis will primarily study the liaison

between key Canadian managers and the universities and their

influence on the development and direction of the business

curriculum.
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Chapter Eight

Liaison -- Managers and Management Education:
Clarence Fraser and the Canadian Management Movement

Modern medicine applies
thorough diagnosis before
treatment. Modern manage
ment likewise can assess
its own conditions and
needs, before moving into
its next phase of develop
ment for health growth. 1

As the administrative function within organizations

was enlarged, the professional manager became more prominent

and important in all areas of work. Simply, by the 1930's,

the manager's presence was felt by workers at all levels of

both pUblic and private bureaucracies. From the point of

view of the management experts, this visibility of the manager

was not enough to ensure smooth functioning. Besides his/her

presence, management experts sought to gain most from the

managerial function by first of all, ensuring that managers

were well trained and secondly, by engaging in further analysis

of the work process and management techniques.

Just as the incorporation of any new theoretical

material into the curriculum was a slow process, industry's

response to various forms of research was neither immediate

nor always favourable. Industrialists, businessmen, and
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managers adjusted practical techniques of production and admi

nistration only when they were adequately convinced of the

usefulness of change. This does not mean, however, that

experimentation occurred at an academic level and was then

transferred to the wider community. What is important to under

stand is the process by which academic teachings and research

were integrated into the work of Canada's managers, and in

turn how the management movement affected business education

and the educator's willingness to incorporate the techniques

and principles of the practitioners' science into the schools.

This chapter examines the involvement of Canadian

managers in the promotion of management education. In parti

cular the section studies the work of Clarence Fraser who

acted as a liaison between academia and the business environ

ment. Management practice is closely examined in each of the

three phases under study as it embraced the theories of sci

entific management, industrial psychology and human relations,

and structural-functionalism.

Clarence H. Fraser: Management Education Promoter

A pioneer in the development of the Canadian manage

ment movement, Clarence H. Fraser was instrumental not only

in coordinating some of the work done by managers and manage

ment educators but also in developing a concrete set of object

ives for the field. His concern for coordination and insis

tenceonthe advancement of a manageme~t movement in Canada,
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he argued, reflected the growing needs of the Canadian economy

which increasingly required "not only well-intentioned but

well-trained managers for general administration and for those

special fields of activity which are 'integral parts of

2management'."

Fraser was a member of the faculty of the School of

Business Administration, University of Western Ontario, mem-

ber of the advisory cOlnmittee, Management Training Courses

at Western, and was a founding member of the Industrial Rela-

tions Centre, Queen's University. Other educational commit-

ments included faculty appointments in Industrial Relations

at the Graduate College of Princeton University and in the

evening division of Palomar College, California. Additionally,

Fraser contributed to the programmes and conferences of a num-

ber of professional societies and held directorships in the

Institute of Administration, Montreal, the Montreal Personnel

Association, and the Personnel Association of Toronto. Despite

these prestigious positions held within educational and profes-

sional institutions, Fraser was best known for his work on

manpower problems and in personnel development at the Bell

Telephone Company of Canada. In recognition of his work,

he was employed as personnel consultant to the Canadian govern-

ment on manpower utilization in Canadian war plants, to the

War Assets Corporation on organization and personnel as well

as to business, government, and other enterprises in Canada,

3U.S., and overseas. Fraser's activities as a personnel con-
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1 t t
. 4su tan were very ex enSlve.

During the 1930's one of the objectives of Canadian

executives was to establish programming in Industrial Rela-

tions at the universities. Clarence Fraser was instrumental

in his words in "planting an industrial relations centre at

Queen's University. "5 The initial idea for the centre at

Queen's was developed at the Princeton Industrial Relations

Conference in September of 1935 by Bryce M. Stewart, Research

Director of Industrial Relations Counsellors, New York,

Clarence Fraser of Bell Telephone Company of Canada, and one

of the founding members of the Montreal Personnel Association.

These men agreed to work together from their locations in

New York and Montreal to push for the centre6 with Stewart

gathering support from his associates at Queen's and Fraser

convincing various Canadian management groups. Through such

networking support for the idea was developed and Queen's

agreed to host an Industrial Relations Conference in 1936 in

conjunction with the Montreal Personnel Association, the

Personnel Association of Toronto, and core planners, W.A.

Mackintosh, Director, Commerce Programme, Queen's University,

Fraser, representing the Montreal Personnel Association, and

W.H.C. Seeley of the Personnel Association of Toronto. As

a result of the response to the conference and interest gener-

ated, the Industrial Relations section of the Department of

Corrmerce and A~~inistration at Queen's was established in

1937 with Professor J.C. Cameron as its director. Thus, these
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management experts targeted their concerns and actively pro-

moted their whims as well.

The urgency with which Fraser and company promoted

the development of a Canadian industrial relations centre was

related to their common conviction that organizational prob-

lems could be abated with careful planning, research, and

management of labour. Once this was recognized by univer-

sity personnel, the task became one of instituting appropriate

curriculum, finding specialists to teach, and gaining the

support of the business community in this effort. When the

Industrial Relations Centre was first established at Queen's

in 1937, there were no immediate plans to "turn out specialists

in industrial relations who would be snapped up by industry

for expert jobs.,,7 Rather, as Professor W.A. Mackintosh

expressed in a letter to Fraser:

What we would like to do is to see that every
graduate in Commerce knows something of the
field of industrial relations even though very
few of them will ever take it up as specialized
work ... everybody entering industry ought to
have an intelligent approach to industrial
relations and ... it ought not to be a subject
which receives consideration just before an
industrial dispute. 8

Those destined for specialists' training would research and

consult to industry. Built into the plan, however, was the

notion that basic knowledge, information, and skills in

managing labour relations on a daily basis were fundamentally

required by all desiring a business career.

In programme planning, university personnel were care-
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ful to maintain an agreeable relationship with businessmen

and industrialists. Before a faculty appointment was made

for the Industrial Relations Centre, for example, Mackintosh

deliberately relayed his ideas concerning the position and

his expectations of the successful candidate to Fraser. The

candidate was expected to spend only one-third of time in

teaching while research and consultation would occupy the

major portion of time. In hiring a researcher consultant,

Mackintosh expressed his perspective in this way:

We would expect him [sic] to maintain active
contact with industrial relations particularly
in Canada and, to some extent, in the United
States . ... We would hope in this way to
render in a comparatively short time a valuable
service to those engaged in industrial relations
work by being able to make available to them
in bulletins and circulars information as to
developments in the various fields. 9

The "valuable service" would include the housing of files

of agreements and employee relations plans of various companies,

library service, and up-to-date books, periodicals, and

research endeavours. Consequently, the university would be

cast as an information/resource centre for those engaged in

industrial disputes and other labour relations problems.

Generated from within business circles the management

movement had an impact on the direction and focus of business

education. Although Fraser was careful to separate and

account for the particular mandates of the professional asso-

ciations as distinct from that of the universities, in the

end he concluded that "each may contribute to the common pur-
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pose before they proceed along their respective roads."lO

In examining the development of Canadian personnel associa-

tions in relation to the Industrial Relations Centre at

Queen's, Fraser established that "both purpose to advance

the cause of sound human relationships in industry and com

merce."ll However, the university's contribution to this

goal differed from that of the professional associations due

to the nature of its programmes. Basically, Fraser acknow-

ledged, as a public body, the university programme must incor-

porate a broader basis. In Fraser's analysis, the emphasis

in the university was on society "with a focus on human rela-

tions within and surrounding industrial and commercial insti-

tutions" while the professional associations focussed on

management, particularly personnel administration and person

12nel management. As such while the latter organizations

emphasized practice and only indirectly dealt with legisla-

tion or labour union movements as these affected management,

the Queen's programme sought to analyze labour legislation,

union activity and policy, and management practice and its

interrelationships. As active participant and organizer in

both organizations, Fraser, as go-between, worked toward an

agreement on the usefulness of the one group's theory and

analysis and the other's experience and data base.

To a large extent Fraser pioneered the management

movement in Canada. Its purpose was mainly educational and

to achieve this, he necessarily argued that "the educational
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institution, the industrial enterprise, and associations of

practitioners ... are allies in this growing movement.,,13

It was expected that the universities would provide students

with a broad foundation in the "theory of administration and

related fields of knowledge", the industrial work experience

would allow participation and practice, and the professional

management association would operate as a forum for discussion

and evaluation of both theory and practice with a variety of

professionals sharing a diversity of problems. Although

this arrangement seemed to provide ample opportunity for the

free exchange of ideas, there were definite plans for the

direction this information sharing was to take. Thus, as

secretary and treasurer of the Administrative Group of Mont

real, Fraser sent notice to all members that the theoretical

direction of the group would be taken from two main sources:

Papers on the Science of Administration, edited by Gulick

and Urwick and Industrial and General Administration by Henri

Fayol.14 With even more specificity, Henri Fayol's defini

tion of administration was adopted. IS

In specifying the direction and function of the

management movement in Canada, Fraser outlined the role of

the universities. The upper levels of the management movement

--"top executives and their understudies", and representatives

of city and regional management associations working to deve

lop the movement locally--would originate from "schools of

administration preferably of postgraduate standing" and would
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further be provided with correspondence and extension courses

from the schools. Regular mernbership--practitioners, researchers

and teachers within the specialized field--would be "fed by

schools dealing with special phases, undergraduate and grad-

uate" of the management experience as well as by extension

courses offered. 16 In providing initial learning experiences

in management, the business schools prepared future managers

and administrators with a common base of theoretical and

practical knowledge. It was the task of the professional

associations and Canadian management movement to continue and

reaffirm this process.

Fraser's goal was to coordinate the efforts of three

primary groups within the field of management. These were

groups involved with manpower, that is, personnel and adult

education associations, the monetary groups, such as accoun-

tants, secretarial associations, and "credit men"; and those

primarily involved with equipment, including engineering

institutes, associations of professional engineers, and pur-

h · t 17c aSJ.ng agen s. By meeting together in a professiona~ capa-

city and engaging in educational endeavours and joint efforts

of consultation and practice, Canadian managers would be able

to keep pace with the "international sphere of management."

In setting out the gUidelines for the Canadian admi-

nistration movement, it is evident that Fraser and his asso-

ciates assumed that there was one essential theory of manage-

ment and consequently "one best" management system. The pur-
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pose was to coordinate efforts both vertically between manage

ment and the higher sphere of administration and horizontally

among departments within an organization. Moreover, if pro

perly coordinated, this unification of management practice

would cross organizational boundaries, thereby alleviating

serious problems of "breaking in" new managers and re-social-

izing them to the management system of the particular cor-

porate concern.

Fraser's plan started with the premise that those

choosing "the vocation of 'management' as a career" were most

often experienced in "technical, sales, clerical, craft, pro

duction or other related work as a supervisor" and were then

promoted to manage units of departments or complete depart

ments "directing and coordinating production, distribution,

control, ... or labour functions."18 As distinct from this,

the administrator or the "manager's manager" was concerned

"with all or a major portion of the operations of the enter

prise as a whole." li'lhile a select few , comparatively speaking,

were destined for administration, "the growth of institutions

is calling for an ever-increasing number of highly qualified

practitioners" whose "status is not that of owners." The "pri

mary duty" of this level of managers is to act "as a judge

or umpire--weighing and deciding action on the claims of all

parties in the economic system--Iabour, owners, consumers,

and the PUblic.,,19 For the process to run smoothly, Fraser

recommended ~hat common definitions and language be adopted,
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that current management practices be appraised against "accepted

theory" and that standards of knowledge and skill be established

for the effective practice of administration. Essential to

the effort were university courses in management, other edu

cational associations or institutes, a system of information,

and a network among practitioners.

In his writings and advice offered through consulta

tion, Fraser's early work can be distinguished from later

pieces. Concerned largely with the breakdown of the work

process and the scientific analysis of the breakdown during

the early years, Fraser was actively involved with the Taylor

Society of New York and corresponded with H. Person, the

Society's director. His advice and written work seemed to

reflect this intense interest in scientific management. During

the later years, the 1940's, Fraser's concern was with matching

employees to jobs. Once the trend toward breaking down the

work process into smaller components had been successively

implemented, he argued that the task of the personnel special

ist became one of scientifically analyzing the jobs and then

finding employees with specific characteristics. Later works

reflected Fraser's personal knowledge and contact with the

Hawthorne experimenters and the human relations school as

well as with the fields of industrial sociology and psychology.

Valuable lessons regarding the process by which

various management theories such as those of Ordway Tead,

Thomas G. Spates, F.W. Taylor, Henri Fayol and others were
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introduced in Canadian management schools and practices and

the coordination and contact between the practitioners and

educators are gained from studying Fraser's activities. Spe

cifics with regard to his work and its influence on Canadian

management education and practices will be analyzed subse-

quently.

Scientific Management and the Management Community

As noted above, the Canadian management movement care

fully adopted its definition of administration from Henri

Fayol and its theoretical direction from Luther Gulick and

Lyndal Urwick's edited collection, Papers on the Science of

Administration. Fayol's concept of administration, briefly,

to plan, organize, command, coordinate, and control, was essen-

tially based on Taylor's scientific management. Fayol was

a contemporary of Taylor's and as Braverman notes, he approached

administration systematically in order to secure absolute orga

nizational control. 20 An outspoken supporter of Taylorism

and the management movement, Urwick directed the International

Management Institute centered in Geneva, SWitzerland. Writing

in praise of the work of New York's Taylor Society, he named

the Taylor Society Bulletin as "the best periodical" available

for the person "who wants to keep pace with the progress of

the general management movement. "21 Of Taylor himself, Urwick

was impressed by his stature as a "practical man, an engineer
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of great technical distinction" who contributed greatly by

"applying consciously to the whole process of industrial orga-

nization the intellectual methods responsible for the advances

in the physical sciences which had made modern machine indus

try possible."22

Fraser himself was deeply interested in the work of

the Taylor society and in fact corresponded directly with Dr.

Harlow S. Person, the Society's managing director. In a let-

ter dated July 13, 1934, Fraser acknowledged Person's influ-

ence on his own ideas. Having read Person's article, "Mental

Pitfalls in Leadership", Fraser commented: "I enjoyed your

clear-cut presentation very much and it has served to clarify

my ideas on that involved sUbject,."23 Similarly, he added

that the copy of "Scientific Management in American Industryll

Person provided him during their meeting in September of 1932

had proven "very useful" in his own work.

Fraser was particularly interested in pursuing work

in scientific management before leaving for a period of study

in Britain and Europe with such organizations as the In~titute

of Labour Management, the British Labour Ministry, the National

Institute of Industrial Psychology, the British Works Manage-

ment Association, and the International Labour Office. He

asked Person whether he knew lI o f any work parallelling that

of the Taylor Societyll in Britain or Europe. Upon his return,

he wrote: "I should like to become a member of the Taylor

Society ... I have contemplated [this] since our conversation. ,,24
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During his 1934 sabbatical Fraser would be introduced

to the British adaptation of scientific management since, as

Person pointed out, the various institutions which were

intending to "pilot" him about, "take the place of what the

Taylor Society is in the United States. ,,25 Excited about

Fraser's obvious commitment to scientific management, Person

gave Fraser the names of two important scientific management

contacts. One was R.K. Mackay of Management Research Groups,

which he noted was "one of the most important of the equiva

lents of the Taylor Society in Great Britain." The other

was Major Lyndal Urwick whom he suggested could provide Fraser

with "more information and advice about management in Europe

than 26anyone else abroad."

Upon his return Fraser wrote to Person once again,

this time asking for specific advice on the application of

the principles of scientific management. Fraser, it seems,

was particularly interested in acquiring a copy of specifica

tions on the application of scientific management to the work

of the nursery within the Forest Service. His interest was

sincere. He intended to work "with [these] specifications

in ... [the Bell Telephone] Company" and also wished "to

apply some of the elements of scientific management to a home

stead project where forestry, of course, applies.,,27 Fraser

learned of this information through a mutual acquaintance,

Ordway Tead, president of the Society for the Advancement of

Managers and an editor of Harper & Row, with whom he corres-
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ponded freely throughout his career.

Fraser's association with the Taylor Society and sci-

entific management was not overlooked in Canada. In pioneering

its efforts, for example, the Administrative Study Group of

Elliot Lake wrote to Fraser asking for his help and support.

A letter to Fraser dated December 30, 1959 read:

We have recently formed an organization along
the lines of the Porcupine Institute of Admini
stration to study scientific management . ... We
have discussed a study programme with officers
of the Porcupine Institute, and selected their
information on your "Hub of the Administrative
Process" as our starting point. 28

Fraser consequently responded and cordially accepted the invi-

tation, thereafter performing a great deal of work for Nordic

Mines and the administrative group.

Among Canadian Managers and administrators the ques-

tion was not one of whether or not they should employ tech-

niques of scientific management, but rather how to use the

techniques more effectively. In an address to the Canadian

Club of Montreal in 1951, Lyndal Urwick reminded Canadian

managers of the profound effect scientific management has had

in "alter [ing] ... ideas of how to conduct industrial opera-

tion." Resulting from scientific management were experiments

with "planning, time study, motion study, routing, scheduling,

and many other devices. ,,29 Beyond the concrete experimentation

and changes in approach to the methods of work, however, sci-

entific management profoundly affected conceptions of the

relationship between management and workers. Urwick clarified
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this in his address by saying:

It demands of us, as Frederick Winslow Taylor,
its greatest pioneer, expressly recognized, 'a
mental revolution'. It means the substitution
of inductive thinking ... based on theories
or opinions or custom, in all matters concerning
the organization of our societies. More concretely,
it demands recognition ... that machines have
made it essential that men [sic] should cooperate
together in much larger groups than were appro
priate to the older culture of handicraft pro
duction . ... That means we must learn to aban-
don completely the current picture of our indus
trial world in which men [sic] are divided into
workers and management groups which are assumed
to have divergent interests. 30

Through the process of instituting work systems based on

Taylor's principles, managers became convinced of the com-

mon goals of workers and management and assumed in a some-

what paternalistic manner the necessity of harmony and coopera-

tion. Convinced of the importance of consensus, efforts of

management were eventually directed toward eliminating sources

of conflict and persuading workers of the benefits of

consolidating their own interests with those of management.

In his personal career, Clarence Fraser was mainly

involved in "the personnel aspect of management" and devoted

considerable time to the analysis of the interests of employees

vis-a-vis company goals and the application of practices of

what he referred to as "personnel budgeting.,,3l From Fraser's

point of view, while it was possible to derive work loads

"from coefficients made from time and motion studies", to

adjust numbers in the work force, to arrange "schemes of

training and interdepartmental transfers", he argued that "for
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execution tasks in the work process. With Systematic Manage

ment, specific management techniques were developed, rational

ized, and eventually refined.

Scientific Management in the Curriculum

Studying the development of business and management

education allows insights into the development, rationaliza

tion, and refinement of managerial techniques under Systematic

Management. Management education served to justify this pro

cess by lending credibility to the management movement through

affiliation with the university. One of the essential fea

tures of training programmes for modern managers was the les

son of the inevitability and necessity of management and its

various disciplinary techniques. Schools of business were

guided by the efficiency ideals of the modern management

movement and as such presented a positive approach to problem

solving within business organizations and the wider society.

The social history of management practice and manage

ment education clarifies the objectives of social scientific

work in industry. For the industrial social scientists who

strove to ease the difficulties of the work situation and

achieve the "efficiency ideal", the science of rationalizing

the work process and behaviour in it perpetuated the routini

zation of labour, the further division of tasks, and the

removal of craft and skill. In developing modern management

techniques in response to the challenge to maximize the effi-
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ciency of the labour component, the behavioural scientists

merely completed and refined the process begun by scientists

and engineers in standardizing the workplace. Once the for

mula for the "science" of handling workers, best represented

by Taylor's principles of scientific management, was fashioned

into the design of the industrial organization, this formula

was eventually adapted in response both to changing needs and

to criticisms of its harshness. The human relations approach

along with a belief in the necessity of strong leadership

became the universal mode of management. The science of

management was softened to become the "art" of handling work

ers. The theory of scientific management started with the

ends of management--the efficiency ideal--and provided justi

fication for management design. Human relations experts con

tributed technique. Human relations approaches became the

means to the achievement of scientific management in the orga

nization.

While the theory of scientific management permeated

the modern work process, the technique of scientific manage

ment was gradually replaced with human relations methods.

Scientific management techniques were representative of the

early management phase, 1900-1930, when corporate goals--pro

ductivity and efficiency--were most tangible. Business edu

cation during this period was most concrete with skill building

as its primary objective. Management training was in its

infancy. While business schools gradually adopted courses
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the company as a unit, personnel provision ... was not ...

highly qualitative",32 thereby encouraging inefficiency of

operations. To avoid this problem, he advocated careful "per-

sonnel budgeting" by means of detailed study of occupational

trends, job analysis, selection and training procedures, and

approaching personnel considerations with "knowledge of both

numbers and personalities. ,,33

Although it also addressed the issue of the employee's

satisfaction on the job, Fraser's concern with "personnel bud-

geting" evolved with his commitment to the maintenance of

corporate goals and the ideals of harmony and cooperation.

Through careful management, company goals are re-iterated as

employee goals. Fraser's own description of his work during

the 1940's in promoting the "personnel review process" in

Bell Telephone's Western Area Plant Department in Toronto

bears this out. In his words:

The personnel review process, now general throughout
the Company, started there in the craft groups,
and grew to what I have called "A Career Plan for
Every Man"--initially developed and applied
for him [sic]--then with him [sic]--and eventually
£l him [sic], with the cooperation of his [sic]'
immediate associates and the rest of the orga
nization, and at times with the aid of people
outside the Company organization. 34

Thus, corporate goals are developed and reinforced in a care-

fully construed manner.

The aim of the prcfessional management association

conferences was to address issues faced by managers and

remind various types of managers of the commonality of their
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goals. That is,

Management must link up all its practitioners
into one body, pursuing a common end, conscious
of a common purpose, actuated by a common
motive, adhering to a corporate creed, governed
by common laws of practice, sharing a common
fund of knowledge. Without this we have not
only no guarantee of efficiency, no hope of
concerted effort, but also no assurance of sta
bility. 35

The purpose of management was to act as a balancing mechanism,

deflecting both sources of internal disruption and external

forces of dissatisfaction and change.

In carrying out the mandate of corporate efficiency

and profitability, questions of "fair" wages and employee

satisfaction were major obstacles faced by managers. In

1937 the Industrial Relations Conference at Queen's University

defined a "fair wage" as the "full competitive rate which the

work will bring in the market and time where it is offered."

In discussing the issue of fair wages, Canadian managers

hoped to act "on those things which management can control

in the wage issue [and] to indicate elements which ma~agement

cannot control and for which government, labour organizations,

etc., must assume responsibility. ,,36 First, managers were

interested in how they would determine the full competitive

rate in a locality for certain kinds of ~ork and secondly,

once competitive rates were known, they questioned how

management could develop a fair wage structure for an orga-

nization. The concept of "fairness" was defined by manage-

ment. The means employed by manager3--occupation and job
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analysis, time study, comparing classes of work by task ana

lysis and vis-a-vis standards and costs of living--were sci

entific and at the outset seemed to be unrelated to questions

of profitability and managerial authority.

According to Fraser, adequately dealing with the issue

of wages not only enhanced profits but, more importantly,

determined survival. In trying to establish working rela

tions with successfully operating personnel consultants, Fra

ser became one of the most knowledgeable about Canadian per

sonnel matters and often acted as a referral service. For

example, early in 1937 he wrote to C.S. Slocombe, acting

director of the American based Personnel Research Federation

about the interest the presidents of both Imperial Tobacco

of Canada and R.C.A. Victor had in personnel related matters.

"The Imperial Tobacco people," he wrote, "are particularly

interested in wages in relation to prices and have a special

interest in the question of annual earnings against standards

of living. "37 In his correspondence with Bryce M. Stewart of

the Industrial Relations Counselors of New York, Fraser

announced the formation of the Personnel Association of Toronto

and noted that the executive officers included men associated

with the Toronto Transportation Commission, Swift Canada Co.,

Canada Packers, the Ontario Employment Service, and Canadian

National Carbon Company. Thanking Stewart for soliciting the

participatior. of representatives of A.T. & T., Union Carbide,

and U.S. Rubber in the 1936 Industrial Relations Conference
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at Queen's, Fraser noted that American companies with interests

in Canada were welcome to join since they may wish to "keep

closely in touch with developments in Canada,,38 and he worked

actively to encourage their support and attendance.

In another instance, D.G. Willmot, Personnel Manager

of Atlas Steels Ltd. wrote to Fraser asking him how to estab-

lish "a true basis of remuneration for foremen and men [sic]

in the plant supervisory group. ,,39 The next year, still

troubled, Willmot asked Fraser to recommend someone for the

't' f D' t f F dEl T" 40 tpos~ ~on 0 ~rec or 0 oremen an mp oyee ra~n~ng, 0

which Fraser obliged by suggesting "the possibility of getting

a man [sic] who has served with the Army, preferably in a

General Staff Officer capacity.,,41 Hence, personnel offi-

cials sought centralized sources of knowledge and information

in determining needs and requirements and in setting down

the parameters of personnel policy and corporate control.

Along with those prominent i~ the personnel field in

both the U.S. and Canada, the Canadian administration movement

attracted the attention of university business school officials

and educators as well as the occasional member of Departments

of Engineering. According to Fraser, effective labour and

organization management could only be accomplished through

coordinating the efforts of the engineering, production and

personnel units. Writing to Professor J. Douglas Brown of

Princeton University's Industrial Relations Department, Fra-

ser commented on Brown's paper, "Maximum Utilization of
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Employed Manpower" by saying:

When I was out on consulting work ... we found
that plants that had representatives of these
four bodies, [industrial engineering, production
control, manufacturing, and personnel], meeting
periodically were generally on top of the job.
Usually the Personnel man [sic] was chairman.
Industrial engineering providing work standards,
production control prOVided schedules of materials
and manhours, manufacturing indicated components
of working groups reqUired and personnel indicated
its plans for hiring or removing required man
power. 42

Further, he suggested that Management Personnel and Industrial

Engineering Departments could most effectively develop job

classifications, job specifications, and promotional and

transfer charts. Grafting the data of the industrial engi-

neer--task analysis of production plans--to that of the per-

sonnel manager--job and employee specifications--was seen to

be the most effective means of corporate manpower planning.

However, it is clear that the engineer's input was to enhance

the process of planning, not to determine it. The upper hand

would be maintained by members of the management team.

Although management courses had been available in

engineering departments since the early twentieth century,

engineers were not represented in great numbers in the manage-

ment movement. This reflected the growth and development of

management as a se?arate occupational category and was not

due to any lack of interest by engineers in management issues.

Engineering educators, in fact, continually sought to improve

and strengthen the management courses offered through their
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departments and maintained close contact with business depart-

ments on campus. With the existence of one branch of the

Canadian administrative movement in Montreal, the Administra-

tive Conference Group, Professor J.A. Coote of the Department

of Mechanical Engineering at McGill, for example, wrote to

Fraser asking for his endorsement for additional management

courses for engineers. 43 Fraser replied with his prescription

for the most appropriate form of education:

Personally, in talking with young and older
engineers I have had most success when I have
moved them through the structural and mechan
ical aspects of mechanical engineering--into
the realm of industrial engineering with its
emphasis on work--into the field of personnel
with its emphasis on people in relation to
work--and finally into the realm of the dynamics
of industrial relationships ... 44

Coote was important to influence in this matter. Like Fraser

himself, Coote was a key liaison between academia and the

management community. Along with his post at McGill, he

acted as chairman of the Montreal Administrative Group in

1939 and became a member of the Administrative Conference

Group of Montreal.

While engineering educators, especially in the U.S.,

sought to integrate departments of business and engineering,

in Canada the movement was not as much toward having engineers

acquire business education as it was for businessmen to

acquire enough technical knowledge to protect their territory

and field of interest. The problem was one of definition of

the field of business vis-a-vis engineering and the expecta-
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tions of the new and rather unlimited field of administration.

Outside the universities, the problem of defining the areas

of industrial and business education was manifest even before

the turn of the century. For example, the first meetings of

the International Congress on Commercial Education (of which

Canada held membership) were held in conjunction with those

on industrial education. The first congress in 1886 at

Bordeaux was for technical, commercial and industrial educa-

tion. By 1898 a separation developed between commercial and

industrial education and in 1901 the International Society

for Commercial Education was formed. Once formed, main ques-

tions addressed included the training of responsible admini-

strators, marketing at home and abroad, personnel matters,

t ' 1 'd d 1 t' d hI' 1 t t' 45voca lona gUl ance an se ec lon, an psyc 0 oglca es lng.

Although management theory and hence management educa-

tion was eventually approached in a more "humanistic" fashion,

the foundation of management as a scientific discipline was

never abandoned. Business faculty members were continually

engaged in research aimed at perfecting the precise measure-

ments of workers' activities. One Canadian business school

instructor detailed a current project on basic motion times.

It read:

We have built a variable work station set-up at
which a subject can perform the majority of basic
motions in various sequences under various condi
tions of difficulty. The duration of each motion
is recorded in tine units of 1/60 seconds by an
electrical stylus marking on a constant-speed
sensitized paper tape. The first project for
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which this apparatus is to be used is part of
a general study of basic motion times. 46

Further examples of work in progress by Canadian business

professors--work measurement, fatigue, productivity, idle

time, incentive wage payments--pointed to the efficacy of

underlying assumptions regarding the science of management

and the ubiquity of Taylor's work in the twentieth century.

Fraser and his colleagues worked for a number of

years to establish a Canadian management movement which would

function as a decision and policy making body and resource

and educational guide for Canadian managers. Throughout his

career he worked in earnest to engage the support of the uni-

versities in this attempt. Recognizing the importance of

the Canadian management movement for business education, the

University of Western Ontario established an Academic Advisory

Committee and its first meeting was held on May 27, 1948.

In attendance at the meeting were members of London Life

Insurance Co., Lever Brothers, Ford Motor Co., Dominion Secu-

rities, I.B.M., Hobbs Glass, Fraser himself representing Bell

IT' 1 h d tll"t d" t t' 47~e ep one, an numerous op eve unlverSl y a mlnlS ra ors.

At this historical meeting, the Committee identified its

objectives which read:

To constitute a link between business executives
and the School, to bring about a closer working
arrangement.
To take an active part in the development of
the courses of instruction for both the under
graduate and the graduate schools.
To cooperate with the Department in organizing
the special courses of instruction designed
primarily for business executives.
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To facilitate the work of the Research Division
in gathering the case material. 48

Through this committee, key members of the Canadian manage-

ment movement would ensure not only that students were pro-

perly trained for future roles as managers but that managers

currently under their direction within Canadian corporations

were guaranteed staff development and training within the

university framework.

The Academic Advisory Committee monitored the curricu-

lum of the Faculty of Business Administration. It evaluated

programmes, made suggestions for change, and contributed case

materials for instruction purposes. Various subcommittees

studied courses in the different areas of specialization.

The Committee on Production, under the chairmanship of Harold

Newell, President, Andrew Wire Works, recommended that there

should be advanced courses in production for graduate stu-

dents, including such topics as the use of planning and con-

trol boards, quality control, and problems of organization

and administration. Further suggestions included a course

"covering several important Canadian industries" examining

mainly production problems in those industries with considera

49tion of the problem of plant safety. The Committee, in

general, endorsed the production course since it adequately

covered problems encountered in manufacturing enterprises,

especially planning, use of nachines, methods of instructing

workers, administering wages, and organizing and controlling

the productive process.
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The development of an Academic Advisory Committee

formalized the liaison established by Fraser and others between

the Universities and the Canadian management movement. The

existence of such a committee and the consistent attendance

of go-betweens such as C.H. Fraser guaranteed not only that

specific courses would be developed but that they would address

issues within a particular theoretical framework.

Human Relations and Management Practice in Canada

In his endeavour to uncover the roots of organizational

dysfunctions, Clarence Fraser carefully analyzed personnel

relations and argued that the key to organizational well-

being was a successfully functioning personnel administration.

Fraser influenced the Canadian management movement to incor

porate the human relations response as a central feature of

the movement. While this did not negate the movement's

endorsement of scientific management, it required that the

management associations consider the lessons of social science.

Fraser began with the assumption that it was essential

to "promote a mutuality of interest." He argued that this

was only possible when both employers and employees were

regarded as human participants "in search of the satisfaction

of urges as persistent as life itself" rather than as "two

organization charts greeting each other across a table."50

Problems in establishing harmony in employer-employee relations
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were attributed to managerial conceptions of the organization

as mechanical rather than dynamic. The particular approach

and the internal organizational environment were the .most

important elements, Fraser noted, in promoting cornmon goals

between employers and employees. Managers were to determine

whether such demands were reasonable and whether industry

should be expected to meet these demands.

From his studies, Fraser concluded that it was essen-

tial to develop the worker's acceptance of the organization's

goals. He advised managers to create in the worker a "desire

... to be on the team. ,,51 Many factors contributed to the

development of this "desire", such as day to day relationships

between employer and employees, organization's communication

system, and specific "quality of life" social and recreational

activities. Feelings of trust, mutual cooperation, and sharing

were essential. According to Fraser, "the loyalties on which

any undertaking is carried forward come out of understanding

and sharing. If there is a chance for a "concert of interests"

in industry it would seem that this is the arena in which the

concert must be played. ,,52 In order to guarantee loyalty,

Fraser added, employers must take extra precaution to deve-

1 f · l" d . t 53op a~r wage po ~c~es an secur~ y measures.

Fraser corresponded regularly with Harold Bergen and

Thomas G. Spates, both of whom he considered to be leaders

. th ' f' ld 54 I t' 1 . 1 d "~n e personneL ~e.. n an ar lC e entlt e, New

Fashions in Personnel Relations", Bergen outlined the ways
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in which personnel work was becoming "streamlined" from its

"crudely developed ... creaking and ... cumbersome" past and

argued that the "personnel man [sic] is emerging as a major

business executive ... as he [sic] should be."55 Providing

advice on the development of personnel policy, Bergen gave

his assurances that "one rarely hears of serious labour troubles

in companies with sound personnel programmes of long standing. ,,56

Sound programmes promised "increased efficiency, employee

satisfaction, and freedom from labour disputes." Congratu-

lating him on this article, Fraser wrote:

You have done a remarkable job which to me
is singular for its emphasis on organization
structure, the integration of, personnel admi
nistration with total operations, the emphasis
on the 'social organization' as well as the
formal organization, the desirability of insti
tutional education and finally for the note
on research . ... It seems to me that you are
relatively one of the few ... with wide expe
rience in industrial relations who sees it as
a whole related to administrative management. 57

Six months later, Bergen sent Fraser another article,

l1Pinding Out What Employees are Thinking". Outlining speci-

fically how to measure employees' attitudes and what to expect

from the results, Bergen clearly indicated practical uses of

social science techniques in personnel management. He pointed

out the necessity of such endeavours:

It is generally recognized that the morale of
employees is closely related to their productive
ness. Hence, if management can determine the
true nature, extent and causes of dissatisfaction,
constructive corrections can be made which will
increase profits. Most employers would like
to know what their employees are thinking in
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order that they may make these changes. 58

In examining "employee difficulties" in Bell Telephone, Fraser

wrote to Bergen, noting that "his work would be helpful" in

focussing his own study at Bell. 59

Just as the practitioners in the field sought advice

from each other and experimented with new techniques in their

respective organizations, academics sought information and

new sources of data as teaching materials. This ~haring

between business and academia was facilitated by the case

method approach and the teachers' need for up-to-date case

materials. To this end Fraser wrote to Spates:

Would it be possible for you to let me have
25 copies of the Canadian version of your
personnel policy statement? I am anxious to
have a statement of this kind available to
each member of my class of fourth year students
at the University of Western Ontario. As one
of their analytical exercises I am asking them
to break down into its components such a statement.
Yours is so complete that I would like to use
it for this purpose if you have no objections. 60

Delighted with Spates' willingness to comply with his request,

Fraser informed Spates exactly how this information would be

used at the University of Western Ontario:

I am asking the members of our course at the
University of Western Ontario to analyze ...
[your Basic Personnel Statement] as one of
their IAnalytical Exercises'. I have selected
your policy statement and union agreement of
the Canadian General Electric Company for this
purpose. 61

Assuming the necessity of the worker's loyalty and cooperation

at the workplace, the most important lesson for Spates was
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that "for the attainment of those goals for which people every

where have been striving since the early dawn, there is no

substitute for sound personnel administration. ,,62 Backed by

experience and reputation in the field, such statements would

appear to undergraduates who were mainly inexperienced as abso

lute truths rather than as theories to be explored.

As a leader in Canada's management movement, Fraser

kept abreast of new research in the field of personnel manage

ment. In addition to his correspondence with men such as

Bergen and Spates, Fraser noted developments and recent publi

cations in the field. On one of his lists, "Some Recently

Published Books on Industrial Relations of Likely Long-Term

Value", Fraser's interest and orientation in the field were

clear. Along with his noted interest in the work of Ordway

Tead and Luther Gulick and Lyndal Urwick, this list included

Human Problems of an Industrial Civilization by Elton Mayo,

Leadership in a Free Society by T.N. Whitehead, works on

mental and aptitude testing by Raymond B. Cattell and Har~y

Hepner, and the National Institute of Industrial Psychology's

1936 book list.

In addition to the availability of up-to-date publica

tions of research materials, through their positions and mem

berships in the professional management conferences, Fraser

and his colleagues were privy to the most recent findings of

experimenters. In a letter thanking Fraser for suggesting

his name as a speaker at the 1937 Industrial Relations Con-
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ference at Queen's University, Charles S. Slocombe, reported

his involvement with the Hawthorne experiment:

I spent four days with the people at Hawthorne.
Their stuff is pretty interesting, as they
started up their interviewing again early this
year. The interviewing is done by a specially
selected and trained man, who came off the
bench. Whether he is formally in the personnel
department I do not know, but apparently is not
so regarded by the employees. He appears to
be in a side section of the personnel department,
but had made no reports to anyone else, for the
six months he had been working . ... I will talk
about the set up and results at Queen's, and then
possibly at some time we can sit down and go
over it in more detail. 63

Slocombe stressed that information was not intended for

wider audiences:

There is one thing that occurs to me about the
conference and that is the question of reprinting
or reproducing the papers. I always curse these
people who will not talk for fear they will get
into trouble, but the Western Electric as you
know has been under investigation by the Federal
Communications Commission, and their policy is
to keep everything quiet until after the investi
gation is over. So I think I would not like to
abuse their confidence by talking about them
in a way which would get into print. 64

Not only would Canadian managers be given the opportunity to

hear Slocombe's description and analysis of the Hawthorne

events, but this type of "privileged" information represented

a formalized professional link among members of this rather

new occupational category. Comfortable in his own position

at the helm of the Canadian management movement, access to

such information was not unusual for Fraser. Fraser corres-

ponded regularly with the Chief of Personnel of the Western
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Electric Company between 1936 and 1943. His interest in the

Hawthorne experiment and his ongoing correspondence with men

like Ordway Tead were indications of the direction in which

he moved the Canadian managerial profession rather than merely

marks of a curious practitioner.

At a meeting of the Personnel Research Federation at

the Canadian Club in 1936, several suggestions were entertained

as to how psychiatric methods could be more widely accepted

in industry. Members commented on the contribution of psy

chiatry in industry to advance standards and of its appeal

to executives for raising "dollar value." Notwithstanding

the reluctance of some industrialists to use social science

procedures, this was generally not the problem at all. Rather,

social science terminology seemed to create an impression that

some executives were most uncomfortable with--that is, the

organization's encroachment upon the realm of personal, infor

mal, and difficult situations. In response to this Elton

Mayo questioned, "y,lhy not drop [the] term Psychiatry and use

one that frightens nobody?" 65 A more pointed response, how-

ever, recommended that practitioners "squeeze the juice out

of psychiatry and press it into industry. ,,66 Methods of psy

chology, psychiatry, and even sociology had to be represented

as appropriate undertakings in the industrial sphere.

Fraser was affiliated with higher education in both

Canada and the U.s. and responded directly to current research

in the field. In a letter to Professor J. Douglas Brown of
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Princeton University, Fraser described his "systematic approach

on inward movement" of men and women within an organizational

structure. He wrote:

Recently when in New York, Ordway Tead asked
me if I would let him have a description of
the procedure. I have sent him the enclosed
notes. As you glance through them I think you
will see the combination of ideas of Fayol on
'Functions Within Administration'; Urwick on
'Organization Structure, With Special Reference
to the Function of the General Staff Official';
of your own group on 'Policy Determination and
Organization of Personnel and Industrial Relations
Operations'; of the Western Electric and Harvard
people on 'Conditioning the Individual' and on
'Group Organization'. Others that have contributed
to our stream of thought might be mentioned
also, but you will detect them yourself. 67

Fraser presented his analysis and sought Brown's advice on

the usefulness of his model. He outlined his inquiry:

... the suggestion I have to offer is this.
With current general interest in manpower giving
special attention to placement, I am wondering
if we are not generally focussing on 'the right
man in the right job' objective, and are failing
to emphasize sufficiently the appeal to the
individual in terms of the development of his
[sic} capacities, interests, and opportunities.
I think that by concentrating on the short
range objective only, we are failing to obtain
a sufficient response from the individual on
account of this short range view . ... While
the physical facts remain the same, the psycho
logical factors are totally different. Do you
think that this line of thought is one which
should be brought forward at your September
meeting? 68

Ongoing dialogue and analysis among researchers and practi-

tionerswerebased on mutual need and dependency. Researchers

required the insightful observations of the practitioners

who in turn sought scientific support for their daily endea-
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vours.

Fraser was interested in finding ways in which to

use manpower most efficiently through effective management.

Using a model of II mobility, flexibility, and stability", he

analyzed workers to determine the importance of lateral and

vertical moves by employers within an organization. He

found a "stable 'core' is the 'hub' around which the remainder

move or revolve ll and then used this information to analyze

a "decentralized application of manpower planning and con-

t 1 1169ro . His research pointed to his general interest in the

promotion of scientific manpower planning devices. He described

his work to J. Douglas Brown who was also "working directly

in the field."

Research in human relations matters and the psychology

of the worker became an important part of university business

departments. The essential question was that of worker pro-

ductivity and many studies aimed to decipher the effects of

various phenomena--work environment, fatigue, incentives,

allowances--on productivity. Many studies were specifically

directed at analyzing worker behaviour patterns and attitudes.

Research interests of Canadian business professors, for

example, included determinants of informal group behaviour,

influences of group composition, leadership and environmental

factors, techniques and procedures of human relations, leader-

ship patterns and motivational influences on labour leaders.

One professor specifically described his work in progress:
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I have done some exploratory research on attitudes
as a behavioural stimulus in an attempt to dis
cover some workable hypotheses ... I believe
that attitudes may be controlled to the extent
that we can have a valuable device for motivating
the worker and for predicting subsequent behaviour
patterns. 70

Fraser and his colleagues supported such endeavours and pro-

vided a basis of entry into the practical settings of cor-

porate enterprises.

Fraser and his associates had a vested interest in

the education of future colleagues. In many respects there

was little distinction between the university business curri-

culum and the educational process supported by the professional

associations. Key academics and practitioners operated on

an informal, first name basis and therefore relied on mutual

input as a matter of course. For example, J.C. Cameron con-

versed regularly with Fraser about the Industrial Relations

course he taught at Queen's and sent him copies of the exami

nation questions for Fraser's interest. 7l In pursuing a line

of questions regarding wage increases, diverting strikes, and

dealing with employee organizations, Fraser could concur that

the perspective offered in the university was one that was

acceptable to management professionals.

The relationship between university educators and

Canadian managers guaranteed that the analysis of labour rela-

tions presented in the universities was one that was most

appropriate in the business relationship. The university

officials, however, tended to emphasize the institution's neu-
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trality and the need for non-partisan scientific investigation.

In a letter to Fraser regarding the development of the Indus-

trial Relations Centre at Queen's, W.A. Mackintosh, for exam-

pIe, boldly stated:

We have no other object, however, than of having
careful objective work done on the facts of
industrial relations in Canada, and we hope
we may make a contribution toward more hard
thinking and less loose talking than there is
at the present juncture. We don't intend to
rehash the controversy of capital and labour,
but to try and find out the most successful
methods of dealing with various aspects of
industrial relations. 72

Defending the university curriculum as thoroughly

scientific, Cameron promised that the business department was

"not any more interested in radicalism than ... in conserva

tism.,,73 The department's role then was to determine the

most efficient means to manage the relationship between

employers and employees and in this respect stated its mis-

sion clearly:

... we must show constructive results which
will commend themselves not to the noisy elements
of any faction but to the sensible industrialists
who see that there is need for clear thinking
on the subject of industrial relations and are
willing to utilize every means of improvement. 74

Based on this definition of "clear thinking" and unbiased

accounting, then, Canadian managers were hired to provide

students with first hand accounts of the problems of handling

workers.

During the 1940's Fraser was hired at the University

of Western Ontario to teach courses in Personnel Administra-
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tion. The courses promised to "cultivate understanding and

skill, 1) in judging what is and what is not sound personnel

administration, and 2) in applying techniques used in admi

nistrative work and specialized work related to administration. ,,75

Fraser introduced students to the field of personnel admini-

stration using his friend, Thomas Spates' definition. To this

Fraser added, "personnel administration, as an integral part

of total administration, is an art which requires practice

to obtain proficiency. ,,76 Modelled after the professional

experience, the course provided students with an opportunity

to gain some experience and to practise Fraser's principles

under his "objective" tutelage. For their correct work, they

were awarded points depending on performance in field work,

ability to apply the general schemes outline, and practise

the art of handling workers.

In his own practical experience, Fraser developed

criteria of what he called a "good scheme" of personnel

management and taught the course around this scheme. Workers'

objections, he argued, "can be overcome by setting up a

sound scheme and calling the scheme to the employees. ,,77

The course outlined the advantages and disadvantages of wage

and incentive plans to workers and management but concentrated

upon plans producing maximum production efficiency with mini

mal resistance by workers and their organizations. In gener

al, the course related the idea that as long as the plan was

appropriate for a particular labour pool and job function,
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it would eventually be accepted even under the early objec-

tions of a difficult workforce. Thus, the "art" of personnel

management was based on educated judgment and the skillful

marketing of personnel procedures.

Pleased with Fraser's performance as an instructor

at University of western Ontario, W.A. Thompson, head, Depart-

ment of Business Administration, wrote to Fraser expressing

his "very great appreciation" of Fraser's "good work" and

invited him to "work out a scheme whereby [Fraser] could

supervise a Personnel Administration course" on an ongoing

b
. 78asJ.s. Although Fraser refused the offer, indicating that

he preferred to supervise students more closely than his sche

dule would allow,79 he maintained close connections with the

university especially through his continued membership on

the Academic Advisory Committee.

In proposing that Western adopt the "administrative

practices approach of the Harvard Business School", Fraser

argued that this style "accepts responsibility for action--

for doing something effective with what is known." While

other approaches--"the group dynamics approach of research

social scientists" and "the informal organization approach

of Mayo, Roethlisberger, etc." were useful and attractive in

the social sciences, business, he argued, required a curricu-

lum capable of translating theory into practice. Starting

at the second year level he suggested that undergraduates be

introduced to social psychology and sociology "with the instruc-
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tors preparing the students to go on into practical applica-

tion through administrative practice sessions in later years."80

Emphasis was to be placed on the Chicago School's community

approach and "Mayo, Roethlisberger ... for the industrial

setting. II This theoretical introduction would be developed

practically in fourth year when students would be required

lito sit in with management training sessions in human rela-

tions companies where these are going on, to get closer prac-

tical situations. 1I As business problem solvers, future

managers would observe the operationalization of various orin-

ciples and this classroom activity IIwould parallel surgical

and medical clinics attended by medical students. 1I

With respect to collective bargaining, Fraser doubted

that this subject II s hould appear in the curricula, either at

the graduate or undergraduate level. 1I Because its presence

in the business school II may readily be misunderstood" because

it applies to only a "minority of the people in Canadian

business and industry" and since it is a topic of concern in

economics and political science, Fraser preferred "to see it

dealt with within the framework of human relations under admi-

nistrative practices." Within this framework, not only would

it constitute more suitable curriculum for business students

but he felt assured that it would be supported by "top manage-

ment of many companies ll
, such as Standard Oil, Harvester,

81Bell Systems. Following this suggestion the Academic Advisory

Committee recommended that a seminar in collective bargaining
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be offered as an optional course for M.B.A. students. Grad-

uate students would at least "be aware of the more obvious

pitfalls in collective bargaining. ,,82

Upon examination of the recommendations of the Aca-

demic Advisory Committee's subcommittee on Industrial Rela-

tions, it is clear that Harvard's administrative approach was

adopted and thus human relations and management became the

central focus of the business curriculum. The committee recom-

mended that a compulsory course in Human Relations in Business

and Industry be established for third or fourth year students.

The committee's expectations were thus presented:

This course is recommended because it is my
conviction that leadership is not a skill which
is born in us, but a skill which we acquire.
Since it is the business of the universities
to endeavour to train leaders, more attention
should be given to the fundamentals of good
leadership. 83

In proposing such a subject of study, the committee argued

that not only does the university have a responsibility to

"give her [sic] students very real, practical assistance, but,

moreover, there is a more general responsibility to benefit

our society by turning out young men and women who have acquired

some understanding of human relations problems which they

encounter, and the philosophy which has been found helpful

84in approaching these problems."

In maintaining this philosophy a compulsory seminar

in human relations was proposed for graduate students. The

purpose of this course \V'as to search for "means of achieving
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equilibrium in the social adjustments in business." Students

would be provided with opportunities to test problem-solving

theories "in an actual working s~tuation." Such courses in

the art and practice of handling people and situations pro-

vided important skills and experiences not only for those

who chose personnel work as a specialization, but significantly,

the human relations area was defined within the framework of

general administration.

This broad training in solving industrial and hence

social problems was eventually covered by the term "industrial

relations." Industrial relations was a "broader concept" used

to embrace "all aspects of employer-employee relationships"

and did not merely apply to labour relations or the collective

bargaining relationship.,,8S The time had come for the busi-

ness curriculum to provide insight into "global and conceptual

rather than technical" problems and industrial relations depart-

ments were set apart to accomplish this task. This task repre-

sented, according to Queen's principal W.A. Mackintosh, the

university's contribution to the solution of complex modern

problems. Describing the role of the Industrial Relations

Centre at Queen's, Mackintosh said:

A university by definition must be interested
in all phases of learning, ... Industrial rela
tions are a part of life--an important and increas
ingly critical phase of modern life. It remains
true that in no field do the signficant problems
of social control arise more sharply and in a more
complex form than here. Whether one assesses it
by the intellectual effort required, or by the
worthwhileness of results achieved, university
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work in this field is amply justified. It is
not the subject matter nor the technique employed,
but rather a philosophical and where possible
the scientific approach, which makes the subject
worthy of intellectual effort. 86

Thus, in incorporating the human relations approach and pro-

cedures from sociology and psychology, management and manage-

ment education raised its general profile with ideas of social

responsibility and the promise of social harmony.

The Management Movement, The Universities,
and Responsible Management Practice

Perhaps due to the perception of "crisis" in higher

education and the society at large, informal networks among

businessmen and university personnel grew during the 1950's.

Fraser's private papers and correspondence files are filled

with examples of such networking, ranging from letters seeking

d . b' tt f f' d 87 t . 't tta Vlce on USlness rna ers or rlen s 0 unlverSl y rna ers

and policy related issues. It was this very network that led

to Fraser's invitation to plan for University of Western

Ontario's Graduate School of Business Administration. Qn

April 21, 1948, L.W. Sipherd, Treasurer, Hobbs Glass Ltd. and

later dean of Western's Business school, wrote to Fraser with

the following request:

As you are undoubtedly aware, the University
of Western Ontario is presently laying the
groundwork for a Graduate School of Business
Administration. . .. There is an important
job to be done in shaping up the academic policy
of this new Graduate School and we are hoping
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to have the interest and counsel of quite a
number of businessmen in this endeavour. Because
it is felt that you have a sincere interest
in this new programme, we should like to ask you
to act as a member of this committee . ... The
task lying immediately ahead of this committee
is to shape the programme for the special four
weeks' course to be held at the University early
this fall. This will be the University's first
step towards providing special instruction for
businessmen. 88

Five days later Fraser replied to Sipherd accepting this

t ·· offer. 89 U' . th' th t tpres ~g~ous s~ng means w~ ~n e managemen ne-

work, a few months later Fraser wrote to W.A. Thompson to

report the following information:

The other day ... I ran across an old Ottawa
friend, Jim York. He is head of York and Bates,
Barristers ... He represents a large number
of U.S.A. companies who have Canadian subsidiaries
and has a keen interest in the Stokely-Van Camp
Co. in Western Ontario. He referred to Edward
G. Stokely, President of the company and a graduate
of the University of Tennessee, as one who could
be interested in the development of the Business
School at Western ... 90

Hence the Canadian management movement was formally and

informally linked to the Business School and various channels

for members' input were readily available.

During the 1950's Canada's leading executives gave

more serious thought to the coordination, centralization, and

planning processes involved in business and management educa-

tion. Education had become a matter of concern not only for

the young student desirous of begininng a business career but

for the executive to keep abreast of research and technology

in the field. In order to solve some of the difficulties of

the current system, Western's comptroller, R.B. Willis proposed
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the establishment of a Canadian based centre of education and

research on business which he hoped would be housed on the

Western campus. Willis, Fraser, and others held numerous

discussions on this issue. In a letter dated December 1, 1959,

Fraser recounted his work and plans to Willis, indicating that

he had the endorsement of several key Canadian executives--

Bill Horsey, Claude Richardson, Bob Taylor, Harvey Cruikshank,

h . 1 . k' f th . . t 91Jo n R~ege , D~c H~nton-- or ~s proJec .

In his early writings Fraser wrote on the merits of

developing satisfaction among employees and its contribution

to harmonious relations. It was essential, he argued to

develop loyalty to the employer among employees and this, he

said, could be accomplished simply by providing employees with

some information--for example,--"on how contacts are to be

kept up on the job between worker and worker and between

employee and supervisor; on whether or not the employee is

to be permitted to sell the company's producti--all these

bear heavily on the desire of the worker ... to be 'on the

team,.,,92 In his later career, Fraser moved from considering

organizational stability through the process of measuring

employee satisfaction and loyalty and began to study the

organization more generally within the framework of modern

organization theory. He described a guide entitled "The Hub

of the Administrative Process and Business Operation", usu-

ally referred to as "The Hub Chart", from which an admini-

strator can point at a glance to possible problem areas within
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an organization. As Fraser himself said, the chart diagram

amasses all relevant organization questions regarding functions,

administrative operations, administrative actions, human rela-

tionships, and business survival, security, and change and

"keeps them in perspective and in relation to the various

aspects of the common question 'how is this business being

run, and what is needed in manager development to run it bet-

t ,?,,93er . The purpose therefore was to find areas in which

leadership development defaulted and to search for ways in

which to correct such shortcomings.

Fraser's emphasis on leadership and performance in

business organizations gave him critical license to examine

the curriculum in this regard. In a letter to L.W. Sipherd

in 1949, he expressed this approval of Western's emphasis on

leadership training. The letter read:

It was clearly demonstrated to me in my teaching
experience with the 4th year group from 1944-46.
My personal experience with Western business
grads who have worked with me in recent years
satisfies me that no major change is needed,
insofar as cultivating an expression of leader
ship is concerned. 94

Fraser did note, however, that students and young managers

required a "basic course in conference leadership ... with

opportunities for practice." With this training, he argued,

"young men entering such companies would find it easier to

adjust themselves, and be more highly regarded if they were

effective in conference activity before they face the hurly

burly of modern business and community life.,,95 By providing
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lessons in leadership practice the university would perform

a further valuable service by eliminating the need for the

more elementary training in leadership responsibility during

the executive's early work years.

During the 1950's with the complexity and changing

technology of business, two factors became increasingly

obvious. First, it was recognized that a well organized per-

sonnel department was centrally important to the success of

the firm. 96 Secondly, along with the substance of the edu-

cational programmes, business personnel were concerned with

their length and qualities for enhancing professional advance-

mente From the point of view of the rising executive, manage-

ment development programmes symbolized success, marking the

individual selected by the firm as potentially achieVing

great rewards. From the point of view of the company, manage-

ment development served to eliminate waste and ensure that

present managers "do not become obsolete." Since companies

had "invested P many years into "grooming" their executives,

management training courses were regarded as necessary forms

of "investment" protection.

Support for management development programmes was

widespread. Ralph Cordiner, President of General Electric,

for example, said:

There has been a growing realization in American
industry that great untapped opportunities lie
in finding ways to develop more fully our human
resources--particularly the managers of our
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business enterprises. Technological advances
and the increasing complexity of managing under
today's and tomorrow's conditions have made
manager development a necessity as well as an
opportunity. 97

The number of management development programmes grew rapidly

during the 1950's. Until 1950 there were only three univer-

sity executive programmes in North America--at Harvard, Western

Ontario, and Pittsburgh, and 20 more were established between

1950 and 1955. 98 By 1962 30 universities in North America

sponsored management development courses for senior managers

and in addition, many firms such as General Electric, Standard

Oil of New Jersey, and in Canada, Canadian National Railway,

Aluminum Company of Canada, and Bell Telephone developed their

own programmes. For the universities management development

programmes attracted the much desired attention of the busi-

ness sector. Through such programmes new alliances between

faculty and practitioners were forged for case consultation,

information sharing, and professional development.

Within the management development courses, emphasis

was placed on the decision-making process. Responsible deci-

sion-making represented maturity--a necessary prerequisite

to ultimate success in the field. The programmes used a

variety of methods--the case method, role playing, and games

in decision~making in order to concentrate on how to problem-

solve within the corporate sphere. One British acting school,

Method International Ltd., developed a special course for

businessmen to teach them principles of self-development, pro-
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jection, and inner confidence. The response was so great that

the school had to open a new branch to meet the demand. lOO

As Fraser noted, "the focus has shifted to an awareness of

situations in which managers must act, and away from specific

skill training, except in the realm of personal communication

skills."lOl This process effectively employed information

technology, advances in data processing, operations research,

and other feedback and control ideas and methods. Remington

Rand Ltd., in fact, developed a business game in order to

102teach decision-making in the sphere of marketing management.

Modelled after the war game, the business game similarly pre-

sents the participant with pressures and uncertainties and

"stimulates" the "dynamic force of business life" so realis-

tically that "business students can be trained to make effec-

t · b' d" ,,1031.ve US1.ness eClSlons. With the promise of more effec-

tive decision-making among executives came the promise of more

profitable business practice.

During the 1940's and 1950's the Canadian management

movement undertook a more direct responsibility for ensuring

that leadership qualities, personal characteristics, and the

responsibility and judgment necessary for decision-making

were developed by future executives. Their advice to the

business schools regarding management development progr~mmes

and the business curricula was largely based on the assumption

that stability within an organization emanated from within

the higher levels and subsequently permeated the organization.
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Fraser and his colleagues worked diligently with representa-

tives of academia to ensure that this model of organizational

structures was uniformly accepted. The curriculum was thus

developed based on the assumption that while all business

students would not end their careers within the top ranks of

corporations, it was necessary that they firmly agree with

the process of leadership and decision-making responsibility

within the managerial sphere.

Canadian Manaqers and Business Education
«

Led by men like Clarence Fraser who were actively

involved in both business and university affairs, the Cana-

dian management movement functioned to structure the develop-

ment of the managerial occupation and practice within a par-

ticular framework. While the management effort had previously

been a somewhat haphazard attempt by individual businessmen

to maintain stability within their organizations, through the

development of the Canadian management movement and its affi-

liation with the university and research, this evolved into

a fairly cohesive and professionalized network adhering to

a rather uniform set of "basic principles."

By following the work of Clarence Fraser, changes

within the management movement are documented as it addressed

principles of scientific management, human relations, and

theories of decision-making and leadership responsibility.
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Together academics and Canadian managers made a concerted

effort to promote the idea of management education. Their

appeal to their colleagues and members of the wider commu

nity was couched in terms of the need for social improvement.

With its "results oriented" thrust, and its grounding in

scientific procedure, business and management was confidently

marketed as a possible panacea.

The final chapter will review the historical develop

ments in business education and will examine the promises of

social stability and harmony supported by the business curri

culum.
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Chapter Nine

Management Education in Perspective: "Promises"
and Practices

We now know that the influence
of a College man in commerce
and national life transcends
even his value in those pro
fessions to which formerly
his education was primarily
and immediately directed .
... He ... will play his full
part in the solution of the
difficult problems which
confront us. 1

Business and management education were developed at

a time when social and behavioural scientists were actively

searching for clues to the solution of social problems. As

such the curriculum adopted a positivistic philosophical

framework and therefore constituted an important link in the

social reform movement along with other pragmatic forms of

education. While management education itself was not iden-

tified as a solution to labour and other social problems, the

association of practical behavioural science with a university

discipline lent another dimension of credibility to this

growing field of scientific endeavour. For the university,

association with social science, social reform, and manage-

ment curriculum affirmec its apparent interest in community

improvement and social betterment and thus renewed its repu
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tation as an institution with a strong philanthropic thrust.

The trend toward pragmatism in schools spread from

the public and high schools to the universities during the

early years of the twentieth century. Pragmatic education

was simply regarded as a feature of "modernizing" society.

The adoption of a pragmatic university curriculum reflected

the prevalent ethos of a period rife with experimentation,

scientific discovery and solution, problem identification,

and technological breakthrough. Businessmen, social reformers,

and educators were convinced that the pragmatic curriculum

would contribute positively, albeit in a rather indefinite

form, to the development of social stability within organi

zations and generally within industrial society.

Management education was developed in response to

the recognition of need for the managerial function and to

the demands of businessmen for personnel trained in the art

and science of "handling" workers. The process of training

managers internally by means of the "corporate climb" was

inefficient for twentieth century firms. Preferences for

external recruitment grew as the university programmes adopted

curricula covering most recent developments in the science

of management. Moreover, the university programmes included

"hidden curriculum" and this became an essential part of the

socialization process of modern employees. Hence, just as

the work relationship was gradually characterized by for

mality and rationality, so was the learning process as manag-
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ers were trained in schools using scientific techniques

rather than on-the-job by their employers.

The widespread shift toward the employment of schooled

rather than "cultivated" managers is related to the shifting

needs of business, industry, and the technological structure.

Yet, while it is important to consider the fact that business

and industry grew dramatically between 1930 and 1955, creating

needs far beyond the proficiency of even the most ambitious

internal promotion schemes, the phenomenon of external recruit

ment carries further implications. The process of schooling

managers, technical experts, and administrative labour final

ized the transition from pre-industrial to industrial work

arrangements and the breakdown of the classic relationship

between master and apprentice. Furthermore, as noted in Chap

ter One, this transition affected both the relationship between

employer and employee as well as the nature of the work pro

cess. As the tasks of conception and execution were separated

and various levels of managerial labour were employed, the

work relationship was primarily based on power differences

and elements of discipline and control whereas previously,

while still based on a notion of power, this inequality

was primarily related to differences in knowledge of the craft

and skill level and only secondarily to the pattern of owner

ship and status differentials. Progression from Simple to

Systematic Management parallelled the development of the divi

sion of labour and the eventual separation of conception and
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and textbooks on the managerial discipline, most lessons on

technique were taught through or in conjunction with Depart

ments of Applied Science. Pragmatic education including

business and management education was a product of the late

nineteenth century social reform movement. Lessons were spe

cific, providing both direction and skill. The period was

guided by a commitment to science and this commitment was

evident in pragmatic education with its inherent promises.

F.W. Taylor's principles of scientific management

were universally integrated into Canadian business administra

tion and commerce programmes. As the first specific theory

of management covered by the university programmes, the adop

tion of scientific management as subject matter provided direc

tion and meaning for management education. While management

practice had been formerly recognized as a matter of persona

lity and general knowledge, scientific management demonstrated

that management practice indeed had a specific and concrete

knowledge base. Moreover, scientific management lent suit

2bilityto the subject of management as university curriculum

because it was scientific and precise. In an era concerned

with definite solutions to industrial, technological, and

social problems, scientific management met the requirements

for consideration as a possible panacea.

The incorporation of scientific management principles

into the business curriculum was a slow process. Special

courses on scientific management were not offered and Taylor's
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publications were not widely used as course textbooks. How

ever, as careful examination of course descriptions and text

book content demonstrates, lessons in the scientific manage

ment of labour were inherent in many separate lessons in

departments of business and commerce and applied science.

In this manner, scientific management was not studied sepa

rately as one possible style of management but rather became

synonymous with theory and practice in the management process.

During the Scientific Management Phase, becoming a

manager meant studying the industrial process and the work

of the engineering department in assembling and managing mate

rials, machinery, and workers. The purpose of management

education was to teach methodologies to achieve efficiency

in work performance and production. Lessons in time and motion

study, industrial layout and design, remuneration schemes,

incentive systems, scheduling, work measurement, task analysis,

standardization, and quality control constituted the major

portion of the management curriculum. Many of these topics

were first introduced in Departments of Applied Science ,and

Engineering. With the growth of management as a separate

occupational category and with the recognition of the extra

vagance of training engineers for administrative functions,

training for administration became centralized in the business

and commerce programmes. Significantly, this was reflected

in the renaming of business departments to include the word

"administration."
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The pattern of development of scientific management

principles in the curriculum differed at the institutions

studied. Differences are attributable to the particular

social histories and philosophical emphases of the universi

ties and do not detract from the importance of scientific

management in management education programmes. At McMaster

University during the 1930's there was a detectable trend

toward the adoption of more rigorous scientific methodology

in the curriculum. This trend was apparent not only in the

business curriculum but permeated the field of social science

in general. The main concern was to solve social problems

and in particular the business curriculum contributed by exa

mining the dimensions of the labour problem. With this gener

al thrust, the Department of Extension courses emphasized

the practice of management and provided local management

practitioners with the opportunity to study scientific manage

ment techniques. Through the Extension Department programmes,

a greater degree of practicality was infused into McMaster's

theoretically oriented programme.

At the University of Western Ontario, Taylor's influ

ence in the curriculum was evident from the outset. The cur

riculum was concerned with problem solving in the industrial

sphere and lessons were often taught in the industrial environ

ment through factory trips, by businessmen or industrialists,

and by case problem solving. vfuile sirrlilar approaches to

scientific management were offered at Toronto and Queen's
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through the Applied Science and Engineering Departments, the

Western Ontario business administration curriculum addressed

the function of management as an occupational category as

distinctive from both business and engineering functions and

thus educated future managers in both theory and technique.

The Western Ontario course descriptions often specified that

subjects were taught from the viewpoint of the businessman,

administrator, or executive, and thus provided specific train

ing in the management perspective.

At the Universities of Queen's and Toronto, lessons

in scientific management were primarily taught in Applied

Science and Engineering Depar~ments where production manage

ment and the achievement of efficiency were regarded as pri

mary tasks of the engineer. Business departments at these

universities focussed on the question of labour and other

related problems. Gradually as curricula were offered jointly

to students in business and applied science, the notion of the

engineer as a technician was re-defined and engineering and

management students were regarded similarly as problem solvers.

Employing the framework of scientific management, management

education imparted both technique and justification for the

doctrine. These lessons were suited to a period characterized

by an overwhelming interest in reform through science.

Through their course textbooks business students were

reminded of the necessity and inevitability of management.

Directing workers' movements in the shop and determining opti-
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mal task completion times, "fair" wage rates, and other such

aspects of the work situation were regarded as managerial

prerogatives! guaranteed through their position in the orga

nization and their specialized knowledge of the production

process. Definitions of management were synonymous with the

meaning of scientific management. In other words, scientific

management was not regarded as a particular managerial form

but rather its principles provided parameters for the mana

gerial occupation. Scientific management provided a rational

and consistent explanation for the production process and

was particularly noted for its success in maximizing production

efficiency. While minor criticisms of the particulars of sci

entific management were apparent as, for example in the debate

among proponents of piece-rate versus incentive wage payment

systems, its logic was overwhelmingly favourably regarded.

Generally the university management curriculum stressed

the benefits of scientific management for the worker in sim

plifying the work process and imp=oving wages and for the

organization in maximizing efficiency. By employing this

science future managers were guaranteed positive results in

their attempts to eliminate labour and organization problems.

The Scientific Management Phase therefore generated the posi

tivism of managerial ideology.
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Teaching the Human Relations Approach

As a particular managerial form, scientific manage

ment was increasingly criticized for its harsh consideration

of the labour relationship. During the 1930's and 1940's social

scientists working in industry experimented with various methods

of labour management. In this process scientific management

was not buried, but rather its techniques were "softened."

The management effort was cloaked in paternalism as workers'

social and psychological problems were addressed.

During the Human Relations Phase, 1930-1950, the

subtlety of the techniques employed seemed more appropriate

for a period in which the usual concrete corporate goals of

productivity and efficiency were re-stated as the achievement

of harmony and social happiness. Management education and

practice were influenced by developments in industrial psy

chology and sociology. Lessons on the social psychology of

workers, motivation, morale, the work environment, and sci

entific selection dominated the management curriculum. Satis

fying the workers' need for comfort and contentment elicited

obedience and cooperation and hence contributed to the maxi

mization of production efficiency.

During this period management technique was regarded

as a complex science, necessitating careful consideration of

the science of industrial design and the art of motivating

workers. Human relations techniques began with the assumption
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that once the code of the work group and the satisfactions

of the individual worker were understood, a managerial frame

work could be established. The content of courses in socio

logy and psychology overlapped with those of applied science

and management. Lessons in sociology and psychology provided

insights into the construct of behaviour for managers and

engineers while the field of industrial management provided

the behavioural scientists with a challenge for evoking coopera

tion, obedience, and loyalty to company goals.

As with scientific management, incorporation of the

human relations approach into the management curriculum of

the various institutions followed slightly different routes.

At McMaster and University of Toronto most of the subject mat

ter of management training was first developed and offered

outside of the business departments. McMaster's early Poli

tical Economy Department was concerned with deviancy and

social disorganization. With the development of psychology

courses the groundwork was established for the ~anagerial

discipline. Yet it was the Extension Department which first

taught courses on the techniques of psychology and labour

management. Later courses covering personnel management and

administration and incorporating human relations theory were

offered through the Business School. Similarly, Toronto's

human relations lessons were mainly offered through both the

Social Service and Extension programmes. Both Political Eco

nomy and Applied Science Departments shared the curri~ulum
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of these programmes, thereby identifying management education

with the perspective and practice of a curriculum specifically

designed for future social problem solvers.

At Queen's there was a dramatic growth in the number

of behavioural science courses offered during the early 1930's.

Major concerns included population, immigration and labour

problems, and social policy. Queen's offered both social

service and public service specializations. Investigations

in social policy brought considerable debate over the question

of socialism and the need for social reform. Like those at

Toronto and McMaster, Queen's psychology department's courses

were recommended or required for business students. These

courses, however, were offered as part of the mainstream aca

demic curriculum rather than through the extension programmes.

The Queen's undergraduate business major, therefore, was

offered a more pragmatic approach to management training,

similar to that which practitioners may have acquired in

evening courses at the other institutions.

University of Western Ontario's management education

programme was primarily concerned with its role in socializing

future executives and business managers. While there was a

strong concern with developing citizenship and political

astuteness among students, the curriculum aimed to develop

business talents. At Western the curriculum was less concerned

with solving global social problems like at the other insti

tutions, but rather focussed on solutions to organizational
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problems and especially that of labour. This difference in

focus was perhaps due to its teaching methodology. While the

case method demanded that the problem-solver account for

broad social, economic, and political considerations in

decision-making, the ultimate goal was to maximize the effi

ciency of the identified corporate concern.

Generally human relations practice strengthened the

general social reform ethos. Although Marx's claim that man

plays an important role in determining society is refuted by

the business authors, even this determinism is couched in

positive terms. Through behavioural science methodology,

that is, by scientific selection and placement, it is argued,

happiness may be created or maintained. Moreover, behaviours

and attitudes may be adapted and the environment may be recon

structed to maximize comfort. The fundamental lesson of the

Human Relations Phase is that individual adaptation is inevi

table while social change is unnecessary. Even the overall

goal is stated in positive terms as eliciting "cooperation"

rather than obedience. Together the static view of society

and the image of consensus strengthen the philosophy of ' social

reform.

The behavioural sciences provided new techniques for

those searching for a panacea. Managers educated during the

Human Relations Phase were identified as knowledgeable in

theory and skilled in the practice of gaining cooperation at

the workplace. Management education was regarded as a posi

tive step in the organization of social happiness. How to
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select and place workers appropriately and how to develop and

maintain an esprit de corps were popular lessons in the

management textbooks. The essence of management education

during the Human Relations Phase was technique or the practice

of engineering the psychology of happiness.

Maintaining the Stable Organization

Just as scientific management is synonymous with the

form of modern management, human relations is modern manage

ment technique. Once the techniques were universally applied,

modern managers were concerned with maintaining cooperation

within their spheres of authority. During the 1950's and

beyond, social scientists began to examine the organizational

form and thus developed a sociology of organizations. Set

within the Structural-Functionalist framework, the theory of

organizations examined the functions of the modern bureaucracy

and the efficiency with which various practices were performed.

Structural-functionalists observed the organizational

environment within which workers and managers interacted to

carry out organizational goals. A major concern during this

phase was with the question of leadership styles and charac

teristics and their relationship to efficient goal attainment.

This concern was most appropriate for a period in which main

tenance and stability overrode the more progressive goals of

the previous phases.
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The decade of the 1950's was generally a period of

dramatic growth for the universities and in particular sharp

increases in business school enrolments were noted. An out

standing feature of the period was the recognition of the

growing need for ongoing education and in the business school

this recognition led to the development of executive develop

ment programmes. Additionally, business schools were profes

sionalized with the development of graduate business programmes

following University of Toronto's leads in this regard. While

both McMaster and Toronto's programmes maintained a theoreti

cal bias in the mainstream curriculum, the number of manage

ment improvement and certificate courses continued to grow.

Moving from the social reform thinking, however, courses were

planned around the theme of maintaining a stable organizational

structure and concentrated mainly on internal problems of

management rather than on the more broadly defined political,

economic, and social context.

The curriculum at Queen's and Western focussed on the

art of decision-making. The programmes stressed the need for

responsible executive leadership and taught students to address

the organization's goals and its environment in their posi

tions of managerial authority. The Queen's programme gained

an excellent reputation as providing appropriate training for

public administration. Many of its courses examined general

administrative problems and in particular analyzed policy ana

strategies for development.
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Western's business administration programme was clearly

designed to prepare students for executive responsibility.

Courses were aimed at developing decision-making skills from

the viewpoint of top management. Its executive development

programmes attracted top level managers from across the country.

Attending these programmes provided these businessmen with the

opportunity to interact with others functioning in top level

corporate posts in Canada and internationally. Moreover, as

Clarence Fraser's career indicates, the Canadian management

movement evolved largely through the Schools of Business at

Western Ontario and Queen's. It was at these institutions

that new ideas for curriculum, training, development, and

sponsorship were tested. Through these programmes top level

Canadian managers contributed ideas for training future

colleagues.

Drawing on human relations theory, modern management

education emphasized the manager's role in maintaining the

stability characteristic of a strong organization with well

defined goals. Organization theorists examined leadership

styles and personal qualities necessary to motivate organi

zation participants to produce and comply with organizational

demands. Managers were described as deriving their authority

from lower participants who legitimized the hierarchical struc

ture through their own obedience and deference to authority

figures. Organizations were therefore characterized as

"cooperative systems" and the manager's task was to strengthen
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and maintain this harmony.

An important lesson for modern managers was how to

inspire the acceptance of company goals. Thus, modern manag

ers were not taught how to develop employees' creative capa

cities but rather were expected to motivate others more

subtly to achieve pre-determined objectives. The managerial

function itself is not creative, but rather the manager's

job is to ensure uniformity, standardization, high morale,

quality performance, efficiency, and ultimately organizational

stability. Although middle management is not usually respon

sible for product design or the organizational blueprint,

management education during the 1950's emphasized policy ana

lysis, corporate strategy, and procedure as the framework

within which responsible decisions are made. Training in

management during this later phase included the study of

various aspects of administration. With this background and

on-the-job training in technique, the educated manager would

be more suitably prepared to adopt the company viewpoint and

subsequently instill others with a desire to further company

goals.

Promises of Pragmatic Education

In examining the development of business and manage

ment education at four Ontario universities, differences were

apparent in the emphasis of the curricula. Both McMaster and
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Toronto's programmes were more theoretical with greater empha

sis on philosophical questions and the arts, especially during

the early period. At McMaster this was perhaps due to its

religious affiliation while Toronto was designated as the

provincial university. At both institutions the curriculum

was addressed to social problems and their solution.

The Queen's programme developed a specialization in

public administration. Perhaps as a consequence of its loca

tion in Kingston, a city of notable historical, political

and commercial importance in Canada, Queen's developed the

first commerce progra~~e in Ontario and through its School

of Mining developed curriculum in the area of management.

Located in a financial centre, the University of West

ern Ontario School of Business Administration developed an

international reputation in the sphere of banking, finance,

accounting, and general management. The business school's

development was influenced by Harvard alumni who comprised

a signficant percentage of the faculty. Moreover, the case

method teaching approach facilitated an open communication

network with the Canadian business community.

In general the business curricula of Western and

Queen's seemed to be more responsive to developments in manage

ment theory and practice. The departments of business at

these universities served as a rallying point for Canadian

managers and as Clarence Fraser's private papers indicate,

many businessmen took an active part either directly or indi-
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rectly in shaping both the undergraduate curricula and execu

tive development programmes. With the case method and the

involvement of key members of the management movement, the

curricula were constantly updated.

By studying Clarence Fraser's activities, it is appar

ent that Canadian managers were not interested in developing

one university's business programme to the exclusion of others.

Rather the promoters of the Canadian management movement strove

to develop an effective management curriculum to meet the needs

of modern Canadian organizations. They provided "best advice"

on training to meet those needs, as well as to raise the over

all profile of Canadian managers in the international sphere.

While work in this regard may have begun in the departments

at Western and Queen's, the format was subsequently adopted

as universally acceptable business education curricula. Thus,

although differences in curricular emphasis are noted among

the universities especially during the earlier periods and

with respect to the timing of the introduction of various

course contents and theoretical orientations, business and

management education overall is vastly similar in both out

come and purpose.

This work provides a concrete study of the emergence

of managerial theory and the process of its filtering into

Canadian educational institutions. Previously there had been

little evidence of the impact of specific theories on univer

sity curriculum. This work presents data on Canadian educa-
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tion and training in the theory and technique of American

behavioural science and concludes that ideas on the develop

ment and maintenance of efficiency, stability, and harmony

specifically within organizations and generally within the

wider society constitute the major emphases of Canadian busi

ness curricula.

The adoption of a pragmatic curriculum intensified the

popular belief in education as a panacea. The university had

been traditionally regarded as a guardian of democracy and

a pillar of social stability. With the emergence of prag

matic education, university programmes were expected to grad

uate students equipped with an array of problem solving skills.

The problem solving objective in fact became the raison d'etre

for education in circles such as those occupied by members

of the Canadian management movement. The trend toward prag

matic higher education raised the profile of higher education

in society and answered questions regarding its accountability

to modern custom and technique.

With the development of the pragmatic curriculum, not

only were schools regarded as important centres of socializa

tion, teaching values, ideas, and behavioural compliance,

but schools were also capable of transmitting skills and sta

tuses to students and future workers. Practical forms of edu

cation, in particular, guaranteed ease in transition from

school to work for the students while establishing a fu~ther

element of predictability in labour requirements and employers'
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expectations. During the late nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, business students, for example, were expected to

acquire specific business skills, such as accounting, book

keeping, record keeping, and statistical methodologies. Not

withstanding the importance of these skills during the later

periods, it became apparent that a new form of business edu

cation was required for those students who would eventually

manage the "skilled" business graduates. As management edu

cation developed, social scientists were enthused about their

perceived proximity to a solution for social problems--and

specifically labour problems--because they had now achieved

the establishment of a further link in the progression toward

order. With the development of management education and labour

management techniques, social scientists, in fact, adopted

a new and important profile as consultants to business and

industry.

The idea of education and especially pragmatic educa

tion as panacea perpetuates the positivism which characterized

the early twentieth century's reform movement. With this

belief social scientists, educators, and other proponents

of pragmatic education continue to refine curricula and teach

ing methodologies without critically analyzing social, economic

and political constraints limiting the possibilities for social

improvement. Regarding education as a possible panacea has!

indeed, sustained the promise that social improvement is not

only inevitable but also, in fact, imminent.
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This quote was taken from Beatty's inaugural address as
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Appendix I

The books listed below constitute the sample of core

management education textbooks selected for analysis from

the total number of textbooks listed in the university calen-

dars between 1900 and 1960.

Adams, T.S. and H.L. Sumner. Labour Problems. New York:
Macmillan, 1909. 1st edition, 1905.

Allcut, E.A. Principles of Industrial Management. Toronto:
Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, 1937. 1st edition, 1932.

Askwith, Lord G.R. Industrial Problems and Disputes. Lon
don: John Murray, 1920.

Atkins, W.E., A.A. Friedrich, E. Ayres, and D.W. McConnell.
Economic Behaviour, An Institutional Approach.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1939. 1st edition, 1930.

Aveling, E. The Student's Marx. London: Swan Sonnenschein
& Co., 1892.

Barnard, Chester. The Functions of the Executive. Cam
bridge: Harvard University Press, 1953. 1st
edition, 1938.

Bastable, C.F. Public Finance. New York: Macmillan, 1912.

The Theory of International Trade. New
York: Macmillan, 1916.

Bethel, L.L., F.S. Atwater, G.H.E. Smith, and H.A. Stackman.
Industrial Organization and Management. New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co., 1956. 1st edition, 1945.

Beveridge, W.H. Unemployment: A problem of Industry. Lon
don: Longmans, Green & Co., 1930. 1st edition,
1909.

Blum, Solomon. Labor Economics. New York: Henry Holt &
Co., 1925.

Borden, Neil H. Problems in Advertisinq. New York: McGraw
Hill Book Co., 1937. 1st editibn, 1927.
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Brooks, J.F. The Social Unrest: Studies in Labor and Social
Movements. New York: Macmillan, 1904.

Brown, J.A.C. The Social Psychology of Industry. Harmonds
worth: Penguin Books, 1972. 1st edition, 1954.

Bullock, C.J. Selected Readings in Economics. Boston: Ginn
& Co., 1907.

Burtchett, F.F. and C.M. Hicks. Corporation Finance. New
York: Harper & Bros., 1948. 1st edition, 1934.

Bye, R.T. Principles of Economics. New York: F.S. Crofts
& Co., 1930. 1st edition, 1924.

Cannan, Edwin. Wealth: A Brief Explanation of the Causes
of Economic Welfare. London: P.S. King, 1922. 1st
edition, 1914.

A History of the Theories of Production and
Distribution in English Political Economy from 1776
to 1848. London: P.S. King, 1903. 1st edition, 1893.

Carver, T.N. Distribution of Wealth. New York: The Mac
millan Co., 1936. 1st edition, 1904.

Cassel, Gustav. The Nature and Necessity of Interest. Lon
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